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WISCONSIN CENTER FOR EDUCATION RESEARCH

MISSION STATEMENT

The mission of the Wisconsin Center for Education Research is to
understand, and to help educators deal with, diversity among students.
The Center pursues its mission by conducting and synthesizing research,
developing strategies and materials, and disseminating knowledge bear,.
ing upon the eduqation of individuals and diverse groups of students in
elementary and secondary schools. Specifically, the Center investigates

diversity as a basic fact of human nature, through
!studies of learning and development

diversity as a central challenge for educational
techniques, through studies of classroom processes

diversity_as a key issue in relations,between in-
dibiduals and institutions, throUgh studieL of
school processes

diversity as a fundamental queAtion in American
Social thought, through studies of social policy
related to eddcation

The Wisconsin Center for Education Research is a noninstructional de-
partment of the University of Wisconsin-Madison School of Education.
The behier is supported primarily with,funds from the National Insti-
tute of Education.
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The-research reported in this paper was funded by the Wisconsin Center
for Education Fteseatch which is supported in par Ay a grant from the
National Institute of Education (Grant N. NIE-G-81-0009)'. The opin-
ions expressed in this paper do not necessariy reflect the position,
policy,'or,end'Orsement of the Nationaljnstitdte of Education.
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CONFERENCE OVERVIEW

Fred M. Newmann
University of Wisconsin

Common expeiience and research tells us that adolescent, develop.
That is, they seem to become progressively better" in thinking, physical
activity, social skills, caring for others, exercising judgment. In
mod-ern cultures young people spend much of their lives in secondary
schools during the period when some of this development occurs. Popular
statementsebf educational, aims, along with philosophical and psychological
analyses, suggest that the promotion of development itself should become
a primary responsibility of schools. To what extent and in...whata ways
'does secondary schooling actually affect development in adoiesents?.

'Scholarship on adolescence ranges from a dominant psychoanalytic
framework with its emphasis on therapy for treating individual pathology .

.--to anthropological studies on transitions from childhood to adulthood in
different cultures.. The literature dischsses development of thinking,
the ego, moral reasoning, political attitudes, sexual behavior, but it
rarely explores the relationship between these areas and secondary schools.
Major research dire ed at the secondary school attempts to describe
students' experien s in schools, key aspects of schooling that affect
studen'achievemen and how schools change, bcit generally this body of
research alsb fails to outline relationships bttween secondary schooling
and adolescent development.

Purpose of the Conference

1
We called a conference to address th

connection between schooling and adolesce
review the current state of knowledge on

aucit; of research on the
evelopment. Intending to

s topic; we hoped the
conference might also create an agenda for future research and stimulate
scholars to search more systematically for, connections between adolescence
and schooling. As a result of planning meetings in May, 1981% presenta
tions on four topics were commissioned.
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The persistent prablemlpf defining human development, the presence
of alternative conceptions, and the philosophic challenge of advocating,
development as an aim of formal education led to the first question: :

1. What conceptions of adolescent development Should serve ap,

aims of-edueetlong

In considering which developmental-goals ought to,be pursued by
schools, the appropriate responsibilities of schools should be distin-
guished from those of other environments such as family, peer group,
workplace orchurch. The influence of these other educational contexts
is widely acknowledged, but we have Aot understood their actual impact
on adolescent development. The second question called for such analysis:

2. In what critical ways does the secondary school differ from.. /-
other environments such,as home, work, and peer group in its

potential for influencing adolescent development?

From literature on hidden curriculum and the dynamics of organize-
'dons, we assume that much within school, other than formal curriculum,.
probably influences students (e.g., scheduling affects their senseof
time, grading affects their concept of self, behaving in a passive rdle

affects their initiative). Since ptevious analyses have not rented
organizational'features to specific notions of adolescent development,

question three asked:

3. How do organizational features of secondary schools (e.g.,

roles of students and'adults, reward structure, rule-making
and enforcing) affect adolescent development?

.Finally, we examined the impact of specific school programs aimed

at stimulating human development. Within the past fifteen Years, programs

have been mounted to enhance moral, cognitive, ego, and social develop-.
ment, and many programs hatie been evaluated. The ourth question

requested a review and possibletaggregation of these studies:

4. What programsNand curricula in secondary schools can

positively influence adolescent development?

In addition to presentations on the four main questions, we felt partici:
pants could benefit from two general background papers: a brief summaw

of literature on adolescence and a description'of a number of studies of
secondary education currently in progress.

Structure of the Conference

Due to the complexity of the topics, At seemed that the work of
Individual investigators might best -be enhanced through intensive
dialogue among co-workers from diverse perspectives. Using the presenta-

tions, reactions and background papers as starting points, the conference

9
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as structured to p4-omote-that discussion. Thirty participants repre-
senting psychological., sociological, philosophical, and practical
educational perspectives were invited to work op these topics for two
and one-balf days in NoveMber, 1981, and to concentrate on the task of
recommending future-research to illuminate further the connections
between secondary schooling and adolescent development.

On the first day each paper wa discussed i.,n the large group. for
about 45 minutes, following a 20-minute summary by the presenter and;a

. 20-minute response by the reactor. With participants assigned to topics
of their choosing, thd day concluded with small group meetings (about 8
people per group) on each topic, and these discussions continued on the

. second day. Each group was expicted to submit a written report, and

e)
writing time was scheduled late in'the second day. Oral rep its froth
each group and discussion of their Conclusions occupied th final morning.

11

Participants discussed the nature of adolescent socialization, the
role of public schools, problems of particular approaches to research,
and the exclusion of women, minorities, the handicapped from certain.
opportunities. 'Small groups each submitted a report containing written
contributions from many participants. The reports, circulated to partici-
pants after,the.donference, contained helpful insights, although relatively
few suggestions for future research studies. Following the conference,
presenters and reactors had the opportunity to revise their work, but
time and resources did not permit groups to polish their reports for
publication. I have tried to incorporate their work in the interpretive
summary that concludes this volume.

1
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NEW MAPS 6F DEVELOPMENT: NEW VISIONS OF EDUCATION

Carol Gilligan
Harvard university

That development is the aim of a liberal,education seems clear until
we bggin to ask what is a liberal education and what constitutes develop-
ment. The current spirit of reappraisal in the field of education stems
in part fiom the fact that sore old promises have'failed and new practices
must b found if the vision of education fOr freedom and for democracy is
to be realized or sustained. But this current reappraisal in the field of
education finds its parallel in the field of developmental psychology where
a similar reassessment is taking plAe, a reassessment, that began in the
early 1970's when develipmental psychologists began to question the adult -

hood,that formerly they 'ad taken for granted and when the exclusion of.
women from the research s ples from which developmental theories were
generated began to be noti ed as a serious omission and one which pointed
to the exclusion of other :roups as well. Thus, if the changing population
of students, partidu y the larger number of adults and especially pfc
adult women enterin post-secondary education, has raised a series df
'questions about the aims of education and the nature of educational prac-
tice, the studs, of ulthood and of women has generated a new set of

., questions for theorists in human development.

This paper was presented, in an earlier version,,to the National Academy
of Education and revised for publication in the American Journal of Ortho-
psychiatry. ,It is reprinted here with permission from 'the American Journal.,
of Orthopsychiatry: copyright, 1982, American Orthopsychiatric Association,

The research was supported by, grant R03-MH31571 from the National.
Institute of Mental Health and grant G700131 from the National Institute of
Education. ,Portions ,of this paper are d6ntained in a full-length work,
In a Different Voice: Psyqhological Theory and Womem's Development, forth-
coming from Haryard University Press in May, 1982. I wish to thank the
children who participated in the research and Michael Murphy who collaborated
in designing and carrying out this work.
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To ask whether current developmental theories can be applied to

uncOerstandfhg or assessing the lives Of people who differ from thoSe

upon whose experience these theories were based is only to introduce a

problem of far greater magnitude, the adequacy of curren theorises them-

selves. The answer to the initial question in one sen is clear, given

the faCt that these theories have repeatedly been used in assessing the

development of different groups. But the question-asked in such assess-

ment is how much like'the original group is the different group being

.assessed. For example, if the criteria for development are derived from

studies of males and these criteria are then used to measure the develop-

ment of females, the.'question being asked is how much likemen do women

develop. The assumption underlying this approach is that there is a

universal standard of development and a single scale of measurement
,long which differences found can be aligned as higher and lower, better

and worse. Yet, the initial exclusion of women displays the fallacy of

this assumption and indicates a recognition of difference, pointing to

the problem I wish to address. While'I will use the experience of women

to demonstrate how the group left out in the construction of theory calls'

attention to what is messing in its account, my interest lies not only 4.11

women and the perspective they add to the narrative of growth but also

in the problem7that differences pose for a liberal educational philosophy

that strives toward'an 1.a..41a1 of equality and for a developmental psychology

that posits'a universal and invariant sequence of growth. In joinIng

subjects of morality and women, I,foeus specifically on the questions 67

value inherent in education and in developmental psychology and indicate

how the lives of women call into question'curren.t maps of development and

inform a new vision of human growth.

The repeated-Making of women's experience as, in Frees (1926)

terms, "a dark continent for. psychology" vises a question a,s...-t-.43.-what

has shadowed the understanding of women's lives. Since women in fact do

not live on a continents apart from men but instead repeatedly engage with

thee in the activities of everyday life, the mystery deepens and the

suggestion emerges that theory may be blinding observation. While the

disparity between women's experience and the representation of human

development, noted throughout the psychological literature, has generally

been seen to signify a problem in women's development, the:failure of

women to fit existing models of human growth may point to A problem in

the representation, a limitation, in the conception of the human condition,

an omission of certain truths about life. The nature of these truths

and their implications for undefstanding development and thinking about,

education are the subjects I wish t address.

Construction of Relationships and the Concept of Morality

Evidence of sex differences in the'findings of-psychologicAl

;
research comes mainly from studies that reveal the way in which men an8

women copstrubt the relation between self and others. While the di.f= .4W

ferences'observed in women's experience and-understanding of relation-
ships have posed a problem of interpretation that recurs throughout

j
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the literature on psyChoanSlYSis.and.personalitT psychology,lthis problem
emerges with, particular clarity in the field-of moral judgment research.
Since moral Judgments pertain to conflicts in the 'relation of self to
others; a difference in the coutruction.Of that relaXionship would lead
to a difference inthe conception of the moral domaih. This difference

. would be manifest in the.:way-moral.prOblems are seen, in the questions.
, asked whichserve to guide Xhe judgment and resolution of moral dilemmas.
While the'failtire to perceive this difference has led psychologists to
applyconsttucts derived from research on men to the interpretationof
women's experience and thought, the recognition of this difference points
to theliMiltation of this approach.. If women's moral judgments reflect a
different'Understanding of bociai-relationships;then ihey-miy point to
aline of ,so4d1 development whose presence in both sexes is'currently,
obkuted.

If

9

Theories and Moral DeveZopment

This discussion of moral development takes place against the back-
ground of a field where, beginning with Freud's theory that tied superego
,formation to castration anxiety, extending through Piaget's,study of boys'
.conceptions of therulesOf their games, and culminating in Kohlberg's
derivation of six stays of moral development froth research on adolescent
males, the line of deVftpment haS been shaped by the pattern of male
expstel*me and thoUght. the_cOntinual reliance on male experience to
build the model of, moray. growtitThas been cOupled with a continuity in
the conception of moraiity,itself'. ,Treud's (1929) observation that "the
first requisite of civilization is jdstice, assurance that a rule
once made will not be broken in favour of an ndiVidual," extends through
Piaget,'S-11932) conception of morality as consisting in tespect rules
and into Kohlberg's (1981) Maim that justice is the most adeq4a
moral ideals. The imagery that runs through this equation of mor ty
with justice depicts a world comprised of separate individuals whose
claims fundamentally conflict but whq find in morality a mode of regulat-,-
ing conflict by agreement that allows the development of life lived in
common. 4

The notion that moral development witnesses the replacement of the
rule of brute force with the rule'of law, bringing isolated and endangered
individuals into a tempered connection with One another, thenlleadsto the
observation that women, less aggressive and thus less preoccupied with
rules', are as a result less morally developed. The recurrent observa-
tions of sex differences that mark the literature on moral development

r are striking not only in theinconeurrence but In their reiterative -

elaboration of-a single theme. Whether expressed >in the general state-
ment that women show legs sense of justice than men (Freud). 1925) or in
the partictlar notation that girls, in contrast to boys, think it better
to give Eack fewer blows than one has received (Piaget, 1.532),,the
direction of these differences is always the same, pointing in women to
a greater sense of connection, a concern with relAIOnships more than
with rules. But this observation Qlen yields to the paradoxical con-
/

1 3
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A

lusion 4lat. women's preoccupation with rela4ionships constitutes an
impediment-to their moral development.'

.

The Moral Judgments ofTW,Eleven-Year-Old

To illustrate how a diffetence in the underatanding of relationships
leads to a dggerence in the conceptions of morality and of self, I begin
with-the moral judgments of two eleven :year-old children, a boy: and a

girl who see in the same dilemma two very differ nt moral problems.
Demonstrating how brightly current theory illumfkatres. the line and the
logic of the boy's thought while.catting scant light on that of the girl,

I will'show how the girlrs.judgments reflect a fundathentally different.
approach. I have chosen for the purposes of this discussion a girl whose
moral judgments elude current categories of developmental assessment, in
order to highlight the problem of interpretation rather than to exemplify
sex differences per se. My aim is to show how by adding a new line of
interpretation it becdmes possible,totsee development where previously
development was not discerned and tF consider differences in the under-
standing of relationships without lining up-these differences on a scale
from better to worse.

The two children I consider--Amy and Jake--were in thesame sixth
grade class at school and participated in a study designed to explore
different conceptions of morality and self. The sample selected for
study was chosen to focus the'variable9 of gender and age while maximiz-
ing developmental potential by holding constant, at a high level,. the
factors'of intelligence, education and social class that have been
associated with moral development, at least,as measured by existing
scales. The children in question were both bright and articulate and, at
least in their eleven-year-o10 aspirStions, resisted easy categories of

-role stereotypin since Amy aspEed to become a scientist while Jake
pr ferred English to ath. Yet the moral judgments seemed to students
well versed in psycho ogical theory to confirm familiar notions about
differences between the sexes, sugg sting that the edge girls have on
moral development during the early chool years gives way at puberty with
the ascendance of formal logical thought in boys.

The dilemma thete children* were asked to resolve was one in the
series devised by Kohlberg to measure moraldeveropment in adolesc e -

A 0
by presenting a conflict beEw9en moral norms and expling the logi of

its resolution. In this particular dilemma, a man named Heinz considers
whether or not to steal a drug which he cannot afford to buy in order
to save the life of his wife. In the standard format of Kohlberg's inter-
viewing procedure, the description of the dilemma itself--Heinz's predica-
ment, the wife's disease, the druggist's refusal, to ldwer* his price--is
followed by the question, should Heinz steal the drug? Then the requons

for and against stealing are explored through a series of further questions
that vary and extend the parameters of the dilemma in a way designed to'
reveal the underlying structure of moral thought.

14
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Jake, at eleven, is clear from the outset that Heinz shpuld steal

the drug. Constructing the dilemma as Kohlberg did as a conflict between .
the values of property and life, he discern's the logical priority of life

-and uses that logic to justify his choice.

For one thing, a human life is worth more than money,
and if the druggist only makes $1:000, he is still
going to live, butif Heinz doesn't steal the drug,
his wife is going Co die. (WHY IS LIFE WORTH MORE

4 THAN MONEY?) Because the druggist can get a thousand
dollars later from rich people with cancer, but Heinz

r can't get his wife again. (WHY NOT?) Because people
are'll 'different, and so you couldn't get Heinz's

)fte, wife again.
r

Asked if Heinz should steal the drug if he does not love his wife, Jake
replies that he should, saying that not only is there "a difference

t4

between hating and killing," but also, if Heinz were caught, the judge
would probably think it was the right thing to do." Asked a out the
fact that in stealing=. Heinz would be breaking the law, he says. that
"the laws have mist4V and you can't go writing up a law for everything
that you can imagine."

Thus, while taking the law into account and recognizing its function
in maintaining social order (the judge, he says, "should giV'e Heinz the
lighest possible sentence"), healso sees the law-asman-made and there-
fore subject'to error and change. Yet his judgment that Heinz should
steal the drug, like his view of the law as having' mistakes, rests'on
the assumption of agreement, a societal consensus around moral values'
that allows one to know and exp.ett others to recognize what is's"the
right thing to do."

Fascinated by the power of logic, this eleven-year-old boy locates,
truth in math which, he says, is "the only thing that is totally logical."
Considel-ing the moral dilemma to be "sort of like a math problem with
humans," he sets it up as an equation and proceeds to work out the
solution. Since his solution is rationally derived, he.askumes that
anyone following reasolf would arrive at the same ,conclusion and thus ./"
that a judge would also consider stealiAg to be the right thing for i
Heinz to do. Yet he is ano aware of the limits of logic; asked whether
there is a right answer to moral problems, heltays that "there can only
be right and wrong in judgment," since the plrameters of action are bore
variable and complex. Illustrating how actions undertaken with the best

' of intentions can eventuate in the most disastrous of consequences, Ile.
says, "like if you give an old lady your seat on the trolley, ifyou are.,
in a trolley crash and that seat goes through the window, 1.t might be
that reason that the old lady dies."

Theories of developmental psychology illuminate well the position
of this child, standing at the juncture of childhood and adolescence, at

5-



what Piaget describes as the pinnaclt of childhood intelligence, and
beginning through thought to discover a widei universe of possibility.
The moment of preadolescence is Caught by the conjunction of formal

p operational thought with a d'scription of Self still anchored in the

factual parameters of his childhood world, his age, his town, his father's

, occupation, the substance of,his,likes, dislikes, and beliefs'. Yet as

.his self-description radiates the-self-confidence of a child who has
arrived,, in Erikson's terms, at a fivorable balance of industry over
inferiority, competent, sure Of himselfi,and knoWing well the rules of

the game, SG hisemergent. capacity for formal thought, his ability to-
think about thinking and to reason things out in a logical way, frees
-him from dependence on authority and allows him to find solutions to

'problems by himself.

This emergent autonomy then charts the trajectorytthat Kohlberg's ,

six stages of moral development trace., a three-level.progression from
an egocentric undeistanding Of fairness based on individual need (stages

one and two), to a conception of fairness anchored in the shared con-
ventions of societal agreement (stages three and four), and finally to a
principled understanding of fairness'that rests on the free standing logic
of equality and reciprocity ( stages five and six). While Jake.'s judg-

ments at eleven are scored as conventional on Kohlberg's scale, a
mixture of stages three and four, his ability to bring deductive logic
to bear on the solution of moral dilemmas, to differentiate morality from

law, and to' see how laws;can.be considered to have mistakes, points toward
the principled conception ofj14tice that Kohlberg equates with moral

matuvity.

In contrast, Amy's respodge to the 'dilemma conveys a very different
impression, an image of development stunted ,by a failure of logic, an

inability to think for herself. Asked if,-Heinz should steal the drug,

she replies in a way that seems evasive and unsure:

Well, I ciOn't think So:- I think there might be other,
ways besides stealing it, like if he could borrow the

mone or make a loan or something, but he really
shouldn't steal thelvdrug,-bilt his wife.shouldn't

die either.

Asked why he should not steel the drug, she considers neither property
nor taw but rather the effect.that theft could, have on the relationship
between Heinz and his wife. If he stole the drug, she explains,

he might save his wife then, but if. he did, he might'
have to go to jail, and then his wife might get sicker
again, and he couldn't get, more of the drug, and it
might not be good. So, they should really just talk it
out -.and find some other way to maI' the money.'

Seeing in the dilemma not a math' problem with humans but a nar-
rative of relationships that extends or time, she envisions the wife's

l6
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continuing need for hei husband and the husband's continuing concern for
his wife and seeks_tb respond to,the druggist's need in a.,way that would
sustain rather than sever connection. As she ties the"wife's survival to
the preservation of relationships,,so she considers the'Value of her life
in a context of relationships, saying that it would be wrong to let her
die because, "if she died, it 'lures, a lot of people and it hurts her.'
Since her moral judgment is grounded'in the belief that ':if somebody has
something that would' keepsOmebody alive, then it's not.,,right not to give
it to them," she considers the problem in the*dilemma,to arise not from
the druggist's assertion Of rights but from his failure of response.

Whils the interviewer.prOceeds with the series of questions that
follow from Kohlberg's construction of the dilemma, Amy's answers remain
essentially unchanged; the various probes serving neither to elucidate
no o modify her initial response. Whether or,not Heinz loves his wife,
he still shouldn't steal or let her die; icieiore a stranger dying in-
stead, she says that "if the stranger didn't hive anybody near or anyone
she knew;" then Heinz should try to save her life but he shouldn't steal
the drug. But as the interviewer conveys through the repetition of
questions -that the answers she has given are not heard or not right,
Ary's confidence begin to diminish and her replies become more con-
strained and, unsure. Asked again why Heinz should not steal the drug,
she simply rePeats, "Because,it's not right." Asked again to explain
why, she states agai4 that theft would not be a good solution, adding
lamely:that, "if .he took it he might not know how to give it to his
wife, and so his wife might still die." Failing to see the dilemma as
a self-contained problem in moral logic, she does not discern the
internal structure of .its resolution;- as she constructs the problem dif-.
ferentlY herself, Kohlberg's conception completely evades her.

Ins.tead, seeing the world comprised, of relationships. rather than of
people standing alone, a world that cos through human connection
rather, than, through systems of rules.) sKe", finds the puzzle in the *lemma
to lie iv the failure of the druggist' to' respond to the wife. ,Saying
that "it is not right for someone to die when their life could be saved,"
she assumes thaif the druggist were tq sed the consequences of his
refusal to lowel hig price, he would realize that 'he shouf&just give it
to the wife and then h'ave the husbaind pay back the money later." Thus
she considers they solution to the dilemma to lie in making the wife's
condition more salient to the druggist, or, that failing, in appealing to
others who are4in a position to help.

Just as Jake is confident the judge would agree that stealing is the
right thing for Heinz to 'do, so Amy is confident.that, "if Heinz and the
druggist had 1.44ed it, out long enough, they could reach something besides
stealing." A00 considers the law .to'' "have mistakes," so she sees this
drama as a mistake, believing that,"the world should just share things
more and then people wouldn't have to steal." Both children thus recog-
nize the need for agreement but see it,as mediated in different ways, he
impersonally through systems of logic and law, she personally through

V-,
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communication in relationship. "As he,relies on the conventions,of'logic
to deduce the solution to this dilemma, assuming these co .pventions to be
shared, so she relies on a process of communication, assuming cohnec'tion
and believing that her, vpice will e heard. Yet while his assumptions
about agreeipent are confirmed by he convergence in logic between his

4

answers and the questions posed, her assumptions are belied by the failure
in communication, the interviewer's inability to understand her-response.

MeasurtIng Moral Development: Assesing Diverse 'Perceptions

While the frustration of the interview with Amy is apparent in the
repetition of questiOns and its ultimate. circularity, the problem of
interpretation arises,when it comes td assessing her response. Considered
in the light of Kohlberg's , conception of:the stages and sequence of Moral
development, her moral judgments are a full stage lower in moral maturity
than those of.the boy. Scored as a mixture of stages two and three, they
see'i to reveal,a feeling of powerlessnesS in the world, an inability to
think systematically abatit the concepts of morality or law, a reluctaiice
to challenge authority or to examine the logic of received moral truths,
a failure even to conceive of acting directly to save a life or 'to con-
sider that such action if taken could possibly have an effect. As her
reliance on relationships seems to reveal a continuing dependence and
vulnerability, so her belief in communication as the mode through which
to resolve moral dilemmas appears-naive and cognitively immature:

4s*

Yet her description of herself conveys a markedly different impres-
sion. Once again, the hallmarks of the preadolescent child depict a
child secure in her sense of herself, confident in the substance of her
beliefs, and sure of her atility to do something of value in the world..,

Describing herself at eleven as "groping and changing," Amy says that she
"sees some things di
now:cand I know a:1
a different world
dilemma. Her worl
where an awareness
recognition of respon
for r/esponse. Seen in
the recognition of relate
of conflict resolution, an
dilemma will follow from its
naive or cognitively immatu4k
to an ethic of care, just as J e

justice approach. Her incipien
central to nonviolent conflict re
tive activity of care, lead her t
not as opponents in a,contest of r

relationships on whos'e continuatio
solution to the dilemma lies in a
secur t e inclusion of the wi
conn ctipns.

ferently.now, just because I know myself really well
t more ab8ut the world." But the world she kriOws is

rom that refrdtted by Kohlberg's construction of Heinz';
is a world of relationships and psychological truths
the connection between people gives-rise to a
"bility for one another, a perception of the need

is light, her view of morality as arising from
nship, her belief in communication,as the mode

her conviction that the solution to the
compelling representation seem far from
but rather to contain the insights central

's judgments reflect the logic of the
awareness of the "method of truth,"
olution, and her belief in the'restora-
see the actors in the dilemma arrayed
"ghts but as members of a network of
they. all depend. Consequently her

tivating the network by communication,
by strengthening rather than severing

18
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But.f.he'different logic of Amy's response calls attention to a
problem in the interpretation of the-interview itself. Conceived as an
interrogation, it appears }instead as a dialogue which takes on moral
dimensions of its own, Rerlaining to the interviewer's uses of power and
to the manifestations of respect. With this shift in the conception of
the interview, it immediately becomes clear that the interviewer's
problem in hearing Amy's response stems from the fact that Amy is answer-
ing a different question from the one the interviewer thought had been
posed. Amy is considering not whether Heinz shduld,act in this situation
(Should Heinz steal the drug?) but rather how Heinz should act in response
to his awareness of his wife's need (Should Heinz steal the drug?). The
interviewerjakes the mode of action for granted, presuming it 'to be a
matter of fact. Amy assumes the necessity for action and considers what
form it should take. In the interviewer's failure to imagine a response
not dreamt of in Kohlbergrs moral philosophy lies the failure to hear Amy's
question and r4,f) see the logic in her response, to discern that what from
one perspective appears to be an evasion of the dilemma signifies in other
terms a recognition of the problem and a search fox a more adequate
solution. '

Thus in Kohlberg's dilemma these two children see two very different
moral problems--Jake a conflict between life and property that can be
re lved by logipal deducAon, Amy a fraCture of human relationship that

be mended wit its own threat. Asking different questions that
arise from differen conceptions of the mor,a1 domain, they arrive at,
answers tliat fundamentally diverge, and the arrangement of these answers
as successive stages,im a scale of increasing moral maturity cplibrated.
by the logic of,the boy's response,misses the different truthevealed in
the judgment of the girl. To the question, What does see that she
does not? Kohlbergs theory provides a ready respons4 manifest'in the
scoring of his judgmenzs a full stage highen than hers in moral maturity; "
to the, question, What does she see that he does not? Kohlberg's theory
has nothing to says, Since most of her responses fall*through the sieve of
Kohlberg's scoring system, her responses appear from his perspective to
lie outside the moral domain.

Yet just as Jake reveals a sophisticated understanding of the logic,
of justification, so Amy is equally sophisticated 'in her understanding of
the nature of choice. Saying that "if both the roads went in totally
separate ways, if you pick one, you',11 never know what would happen if
you went the other way," she explains that)at's the chance you have
to take, and like I said, it's just really a guess." To illustrate her
point "in a simple way," she describes how, in choosing to spend the
summer at camp, she

will never know what would have happened if I had
6

stayed here; and if something goes wrong at camp, I'll
4.
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never know,if I stayed here if it would have been better.
0_There's-really no way around'it because there's no way you

can do bdth at Once, so you've got to decide, but you'll
.never know.',"

In tas way, these'two eleven-year-old children, both highly intel-
ligent,,thoughpeiceptive.about life in different ways, display different
modes of'toral understanding, different ways of thinking about conflict
and choice. Jake, in resolving thedilemma, follows the construction,
that kohlbentg'has posed. Relying on theft to avoid confrontation and
turning 6o:t4a law to mediate the dispute, he transposes a hierarchy of
power into a hierarchy of values by recasting a.conflict between people
into a conflict of claims. Thus abstracting the moral problem from the
interpersonal situation, he finds in the logic of fairness an objective
means of dbciding who will win lthe dispute. But this hierarchical order-
ing, with its imagery of winning and losing and the potential for violdnce
which it contains,` gives way in Amy's construction of the dilemma to a
network of connection, a network sustained by a process of communication.
With this shift, the,,moral problem changes from one of unfair domination,
the impoSition of property over life, to one of unnecessary exclusion,
the failure of the druggist to respond to the wife.

This shift in the formulation of the moral problem and the cor-
responding change in the imagery of relationships are Illustrated as well
by the responses of two eight-year-old children, asked to describe a
situation in which they weren't sure what' was the right thing to do:

When I really want to go to
My friends and my mother is
cleaning the cellar, I think
about my friends, and then
I think about my mother, Aild'

then I think about the right
thing td-do. (BUT 40W DO
YOU KNOW IT'S THE /RIGHT THING
TO DO?) Because some things
go before other things.

(Jeffrey, age 8)

I have a lot of friends, and
I can't always play with all
of them, so everybody's going
to have to take a turn, be-
cause they're all.my friends.
But like if someone's all alone,
I'll play with them. (WHAT
KINDS OF THINGS DO YOU THINK
ABOUT WHEN YOU ARE TRYING TO
MAKE THAT DECISION?) Um, some-
one all alone, loneliness.

(YCaren, age'8)

While Jeffrey sets up a hierarchical ordering in thinking about the conflict
between desire and duty, Karen describ s a network of relationships that
includes all of her friends. Both children deal with the issues of
exclusion and priority created by choice, but while Jeffrey thinks about
what goes first, Kardt focuses on who is left out.

Moral Judgment and,Self-Descriptions

In illustrating a difference in children's thinking about moral con-
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,flict and choice, I have described two views,that are comnetentary
rather than sequential or opposed. In doing se), I'go' against.the bias
of developmental theory toward ordering' differences in hierarchical
mode. This correspondence between the order of developmental theory and
of the boy's responses contrasts with the disparity between the structure
of theory and ,that manifest' in the thought of ,the girlts. 'Yet-, in neither
comparison does one child's thought appear as precursor of the other's
position. Thus, questions arise about the relation.between_yhese per-
spectives; what is the significance of these differences, and how do
these two modes of thinking connect? To pursue these question, rfeturn
to the eleven-year-olds and consider the way they describe thems4ves!

JAKE AMY

(HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOURSELF TO YOURSELF?)

Perfect. That's my conceited
side. What do you want- -any

away that I choose to describe
myself?

You mean my character? (WHAT
DO YOU THINK?) Well, I don't
know. I'd describe myself as,
well, what do you mean?

(IF YOU HAD TO DESCRIBE THE PERSON YOU ARE IN A
WAY THAT YOU YOURSELF WOULD KNOW IT WAS YOU, WHAT
WOULD YOU SAY?)

I'd start off with eleven
years old. Jake [last name].
I'd have't6 add that I live in
[town] because that is a big
part of me, and also that my
father is &doctor because I
think that does change me a
little bit, and that I don't
believe i\crime, except for
when your name is Heinz--
that I think school is boring
because I think that kind of
changes your character a
little bit. 1 don't sort of
know how to describe myself

because T don't know how to
read my fiersonality.

(IF YOU HAD TO DESCRIBE THE
WAY YOU ACTUALLY WOULD
DESCRIBE YOURSELF, WHAT WOULD
YOU SAY?)

I like corny jokes. I don't
really like to get down to
work, but I can do all the

Well, I'd say that I was
someone who likes school and
',studying, and that's what I
want to do with my life. I

want to be some kind of a
scientist or something, and
I want to do things, and I
want to help people. And I
think.that's what kind of
person I am, or what kind of
person I try to be. And

....wthat's probably how I'd

describe myself. And I
want to do something to help
other people.

(WHY IS THAT?)

Well, because I think that
this world has a lot of
problems, and I think that

16.
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stuff in school. Eery
single problem that I have
seen in school I have been
able to do, except for:ones
that take knowledge, and
after I do the reading, I'
have been able to do them,
but sometimes I don't want
to waste my time on easy
hothework. And also I'm
crazy about sports. I think,

'unlike a lot of people, that
the world still has hope . . .

Mcist people that I know I
tike, and I have the good
life, pretty much as good as
any I have seen, and I am tall
for my age.

everybody should try to help
,somebody else in some way,
and the way I'm choosing is
through science.

5

`In the voice of the eleven-year-old boy,0a feud iar form of self-
definition appears, resonating to the school-book in ription of the
young Stephen-Daedalus ("himself, his name rand where e was" p. 15)

and echoing the descriptions that appear in Our Town, laying out across
the coordinates of time and space a hierarchical order in which to define
one's place. Describingphimself as distinct by locating his particular
position in the world, Jake s'ts himself apart from that world by his
abilities,, his beliefs and hig height. Although Amy also enumerates her
likes, her wants, and her beliefs, she locates herself in relation to
the world, describing herself through actions that bring her Into con-
nection with others, elaborating ties through her ability to provide

To Jake's ideal of perfections against which he measures the worth
of himself, Amy counterposes an ideal of care against which she measures
the worth of her activity. While she places herself in'relation to the
world and chooses to help others through science, he places the world in

-relation to himself as it defines his character, his position, and the
quality offe.

Implications for Developmental Theory and Educational Practice

As the voices of these children illuminate two modes of self-descrip-
tion and two modes of moral judgment, so they illustrate how readily we
hear the voice that speaks of justice and of separation and the difficulty
we encounter in listening to the voice that speaks of care and,connection.
Listening through developmental theories and through the structures of our
educational and social system, we are attuneCto a hierarchical ordering
that represents development as a progress of Separation, 'a chronicles_sf
individual success. In contrast, the understanding of development as a
progress of human relationships, a narrative of expanding connection is
an unimagined representation. The image of network or web seems more
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readily to connote entrapment than an alternative and nonhierarchical
vision of human connection.

This central limitation in"therepresentation of human development
appears most clearly in recent portrayals of adult life where the insistent
focus on self and,pn work provides scanty represtntation of an adulthood
spent in the activities of relationship and care. The ttndencY to cliart
the unfamiliar waters of adult development with the familiar markers of
adolescent separation and growth leads to an equation of development with

, separation and a failure to represent the reality of connection in the
history of love and ;he interpersonal context of work. Levinson (1978),
patterning the stages of adult development on the seasons of a man+'s
life, defines the developmental proce -s explicitly as one of individuation
but reports an absence of friendships in'iments lives. Vaillant (1977),
deriving his description of adaptation to life from the lives of the men
who took partin the Grant study, notes that the question -these men found
most difficult to answer was "can you describe your wife?". In this light,
the observation that women's embeddedness in lives of relationship, their
orientation to interdependence, their subordination of achievement to care,
and their conflicts over°competitive gWccess leave them personally at
risk in mid-life, though generally construed as a problem in women's
development, seems mire a commentary on this society and on the representa-
tion of development itself.

In suggesting that the consideratioh of women's lives and of adult-
hood calls attention to tht need for an expansion in the mapping of human
development, I have pointed to a distinction between two modes of self-
definition aild two modes of moral judgment, and indicated how these modes
reflect different ways of imagining relationships. That these modes are
tied'to different experiences may explain their empirical association with
gender, though that association is by no means absolute. That they reflect
Pafferent forms ofthought--one relying on a formal logic whose development
iaget has described, the other on a narrative and contextual mode of

thought whose development remains to be traced--indicates the implication
of this distinction for psychological assessment and education.

The experiences of inequality and of interdependence are embedded
in the cycle of'life, universal because inherent in the relationship of
parent and child. These experiences of inequality and interdependence
give ise to the ethics,of justice and care, the ideals of human relation-*
ship: the vision,that self and other will be treated as of equal worth,
that despite differences in power, things will be fair; the vision that
everyone will 1Ye- responded to and included, that no one will be left alone
or hurt. The adolescent, capable of envisioning the ideal, reflects on
the childhood experiences of powerlessness and vulnerability and con-
ceives a utopian world laid out along the coordindtes of justice and care.
This abilitto conceive the hypothetical and construct contrary-to-fact
hypotheses has led the adolescent to be proclaimed a "philosopher," a
"metaphysician 'par,excellence" (Kohlberg and Gilligan, 1971; InhelderN-

and Piaget, 1958). But the representation of the adolescent's moral
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philosophy in the literature of developmental psychology has been limited
to the portrayal of changes in the conception of justice, the growing
apprehension of the logic of fairness in terms of the reciprocal opera-
tions of equality and reciprocity. My own'work (Gilligan, 1982) has
expanded this description by identifying two'different moral languages,
the language of rights that protects separation and the language of
responsibilities that sustans connection. In dialogue, these languages

create the ongoing teusqon of moral discourse and reveal how the funda-
tental dialectic of separation and attachment in the process of identity
'formation generates the themes of justice and care in moral growth. This

expanded account of idetitity and moral development allows a more complex
rendering of differences and points to the need to trace the evolution
of both modes and to foster their development through education.

The old promise of a liberal education, of an education that frees
individuals from blinding constraints and engenders a questioning of
assumptions formerly taken fEr granted remains a compelling vision.
But among the prevailing assumptions that need to be questioned are the
assumptions about human development. The lives of women in pointing to
an uncharted path of human growth and one that leads to a less violent
modi of life are partiCularly compelling at this time in history and
thus deserve particular attention. The failure to attend to the voices
ofkoMmen and the difficulty in hearing what they say when they speak has
compromised women's development and eduation, leading them to doubt the
veracity of the'ir perceptions and to question the truth of their exper-

ience. This problem becomes acute for women in adolescence when thought
becomes reflective and the problem of interpretation enters the stream of
development itself. But the 4ilure to represent women experience also

contributes p6 the presentation of competitive relationships and hierarchial
modes of social organization as the natural, ordering of life. For this
reason, the consideration of women's lives brings to the conception of the
aims of education and of development a much needed corrective, stressing
the importance of narrative modes of thought, the contextual nature of
psychological truths, and the reality of interdependence in human

The process of selection that has shadowed this vision can be seen in
Kohlberg's.reading of Martin Luther King's (1964) letter from the *ming-
ham jail. Kohlberg extracts King's justification for breaking the law an
the name of justice but omits the way in which King embeds his vision of
justice in a vision of human connection. Replying to the clergy who
criticized his action,'King not only offers a justification of his action
but also defends the necessity for action, anchoring that necessity
the reality of interdependence: "I an in Birmingham because injustice is

here. I cannot sit idly by in Atlanta and not be concerned about what
,happens in Birmingham. _Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice_every-
where. We are caught in an inescapable network of mutuality, tied in.a.
single garment of destiny. Whatever affects one directly, affects all
indirectly," Thus, like Bonhoeffer (1953), who statdd that action comes'
"not fry thought but from,a readiness for responsibility," King ties his
responsiveness to a caring that arises from an understanding of the
connection between people's lives, a connection not forged by systems of
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rules bat by a perception of the fact of relationship, a connection not
freely.coVracted,but built into the very fabric of life. -

The ideal of a liberal democratitsociety--ofaiberty and equality-
have been mirrored in the deOelopmental vision of autonomy, the image of
the educated man thinking for himself, the image of the ideal moral agent
acting alone on .the basis of his principles, blinding himself with a
gawlsian "veil of ignorance" X1971), playing a solitary Kohlbergian game
of "moral musical chairs" (1981). Yet'the developmental psychologists
who dared with Erikson (1970) to "ask what is an adult," immediately
began to see the. limitations of this vision. Erikson himself has come
increasingly to talk about the activity of taking care and to identify
caring as the virtue and strength of maturity. When integrated into a
developmental understanding, this insight should spur the search for the
antecedents of this strength in childhood and in adolescence. Kohlberg
(1973), turning to consider adulthood, ties adult development to t
experience of "sustained responsibility for the welfare of other ' and
an awareness of the irreversible consequences choice. The resonance of
these themes of maturity to the voice of the eleven-year-old girl talis
into question current assumptions about the sequence of development and '

suggests a different path growth.

The story of moral development, as it is presently told, traces the
history of human-development through shifts in the hierarchy of power
relationships,' pointing to the dissolution of this hier y into an n

order of equality as the ideal vision of things. The co ception of
relationships in terms of hierarchies thus implies separation as the
moral ideal--for everyone to stand alone, independent, self-sufficient,
Connected-only by the abstractions of logical thought.

f

As the power
relationships of the family dissolve with the coming to equality of ,the
child in adolescence so the power of conventional truths can yield to
the logic of adolescent thought. There is then a patticular need in
depicting adolescent development and in defining the aims'of secondary
education for an alternative vision of relationships that encompasses
the reality of ongoing connection. Then development can be traced
through changes in experiences of relationships that lead to a growing
understanding of what constitutes care and what leads to hurt. This
different representation of development as a progress of human relation-
ships indicates how the recognition.of connection prevents aggression
and gives rise to the understanding that generates tesponse.

The entry of different kinds of students into higher education and
the changes in the structure of education, if coupled with the voicing
of different truths in the central arenas of academic pursuit, offers
the promise of a new vision of individual growth and of social con-
nection, a mode of growth that takes place within relationships, a mode
of connection li'aaed not on rules to regulate. competition and limit -

aggression but on responsiveness to others and self. In my current
research on the development of different modes of self-definition and
moral judgment, (Gilligan et al., 1982) I have begun to trace the con-
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sciousness and practice of relationships as it evolves through child-
hood and 'adolescence, showing how in Childhood the knowledge of relation-
ships is fac.tually based or concrete operational infPiaget's.terms, and
then how the undestanding of relationships is reconstructed in adolescence
with the advent of sexual maturity and the growth of reflective thought.

This work has called atteniw to the limits of current standards of
measurement and calls for aniltkpansion ih the dimensions of educational
practi,ce and psychological research. The development of girls appear
at this time to illuminate most clearly the systematic growth through
childhood and adolescence of knowl.edge about hUman relationships, an
understanding of the facts'of feeling and of how through feelings
relationships work, a perception of the context of relationships in which
all 'individual-lives take places This psychological knowledge of relation-
ships, which give5,,girls the power to help and to huft, underlies the
development cif an ethic of care, an ethic that centers on the themes of
inclusion and exclusion, that focuses on who is being left out and hurt.
Peaps today we are in a better position toNsee who has been left out
of. the psychological theories that currently guide educational practice
and to consider the implications of these omissions. My hope is that
the inclusion of these groups will bring a new way of thinking about
education, joining to the present concecns with justice and with truth,
in the abstract a concern with care and with loyalty to persons, extending
the focus on reciprocity and rights to an understanding of responsivenesg
and responsibility in relationships.
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REACTION: BIASES IN THEORIN OF DEVELOPMENT

Robert Hogan
Johns Hopkins University

The task of reacting to Carol Gilligan's paper is easy and at the
`same time quite challenging. It is easy because I agree with her
completely; her observations concerning how, women's experience is
unrepresented in our developmental theories are simply true. On the
other hand, she is a tough act to follow because she is so perceptive,
and she writes so well. What I would like to de-lrie"ft is to call
attention to two additional gaps in developmental throries. I will do
thi n a rather abb.9g1A5,ed and compressed fashion because, after all,
this merely, a reaction.

Platonism

The first problem that afflicts, most developmental theories, but
is most glaring in the'cognitive developmental tradition, is galloping
Platonism._ As the reader undoubtedly remembers,, Plato sets forth a
seductiVe thesis that goes as follows: (A) That-which is highest, in
the realm of abstraction is highest in the realm of being; (B) That
which is highest in the realm of being is highest in the realm of
value. Plato's'thesis has been adopted uncritically by cognitive
psychologists from Werner (1961) and Vygotsky (1962) to Kohlberg. (1963)
and Luria (1976). Plato's thesis is manifested chiefly in the.hoary
concreteabstract distinction. This distinction isused to stigmatize
the concrete and glorify the abstract. We have, then, bothoarancis
Calton (1883) and Heinz Werner (1961) telling us that imageless thought
is more valuable than thought infested by imagery. Curiously, the
thought processes of women, children', lunatics, and aborigines are all
typified.by imagery whereas middleclass European men have the capacity
for imageless thought.

25
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In the same way, Pistet (1963) tells us that thought develops
out of an initial set of sensory-motor schemata, through concrete
operations (where thought is somehow "tied" to the physical world),
to formal operations (where thought can operate on thought). Simi-

. larly, for Kohlberg, the "highest" realms of moral thinking are
concerned with abstract principles of justice as oppOsed to the
concrete rights and obligations of specific individuals.

e

For readers indoctrinated in the inevitable rectitude of the '
concrete-abstract distinction a may come as a shock to hear someone
say it As all,ideology and a big mistake., Nonetheless, that is,
precisely what I want to suggest, and for three reasons. There are
methodological, epistemological, and moral grounds for criticizing
the concrete-abstract distinction.

On methodological grounds it turns out to be very difficult to
tell with any reliability what precisely counts as concrete and what

'' countsaas abstract. Specifically, if one studies in a controlled and
sys4Clitic way a'set of judgments, one will find at least three major'
kinds of distinctions are obscured by the concrete- abstract polarity.
There is first the dilikinction between using personal versus imper-
sonal criteria for judgment. Thinking about problems personally is
considered concrete; thinking about them impersonally is abstract.
For 'example, if I evaluate a painting based on my own set of likes
and dislikes, and on my own background of experience, that is con-
sidered concrete: If I evaluate it based on a set of criteria that
has somehow been derived from the personal likes, dislikes and experi-
ences of a lot of people, that is considered abstract, and th efore

supposedly better. It is as if to say that averaging out a nu ber of
people's criteria into some. set of criteria that is really nobody's
is better than relying on one's own personal criteria=-which is non-
sense. ,Second, there is the distinction between using particular
criteria in one's reasoning as opposed to using general criteria.
People who.focus on the details of the problem at hand (elg., getting
this paper written) are concrete; persons who place the problem in a
larger context (e.g., this is just one problem in the larger context'
of scholarly writing) are abstract. Finally, there ,is the literal=
metaphorical distinction. Persons who stick to the problem at hand
are concrete_; persons yho see problems as metaphors for larger issues
(e.g., Freud's Totem awl Taboo (1950) is a metaphor regar4ing our
ambivalent relations to authority) are abstract. The man who worries
about how to build his own house is concrete. The-man who thinks
about building a society is abstract. Somehow, the quality of the
finished product--the house--becomes secondary to the way in..which the
man approached the problem--which is again nonsense.

Whether,it makes sense to make these three distinctions, we'
continue'to make them, believing that we should make. simplistic
concrete-abstract/distfnctions in the'way people think. Applying

. these distinct4ons to human subjects, we find they are age related

)
do.
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and correlated with'IQ. But, using these distinctions, it is easy to
shrug that most writing in psychology isealtogether concrete. For
example, Arthur Jensen (1969) still defines intelligence as that which ,

IQ tests test.

'

The concrete-abstract distinction' is flawed on epistemological
grounds because it first arises in the'context of Elato's discussion
of conceptformation. To explain here concepts come from Plato
postulates the existence of a'world of pure forms, existing in a
nontemporal, nonspatial universe (abstract), and objects in our world
(concrete) are understood by their relationship to the ideal forms,
the knowledge of which we have or acquire intuitively. The notion
of Platonic hyperspace'ia pernicious because it leads to mysticism--
Kohlberg's stage six.' But more importantly, the (abstract') argument
regarding the process_4f concept formation is decisively refuted in

,Wittgenstein's (concrete) Philosophical Investigations(1953). There,
Wittgenstein argues that.concepts are fOrmed out of a recognition of
'family resemblances' among concrete exemplars of a class, the bound-
aries of. classes are"fuzzy,n and the members of a class are grouped
usually 'based on common usage. In other words, concepts are man
made, but come to be seen aindrtural because we are so used to using
them to organize our thinking. Wittgenstein's analysis destroys
both the notion of Platonic hyperspace and the concrete-abstract
distinction,.

The moral reasons for rejecting the concrete-abstract distinction
come from existentialism: In that (highly abstract) tradition we are
required to attend to the moral requireMents Of everyday life, to
concrete reality, to the inevitable (concrete) reality of our own death.To the degree that we think about, for example, moral matters in
abstract terms, -we live in bad faith, and we dehumanize others. Think-ing about other peoPlepip abstract terms is regarded as deeply patho-
logical swell asfMmqyal because dealing with others in an impersonal
manner allows one to.treat others as objects and to do all sorts of
dreadful things to theMite,the name of science and rationality.

,

Definition of Developmental Phases

A central insight of developmental psychology is that the
psychological properties Of people change over time. But,there is
little agreement about how'these properties changer what the natureof the change might be, othei than saying that it is a move frOm
concrete to abatract. But if we dispense with the concrete-abstract
distinction, what is left?

AO

I would like to suggest that the major causes of development,
and the major forms in which It is manifested, are a function of'the
interaction patterds'in which a person is involved. In a society such
as ours, these interdttion'patterns,can be grouped in three (or
perhaps more) categories. In the firs't, one is locked in a set of

3u
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essentially'authoritarian relationships as one must interact princi-
pally with one's parents and other adults. In the second, one is
involved in a set of presumably egalitarian relationships as one makes
oTe's way in the peer group. In the third, one must integrate the
lssons of the first 670 periods as one makes one's way in bureaucratic
organizations.

Whatever the-,neurological and hormonal transformations that occur it.

over time, the child's psyche is crucially shaped by the kinds of
relationships he or she is involved in. These social relationships
will play as large a role as cognitive restructuring in giving the
phases of th;edevelopmental process their distinctive stamp.

There is a deeper reason for paying attention to the character-
istic relationships in which a child is lodged. Andithat concerns
a methodological problem. Research in developmental psychology
depends on questionnaire data,. on responses to various kinds of inter-
views. The methodological question concerns what those responses to
questionnaires and interviews mean. 'conventional wisdom has it that
those responses parallel -in a more or less direct way the structure
of the psyche. But is that so, are moral reasoning interviews a kind
of-psychological "cat scan"? I think an alternative interpretation
can be put forward that requires at least momentary consideration.

Or

Depending on the child's age, his or her response to interviews
and questionnaires may reflect, not the structure of his or her
psyche, but the structure of the relationships in which the child is
involved. This means that Qhildren before the age of about 10 will
be concerned with telling the investigator what they think he o\ she
wants to hear. Increasingly after age 10 children will provide
answers that they think their peers will want to hear.. Finally, ine
adulthood, responses to interviews will reflect a person's accommoda-
tion to interpersonal and impersonal relationships in the world of
work. Gilligan hints at this when she'describes the interpersonal
nature of the interview. The interviewer's-questions fit well with
the boy's responses, so,.full of confidence in what he was' saying, he
elaborated on themes brought out by the interview and supported by the.

Lebpou ses were not what the interviewer wanted
to hear, so,she became less sure and less eloquent as the interview
proceeded, The results oZ the interview may tell us more about the
interpersonal dynamics of the interview situation than about anythi,ig
else, let alone the children's moral reasoning.

To summarize the foregoing, I have suggested that the current
theory. in developmental psychology contains some blind spots. Carol
Gilligan has perceptively described the most important of these--that
'these theories reflect an exclusively male perspective. But a second

,a blindblind spot is caused by a near total belief in the concrete-abstract
distinction. And a third is produced by a naive willingness to take at

% face value responses to'questionnaires and interviews. Rather than
reflecting the present structure of the psyche, I hive suggested
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that these responses may reflect the structure of the social relation-
ships in which the child is engaged,

-N.

. .
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CONTEXTS FOR ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT:
THE INTERACTION OF SCHOOL, HOME, PEER GROUP, AND WORKPLACE

Stephen F. H ilton
Cornell Un' ersity

;

A primary responsibility of educators4s that they
not only be aware of the general_prciple of the
shaping of actual experience by environing conditions,
but that they also recognize in the concrete what
surroundings are conducive to having experiences that
lead to growth. Above,all, they should know how to
utilize the surroundings, physical and social, that
exist so as to extract from them all that they have
to. contribute to building up experiences that are
worthwhile.

4. --John Dewey

The question I have been, asked to address Is: "In what critical
ways does 'the secondary school differ from other environmentssuch
as home', work, and peer group, in its potential for influencing'
adolescent development?" Given the central place school ozziii:a:a in
the lives of adolescents in the United States, this is an important
question for anyone concerned about adolescent development. It is
especially important for those q us who belieme that development is

'.the proper aim of education. In order to make secondary schools
as effective as possible in fostering adolescent development, we must
assess their potential influence in relation to that of the other
environments n which adolescents lead their lives.

i shah begin'by suggesting flr distinctive contributions
secondary Schools can make to adolescent development. Next I shall
make a case for the principle that environments influence human
development interactively, not independently, and that, as, a result,
we cannot understand the influence of secondary schools on adolescent
development without attending to the influences of other environments.
The best illustration of this principle is also its most serious
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consequence: socio-economic status is strongly associated with school
performance. Research that illuminates the process linking race and
class to school performance supports the argument that environments
influence development interactively. The paper will conclude with a
discussion of implications for research on adolescent development
and for educational practice.

Before proceeding, I should define adolescent development. Develop-

ment, as used in this paper, will mean what Dewey (1938),.Bronfenbrenner
(1979) and others have meant by it: the increasing ability of a
person to understand and act upon the environment. This, definition

makes development nearly identical to learning, when affective and
14ychomotor learning are included with the cognitive domain. Develop-

ment, however, is broader because it includes physical growth.
Socialization is a component of development so defined. An invariant
sequence of stages is not critical to this definition of development;
'indeed, it allows for the possibility of regression (contra Kohlberg
and Mayer, 1974). Adolescence will be treated as synonymous with
secondary *school age,ivithout making the sometimes useful distinctions
among early, middle, and late adolescence, adolescence and youth,
and develQpmental stage versus age definitions.

Schools' Unique Contributions to Adolescent Delyopment

There are four major, areas of adolescent development in which
schools have more influence than other environments in which
adolescents are found. First, schools have as a major purpose the
teaching of academic knowledge and skills. As a consequence, ado-
lescents learn in schools knowledge and skills that they would be
less likely to learn elsewhere. A second distinctive feature of
schools is that they are formal organizations. Intentionally and
unintentionally they help students develop skills and attitudes to

behave in formal organizations. Third, schools propagate a set of
beliefs and attitddegpthat constitute an important part of the
national culture among adolescents from diverse families and communi-
ties. By going to school, adolescents develop competence with
this national culture, Finally, without clear intent, schools
provide the principal arena within which adolescent peer groups form
and operate, pro?iding adolescents with an opportunity`to develop-

social skills. \

The first three contributions are neit1er unique to secondary
schools nor new. Cremin touched on all of them in his description
of the spread of public grammar schools in the United States in the

mid-nineteenth century.

The school performed many functions: it provided
youngsters with an opportunity to become literate

4IL
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in a standard American English via the Webster

76$1

sp ler and the McGuffey readers; it offered
ungsters a common belief system combining

undenominational Protestantism and nonpartisan
patriotism; it afforded youngsters an elementary
familiarity with simple arithmetic, bits and pieces
of literature, history, geography, and some rules
of life at the level of the mfaxim and proverb; it
introduced youngsters to an orgIized subsociety

r. other than the household and Church that observed
such norms as punctuality, llihievement, competi-
tiveness, fair play, merit, and respect for adult
authority; and it laid before youngsters processes

r of reasoning, argument, and criticism--indeed,
processes of learning to learn--that were more or
less different from thought processes proffered

. earlier and elsewhere (1977, p. 51).

What is new since the time Cremin wrote about is the near-universality
of secondary schooling among adolescents. The concentration of
adolescents in secondary schools is what makes them so important as
places to meet and do things, with peers. Let us attend to each of
these four functions of schools in turn.

2.'Teaching g Knowledge and Skills

The instructional function of schools is the most str
Schools are s
before and p
will use outs
and skills--w
to divide b
issues an

ghtforward.
sed to teach students things they did note know

would not learn elsewhere, preferably things they
f school. These things include not only facts

the Declaration of Independence was signed and how
ctions, for example--but also ways of thinking about

capacity to continue learning.

Hyman; Wright, and Reed (1975) have assembled convincing evidence
that schools do, in fact, teach knowledge and the capacity to continue
learning. Although it might seem gratuitous to proffer evidence on
this matter, they do so ih response to the widespread interpretation
of the Coleman Report (1966) as indicating that schools have no
effects. Reanalyzing oipto from 51 studies done between 1951 and 1968,
they found a strong an consistent association between years of school-
ing completed and knowledge, even after tender, social class, occupa-
tion, place of residence, and other variables were controlled. Further,-
more, they found an equally robust-association between years of
schooling and knowledge seeking. While one can speculate about the
causal sequence in this association, the least favorable conclusion
must be that schools are a major source of knowledge for those who
are inclined to seek it.
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In what ways do schools change people's-ways of thinking? Scribner

and Cole (1973), on the basis of their own and others' testing of
schooled and unschooled people in developing,countries, suggested that
formal schooling, ev'en after only a year or two, 'results in four kinds

of changes in the way people think. the first two of these were based

on researth by Curia (1976) on Central Asian peasants: 1) schools
teach people to classify items into abstract categories, and 2) people/
who have attended school are willing and able to state conclusions to
syllogisms, while unschooled people usually reject the premises

and refuse to draw conclusions. Scribner and Cole's own research led

them to identify two additional kinds 'of changes: 3) "unschooled

populations tended to solve individual problems singly, each as a
new problem, whereas schooled populations tended to treat them as

instances of a class ofiproblems that could be solved by a general
rule" (p. 5,54); and 4) 4chooling gave people the ability and the
inclination to use language to describe what they did. They noted the

contrast between reliance on language in schools and the much greater
use of "observational learning" outside of classrooms, using the
example of a young person learning to weave by watching an adult.

These and other studies can be interpreted as establishing the
strong contribution of schools to cognitive development, with the
ability to think abstractly defined as the key feature of that
development.. But, Cole, Sharp, and Lave (1975),' after reviewing the
evidence, questioned whether Another interpretation might not be
equally valid. Pointing out that those who have attended school are
more familiar with test-taking, they questioned whether the superior

performance of schooled people on cognitive tests reflects their
.familiarity with such tests rather than the acquisition of more,
sophisticated ways of thinking.

Perhaps, the imprespion of educated subjects as
general problem-sdivers is an illusion, produced
by the narrow range of tasks, all'of them derived
from school contexts, which we selected to
represent the domain, 'cognitive development.'
The fact of the matter is that.we-have no direct
evidence that educated subjects differ identifi-
ably from their uneduCated counterpafts in ther
way they transfer their learning in any contexts
other than our tests. Just as important, we have

no idea
t

of hpy often the intellectUal demands
represented by our experimental tasks are ever

encountered outside of the educational context
from which they were derived.

'It appears that schools do teach knowledge and skills, including
skills in performing abstract classification and reasoning tasks and
-tasks requiring reading, writing, and calculating, though Cole,
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Sharp, and Lave force us to question how much of this learning may
also be acquired outside of schools. It also appears that those
who have attended.more years of schooling are more ligely than others
to seek knowledge independently. The key issue is not whether
schools teach knowledge and,skills but whether they could do,so
more effectively and efficiently. I sha.:11 return to this issue

- below and address the transfer of school learning to nonschclol
sitUations.

2. Teaching How to Behave in Formal Organizations

The second unique contribution of-schools, teaching students
to function in formal organizations, is not always viewed positively:
Critics see the formal organizational struceure of schools as having
primarily negative consequences--a view which must be questioned.
For example, according to Katz (1971), the source of schools'
discriminatory power agaInst students of lower social class is their
bureaucratic organization and governance. But, while Katz's essay
is a powerful and useful indictment df both the way in which public
schools operate and the contrast 'between their goals and functions;
he failed to prove eithe that the other organizational models that
appeared historically before the triumph of bureaucracy would not be
similarly discriminatory or that bureaucratiC organization is the
source rather thad simply the means of middle class dominance. His
earlier work (1970) made the point that compulsory schooling itself
was a point of strong contention between working'class and middle
class people, without reference to the organizational structure of
those schools. Illich (1970) is another radical critic of conventional
schools who attributed many of the ills of schools to their bureau-
cratic structure; He, however, treated schools as merely the symptom,
of a basicflaw in the social organization of modern societies: an
overreliance on credentials and formal.orianizations of all-kinds.
"Deschooling" to Illich.meant more than just dismantling schools; it
meant reorganizing society and basing it on voluntary associations
that.lack hierarchies and barriers to entrance in order to enlarge
the arena for personal initiative.. Iilich's critique, like Katz's,
calls to oui attention easily ignored consequences of the ways schools
operate. But, while his vision of whit mightbe is provocative, it
is hopelessly unrealistic.

Bureauciacy is as necessary to the kind of world we live in as0mass ca komunication, rapid long-distance transportation, and inter- APtional trade, Even if reality could more closely approximate the
Jefferson/an ideal of small participatory groups controlling their
own destinies--an ideal that is shared with some variations by romantics
of both left and right--there are many crucial issues such as global
commerce and pollution control; that require larger and,inevitably

- bureaucratic forms of social orghnization (Dahl, 1970).
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Therefore, in a society dominated by large formal organizations,

including governments, employers, and the proViders of goods and
services, young people need to learn the difference between their
families, peer groups, and other primary groups on the one hand, and
formal organizations on the other. Without understanding at least
that there are consequences to ignoring rules and that there is a'
difference between persons and positions, the citizen of a modern

society cannot hope to "understand a4d act upon the environment."

Several specific attitudes and abilities,-including responsiveness
to externally-controlled incentives, willingness to delay gratifica-

tion, the ability to tolerate being treated as a role occupant and
member of a category rather than as an individual, and the ability
to diagnose and use both formal and informal organizational structures,
equip a'person to function adequately as a consumer and employee; they
enable a person to function effectively in subordinate roles though
not necessarily as a participatory citizen. (See Almond and Verba's

(1963) distinction between subject and citizen competence.)

Schools, as Dreeben (1968) pointed out, are the first settings
in which young people are taught these critical skills and understand-

ings. Some of this teaching is explicitly a part of the disciplinary

structure of a school and classrdrom, obedience to rules and respect

for the authority of office, for example. Some is tied up with the

performance of academic work, which involves the teacher's incentive
structure.' Practices like sorting students by grade level and ability

are justified on grounds of efficiency, but they also train young
people to think of themselves as belongingrto categories and to accept
the imposition of limitations and the granting of privileges solely

on the basis of their membership in those categories.

What is most useful in Katz's (1971)-essay is his linking of

bureaucratic behavior with middle class norms. While lower-class

a adolescents need-to learn how to function in formal organizations as

much as middle-class adolescents dc4, -the latter have the advantage

that they are a'so taught such behavior at home and in their peer

groups.; They therefore have a distinct head start and can more easily

learn their lessons. Lower class adolescenti have more to learn and

face a difficult challenge in trying to catch up. Getzels (1974)

attributes the difficulty to discontinuities between the value&
and language of lower-class families and schools. That challenge is

exacerbated by the fact that many of the behavioral expectations
of schools seem arbitrary and unrealistic, leading some lower-clasg

adolescents to reject all such expectations, with dire consequences
in other environments, especially the Workplace.

4r

3. Conveying a Common Culture

It is widely recognized that schools in this country help to -

convey a common culture, although I kn9w of little research supporting

this point. Perhaps the hest evidence for it is the reluctance of
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certain subculture groups, from the Amish to the Black Muslims, to
Send their chiildren to public Schools. There is clearly a great
deal of room for debate about how effecti4Ve schools can be, have
been, and ought to be with regard to this function. Growing recog-
nition that the "melting pot" has always been mythical and the rising,
popularity of ':Pluralism" have reduced the traditional emphasis onschools as transmitters of a common culture. For example, the
expectation that schools can and should perform this function has
been challenge4,by the successful movement to enable, then require
bilingual instruction. Simultaneously, various interest groups
such as nonwhites and 17.7=Nhave been increasingly active in re-defini4g what that common culture ought to be. Currently, the growth
of private and parochial schools demonstrates a desire on the_partof many parents to select which version of the common culture their
children will learn; whether tuition tax credits 'will indirectlyprovide tax support for this choice remains to be seen. Nevertheless,despite these challenges, it cannot be denied that the near universal-
ity of schooling and the essential similarities in both contit and
process from place to'place contributes to culturgl cohesion and
introduces young people whose families and neighborhoods are dominated
by 4istinctive subcultures to the knowledge, manners, values and
expectations of the mainstream culture.

Along with more visible controversy about this function of
schools, recent yeirs have brought a new.and powerful force for
cultural commonality, television. Unlike schools, which were intro-
duced explicitly for this purpose and establiShed by means of
demsooratTc procedures, television he rapidly entered the culture as
"mere 'entertainment" through the personal choice of individual
families to purchase a recetv.r. Since television sets are found in
negrly every household in the United States, it is difficult to
assess whether they are more or less effective than schools in
promulgating a common set of beliefs and values, and whether those '

beliefs ajd values are consistent with those that thoughtful citizens
would wish to see spread widely. We only know that the habit of
watching television is common, that the results include national
familiarity with a whop set of characters and products 4"Who shot
J.R,,,12 "Show us your Underalls."), and that serious questions can be
raised about the developmental effects:of both the content of much,
of the programming and the relative passivity of watching. Goldsen
(1978)'and Condry (1981) are two who have examined what evidence
there is and raised questions about television's influence on children.

-Of the four functions, of schools with respect to,adolescent develop-
ment, conveying a common culture is probably the most problematic
at this moment in history, given the challenges to what once seemed
a consensus about what that culture is and the competing influence of6 .television.
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4. Providin ortunities for Peer Interaction

Historical accounts .of adolescence in the United States and
Europe (Kett,,1977; Gillis, 1974) alert us to the fact that young
people have found ways of associating with each other for centuries,
both formally and informally. But they also make two points clear.
First, the number of years contemporary adolescents spend free from
work obligations is much greater than in the past, enough to make
adolescence as we know it an "invention" of the modern period. Second,

the concentration of so high a proportion of young people for so
many years in adult-dominated settings is quite new in history.
Clark (Panel on Youth, 1974) has pointed out.that only 5% of the
high school age group attended school.in 1870 and that the meafi^
number of days in school each year was 78, compared iith
enrollment for 163 days a year by 1970.

One consequence of rounding up_all the available adolescents
and putting them together in schools is that secondary schools have
becom the principal location in which adolescents get to know
each her. We cannOt, th9refore, speak of schools and peer groups
as independent settings; schools are inhabited by peer groups.-

Coleman and Bronfenbrenner have been two of the most vocal
critics of the way in which Schools have dealt with this phenomenon.
Coleman 01961) demonstrated that high school students form a small-
society with a prestige hierarchy rooted in values that conflict
with schools' academic functians. He recommended that interscholastic

,competition, which engenders so much respect for the athletes who
bring glory to their school, be adopted in intellectual matters,
as in debate, to bring the peer culture into closer harmony with
academic values. He also suggested that adolescents be given more
responsible roles in the adult community, an approach elaborated
in the report of the Panel ion YoUng (1974), which Coleman chaired,
,Bronfenbrenner (1970), sharing Coleman's doleful view of the influence
of the peer group, reported on the ways in which schools in the ,

Soviet Union control peer influence in ordpr to ensure that all
influences contribute to 'building "Communist morality." He contrasted
the careful way in which Soviet practices cohere.to produce socially
valued behavior in children with the haphazard and inconsistent
practices of U.S. schools in order to make the same point that Coleman
stressed: the" influence of peers is not independent of adult
actions and institutions; it takes the form and has the results that
adAits encourage and allow. wrg

Devereux (197b), whose research supported his concern that
peer groups undermine parental. values, also nicely summarized the
other point of view. This view, articulated by such social scientists
as Piaget (1932), Parsonk. (1942) and Kohlberg (1964) Wads that
the peer group-is a necessary testing ground for moral values.
Whether one views the influence of the peer group as mostly poSitive
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or negative, there can be no question that adolescentsmust leaL to0 interact'with peers as part of their'development. All of the develop-
mental tasks of adolescence require a broadening circle of social
contacts on conditions of relative equality, which can rly occuramong peers. Therefore, the secondary school's function as an arena
for peer interaction is essential to adolescent development even
though peer groups can sometimes and in some ways retard-developmentas well.

We cab say with some -assurance that secondary schools-have thepotentia to 'influence adolescent deVelopment positively in these
four area , but saying that doesnt.t take us very far. These are -,extremely road aspects of development, too broad to serve as educal.:
tidnal objec ves or as criteria for assessing the eff ctiveness of
a secondary school. Furth'e'rmore, we know that there ar me schools
that are more effective than others in these and other realms and that
adolescents attending the same school, even sitting in,the same
clasSrOoms,.attain quite different levels of academ4 knowledge and
skills, organizational competence, awareness of mainstream cultu
and socialSsophistication. In order to bring all schools `and
students closer to the best, we must be able to account for t
differences. That accounting, in turn, requires an understanding'
how environments influence lumen development.

47

How Dip Environments Influence Development?
1-

Bronfenbrenner, in The Ecology of Humqn Development (1979), pre-sented a theory-in-progress about how ativiionments influence hurdan
development. I shall set Out a highly condensed version .of his .theory;
adding two key principles from Dewey.

First, the term "activity," will ,,e defined:

Activity is at once the source, the process, and
the outcome of development. The extent to which
it occurs in an'tver-expandiag ecological.environ-
ment thus becomee the measure developmental
progress (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. 289).

Development, in other words enables a per to engage.in more
effective and more appropriate activity, b t activity is simultaneously
the mean ,by which development occurs. Although development may
be said to take place in one environment, the test of whether a new

. conception or a new competence represents develo ent is whether
itvra4:be,used in another environments (Bronfeni)re ner, 1979, p. 35).
One .)invironment, therefore, may be the context f development,'1hut

=
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development is demonstrated in another, which may, in turn, be the
L.- context for further deyelopment.

Activity, asusod, here--ismorehan mer6ffidtidft:' In the first
place, it is what Br%nfenbrenner, following Lewin, called "molar
activity," Which is contrasted in a 4hemical analogy to "molecular
behaviors." Molar activity is "an ongoing behavior possessing a

momentum of its own and perceived as having meaning or intent by the
participants in the setting" (Bronfenbrennef, 1579, p. 45). Molar
Activities are more than momentary induration and are goal-directed.
Asking a questiOn is a molecular act; carrying on;a conversation is
a molar activity.

The second part of the definition of activity is the criterion
Dewey stated foeeducation as growth: continuity (1938, pp. 36-38).
Activity is developmental when it makes possible further activity 4
that is more complex and moreefficacious. Some types of continuing7

goal-directed behavior reduce the range of future activity, injecting
heroin, for example. The developmental potential'Of a particular
environment, (setting, context)' depends upon the activities, roles
and relations that are possible in it (Bronfenbrenner, 1979, p. 163).

.

Dewey's principle of interaction is critical to understanding ,

how environments influence development. Dewey stressed that a person
is not a passive recipient of environmental influences and that, as
a result, the influence of a particular environment cannot be.known
or-controlled solely on the basiEf of the.objective characteristic
of that environment. It is the interaction of the person with t

t environment that influences development (1938,.pp. 42-44). De Fe

Afplied this principle to traditional classroom .instruction b
arguing that it is futile to expedt a teacher's lecture to e equally

'effective for alit students, not just because of difference in
intelligence o attentiveness but because each student must incorporate
that materia w his or her unique set of capacities and orientations.
It 1s not the ectufe itself that educates but the student's mental

4 qpiocessing of tile lecture, which will vary according to knowledge,
attitudes, skills and conceptual organization schemes the student has-7--"
developed from previous eki)eriendts and according to expectations the
student has for the future.

A bpoader implication of 4; he principle of interaction is that
the pm environment will influe e different persons differently.
This point must be distinguished from-a similar one made by Barker:
'!the same environmental unit-provides,different inputs to different
pers., s".(1968, p. 205). Barker usefully pointed out that people in
the setting are not all doing the same thing or having the same
thing done to them. Dewey's point was that the environment's
influence,depends not only on its objective characteristics, but also
,on what each person makes of it. Even,if the variation Barker.

V
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'called attention to coUld be eliminated, the variation in what each
person brings to a setting would result in different influences from
the same environment.

Th'S prior Deweyan principle of-continuity is closely related to
the principle of interaction. Continuity defines development as self-
perpvuating, leading always ,to further deeloptent. One consequence
of the principle is, that "every experience influences to some degree
the objective conditions under which further experiences are had"
(1938, p. 37). Another way of stating this principle is to say that
an envir nment's influence is never independent; it only operates with
or ag nst the influence of other environments.. Restating Dewey's,
print ples, there is interaction between persons and environments and
there is interaction among environments.

-
Some environments, however, exert more influence than others.

Bronfenbrenner defined as primary Aettings those environments
("microsystems") that "set in motion and sustain patterns of
motivation and activUy in the developing person that then acquire
a momentum of their own" (1979, pp. 284-285). He offered the family,
the workplace, and the peer group as key primary settings.

The "patterns of motivation and activity" set in motion by
ry

primary settings constitute a Person's developmental trajectory (p. 285).
This is a useful image for conceiving the, continuity and interaction .

1.>
of development. The forde and.direction of a person's development
are determined principally by the interaction of genetic factors:and
the influences of primary settings that carry through many different
environments. Most non-primary settings do not substantially alter
the trajectory, but each may have a subtle, small-scale influence.
A person's developmental trajectory is the resultant of all these

-influences.

Settings such as schools, homes, peer groups, and workplaces,
exist within larger environments, such as neighborhoods, communities,
regions, cultures and subcultures, and nations. All those environ-
ments exert influence. 'Although it is simplest to assume that each
settine'has a unidirectional influence on,a person, in actuality
a single setting may exert disparate and sometimes directly conflicting
influences. We speak of the influence of "the home," but homes usually
contain one or more parents, siblings; and television sets, all of
which may represent competing influences.

Bronfenbrenner proposed that development is enhanced by a delicate
balance between sameness and difference in the settings a person A&
inhabits. While a basic among the activities, roles,
and relations in various settings promotes development, the movement
from one primary setting to another( is developmental to the extent

,that there is a "match between the developmental trajectory generated.
in the old setting and the balance between challenge and support
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presented in both the new, setting and its interconnections with the

old",(1979, p:, 288). The notion is similar to Piaget's (1932),Ppsycho-
logical disequilibrium," which leads'to Cognitive development when one

confronts phenpmena that cannot be ly explained usingone's

ncurrent stage of:reasoning but that,are totally beyond comprehen-

sion. .
e
-,

. .

To summarize, the theory present here includes four key terms:

develoPinent, 'activity, primary settings, and developmental trajeclory.

It stipulates' that environments influence human development through
the interacefion of their' objective conditions and the subjective
stateslof the,-people in them and that each environment's influence,
therefore, interacts with the influences of other environments. The

most important consequence of the principles of continuity and inter-
action is that participation in the same environment will affect the
development'of different people differently, according to their
developnie. tal trajectories. Variation's in environmental influence

ialso fo ow from the different'acIvitieS, roles, and relations in(
which pe_sons engage in the same environment. Development is en7

hanced by progressively, greater challenge within and among settings
when-that chalfenge does not exceed ,the support available.

.,...

j'

Race, Class and School Performance

One function of a theory isto organize what we know in such a
way that we understand It better. fgood theory illuminates the

processes underlying observed relations.' Let us test this theory'

by applying, it to the queation'of how the school differs from other

environments in its influence on adolescent development, It would

be consistent with the theory if .schools did not affect all adoles-
cents the same way, and if part, of die difference could be attributed

to differences among nether, environments that either reinforce or
undercut the i fluence of the school.

Ofie thing we know .about schools is that some students learn

more from the than others and that students' race and class are

strong predict rs of sChool'pgrformance. Whether the sample is of

national scoRe (ColemA, et al., 1966; Jencks, et all, 1972), a town
(Rollingshead, 1949/1/7'5), or a singe classfoom (Rist, 1970), there'
is a strong tendency fdYschool performance to, reflect socio-economic
status-and for white'siudents to perform better than black students

even after controlling for class. Although Jensen.(1969, 1980)

has claimed that genetically determined differences in intelligence
are the best,. explanation for differences among races in school

performance, he has done so by ignoring real and powerfUl differences
among the ronments people live in and consequent differences in

/1 the effects of schooling, even when black and white students attend
the same schools. The different effects of schools on students_'
of different-class and race is the best illustration of a single

A
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environment's affecting people differeptly: The theory presented
above offers in explanation of,this 'phenomenon.

In contrast with the strong evidence that school achievement
is related to class and race, there, is only scattered evidence

I showing-why this should be'so (beyond-the kind of unconvincing
evidence Jensen presented for his explanation). Evidence from
community studies, studies comparing the influence of peers and
parents, and studies of parents' child7rearing practices and values
supports the. theory that environments have their influence inter-
actively. :

43
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Hollingshead's (1949/105) classic community study remains one
of the most enlightening studies of the through which social
class, is transmitted from one generation to the next. He lays
out'in awesome detail the way in which a young person's socialimclass

,within a relatively homogeneous community affecbdevery aspect
- of his or her life, including school perfbrmance. His summary of

the interaction among environments is excellent:

V

4

The behavior patterns learned by-the child in
the home and the neighborhood are carried into
the school and other areas of community life.
In. school the child encounters children frpm other
neighborhoods who have other behavior patterns
and other definitions of behavior. In these
nonfamily and nonneighborhood situations, the
attitudes and behavior patterns associated with
some class subcultures are more acceptablemthan

others....theculture traits that children in the
three higher classes have learned at home and
in the neighborhood sPd acceptable'at school,,
but what the lower-class child has learned in his
home and neighborhood is generally not approved
in the classroom or on the playground.... These
differentiating processes continue throughout the
elementary school years: they become even more
powerful as controls as high-school-aged boys
and girls are enmeshed in the pressures of the
peer group. Pressure is brought to bear on a child
to select friends and recreational pursuits that
conform with parental expectations. In all
classes, children are usually guided by their
parents along lines approved by the class culture
(pp. 384-385).
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Thus, Hollingshead depicted the peer .group' influence as consistent
with that of, parents because of the class homogeneity of neighborhoods

and peer groups.

There has been debate about whether peers and parents exert
consistent or conflicting influence on adolesents, especially after
Coleman (1961) argued that the influence...eepeers is frequently in
o4liesition to that of parents. Based on a cross=national replication
of Coleman's study, Kandel and Lesser (1972) supported Hollingshead's
contention. that the influence of parents and peers is usually mutually
supported. While they found differences between adolescents and
parents in both Denmark and the-.United States, those differences did
not appear to be large or serious. Some differences, such as the

relative importance of academic accomplishment versus social or
athletic success, of which Coleman made much, diminished as adolescents
grew older and approached adulthood. In both countries, adolescents
agreed with and relied upon their parents for advice with respect to
educational and occupational plans and those plans were supported by
their peers. Willis (1977) provides ethnographic data,on English
working class boys that further confirms consistency btween parents
and peers. What these studies suggest is that parents and peersact
together to pass on the values and behavior patterns of particular
social classwe to adolescents (J. C. Coleman, 1980).

Studies of parents' child-rearing practices also show how the
influence of parSnts is class-related and reinforces existing class
distinctions. Foe-example, Elder (1963) found levels of parental
power and frequency of explaining rules to be associated with adoles-
cents' compliance with parental wishes. Children of democratic and
permissive parents who explained their rules complied more with their
parents and/eigb had higher educational aspirations than children of
autocratic parents whether they explained or not. 'It is lower class
parents liho tend to rely on autocraticlmelihods, especially physical
force (Hess,f970), which are generally).6ss effective than more
democratic and affectionate methods, according to Elder, and less
likely to help children and adolescents develop the kinds of orienta-
tions and personal styles most valued and rewarded in our society
(Baumrind, 1968, 1975, 1978). The reason for this class-related
difference in parental behavior was sugge.sted by Kohn (1977), who
related parents' values for their children to the conditions of the

parents' work. Professionals who were relatively free from supexyision
and exercised a great deal of judgment in their work, valued independence

and creativity for their children. Working class parents, whose jobs
were performed under close supervision and required repetitive opera-

tions, valued conformity. Although Kohn did not document the actual
behavior of parents or its effec on children,-he logically assumed

that their behavior conformed to V&e extent with their values. The

research also 'suggests that the methods working-class parents use

to inculcate compliance are not very effective.
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Ogbu (1974) explained the connections among social status,
home environment, and adolescent school performance from a different
perspective. In his ethnography of a black and Hispanic neighborhood
in Stockton, California, he presented evidence that "subordinate
minority" parents gave their children a double message about school
performance. On the one had, he found that parents frequently
encouraged thei,rtochildren to work hard and get%good grades and Thatthey attempted communicate with teachers when there were problems.
(However, they experienced barriers fo such communication--teachers
uniformly defined communication as parents listening to what teachers
had to tell them). On the other hand, parents unintentionally under-
cut their own advice by telling their children about racial discrim-ination. The message, "Work hard in school and you'll get ahead,"
was countered by another message, "It doesn't matter how hard a
black/Chicano person works, white people will never let us Aft ahead."
Minority young people responded to the first message by set ing high
aspirations for themselves. They responded to-the second by holdingmuch lower expectations for what they would actually accomplish
and by failing to perform to capacity either in day-to-day school
work or on standardized tests. This "failure" Ogbu characterized as
an adaptation to reality. He also demonstrated that the adaptation
was encouraged by the schools themselves, which failed to reward
effort,with higher grades and failed to offer basic academic advice
to students, the counselors preferring to treat school problems
as symptoms of pathology instead of explaining-practical matterssuch as course selectioriand occupational prospects.

_CO

In a later book, which examined this theme of minority school ;failure as adaptation in several cultures, Ogbu (1978) made use
of the idea of the "job ceiling," a limit on the types of jobs that
are open to members of minority groups. He argued that the virtual
exclusion of black and Chicano workers from high- paying, high- status
jobs is the most important fact orienting young minority people toschool. Realizing that neither outstanding performance nor extended
years of schooling can overcome the barriers of discrimination, they
choose to avoid the discomfort of struggling for academic succesa
on the grounds that they will probably not be able to get a good job
regardless of how well they do. Another way the job ceiling
operates, according to Ogbu, is to create a gap Jr the occupational
structure that distorts minority youths' plans. Most of the adults
they know are in Clow- skill, low-wage jobs requiring little schooling.
Those adults who 'are exceptions to this rule are at the professional
end of the occupational

hierarchy--doctors and teachers, for example.
There are too few minority workers at the intermediate levels--such
as managers, skilled workers, and technicians. This helps fo account
for the gap between aspirations and expectations in Ogbu's view.
Young people hope to go to colleg4 and Perhaps professional school
but plan, if that is not possible, to take whatever work they can
find.

4
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Ogbu's origi?al study (1974) is espebially noteworthy for its
careful tracing of the interactive, sadly consistent, influences
of family,'neighborhood, and school. By formally and informally
interviewing homes, attending community meetings, and examining school
records, he was able to present a vivid description of the pattern
2f influencesvilMoreover, he placed that pattern in the larger
context of the United States' econcimid'andsociil structure.

These studies all provide evidence in sport of the interaction
of influences among the home (represented by parental child-rearing
practices), the peer group, and the school such that adolescents'

... developmental trajectories gelid to keep them in or near the social
class'of their family of origin. On the basis of this evidence,
one way to describe how the school differs from other environments
in its potential for influencing adolescent development is to say
that althoughlithe school fosters development in areas where other
environments have less or'no influence, its potential is constrained
by the influence of other environments. Notwithstanding the possibility

407
that schools offer dif rent experiences to students from different
backgrounds, those ad escents whose homes andspeer gr6ups suppprt
school achievement gain more of what schools have to offer than
those whose homes and peer groups support values, behavior, and
expectations that conflict with the demands and the lessons of, the
schools. Adolescents in the second category are disproportionately
of lower class and racial minority groups.

et

What about the workplace? Can it somehow break this pattern of4
mutually reinforcing settings, providing new opportunities for develop-
ment? There has not been much research on the developmental effects
of work on adolescents (Hamilton and Crouter, 1980). The best and
most recent study suggests that there are both costs and benefits
to part-time wol* for high school students. Greenberger and Steinberg
(1980) found that work appeared to teach some practical knowledge
to adolescents who did not do well in school, knowledge that the better
students already had. However, they also found that working too many
hours per week led to lower grades and poorer school attendance, the
number of hours being directly'related to age. One of their most
encouraging findings was that work appears to provide a cpntegt
for .learning about social relations, even though their subjects
reported being less close to both peers and adults in the workplace
than in other gettings (Greenberger, Steinberg, Vaux, and McAuliffe,
1980). s-

What evidence there is suggests that workplaces can promote
development, but it does not suggest that they are dramatically more
potent influences than other settings or that their influence is
independent of or even deviant from that of other settings. Most of

the jobs adolescents are able to get, whether full-time or part-
time, are near the bottom of thekoc'cupational hierarchy, requiring
little in the way of skill or responsibility. For middle-class
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adolescents, such jobs are merely a way of earning spending money
while they continue their schooling, which will provide them access
to more prestigious, r4arding, and demanding occupations. For
lowei-class adolescents, the same.tpes.Of.jobs may proulde.neceSsgry
income and are a foretaste of the'kin of work they will be doing
all their lives. If it istrue that vironments have /interactive
influence,-then the difference between he present and future
orientations of lower-class and middle-c s adolescents toward the
same workplace will differentiate.the influ e of that workplace.
Havighurst, et al. concluded that in "River City,

Instead of finding work to be an alternative
pathway to the school for growth to adurt-

. hood, we face the stubborn fact that work
and school are sections of the same pathway;
and a poor school record tends strongly to
guarantee a poor work record (1962, ,p. 142).

Work is both the end and the means of social stratification. Although
the workplace can have a salutory inallOce on adolescent development,
it is.not the place to look for an exception to the, race and class-
related interaction of environmental influences (A.more optimistic
proposat may be found its Hamiltonnd Claus, in press).

Implications

It would be quite helpful to know more about how the influences of
different environments interact with each other, especially with respectto perpetuating a social structure that is stratified by race and class.
In the meantime, recognizing that we never know as much.as we
need to know, there are some ways in which the potential of secondary
schools for enhancing adolescent deVelopment might be increased.
The following suggestions f9r research and practice set out some of the
implication's of the approach taken in this pappr to the question of
how seconda'schoolsainfluence adolescent development in comparison
to other settings. The suggestions are accompanied by citations to
ijidicate that they are'not totally unrealistic and to provide further
evidence in support of the proposition that environments have their
inflAences interactively.

R.vseaz;Ch on the Interactive Influences of Environments

How can we get better information about the interactive process
among different environments as it influences adolescent development?
One strategy is the community study, well represented by Hollingsheadand Ogbu. Such studies are relatively scarce for several reasons.

mThey are` quite challenging and may be more difficult to do in these days
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of strict regulations regarding human subjects. Increasing stress on
theoretical and methodological rigor in sociology and psychology may also
account for their relative scarcity in recentyears.. Perhaps

...
there

has been'hthIcf-imaginative-use of opportunities as well; Ogbu's
study was conducted as an evaluation of a bilingual education program.

.,
.

A seconddotrategy involves studying a sample of developing
adolescents in more than one setting over time. Use of this strategy
is exemplified by work currently being dome by my colleague, Ritch
Savin-Williams (Savin-Williams and Demo,'19,81; DZMo and Savin-Williams,
in press). In order to gain a better understanding of "the ecology
of self-esteem," he obtained a sample of seventh Vaders that he is
following through secondary school. Each adolescent is paired each
year with a college student "big brother /big sister," who meets
regularly to talk informally and engage in recreational activities.

& oThese session provide observational data on how the adolescents behave
in social situations. In addition, on a rotating basis subjects carry

`paging devices or "beepers" with them for a week at a time. On a
random schedule, excluding sleeping time, the devices "beep" and
subjects take a moment to complete a standard self-report indicating
where they are, whom they are with, what they are doing, and how they
feel about themselves. The resulting data allows for analysis of
changes in self-esteem as a function of setting and over time.

A third strategy is the study'of deviant cases. The associations
that are so well established between class and school achievement
are probabilistic; there are always exceptions. We could learn abbut
the ways in which various environmental influences interact by studying
the lives of people who have beaten the odds. It may be' that.the best
cases are not the spectacularly successful. ones whose supreme endow-
ments have enabled them to achieve fame and fortune despite the
encumbrances of poVerty,and minority statu&, but the more ordinary
people who managed to get a college education in spite of the fact
that no one else in their family had ever finished high school and
who are now slid middle class citizens rather than artists, politicians,
athletes, or coons. I would predict that most such people would
have strong families in their backgrounds, including powerful substitutes
when fathers were absent. There may be some, however, like Claude
Brown, whose autobiography (1965) makes it appear that his family was
less influential in his unusual success than his native intelligence and
self-confidepce, with some help from a love of music and a reforth school--
Wiltwyck. It seems that for those who defy the general trends there is
a combination of influences that irtsome sense compensates for their
disadvantages. We need to know how "ordinary folk" draw on their
environments to make fruitful lives out'of conditions that leave others
in despair or lead them to into anti-social and self-destructive behavior.

The examples of deviant cases so far are individual biographies.
Another form of deviant case that is pextinent to the issue at hand is
the schOO1 that consistently exceeds the norms for performance, given

.
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the racial and socPal class make-up of its students. Edmonds has
been using this strategy, locating and studying inner-city black
schools where students' test scores exceed the norms and trying to
assess what goes on in those schools to produce such results (Edmonds,
1979; see also Cohen, 1979). Some of his findings point toward the
influence of out-of-school environments. As Cohen (1981) points out,
evidence can be interpreted to suggest that an effective school has
a critical mass of well-motivated students in its population. This
possibility is one of the rare references in this literature to
out-of-school-influences on school eaectiveness.

A fourth strategy for gaining insight into the interactive
influences of environments on adolescent development is the
"transforming experiment," suggested by Bronfenbrenner (1979) with
reference to Soviet psychology. The transforming experiment neatly
links research to practice by'systematically.altering the main
features of one or more primary

`

settings and carefully monitoring
both the environments and their developmental effe'tts on partici-
pants. (Unfortunately, we are.better at trying aut new programs
than at using them to increase-eur understanding of human develop-..

ment.) Two types of secondary School innovations that might be
treated as transforming experiments and that provide new kihds
of environments for adolescent development are alternative schools
and experiential learning programs. Although alternative schools
are associated with the political and social ferment of the late

'sixties and early seventies, many have survived into the eighties
[Phi Delta Kappan, 1981, ApB)]. There is some evidence that
alternative schools and earlier progressive forms of schooling
have lasting positive effects on students (Jennings and Nathan, 1977).
More thorough studies comparing the influence of conventional and -

alternative schools on development, and including sufficient docu-.
mentation of the operational differences between them to allow
inferences about the source of any different outcomes, would be
very useful. Like alternative schools, yperiential learning
programs have been subject to more exhortation than examination
(Hamilton, 1980)., However, evidence is beginning to be reported that
they can provide an important supplement to conventional classroom
instruction and have favorable developmental effects (Hamilton,
1981). The most impregsive study so far is Hedin and Conrad's (1979,
1980), which not only utilizes a variety of measures of development
but compares different kinds of programs.

The policy and educational recommendations to folrow are,
first of all, approaches that seem reasonable and promising in
the light of the best. evidence we now have.',Secondly, they
represent potentially illuminating experiments if they are combined
with careful research on their operations and' consequences.
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Approaches to Improving Secondary Schools as' Environments for
Adolescent Development

Four complementary and overlapping approaches to improving the
developmental influence of secondary schools op adolescents are:
(1) to bring schools closer in line with Bronfenbrenner's criteria
for settings_that _enhance development; (2) to make schools more
efficient and effective in their four distinctive functions,
especially instruction in academic knowledge and skills; (3) to

'attend more carefully to which school influences are and should
be developmental in the sense of carrying over into other settings;
and (4) to enlist the support of other settings for the functions
of the schools. Let us briefly explore each of these.

11!) Bronfenbrenner suggested that a single setting enhances
_development,

to the extent that the physical and social
environment found in the setting enables and
motivates the developing person to engage in
progressively more complex molar activities,
patterns of reciprocal interaction, and
primary dyadic relations with others in that
setting (1970, p. 163).

He went on to say that variety in settings, expressed through the
varied activities, roles, and relations they provide, enhances
development, particularly when the various settings "occur in
cultural or subcultural contexts that are different from each other
in terms of ethnicity, social class,, religion, age, group, or other

background factors" (1979, p. 213), when the other persons in
those settings are more mature or experienced than the developing
person (p. 212), and when they engage the developing child or
adolescent in "responsible, task-oriented activities outside the
home",with adults other, than parents (p. 282).

Secondary schools as they are now constituted do not show up
well against these criteria. The content of instruction does become
progressively more complex and challenging, but not as steadily as
it might. The variety of activities increases modestly with the
addition of specialized courses and laboratory work and with the
increasing variety of extra-curricular activities in secondary schools,
but the role of student is a very narrow one, entailing too few
activities and relations to maximize development. Moreover, the
tendency forc-schools to serve only .a narrow segment of students,
and for schools in heterogeneous communities to track students into
"ability, groups" that tend to include students of similar social,
racial, and subcultural backgrounds, severely limits the cultural
diver$ity students can encounter within schools and often restricts
the opportunities of the neediest students. The developmental

5
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potential of schools is- -also limited in that schools-contain students
within a narrow age range and adults within a narrow range of educa-

. tion and occupation. Finally, while parents and peers may care
about how a student performs in school, being a student means
ultimately being responsible only to oneself. The consequences of
tailing to perform adequately do not extend very far beyond the
student.

Recognition of these limitations of secondary schools as
contexts for adolescent development has motivated a host of ,

recommendations over the past decade that secondary schools provide
more varied and complex roles, relations and activities, that they
involve adolescents with people of different ages and subcultures,
that they engage adolescents in more challenging responsibilities,
and that they offer opportunities for adolescents to observe
and establish relationships with a variety of adults outside the
family. Two of the best sources of these kinds of recommendations
Ilre the Panel on Youth'(1974) and 'the Carnegie Council (1980).
These recommendations would, I believe, enhance the influence of.
secondary schools on adolescent development.

These reports have not typically focussed sharply on the
narrower instructional function of secondary schools, which may have
been a tactical error. Improving the effectiveness of academic
instructional methods may be a necessary concomitant to devoting
school resources to broader developmental purposes, especially in
view of well-founded concern that not enough students are learning
"the basics." Sizer (1973) is one of the few who have addressed
these two approaches simultaneously, recommending a clearer A

distinction between schools' academicipurposes.("power") and their
broader purposes ( "agency" and "joy"), and proposing two distinctive
school structures to match.

(2) A second, complementary approach to enhancing schools'
contribution to adolescent development would be to make them
more effective and efficient in their teaching of academic knowledge
and skills. We know much more about how to facilitate learning than
we put into practice. Adi7ances in the technology of instruction
have made it possible for more students to gain more knowledge and
skills in less time, yet.the technology is implemented in a
haphazard fashion and is conspicuously absent from most schools
(Berman and McLaughlin, 1976; Goodlad, Klein, and associates,
1970). The technology that seems most promising is not hardware
but curriculum, specifically such approaches as "mastery learning"
(Bloom, 1976), which have demonstrated efficacy in imparting the
kind of learning that tests measure.

One of the reasons, I believe, that new instructional technology
has not been implemented as rapidly or as widely as it should be is
that teachers fear it will reduce their role to a less interesting,

4
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challenging and effective one, to being technicians rather than
masters, depriving them and their students of the satisfaction
of multidimensional human interaction. This fear is justified
if tightly controlled curricula such as programmed texts and
mastery approaches are all that happen in schools. The promise
of such approaches, in my view, is their potential for accomplish-
ing more quickly and reliably that part of the schools' task
that they are designed to do, thus reserving teacher and student
time and energy to devote to other tasks. Those other tasks,
,particularly' conveying a common culture and promoting, positive
interaction with peers, also have academic content, but, they
are more closely tied to schools' broader developmental purpose .°

Secondary schools that combined a variety'of forms of
experiential learning in the community with the most powerful
types of instructional technology would be better able to impart
academic knowledge and skills to adolescents of varying intelligence
an family background. While the dislinction between direct
instruction in subject matter and the application of that subject
matter outside the conventional classroom in a setting that is .

rich in broad developmental potential--publishing a magazine, for
example--should not be overdrawn, Sizer's case that a greater
distinction would yield better results is convincing.

Opportunities for adolescents to learn in the community would,
in addition to imparting and enriching academic learning, teach
them how to function in formal organizations other thaq schools.
This might be critically important for young people who have

...-2t

come to view t school as artificial and arbitrary in its
regulations. earning that such organizational expectations as
punctuality and dependability are found elsewhere could be quite
important to them, especially for future employment:

... ,

4gposure of students to a greater diversity of people would
greatly enhance the school's potential for helping them understand
both the nation's common culture and the subcultural diversity
that characterizes it. The primary function of in-school -

dnstrddtion with respect to this understanding would be to
encourage critical rdflectfon on the encounters students had with

) diliersity and to combine thOge first-hand experiences with material
from literature and social studies that would help students make
sense of them (Newmann, 1975).

The diversity of people and activities adolescents could engage
through community learning experiences might substantially affect
the way in which peer group interaction influenced them. Many
of the negative influences attributed to peer groups are not
consequences of Weser interaction, but of the narrow, primarily social
arena within whiai adolescent peers are allowed and encouraged to
interact by adultif. Peer groups devoted as groups to accomplish-
ing serious community improvement objectives are likely to have
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different and more beneficial influend41, especially since such,-4

projects introduce adolescents to a wider range of adults, thus
mode1ating peer influence (Hampton, 1981). ,

- *
(3) The most valid indicator of school's' effectiveness'in

carrying out,theirinstructional function wOuid'be pviddhce that
adolescents Were a 1 using what they had learned in other
settings. In a mod dstrial society, reading and simple
arithmetic albulatio required for most jobs and in day-.

''--"to-day living. Cole,,Sharp, and Lave (1975) noted that bureau-
cratic organizations demand the kinds of managerial, clerical, and

'\:-record-keeping tasks tot schoollearning prepares people to
perform, but questioned of school learning is applied
in occupational settings. Although engineers use higher math
and managers write letters an&reports, much of what is taught in
secondary schools iwrely.lorgotten, )1,nd without apparent harm.
How many high sChoo itory teachers Could pass the algebra

)g-- i test being, given next door or the biology test across the hall, and
coed those teachers pass a history; teat? . ,

- N
. . ..,.

,

-- While, is.prohsbly some residual value in learning
..- - 'subjects that are later.forgottenlearning how to learn,

leacnireabont systems of thought, and learning enough to be
able toiselearn more readily, for example--and there is-merit.
in the traditional emphasis on the liberalizing effects of education,
tht.efficiency aneeffectiveness of schools might be improved by
the effort to relate the content of instrdction more closely to
the demands of life outside the school.__, This should not. be iimple
vocationalism, since work, family, lenure and c;fizen rolis are
also important. Nor stiould !:preparation"*for a faure that is
assumed.to he' much like the present guide the curricu/um. But

.,-paying more attention to the kinds of knowledge and.skills people ,

s, actually use might help schools'allocate their resources.more ,

productively. The first recommendation-, t..f.t schOols-incorporate`
4

learning experigres in the community, wiSuId help to achieve4this
'mprovement by expos4ng both teachers anestudents to a widdi7,-"''''*
a ay of "real world" demands for academic ea ing.
0 ,

09 .
(4Y My fourth spggestion is t ys be found to enlist the

support of thp other key sett which adolescents live for
the purposes of the secondary §chool: We need to increasdthe
'extent to which sale schools influence is supported by the home,
community,cand wiRkplice%* The program descriTed by Smith (190)
provides one exSuiple of,improving home-school ties, though it

' could not be applied4in sebondary SChools becauad adolescents'..,
relations.with their parent4 are less dependent-than elementary
School childr 'is. Furthermoreasthat program appear to be

:ksomeWliat.pavon zing to parents, treating th"em as the riscipidhts
of advice'ann ructions from the school but not askingfor their
suggestions or enc uragini theirinitiative. Community learning

ci
- .

_
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programs can strengthen a school's riputatpn,.makita,adults more
wore of what the school is doing and more likely to encourage
adolescents' attendance and commitment. .Schools -can also° improve
their reputations and hence their support in the community by
becoming specialized and selectiveland by having_winning athletic
teams. Both of these strategies have serial's costs, however.

A miore promising alternative is Building links between the school
and workplace. This'has been a' major objective of the Youth
Employment and Training.ACt of 1977, which funded a large number
of demonstration projeCtS (summarized by Lacey, 1981; and Darr,
1981). Although-the primary purpose of these projects is to
prepare students for jobs, efforts of this kind migh4ralso bake
employers of youth more conscious of their-educational function and
schools more aware of the educational demands of the workplace.

The most powerful way to i rease the developmentSiTotential
of schools, however, would be to reduce economic and social
inequality. Indeed, any other approaches must be considered
merely sportive of this basic change in the social structure. As
.Jencks et-al. (1972), Dgbu (1974), Bowles and Gintis (1976), And
others have argued, the effort to achieve equality solely through .

school reform is futile. Changes in schools,dadhave marginal
equalizing effects, since there is some room for upward ucial
mobility inour society, but school reform must be designed to help
disadvantaged people make-usa,of expanded opportunitigs and to

. ,

help the advantaged understand and work toward greater equality,
and sc),to support, not supplant social/Structural reforms.

Concluding Summary

Secondary schools havethe,potential to foster- adolescent
development in four important ways that other environment's either
cannot do or cannot-do as .7e11: 1) they, can teach adopscents
knowledge and skills; 2) they'can'teach adolescents how to behave

.

in a formaLorganization;,31 they can introduce adolescentS.,from
diverse backgrounds to a common culture; and 4) 'they can engage
adolescents in developmentally byQicial activities with their r

ieer§. The extent to` hich schools achieve this potential depends
n la4 part whether the otherenvironments'in which 'adolescents

' spend time reinforce or,,, conflict Ath the schools' influence440In .

general, the environs nts of Middle-class white students reinforct!

the. schools' Veneficial,influenCeilifille those of loWer-clasI
and minority students conflict in some serious ways wit what tht.
schools are supposed to do. ', -* , ,

In order to make secondary schools more?beneficial influences
11 adolescent development, we need to expand the variety'of,roles,

ilkiations, and activities addlescentsvengage in and to, create #

opportunities for adolescents to interact-with peOple of a wider'-
, -
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range of ages and cultural backgrounds. This entails opening upthe schools to the larger Community and the developmental'experi-
ences it can provide, increasing

the efficiency and effectiveness
ot academic instruction through fuller utilization of current.

, and emerging instructional technology,-givirrg
more attention to

the carryover of schoolllearning to other settings, and enlisting
the support of the home, community, peer group, and workplade''
for the developmental functions of the schools. Reducing racial
and socio=economic inequality is both a means and an end of thiS
process
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REACTION: WHAT'S THE SPECIAL ROLE OF THE HIGH SCHOOL?
TO TEACH KIDS TO THINK WELL

Everett P. Dulit, M.D.
Albert Einstein College of Medicine

Mter an introduction identifying myself and my orientation,,
I propose to begin with an appreciation and critique of some'of the
themes developed by Hamilton in his presentation. I will follow that
by returning to the original question, refraining it in a way that
highlightsisome "questions within the question" other than the ones
lifted oueand responded to by Hamilton. I will then offer two
responses of my own. 'The first one is harsh, pessimistic, elitist
and in my opinion the more valid of the two, but too ch of a
"downer" to be capable of becoming a rallying for much but
despair. The second is a more moderated view, less "The Truth" (note
capital Ts), but perhaps a more felicitous mix of truth with accept-
ability, and perhaps therefore capable of becomi\g a tallying point for
some real improvements by real people in real schools.

, I am pleased, flattered, excited and interested to be asked 'to
participa-re-,in this conference. But also apprehensive. For a very
particular reason. My reading of the written material distributed
in advance leaves me with the strong impression that on this occasion
I am finding myself to be in "someone else's church". That would
present no problem if my role were simply to sit and listen respect-
fully. But I am here as discussant. That implies active critical
evaluation. That makes "being in someone else's churCh" a mikh-qpre
problematic matter. By "someone else's church," I am not referring
to the fact that I am the only psychiatrist here. In fact I am not
here as psychiatrist, but rather, like all other participants, as
someone with a central career interest in normal adolescent development,
in my case with a special focus on cognitive development. By "some-
one else's church" I am referring to the fact that I am not in
educational psychology. Up until the time I got the bibliographies
at the back of the working papers distributed in advance of this
conference, I thought I knew "the literature on adolescence" well.
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I now see that there is a,whole "world" of it (in educational psychol-
ogy) with which I am not familiar, particullFly of commmentary by 1
educational psychologists on the work-Of setOinal figures in the larger
field (whose original work I do tend to know). That unfamiliarity
has both its advantages and disadvantages. Like any thoughtful,owell
intended visitor to an unfamiliar subculture, I have the advantage of
"a fresh view," but the disadvantage of a greater risk of the special
kinds of misunderstandings endemic to o iders. I hope I can walk
a path closer to the advantages tha o the disadvantages of that
vantage point, about which you are, any case, now forewarned.

Appreciation and Critique of Dr. Hamilton's Paper

In my reading, Dr. Hamilton's paper had as its central theme his
commitment to find a way to make the secondary school useful to the
student from a "disadvantaged" background. In places he was inventive.
Throughout he was committed. Throughout he seemed to 'me sound, sen-

sible, relevant, and adept in his use of the material he stressed.

I particularly liked his focus on language as facilitator of
good thyting, as indicator of level of thinking, and as prime means
whereby good thinkers try to draw less good thinkers towards better
thinking.

I rather respected (despite mixed feelings) his decision to
include as a "good thing" the fact that adolescents get a chance in
high school to learn "the dire consequences" of not finding a way to
live and work,acceptably and "acceptingly" within formal organizations. 4

As he'noted, there are some who don't view that altogether as a
"good thing." I'm certainly such a Someone. In fact on first reading A

I had the irreverent thought that one learns that same sort of thing
in jail also, perhaps even "better." But that's not a sufficiently

serious response. A better response is: Alas, he's very right. I

respect his inclusion of the point. Some of us who respond particular
warmly to the more spirited and irreverent qualities of adolescence are
at risk for m-ssing some of the less welcome truths, for example, the
truth that a key psychological task of the second decade is finding
some way to tame, moderate and civilize those qualities, at least
enough to "get by-. Score one for Hamilton.

V

I liked his emphasis on Dewey's theme that the influence of the
environment depends not-only'on its objective characteristics but on
what each person (actively, from within) makes of it. However, I would

be critical that Hamilton, in the development of his ideas in the
remainder of the paper, did not give to that theme the stress I would
have given it and which I think It deserves. I don't think he takes
his own point (or Dewey's) seriously enough as he moves ahead to develop
his own perspectives. Instead he essentially drops it, to stress in
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its plade a theme from Bronfenbrenner, who is clearly a major
intellectual influence On his stance and view. This otheetheme
holds that the effect of any one factor--in this case school--is
likely'to depend upon and be markedly altered by the simultaneous
action of othet factors--in this case social class and race (which
I'd call "subculture" since that seems to me the more operational
element) and family. This "interactionist" stress is central in the
paper. It is a powerful, valid truth. I do, however, think that he
makes too much of it, and I do think that the more important actionis elsewhere. But at this point, without strain, I want to speak of
it as a valid partial truth, and one upon which a scholar is certainly
entitled to concentrate his attention.

As noted earlier, I liked his stress on thp whole range of ways

cr

in which social class and racial (subcultural) 'circumstance can
interact with (hinder, obliterate) the good influences that schools
mighttotherwise have on some adolescents. In particular I liked his
references to the work of Ogbu, to whifthe directed,me in an exchange
ofletters'beford the conference and with yhich I familiarized myself.
I found that work to be thoughtful, valid, relevant, ingenious,
inventive,Aengaging (e.g., the concept of job ceiling in particular,
and the spreading ramifications of that "given" anticipation) and...

veil used by Hamilton--though, as you will see later, I myself want
to, be an advocate for a focus quite elsewhere.

I liked his stress on the:theme that "development is enhanced by
I.progressively greater challenge when that challenge does not exceed

the support available," and the related Bronfenbrenner quote that
' "Development is enhanced by a delicate balance between sameness and
difference in the settirigsa person inhabits." That directs our
attention to what I like to call "the cutting edge," the area where
things a r happening, the area (to use Piagetian language) where
accommoda ion is assimilating, where assimilation is accommodating,.

i

That is not the area where familiar schemata are being replayed simpl4
for.the consoling but nonproductive pleasure of doing again what one
can already doluite'well* That is not the, area so 'far outside and
beyond one's "ken" and "reach" that one is unaware, aversive or
intimidated in reaction to it. It is4instead the critically important
intermediate -zone between those two areas in which the most productive
encounters and advances take place. It is the zone'Mosher has in
mind in his paper when he speaks of "the wisdom of meeting adblescentp
in their zone of next development"--4nd I'd add,. the knack and the
intuition addlthe flexibility to be able to meet them there,,because
it isn't a well defined "place" of course, but is different from kid
to kid, from moment to moment, from one part function to another.

I liked his interest in those exceptional *individuals, such as
Claude Brown, from backgrounds ordinarily damaging to school
performance who in fact do very well.- I myself had the unusual
experience of working in the Bronx High School of Science and doing

s
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some informal studies of their "Discovery Program".(involving mostly
black and Puerto Rican youngsters,'who were judged by their junior
high school teachers to be inherently talented at science, and
were admitted on that basis, even though their scores alone on the
competitive entrance exam would not ordinarily have gained them
admission). In the program I saw many youngsters of the sort that
Hamilton has in mind. I had the impression that they were a diverse
group, including: a) some ypungsters of such high inborn talent
that,it seemed to shine through regardless of the damage done by the
environments(which was probably plenty, but overridden by exceptional
"spare capacity"), b) some youngsters who were somehow defined by
the family (and even by the community) as the "good boy" or the
"good girl" in a family that generated plenty of others who were
in jail and in bad trouble, and who accepted and lived within that
definition of themselves, walking "within a clearing" under an
assigned "halo," and c) some youngsters (the most frequently seen
picture, I thought) where the key determining element seemed to have
been a capacity on the part of the child growing up to connect with
good people outside the family. Such kids were usually the only
kids in their families not in trouble. Thus "strong families in their
backgrounds" often may not be the most frequent decisive element
for kids from the ghetto who "make it." I would want to explore
possible connections between these kids and the growing literature

. in psychiatry on the well siblings of mentally ill children (and
adolescents). That literature suggests that these are youngsters
who somehow manage actively and selectively to reach out and get what
they need (by way of nurturance, encouragement, strength, "connections,"
models, supplies) from someone (e.g., uncle, aunt, neighbor, teacher;
minister, storekeeper, etc.) outside the pathogenic core family
process from wath,,the ill sibling was unable to shield himself/herself.
That may also be moire important in the ghetto than "strong families
in the backgrounepthough that latter determinant may also play a role
in some Other ca0s).

(./-2

I particularly liked the Bronfenbrenner quotes that development is
enhanced when k ds interact with other persons who are "more mature or
experienced" th n they are, and when they are engaged by those people
in "responsibl task,oriented activities outside the home." That
stresses the interaction between adolescents and adults (and also more
mature adolescents) which is a theme I will want to develop further in
my own r94onse to the question we are asked to address, to which,I
wish now to return.

A Re-,3tatement and,a Re-Framing of the Question We Are Asked to Address

The question was: "In what critical ways does the secondary
school differ from other environments such as home, work, and peer
group it its potential for-,influencing adolescent development?"
I am not satisfied with the interpretation'that Dr. Hamilton has given

IS
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to the question. I want to go back to it again, an to make a fresh
start, refraining it, addressing myself to what I thought it was
intended to get us thinking about. That will lead to and imply
quite a different set of emphases 4d lines of thought than the ones
drawn out of the question by Hamilton. I will then develop those
just a bit, to establish at least some of the broad outlines of that
different point of view.

For me the key elements in that question are brodght out by
refraining and expanding. it as follows: What are the aspects of
psychological development upon which the experience of being in a
high s?hool setting can have some special incremental good effect by
contrast or comparison with the other main influences on psychological
development in adolescence, notably: family, peer group, and sub-
cultural surround?

For me that means that the first question has to be: "What are
the principal issues in adolescehtdevelopment?," from which we will
want to be picking out those particularly open to influence by the
high school. One approach to an answer would be to list what would
be called "the psychological tasks of adolesc4nce," which goes
something like the following:

1) mastery of aggression:

between overcontrol and
acceptable and effect,
and directing the agg

finding'some optimal middle road
undercontrol, finding socially
ways of using, taming, moderating
ive forces from-within.

2) mastery of sexuality: again, finding a middle road between
overcontrol and undercontrol; again, finding ways that
are socially acceptable and personally gratifying.

3) mastery of dependency-independency issues in relation
to family and to peer group: finding a way to be both-4,
autonomous and "connected," to both fatily and peer
group, and "playing that" suffiCiently well so as to
be able to "be most truly-oneself" and at the sameltime
to get the good thihgs that one can draw and that one
still needs from connectedness to family and peer

- group.

4) mastery of self esteem issues: finding some middle road
between the various forms of grandiosity onethe one hand
and self-depreciation on the other; finding some way
to continue to feel "special" in some senses (as most
children get to feel 42,same very considerable degree
in, the average "good enough" family) while yet

. absorbing and integrating increasingly unprotected
exposure to the fact that the "outsid rorld" doesn't
feel that way about you at all.
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5) development of a sense of identity: achieving the sense of
,one's self as a relatively coherent, relatively unique
"package" that one recognizes from within and that
others recognize from without as being "a certain
particular sort of a person."

6) learning to think well: having some effective level of
mastery of the forms of thinking (abstract thought,
formal stage, hypothetical-deductive thinking)

characteristic of good thinking in adolescence and;,,

adulthood, and having some effective-level of mastery
of the forms of language and logic that go with
thinking well and effectively.

7) achievement of some effective level of mastery of some
of the special skills, like artistic, athletic,
musical, dancing, mechanical, mathematical, literary
skills, which cati emerge so strongly in adolescence
(sometimes becoming central themes for career, or for
lifelong sustaining pleasures), and which can be much
more difficult to begin seriously later on in life.

In which of those does the high school potentially have a special
role to play, as compared with family, peer gpoup, etc.? In my
view, primarily on matters pertaining to the use of the mind, the
last two entries on the list. All the other entries are important

gs in life, of course. But if you ask: "Where does the secondary
school have something special to offer?" then for me the features
of psychological development that zoom to the top o&the list become
those having to do with the use of the mind. The high school is a
place within which we bring together adult and adolescent in _a
process that ought to te directed primarily at fostering interactions
intended and designed to facilitate the development of more advanced
forms of thinking. That is the special province of the school, and it
should be, in my view, top.

The high school should be arena, theatre, interface and container
within which adult and asolescent can interact around words and ideas,
in ways that can have the-form'of a good conversation, a good show,
a good fight, or perhaps most fundamentally: a good dialogue. By
"dialogue" I mean the kind of verbal interchange within which two
partiestruly listen to each other and speak in sequence, each in
unfolding patterns that contain, reflect and respond to the ,prior
words and ideas of the other, with each "back and forth" trying to
add-something new from one's own point of view. In a dialogue,
each feels heard and each adds sOmething,to a unique, unpredictable,
unfolding pattern created on the spot by 'two. That concept of
"dialogue," so defined, is coming to be seen as a useful metaphor
and concept in modern work im a diverse range of subjects including
language acquisition, cognive development, parenting and ther .y
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can serve us well here also in thinking about education in the high

'41, 4hool. #
, $.

. .

. ,

Note that I stress tte':interaction of
.

t 4,
.

adolescents weth adults.
,

From adults, adolescents ought to be able to learn something--about
the world., about thinking, about life, about ideas, about themilves.
I am talking here about-adults who can interact with adolescents p
verbally (and emotionally, at a high level of flexibility, depth,

mcomfort and mastery as regards some of the more important matters'
in thinking, being and living. Of course thatp can happen also

!., -;1.betwee/vadolescents and other adolescents, espedially older and/or
iet "wiser" adolescents.- .But I am stressing-the interactions with adults

because that's haw we set it up institutionally. It is adults who
ate supposed to, reasonably enough, "do the job" of educating the)

young.) N- ' , .

.1

SO

What does the high school have to offer inthisiconnection that
family and peer group don't offer equally well? It (potentially)
exposes the adolescent tb other kinds of people than.:Those the adoles-

. .cent meets at home or in the peer group. It.(potentially) exposes
the adolescent-to adults (and other Adolescens) who broaden the
adolescent's spectrum of experiences and interactions with others.
And it should also be able to expose the adolescent to adults (and
-some adolescents) who 2°m-better (in aome respects) than the adults
and adolescents in the family and peer group. Imean better at some-
thing (not everything), Better at thinkin4 well, or wri g wellIO
or knowing something well. Better at doing some thinga41011.

A further. critical advantage that.. the school, has (over.family
and peer group) is that in the school adolescents and adults can Comb
together with much less of. that very special emotionally "charged"
quality that so very much characterizes and-almost defines interaction
with the family and the peer group.' that quality can most definitelF
greatly complicate and interfere vith useful, effective, comAorttble
learning. Learning is rarely "neutral' when it is the pareArdoing
the teaching. .(A fins example.:

year
the first day of her skiing

career I tried to teach my pine year old daughter a few simple and
useful manuevers. All we managed to carry off was one long series
of frantic flopping around and falling maneuvers accompanied 14y
angry wails of "I can't, Daddeeeee!" Then my Swiss friend quite
matter-of-factly-eased his way over anerteld her exactly the same

. damn-Mims I had been telling her. Suddenly it all became very
very-possible. And she was doing it.) What it.ls possible to achieve
in'ihe schools-and much more diffIcult'to-achieve in family or peer
group Is an inferaction that has a very special quality of "neutrality"
'which is potentially enormously useful for creating and generating the
sort of productive interactions between people and minds that lead
on to'change, development, progress and growth at a wide variety of
levels in the psychological domain. (Note: by,neutrality I don't
mean blandness. The kinds, of interacting I have-in mind here can. be
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very intense., What they are relatively freef areqhe special
qualities that complicate learning in family anti peer group.)

s

In the high school the interacti I am stressing shout t be
axound ideas, world `view, depth, of c actej, the deeper issues-in
life and living. They Aould requir the dte of the mind n t
about the thought,udiverse,,ehe physical universe, and the man-
made universe4o.f culture, -art, literature, language, philosophy,
ethics, etc., Ibeyashoilld also include disCussion of the issues of

, psycholOgical filevelopuient themselves.

1'

In such interactions around such issues', we have between adolea,
cent and adult the possibili of thertutative encounter with the
great teacher, the fateful encounter with an idea, the encounter
of the adolescent with the adult that the adolescent never,forgets.
or- er remembered, because it comes at just the right time to be

"the rst time I ever thought of it that way" in a fateful:
encounter of a sort that most of us can recall from our own adoles-
cence and young addlthood, encounters that can "light up the day"
and remain forever in the mind.

Althoug am sure that it is already obvious, I wish to under ie
and to make' "iC- explicit'the key emphasis in,my presentation and in
the point of view for-which,I am intending sere to be a voice and
an advocate: I think thetprimary purpose,of 'the schools should be
for interaction:between adolescents and adults around issues having to
do with the use of the mind.

I am intendin to s esg the role of the school'as the social
institution most ppro ately:,assigned the focal role of striving
to optimize the development of thinking in adoleacence=-of excellence
in thinking--of optimal development of the higher mental functions.
I do not intend that my gmgasis on,excellencp Of thinking should',
be read as emphasis. on an unrea9hab1 e ideal. I mean it in the same
way that real excellence is part of the real experience of the.high
school age athlete or muslcian (direct observatibn of Local "best
A the best;" oliservation on TV or records of the ,best professionals).
I'm talking about exposure to and interaction with.excellenag as a
basic critical ingredient in the process of learning to'do anything...
well by anyone, adolescents certainly included

In summary, I see the schools as placei within which the.heart;:
of the enterprise should be interactions between adults ("palled
tgachers) and'adolescents (called studgts) around ideas, aroUndq.,
issues relating" to the use .of the mind in coming to terms with and '
engaging the world "out there"--the physical universe, the cultural
and ideational universe -and the world "in there"-,--the psychologioal-1
universe. The tone of the interaction should be intense (i.e./

.

not tepid or overly controlled) but "neutralized" (i:e., relatively
free of the special emotional qualities, that characterize the:;

, 4
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interaction between parents and children in families). The adults
should be people who are good at thinking, from whom the adolescent-

' can Aearn to think well, through a pybcess of identification and
modeling.

.
>

Having reframed the question, inow want to ask myself: Do
the schools work that way?

I'll end up giving two apswers: a radical one which will be
harsh, bleak and pessimistic (and-which I most truly think is
correct, but ground which I .think it would be. virtually impossible
to rally any extensive support., in this setting or in any other--
whidh is ok--I'm not complaining) and a more moderate one (around
-which tt may indeed bepossible,,to rally some useful supportand
forward movement, which is probably what I ought to Be trying for,
even ifrit.means abandoning "pure truth").

The Radical Yield"

I think that what I have described goes on very little in actual
high schools: It does definitely happen between a few teachers And a
few students.and when it doeig happen it is marvelous. But most of
what.goes on,in,a high school isn't that way at all. I don't claV?
to be proving that, no do I plan to set out to prove it. only
state it as an'observation, whichI do very much think of s d
valid observation and which no one (including high schooltkeachers,
or the participants at 'this conference) has ever seriously differed
with when 'I've made the assertionjas long as I allow thatlIthere'is
a small steady stream of exceptiOns, which there certainly Is). I
do wish to take a moment: to wonder out loud Why it is that way,
and.to express some-4inions about the root causes.

In by opinion the root causes are partly a tradition of. the
high school in that direction, and, partly a consequence of the kind
of people who end'up working as high school teachers. Here I am
very much in agreement with, Edgar Friedenberg (1959) whose commentary
on the high school still seems to me to be right on.target and
never to have been said any better. People who are really good
at thinking do not tend to become high school teachers. One
certainly does not want the best and the brightest of one's own
children tobecome a high schglikteacher! If a person with a
good and active mind aspired tanecome a high school teacher one
would wonder why he of she would want to be shooting so low.
And one would 1110 right to ,so wonder. I'm not.intending here to
be mounting any sortof a diatribe against high school teacherg'ai
a group. .And there certainly -are exceptions among them.' Of course,
as a group high school teachers are as, full of ordinary uman
virtues as any group, and *maybe even more so than some. ue in.
terms of the quality of their mindd and their real absorpt n in
the-life of the mind they tend to be a rathercpedestrian and
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lackluster group--hardly the sort of people likely to catch up
young people even temporarily in real use 'and exercise of the
mind, let alo4e to "turn them on" enduringlyto a "life of the
mind." Mostly they are people who have learned something and "just
go through it," ("again and again") in a way that soon becomes
'just a job," which is what the work experience eventually becomes
for a sadly high proportion of average adults. For some jobs, \.,

this is all right. If for the postman delivery of the mail has
become a routine job long since stripped of any intere4,.that
creates no large problem for the.recipitnt of.the mail. But

it does present big problems when teaching gets like that, and
especially for adolescents, who are. at a point in the life cycle
particularly responsive to "authenticity" and "aliveness" and
particularly intolerant of falsity and routine. :Children respond
to warmth and mostly need information. Adults are more courteous
Of failings and more tolerant of routine. Adolescents respond
best to a vital person honestly doing something well, like a
masterful engaged musician, or athlete, Onthinker, or speaker,
or teacher really "good at it" and really "into it.".

could perhaps more readily convey a central featdre of the
difficulty I am stressing by using a diagram. Consider a classic
bell shaped curve,Dthe horizontal axis divided into three groups:
a broad middle group centering on the "average," a smaller "upper"
group including say the "top" 10% or 20%, and a similar "lower"
group. I purposely leave the axes loosely defined. The horizontal
axis could as easily stand for general level of excellence in
the useof the mind; commitment to use of the mind, complexity
of world view, .depth of thought, or complexity'or depth of character.
The vertical axis refers to some rating (not specified) of "score'
or "achievement" or "level of functioning." In my view teachers
21uster very much aroun e middle of that curve, in general. How
ever, the adolescents in he school spread Out across .024 whole

,

ran2e of the distribution I thinkthe teachers do best
quite well, in genertl) by the youngsters who are similart.them--
the youngsters yllo also clu ter around the 'middle of the curve.' (One
could take an A/en more critical vieyrsNing that the "average
.youngster" coula be served setter '&y hisAer educators. Of course
there is some tr$th to that also, but that is not the truth1
am Choosing to stress at this =pent.) I think that teachers do
very badly in general by the kids at the lower end of the spectrum.
(I hasten to'emphasizethat those kids arp nower" in some senses
only. Call it "conventional academic skills." But,I do want to
stay with that definirion, of them as deficient in some important
respects, regardless of cause, and apart from their other virtuds
and potentials which are of course very real, and of central
'importance for trying to help those youngsters.) Hamilton's focus
on the "deficient" student is a legitimate focus. It certainly

,has been the major f us of'much important work done in our time,
and it has beFn a maf9F focus of my' own at some points in my career

°
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and work. But my own stress right now is on the failed interaction
between teachers and kids at the upper end of the spectrum. I mean
the kids 4:ipo are good, very good and very, very good at.their schoolwork. Between them ("they" are "us", of course, when we .were
adolescents, because this is the group that includes most of those
kids who grow up to become professionals, scholars and mindworkers
as adults) and the teachers in theosecondary school there is a
serious mismatch at (commonly) two levels: 1) A mismatch of skill
in using the mind--a mismatch between relative ordinariness and
varying degrees of goodness/excellence, and 2) a mismatch in
cognitive style, since most teachers work within a cognitive style
that is strongly tipped towards the mdst "convergent", structured,
"tight", conventional modes of thought whereas the cognitive styles
of bright students tend to be distributed across a spectrum varying
from-that (legitimate) pole at the one extreme to a strongly con-
trasting pole at the other extreme of much more "divergent", loosely,
complexly, "freely" structured modes of thought (see the work of
Getzels and Jackson (1962) and Hudson. (1966) on''this point) that
are not so familiar to and comfortable for "youriaverage high school
teacher."

My stress on the failure of the schools to serve the,upper
end of the spectrum may seem wrongheaded to -some. It certainly is
wide open to being characterized as elitist. It certainly is elitist- -
if the term is taken to mean an advocacy stance "looking out for" the
special interests of the inherently talented and interested young
thinker. But if the term is used as an automatic dismissal, as is
alas all too.common in the aftermath of the'sixties, then against thatI offer the following line of thought as defense and explication.
Consider the metaphor, offered only half whimsically, of the school
as a'tennis court. If you are a serious tennis player, who plays
reasopably well and you find yourself waiting Ior a court occupied
(interminably, it always seems) by people who are having just a
lovely time sort of blooping the ball all over the place and sometimes
even over the net, inevitably you are.likely to pied yourself having
to grapple with some version of the thought: "What *are these people
doing here? Somehow it isn't quite playing tennis!" even though
theyare obviously having a lovely, cheery time with it. And you
even begin to wonder: "Is it right that a real tennis player should .

have to wait for a court. in favor of someone who isn't really playing
tennis?" And if on top of that you were, suddenly confronted with a
group riding bicycles around the court (or I could make the same'
point even more strongly by _saying motorcycles) would it not be
understandable (even inevitable, even a land of serious omission
not to do so) to find'yournlf thinking, and even saying: "Hey,
these 'people aren't playing tennis. These are-TENNIS courts, damn
it! And tennis courts are my turf! Because I play tennis." That
is how I feel about schools. They are my turf. And the turf of
other, people who have good minds and actively use them and want
to interact with others who do. But there are a lot of peoe in
there just blooping the ball. What's worse, some of them are
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identified as teachs.of tennis. And it doesn't really make it any

better that most are decent people who are doing as well as they
can, and who truly feel they are doing right. Not to mention, that

the whole situation is yet further complicated by the fact that there
are a lot of people (primarily adolescents) completely un-engaged
by thp process df education (for whatever set of reasons) riding
motorcycles around on thesd "courts," bending them to another (mostly'
I,Bacchanalian) purpose altogether.

In my view (my radical view) it will never be better. Unless

there is a major change. Of tradition and personnel. But that

won't happen. It can't'happen. I feel about as hopeful of any
such change as I do of getting truly first class cooking in the
average hotel dining room in the average small town in America, and
for essentially the same reasons. Chefs who are serious about

cooking don't aspire to work there. Because them isn't enough
demand for good cooking from the customers. ,Or tie money to pay
for it. And there aren't enough good cooks anyway to provide one

'hfor every hotel in every hamlet, village or town. It's the same

way with the schools. Well, if ydu can't turn the schools into
places where adolescents can encounter and interact with adults
who have good minds, what then? Well, my radical answer would be
It 'doesn't much matter. If you can't, then it isn't school. And

then the institution could as well be pressed into a whole variety
of other purposes. But I just wouldn't be much interested. I

seep schools as relating to'the use of the mind in the same way

that music schools relate to usi,c If one were serious about

music, and had to watch mu hods being pressed insto some

useful purpose other than education because they'e weren't

enough good musicians around to, make them into real music schools,
'one mould have essentially the same feelings that I do about the
high schools if they can't make them into good training grounds

, for good thinking. "Good luck to them" whatever else they choose
to do with the building and the time and the kids, but if it ain't
thinking they're into, I'll "see ya later."

A Mo&rate View

=If, however, one accepts that the cast of characters is as it
is (and will undoubtedly continue to be, unless.there are7the sort
of major social chariges that might make the high schools a sought-
after haven for bright people who wouldn't ordinarily aspire tore
role of high school teacher, such as occurred temporarily during
the Viet Nam'War) and if oTe accepts the general tradition of the
place, and if one simply aspires to the modest goal (:), some improe-
ment, rather in the_ spirit of good medical work with patients who
suffer from a chronic illness which sets a serioussupper limit to
functioning, but within which limit one seeks to maximize functioning,
then my thoughts turn primarily towards the following:
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1) We should try to Lind issues, around which to try to engageteachers and adolescents in a serious dialogue. Thoseissues should be among the deep and important issues inliving which wn engage and exercise the best capacities ofmind, rand shotild also be issues that "people like high
school teachers" can do well with. One shotild be choosingout of the larger set of deep and important issues in livingsome subset that "people like high school teachers" arelikely to be able to handle best. Aln my view the currently
popular (even faddish)

Kohlberg-influenced work on moraldevelopment is a "reach" in the right direction. (I am,however, not reassured when I hear how some of these .exchanges actually develop in real schools in the hands ofreal teachers. They do tend to tip over, distressingly
often, into becoming familiar, old-fashioned, conventionalexercises in "moralizing" a bit too easily. But the
intention, to focus on-the cognitive element in moralproblems, is a worthwhile "reach").,

The themes I myself tend to think of as good
possibilities hover around issues like Fairness, Decency,and Empathy. Those are all deep'-issues. And inaddition I think they are issues that "people like highschool teachers" are often quite "at home" with. Theseare issues organized around "common ,humanity." They aredeep, they can support inter6hangOat middling levels,and they can be carried to high levels by teachers and kidscapable,of doing so.

2) I'd support the encouragement in the schools of a wide
variety of forms of Group Process (smalil groups, largegroups, mixed groups, focussed group's, all kinds.,of
groups) in the hands of group leaders,(perhaps from insidethe school; mostly from outside the school) who are goodat (and who are pointedly trying for).a stance that WILLBRING OUT THE BEST,in the people already in place,in the
high school, particularly among the teachers, but among thekids as we ,l

a*

I'm intending there to stress the degree to which Ltcan be a difference that can make a difference to introducean element into a system that BRINGS OUT THE BEST in thepeople who are already there, by comp4rison with having !no such added element, in which case-people tend to function,at some middling leccl within their range of capacities,and not infrequently
to dip down to their very worst). Ifone can't change the people or their total range, at least

one ought to do what one can do to help them to ,function ator near therr\best, mostly by benign encouragement ", supportand modeling. is is work that can be done well by good
group leaders, w o can set a tone that draws people towards
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their'best. If the group leaders are also key administrators
in the school, that's optimal. But it can be quite good

_enough if they are from dutside the school but are definitely
supported by key administrators and teachers from within the
school.

In summary, then,I see the high school as an arena for the
potentially fateful encounter between adolescent and adult, around
issues having to do with the human mind functioningiat or near its
best, confronting deep and complex matters in.the physical universe,
in the world of culture, in the world of ideas, in the psychological
universe, in the huMan condition. I am stressing the need for young
people to have models of excellence in the use of the mind in such
confrontations. I am stressing the element of identification as al
kg component in the process whereby a young Berson gets taught up in
pleasure, excitement and a sense of the possibilities inherent in
good use of the mind. I am stressing the need for'adolescents to
encounter adults who, can broaden the range and raise the level of
excellence they experience beyond that which they Scan get from their
own families and peer groups. I have in mind interactions which may
be (and commonly are) intense but which are "neutralized" compared to
the yery special personal "charged quality" that is so intrinsic
to the interactions within families (and I mean normal comfortable
good families, as well as troubled families). I am stressing an
interchange'' that includes both very definite statements and points
of view set dowh by the adult .( "thesis," so to' speak) but which leaves
plenty of room for (and truly encourages) quite independent responses
from adolescents ("antithesis") out of which, in the process of
flexible dialogue and disputation (often heated, but always centering
on thinking), there can emerge' the elaboration of a whole network
of syntheses and possibilities. The goal of this Process is partially
'those syntheses, but even more important, it is the exercise ,and

46' the develojent of the capacity to think, and to thinVell.

My own (most harsh) view of the matter is that that will never
become a regular thingje'qyour average high school." The tradition
of the high, schools is against it and the people who dominate and
are most numerous there can't function at that level. And I think
that there is little reason to think that that will ever change. Except

under very special circumstances in very special places-at very special
times. And if it doesn't happen, here's one person who doesn't
much care what other thing they do with the buildings" and the time.
Asjong as it serves some useful purpose, for kids especially.

But if one tries to "make the best" of what one has there, it
would probably be a step in the right' direction to try to encourage
mind-to-mind interactions between adolescents and teachers arohnd
,those deeper issues with which "poeple who become high school teachers"
are truly comfortable. I would nominate for consideration issues such
as Fairness, Decency, Empathy, (the latter of which'is, I believe,
already being explored as a curriculum issue by Dr. Sprinthall, who is

1.4
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a key participant in this conference). I think "people who becothe
high school teachers" probably wouldn't do too badly with issues like
that, with some help.

And in addition I would urge the development of a wide variety
of forms of group process in the schools as a good format within which
skillful, trained and talented group leaders (from inside or outside
the school) can have a real effect at BRINGING OUT THE BEST aNeng
the real people (teachers and adolescents) who come together 0
high schools with at least some basic wish to "do right." Skillful
group work, strongly supported "from the top," done primarily th
groups of teachers, in a spirit that is partially "how-to-do-it'
but with plenty of modelling, some "challenge," lots of support,
and even a willingness to find a way to be "inspirational" where that
comes naturally, is one lood way of introducing a difference that
can make a difference. People who can do that kind of work well
do.exist, and in sufficient numbers to make a difference. The
initiative, however, would have to come from within the school system,
to recruit such people and to bring them into the school, and to
support them in the work while they are there. Would the school
system do that on its own? Probaly not. But they might if they
were encouraged to do so by influential and active educational
psychologists, M11 placed and working to influence the schools
11-1 a right direction. Here's.one voice saying that that is a very
right direction, and encouraging you to do that kind of encouraging.'
I think it is.one difference that could make a difference.
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TO FACILITATEIOR IMPEDE?
THE IMPACT OF SELECTED ORGANIZATIONAL FEATURES OF

SECONDARY SCHOOLS'ON ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT

John R. Mergendoller
Far West Laboratory for

Educational Resear.ch and Development

is commonly acknowledged that a central purpose of secondary
schools is to facilitate students' development from the status of chil-
dren to that of adult% Although organizational features of schools
and classrooms that affect student social relationships have been,ex-
amined (e.g., Bidwell, 1965, 1970, 1972; Boocock, 1973; Bossert, 1979;
Johnson, Johnson, & Scott, 1978; Schmuck, 1978, 1980; Waller, 1932),
and various dimensions of adolescent development explicated (e.g.,
Adelson,"1980; Adams, 1976; Erikson, 1968; Kohlberg & Gilligan, 1971),
with one noteworthy exception-(Mosher, 1979), there have been rela-
tively few attempts to consider explicitly the imPact.of"the organiza-
tional,features of secondary schools on adolescent development.

In the following pages, I .will bring together several currents
of psychological research and theory and examine how 'Ne p ocess of
adolescent development might be affected by the social .text of
secondary schools. I begin by describing several assumptions whicil have
guided my thinking about adolescent growth and development. I then dis-
cuss four major dimensions of development which are especially important
during adolescence,1 and hypothesize the manner in which individuals'
school experience may facilitate or impede development along these
dimensions. Finally, I examine how certain organizational features of
secondary schools seemto affect the daily experience of students and,
in turn, facilitate or impede such growth.

Although the following discussion encompasses what I believe to
be major theoretical and experiential dimensions-of adolescent growth,
.the treatment of the organizatio* features of secondary schools is
more idiosyncratic. I have not sought to.give a complete description

.1
In this paper I use the words "growth" and "development" synonomously.
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of the structural characteristics of secondary schools; instead, I con-

.. sider those organizational'features which appear to have the greatest
impact on adolescents' social, psychological, and cognitive development.

Guiding.Assurnptions

A number of assumptions about the nature and importance of Adoles-
cent development have guided this essay; I wish to make them explicit
before proceeding.

First, the process of development from infancy to adulthood is
characterized by the expansion of individuals' capabilities for action,
thought, and social relationships. As the dictionary would have it,
individuals "evolve the possibilities" of human existence. Development
during adolescence, like deyelopment during other identifiable periods
(e.g., infancy, early childhood), has a specific functional significance
in this expansionary process; continued development as an adult is
dependent on successful' ompletion of the adolescent period.

The assumption that the contours of adolescent experience can con-
,

strain or facilitate adult development is central to most psychologists'
discussions of adolescence, including Erikson's vastly influential
writings (e.g., 1959', 1968, 1979). Several empirical studies (Bachman,
O'Mally, & Johnson, 1978; Kelly, 1979; Moriarty & Toussieng, 1976; and
Vaillant, 1977) which set out to examine the functional significance of
adolescence in the life cycle were reviewed by Newman who concluded:

First, adolescence may well be a period for the
consolidation of one's coping style. Second,

the articulation of'd lifestyle in young adult-
hood appears to be heavily dependent on compe-
tencies, aspirations & life choices developed
in adolescence. Third, the extent to which
maturation continues through adulthood may re-
flect on the ability to experiment and encounter
conflict in adolescence (979, p. 260).

Attention to the impact of secondary schools on adolescent experience,
then, implieS a concern not only with improving the quality of adoles-
cent life in itself, but also with facilitating optimal preparation for
continued psychological growth. Because of the assumed importance of
the "preparatory" nature of adolescent experience, the following dis-
cussion is focused on the "ideal type potential" of the adolescent ex-
perience to foster continued human development (ci,. Kohlberg & Gilligan,
1971, py 1055), rather than die "normative response to adolescence"
chronicled by Douvan and Adelson (1966).

Second, development proceeds as a result of individuals' inter-
actions with their environments. Whether one is concerned with the
development of the structural competencies of thought, the formation

ti
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of intimate social relationships, or the more mysterious alignments of
individual identity, development occurs as individuals obtain infortha-
tion, interpret it, and act within their physical and social environ-ments. Development, to use the Piagetian metaphor, represents equili-
bration of individuals' successive accommodations to and assimilationof their environments.

Third, although various psychological theories use different ex-
planatory frameworks\co describe the processes and subprocesses of
adolescent growth, there is relative agreement among developmental
psychologists concerning the dimensions along which individuals must
mature if they are to become optimally functioning adults. Development
is normative; it is directed toward the attainment of explicit psycho-
logical goals.

,Fourth, although there is relative agreement among Western psy-
chologists concerning the goals appropriate to adolescent development,
different culture's and subcultures may conceive of different goals or
value differentially certain developmental attainments and dimensions.
In the end, we all are confronted with personal and cultural commitments
to our awn preferred "bag of virtues" (Kohlberg & Mayer, 1972), a point
emphasized by Metz in her response to this paper. This should be'borne
in mind when discussing adolescent development in different cultures andsubcultures.

Dimensions of Development

Development can be thought of as a fabric woven of individual con-
ceptual strands. When observed from a customary distanca, the fabric
blends together into an interdependent mass of observed behavior and
reported perceptions. When subjected to scrutiny, however, more or-less
conceptually distinct strands of development can be discerned. In the
next section I will inspect four strands of development which have par-
ticular significance during the adolescent years: 1) cognitive skills;
2) identity; 3) relatedness; and 4) autonomy. Although discussed'
separately out of expository necessity, these developmental 'strands are
not independent, but rather penetrate and influence each other.

ZDevelopment of Cognitive Skills

The growth of cognitive skills plays a crucial role in the totality
of adolescent development for two reasons. `First, certain reflective
and analytic capacities are required for adolescents to recognize their
own identities, inlexpret the obligations and opportunities inherent in
social relationshi!FS, and understand necessary limitations to their own
autonomous expression. An increased ability to process personal, social,
environmental, and historical information thus nurtures growth along
other developmental dimensions. In addition, sophisticated inforiation
processing skills are necessary if individuals are to understand and
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respond appropriately to the practical, theoretical, and social chal-
lenges of daily life. The ability to employ complex cognitive skills,
then, also represents an important outcome of adolescent growth.

4, Although adolescents remain concerned with pragmatic issues and
engage in the same sorts of cognitive operations which characterize
concrete operational thought, they have the potential to learn to con-
sider .the possibilities of existence and the external philosophical
questions which have always plagued human experience. During adolescence
the perception of reality may become "secondary to possibility" (Inhelder
& Piaget, 1958, p. 251). With newly developed capabilities of thought,
adtlescents are able to-formulate sophisticated plans and strategies to.

deal with the future.

\Although developmentalists often describe the attainment of formal
opeOational thought as being characteristic of adolescent growth, a number
of researchers have questioned how many adolescents actually demonstrate
the ability to use it. Using the traditional Piagetian assessment tasks,
they have reported that approximately 50 percent of their adolescent and
adult samples were unable to demonstrate the characteristics of `full
formal operational thought as defined by Inhelder and Piaget (Dulit,
1979; Keating, 1980; King, 1977 Kuhn, Langer, Kohlberg, & Haan, 19717;
Neimark, 1975). Such widespread inability to use propositional logic
suggests that the development,of formal operational thought is highly
dependent upon the environmental opportunities which are available? to
practice such thinking. Research has documented that the emergence of
demonstrated formal operational capabilities is associated with distinct
types of previous social and cultural experience and is quite susceptible
to training (Gallagher & Noppe; 1976, p. 212; Keating, 1980, p.
This suggests that the cognitive demands present within adolescents'
school environments may have a crucial effect op the development of
sophisticated information processing skills. To draw on Flavell's oft-
quoted distinction (1977), the capability for reflective, abstract
thought may come into existence during adolescence, but will not be
utilized unless there is'a need for it.

Attainment of cognitive maturity in adolescence requiies demonstra-
tion of the sophisticated thinking strategies necessary to examine ab-
stract philosophical and theoretical questions, and may be exemplified
as a "Stage 4".or "Systems" understanding of the nature oboneself,
one's friends, psarents, reference groups, and the moral order of the
larger society (Gibbs, 1979). ,This level of cognitive development re-
flects the systemization of earlier cognitive capacities and the
development of second order thinking processes which enable the adoles-
cent':

"to form a viable society, real or hypothetical,': and
appreciate the relation between individual and society
. . . in terms of social functions and practices (Gibbs,'
1979, p. 102).
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The Development of Identity

Identity is an elusive concept whosd meaning, to borrow Wittgenstein's
famous distinction (1973), is more easily "shown" than "said." Erik
Erikson, whose influential writings have popularized the concept, often
takes just evocative approach when, writing about the experiential
reality of "wh t identity feels like ;Then you become aware of the fact
that you do undoubtedly have one" (1968, p. 19). Here,Erikson is quoting
from a letter of William James to his wife.

A man's character is discernible in the mental or moral'
attitude in whirl', when it came upon him, he felt him-

-
self most deeply and intensely active and alive. At-

such moments there is a voice inside which,speaks and
says: "This is the real me!"

James further comments that although the- experience of a sense of iden-
tity is:

. . . a mere mood or emotion to which I can give no
form in words, [it] authenticates itself to me as
the deepest principle of all active and theoretical
determination which I possess. . .

Attaining a sense of identity is important to d&velopmental progress
because it provides an explicit personal criterion toluide future deci-
sions and actions. While the formation of identity begins long before
adolescence, during adolescence social expectations and psychophysiological
impulsions unite to prod the individual to develop a sense of self. Also
during adolescence individuals attain the cognitive and affective capa-
bilities-which enable them to synthesize past knowledge and affections
with present experience, and project future pogsibilities (Douvan &
Adelson, 1966; Marcia, 1980). The' concept of identity thus provides a
conceptual. shorthand for individuals' unique integration and recognition
of their "identifications, capacities, opportunities and ideals" (Douvan
& Adelson, 1966, p. 15). The identities individuals construct during
adolescence allow them to find psychologiAl stability in the midst of
social and physical change.

Just as the white line is most clearly visible against the black
asphalt of the highway, individual identity is often most early recog-
nized against and experienced within a social context. Identity forma-
tion forces individuals to lodge themselves "within a social reality
that they understand" (Erikson, 1979, p. 143), and accept the Assumptions,
attitudes, and ideology of those who share that social reality. At the
same time, it requires them to recognize groups and individuals as being
different--or not identical.

Identity formation, however, involves more than the recognition and
acceptance of group identificgtions. Various authors (e.g., Gibbs, 1979;
Gilligan & Murphy, 1980; Kohlberg & Gilligan, 1971; Peru, 1968) have

.
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written cogently about the exi.Aential\ideals and commitments one may
make as one ,attain* formal operational capabilities of thought during
adolescence. By committing oneSelf.,to a. Personal vision of the world,
one fprtifies t.ke Process of self-definftibn.lp define oneself as ap

. individual, according to the etymology of the word, fs to fix the
boundaries of one's self, and the gctions' that self willdendertakA Such

actions can involve Occupational choiies, engagement in social relation-
ships, habits of dress and demeanor, aesthetic judgements, and moral aud
political-expression.

My own study of the war resistance of high school and college men
suggests that the establishment of the moral boundaries of the self is a
pOwerful component of adolescent` identity formation and that individuals'
decisions about whether or not to takemOral actions can be directly
related to their percepriOns Of themselves as moral actors (Mergendoller,
1981).4--Gonsider, for example, the following excerpt from a-letter
written by Tim Southwood, one of the participants in the above study, who,
was sentenced to prison for willfully' refusing induction. This-excerpt
presents TWs response to tis judge's questions about why Tim hadynot
applied for Conscientious Objector status.

""

A reqptrement [for `CO status]` is that I'be agains,t
all wars, and I just can't Make that statement.
This is the only war I've been asked-to fight in .

.and this is the war r can't fight in . . . I don't
know what I'd do in a different situation, but

.

thinking of Werld War II makes me certain that
there is such a thing as a just war .for our cdffn-
try. . .

,

SO I don't hat I can telr,my draft board
that.I'm against all wars. I must adulit that .--.

.at 0.mes.I've been tempted-to be a CO'and adjust
ry,view s that I would be one,,but if I did that
Whet would I really be?

,f

'\

, when I asked Tim how he felt as he interposed his sense of himself
as a moral person against the.dethand of the selective Service System tom
perform acts he considered iinmoral;* his response was reminiscent of the
words of William James,with which we began this sect &on.

-

lt]a feelingof strength . . . stronin that
I ast.facing up to it. I wasn't backing away from

, it; I wasn't being intimidated . . . 1r was just

going through it,regardless-o the consequen es.
(I] was getting a wholek,sense of my own str gth as
an individual, being able td stand by mysel and not,

0'
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0 Individuals recognize the nature of "their selves" and their "iden-tities" through the reciprocal experiences of action and self-reflection,as well asthrough incorporating, without consciously examining, assess-ments of hoW much their own attributes and accomplishments are valued
4057 others. Individuals' concepts of their identities, then, may,, be in-'fuenced by their experences of self-expression, self-examination, andby the nature and quality of the.ir sociaifinteractiOns.

tstAltshing an optimal'deveiopment goal for the process of identityformation during adolescence is difficult.
Identity consolidatlion and

exploiation neither.begin nor end a; adolescence, and formulating an
"idenlity achieved" criterion as a developmental marker is inappropriate.A more useful guidepost may be foUnd'In the experiential stirrings
self-awareness, duringwhich adolescents acknowledge and accept their
individual-diAinctivengss as well as their resemblance to others, and
come to.value and accept this constellation of- individual chuactetistics.I explicitly include as apart of this developmental tbal the adoles-
cent's recognition of positive self-worth and the implicit internaliza-
tion of positive social values. Stich a criterion of optithueidentityformation thus excludes the attainment of anti-social pr elinidally
pathological identities. ,

lee

g .

:;:e.,7),;velor,mtnt of Relatednes
i 0

0

Gaining the ability to fotm mature friendships with mailers of one'sown sex as well as with members of the opposite sex is a critical actom-.
.plishmeft of adolescence.

Friendships facilitate the development ofidentity and self-undetstanding. Douvan and Adelson write:

The particular avantage of adolescent friendship is
that it offers a climate for growth and self-knowledge
that th family is not equipped to offer, and that

-very fe persons can providefor themselves. Friend -
! ship engages, discharges, cultivates and transforms'

the most, acute passions. of tke adolescent' period,
and so allows the youngster to confront and maste
them. Because it Carries so much of the burden o
adolescent growth, friendship acquires a pertinenCe
& intensity it. has never had before nor (in many-cases)
will ever have again (1966, p. 174).

As a result of assessing their relationships with others,'adolescentscome to understand how they are similar to and different from theirpeers. Discuss ing personal philosophy and exploring shared and dis-gated ideas strengthen
adolescents'..pinterpretive frameworks and allowthem to Cognitively assess existential commitments.

,40The adolescent experience of,close affiliation, however, is morethan the handmaiden of identity formation. ,The'attainmentof intimate,caring associations is important in and of itself. Adolescent'friendships

'
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with members of the same and opposite sex provide young people with their
first deep affective attachments outside the realm of the familyp ,These
relationships provide a training ground for adult relationships built on
trust, imituall support, and honest self-expression and revelation..

Although empirical studies indicate that adolescent friendships
among members of the same sex develop differently for boys and girls,
and emphasize different socio-emotional issues during early, middle., and
late adolescence (Coleman, 1980; Douvan & Adelson, 1966) common coldi-
tions'for 'establishing friendship are necessary to all Opes of intimate
relationships. These conditions includt the opportdnity for experiencing
shared activities, thoughts, feelings, and the provision of reciprocal
assistance in an environment of mutual trust.

Like identity, the developmental dimension of relatedness-tends to
be more evpcative than operational.. A developmental marker can be found
in the attainment of natural and mature relationships in which both
parties communicate ideas and feelings and reveal fears; hopes, and ten-
tative visions of pelf and the world. Somewhat paradoxically, the ex-
perience of relatedness requires the cognitive ability to view dyadic
interactionspot-aft "objective" gersunu point of --view CSelmanT-----

1980). At its most advanctd level, it requires individuals to perceive
that they are part of a larger whole and that at some level other indi-
viduals and 'cultures have significant commonalities (cf. Metz, 1980).

na ,:evelopment of Autonomy

During adolescence, individuals glIn-the cognitive ability to fore-,
see and the social opportunity to take increasing responsibility for thElr

own lives and the consequendes of their actions. Such'abflities are
linked to the exercise of autonomy." The word autonomy, as its etymology
sugge,ts, implies selfzgpvernance; autonomy requires that one make deci-
sions and behave according to one's own vision of appropriate conduct.
Without the opportunity for autonovons t sht and actions, adolescents

may be prevented from breaking the childhood bonds of dependency oe
parents and family.

The development of autonomy is probably beat fostered by allowing
and encouraging adolescents to make increasingly significant decisions
about the way in which they lead their current lives and prepare for
future experience. Such decisifts may best be wrestled with in a social'
context where'individuals can discuss and debate alternative courses of
action before taking them. In such a fashion, individuals exercise,
autonomy while they concurrently develop the ability to examine and
justify projected courses of action.

. -

Although it is often easy for adolescentsfto think and act as they,
see fit, such behavior, if not accompanied by an assessment of the impact
of their behav4kr on others, may only present immature and egocentric
self-assertion. In contrast,-it is the actions which reflect both the

SIP
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adolescent's emerging capacity to think independently, and which havebeen taken after-consideration
of their potential effect on others, whichprovide an appropriate deVelopmental mayker for autonomous self- expression.

The Iml-act of Secondary Schools on Adolescent Development

I have discussed above four developmental dimensions of maturationwhich are signcant4during
adolescence because they facilitate con-tinuing human growth throUghout the life span. I assume that most

adoleiZents will grow along these dimensions' regardless of whether theyattend secondary school, regardless of,thevartitular organizational andenvitonmental configuration of the school they do attend. However,since development occurs as.a result of individuals' interaction withtheir environments, the nature and extent of that growth is affected tosome degree by the nature of the environment. Adolescents inhabit .schools approximately 1,400 hours a year;-the impact of this social en--mironment is of some consequence if we wish tO'maximize the possibility
ofulaturation toward the criteria previously discussed.

a'
i1 *pot e that schools facilitate development if the daily ex-perience of st ents encourages them to examine-the nature of their

physical andsoc al worlds, to try out and ti ize their nascent under-st4ndingsof their identities, to form ose affiliative bonds withotHers in the pursuit of common go and the completion of commontasks, and to exercise their awn capacities for planning and self-direction. 'In like manner, schools impede development if they con-fine student thought to the physically concrete and ethically mundane, ;

hopes, capabilities and distinctiveness, prevent he formation of social

. obstruct adolescents from recognizing and examin ng their preferences,.

bonds cemented by common effort, and restrict self-directed actions and
*

participatory governance.
, e

Daily student experience in secondary scHOols,,and thus the,impact -of secondary schools on adolescent development, will be greatly affeptea,by three organizdtional features of schools: 1) the sizfNof the school;2) the nature of%the student role within the school; and 3) the social
organization of classroom experience. Each feature can -facilitate or_impede adolesceAt growth along the fau?-aimerigions of cogni-tiVe growth.,identity, relatedness, and autonomy. In he'folfowing sections I con-'.sider each of these oralnizatiOnal features a d reflect on how they

Xo
affect the daily experience of students and nsequently, 'adolescentdevelopment.

.

.

The INpact af School Size on Ad rcent Development
A

Secondary\schools are complex organiations 1..ith varied opportuni-,ties for student particfpation and invalveMent. Using,the concept of"behaviv setting" to denote "organized' assemblies Of behavior episodes;
physicar objects, spaces and durations"-(Barkr

g'Gump,1964, p. 19),'Barker and his colleagues surveyed 13 Kansas sdhools Wirth student popula-\.

. k
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tions. ranging from 35 to 2;287. After determining ttlat classroomactivi-
ties'comprised only 20 percent of the total number of behavior settings,
they pointed to the preponderance of noninStrdctional behavior settings
whio "demand the time and attention of the students . . . [and] there-

fore contribute in some way.of another to the schools' influence on
students" (1964, p. 198).' When Barker and,Gump examined the proportion
of high school juniors who participated in behavioriktlings of all types,
they discovered that "the proportion of participants was 3 to 20 times
as great in the small schools as in the largest school" (1964,p. 196).
Although the largest school in their sample provided students with more
varied "non-class behavior settings" when compared to the smaller schools,

student participation in the small school behavior settings was"deemed
more significant and growth-enhancing that participation in the large

school settings.

. . . the small school students participated in the
same number and in more variations of the available

"settings,, on the average, thad the tdents of, the

layge schodl. Furthermore, a much larger proportion

of small school students held positions of authority-
in the behavior settings they entered and occupied
these positions inffiore varieties of settings. than

the students of the large school (1964, p. 196).

AP
Commenting on the results of this re arch as well as on several studies

which have replicated and extended original findings-4e.g., Baird,

1969; Wicker, 1968;
WilleW.

ms, 1967), Gump noted: 1

O .
-

In terms of actual setting behavior, the small schools
produced much more responsible or central position be-
havior than did the large school.' Further, the setting
satisfactions of phe small school students emphasized ..

gaining competence, meeting challenget, and gaining
success 'in small 'group activity; large school students

emphasized vicarious satisfactions and winning "point "

for supporting certain extracurricular affairs (19804/p.

562) .

The, research of Gump andliis colleagues compellingly demo nstrates

that.scho4A size is dcreTtiy related to the, ercentage of students who
partitipate in multiple and varied activities as well as the quality of*

these students' participation. I would argue that small schools ;pain-

tate cognitive dev,lopment, identity formatiop, thp,establishment of

multiple and diVersefriendships, And autonordius Self-expression becauge
they encourage increased participation in extracurricular activities.

consider.hour such positive developmental prAcesses might occur.,

First, participation in diverse andmultiple activities may. require

students to take and reflect upon theiCaking of multiple social roles.
Such\actiyities, as Pany4.nvestigators havefound, generally encourage
the development of increasingly sophipticaed,level& of social petspec-
tlive taking and thought'(Ctipndler, 1973; Higgins, 1980; \

1 7
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Johnson, 1975; Selman,,1980) as well as empathy and altruistic motiva-
tion (Hoffman, 1975).

In addition to encouraging cognitive development, identity'forma-
tion shotad also be affected by increased partfcipation in extracurri-
cular activities. Such activities encourage students to try on and
explore new self-conceptions and assess individual competencies.
Students have expanded opportunities to practice,the roles of leader
and follower. They may confirm or discover preferences, passions', or
new aspects of the self previously hidden from view, and thus facili-
tate the recognition and consolidation of identity.

o

Small schools induce increased student participation in varied
activities because they are "undermanned," that is, "when too few per-
sons are available.to carry out the activities occurring in each bec
havior setting, strong and diverse forces press those few to carry '
out more varied and central tasks in the setting" (Gump, 1980, p. 561).
Such forces are, often experienced as invitations and entreaties from
peers to jbin various activities So that the critical number of parti-:

o cipants are available. The message implicit in,such requests is that
the invitee is valued for his or her ability to contribute to the common
effort. A succession of messages that one is needed and is s;xpeted
contribute to group endeavors may have a signifitant impact on the
adolestent's sense of identity and self-acceptance as a valued indivi-
dual: .

446

Small schools should also encour e f iendship formation. Partici-
pation in varied activities requires ma taining interpersonal relation-
shipAand.making firendg with diverse indivIdUals who would normally ,

be disregarded. During the activity'1.16elf, mutual engagement in the
accomplishment of common tasks can act as a springboard to the develop-
avnt of more intimate relationships. Finally, since extracurrIcular
activities are less directly-influenced by the directive powerof col-
4lege admission requirements and the necessity to rank and separate
student accomplishMent, there shoulltbe more latitude for the expression
.,of student autonomy and the opportunity to plank discuss,:and carry' out'
student-initiated projects.

*1).
,

In short, if we cam assume t at,tudent engagement and satiseac-
t ns "related to challenge, activity and'group affiliation" (Barker &
Gump, 1964) are important facilitators of adolescent aevelopMent, then
we can assume that small schools. support student.payticipation in
activities which encourage Individual growth in ways which larger
schools do not. Secondary schools should be, as Barker and Gump argue,
"small enough'that students are not redundant",(1964, p. 202).

.
.

. ., .

The ImpaCt of the Student Role on Adolescent Development,1 \ ,

'. -
'

My artin4oint in this discusiion is a conception'of he typical
.

,

.411e\.\., ssecond Y y schoolas a complex social organization whose mosttnportant, *.
actdrs inhabit the hierarchical" roles of administrator, teagler, and

.
,

lir
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student. adeh organizations, as Charles Bidwell has remarked, demon-
strate "a distinctive combination of bureaucracy and structural loose-
ness" (1965, p. 1,012)'. As in any bureaucratic organization, those in
higher'status positions are giveln legitimate power to direct, sanction,*
and constrain the behavior of subordinates, and to require that they
act dtcording to established role definitions. Yet because of the
relatively flexible and unsupervised way in which the assigned "work"
of teachers and students is carried out, schools often provide room for
maneuvering around formal role expectations. Moreover, much of the work

of the school cum bureaucracy is carried out during interpresonal inter-
actions, thus placing role definition at the mercy of situational
construction and negotiation, and potentially opening the definition
of the student role to unceasing debate. ,

The chaiacteristic structural looseness of the school coupled with
the ongoing, emergent quality of role negotiations results in a social
order which is not fixed,, and often rests on a fragile and uneasy_equilib-
rium among role groups. This uneasy equilibrium can'be made more
vulnerable by the fact that students as a goup have their own preoccu-
pations and aspirations which are often greatly at variance with the
official posture of the secondary school (Coleman, 1961, 1974; Waller,

1932): Should students perceive that their own interests and educational
strivings are ignored by thOse entrusted with their education, they may
respond with apathy, disruptive actions, or alienation (Bidwell, 1970;'
Newmann,1980; Wallei, 1932).

Students make up themOst numerous role group in the school, an
observation which has an important corollary., Extensive rules and
control procedures are needed to regulate the movement and actions-
of the great crowd of bodies which move about the school and inhabit.
classrooms. Students haVe significant power to disrupt the school and

sabotage the instructional prpcess. Care must be taken to ensure that
suitable decorum is maintained in order that the work of the school--

,teaChing and learning--may continue.

Given the centralized administrative structure of most secondary ,

s\hools, and the inescapable need to maintain social and physical,order
among a mass of adolescent spirit, one typical response of the school
bureaucracy and its administrators is to narrowly dplimit the student
role,-and foster among the student population the expectation that
students will face 'swift retaliation for deviations from this cir-
cumscribed role (Metz, 1978). Whensuch,prOcEdures are succesgful,
gtudentido not "get out of line," administrative and curricular deci-
sions flow smoothly, and a great many students can be managed and in=
strutted by relatively few teachers and administrators. .

The nature of'the circumscribed "student role hasreceivedexten-
sive attention from educators end social psychologise (Bidwell, 1965,;

Blumenfeld, Htmilton, Bossert, Wessels, & Meece, forth aming; Boctoock,
1971; Farber, 1969; Jackson, 1968; Metz, 1:978;Newmann 1980; Wallei
J.932). St dents, it is genera1157agreed, %ccupy the 1 west status.i

A
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the school hierarchy. They enter school involuntarily, and are only
allowed to leave school (or _terminate their studies) when given permis-
sion by those of higher status. They are formally disenfranchised,
lisS/ing little control over the teachers whe will teach tfieM, the course
content they will pursue, the rules and regulations, which they may be
punished for disobeying, and the way in which they will learn the
prescribed academic material. Boocock, among many others, has drawn
attention to:

,

. . . the passivity attached to the student role.
The "good" student listens to the teacher, foll6Ws
instructions, does not disturb the class by talk- \

ing out of turn, and is otherwise receptive to
being taught (1973, p. 2'4) .

In short, secondary schools function as custodial institutions forcing
students to remain dependent on their adult caretakers in "a protracted
state of infantilization" (Friedenberg, 1963).

1-would argue that the impact on adolescent development of the pro-
_longed enactmentof such a circumscribed role will-y-a-ry-depehding-upn.

the developmental dimension in question. When students are confined to
the status of passive consumers of curriculum, this may impede students'
social-cognitive development (Higgins, 1980). As a series of moral
intervention studies indicate (Mosher, 1980), social-cognitive growth
toward a " "Stage 4: Systems" level'( .:PrfN 1979) can be facilitated%ail*
through active participation*in a dem -aiic and largely self-governing
community. Summarizing the results of dea e of curriculum developmerk,
implementation,-and evaluation, Mosher writes:

. the most powerful moral education inttiven-
tions involve discussions of rga/ dilemmas in the
context of a natural group

. . . reasonable corol--
laries of-discussing real situati4n§ in a natural
group are the cultivation of democratic decision
making, by giving to each participant a share in
the decision and also the making of family o.
classroom contracts.for inglementing 'those decisions.,

.,(198(1, ?. 103).

.

In perpetuating a student ro4 definition which excludes students from
the selection atd menagemeht 6f-their own academic program and, social
arrangements, s4condary schools not only ignore adolescents' social-
cognitive growth, they may discourage their perSDnal ihvestment in .

academic pursuits. The work of researchers in the field of organizational.
behavior (Argyris, 1965; Bennis; 1969; -Schein, 1969;. Tjosvold, '1980) sug-
gestsgests forcefully that organizational arrangemeAts which give individuals
relative autonomy oyer their actions and provide bpportuniftdes for col-.: .

labOrative problem bolving between superiors and subordinates facilitate
members' experience of "psychological` success" (Tjcokold, 1980, p'. 289),

''' increase their A 'ersonal commitment to the task at hand; and enhance in-
dividuals' "soci 1 and intellectual capacities "" (Tjosvld,.1980,.p.\289).

\

\
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If classroom content is to provide fuel for the development of adolescent -
epistemology, and encourage the questioning and exploration of the moral,
social, and philJsophical igsues which surround collective social life,
she student role needs to be redefined. The student should not be defined

as a passive and powerless consumer of pre-packaged curricula, but rather

as an active agent whog.struggleswith others to take responsibility for

learning and social behavior.

The process of identity formation may also be negatively affected if

students 'internalize views of themselves as passive automatons Who are
unable to Alirect their own learning or take responsibility for their

social behavior. Alternatively, students may become disaffected with the

process of educatidn and exclude academic engagement and curiosity, from

. their own vision of themselves. On the other hand, peer relationships:

may be strengthened by such a student role definition; adolescents' re-

sentment and boredom -can provide a powerful common focus for initial
affiliations. The develbpmeht of relationships with teachers, however,
is likely to suffer from the strains ihherent in keeping student behavior
safely inside the confines of the student role. As Willard Waller ob-

served of the typical teacher-student relationship where pupils' must be
constantly "kept in line":

.

The teacher pupil relationship is a'form Of institu-
tionalized domination and subordination. Teacher and

pupil confront each other kn the school with an orig-'
inal conflict of desires, and however much that con-
flict may be reduced - in amount, dr however much it

may be hidden, it still remains. The teacher repre-
sents the adult group, ever tha enemy of the spontan-'

eous life of groups of children. The teacher reprel

0 sents the formal curr4^-1-m, and his interest is in
'imposing that curriculum upon the children in the
form of tasks; pupils are much more interested in
,life in their own world than in the dessicated bits of
'adult life which teachers have' to offer (1932, pp. 195-

196), ,

,

Turning to th'e consequences of-:the passive student role for the

development of-auto:16y, recent research by Kelly (1979) and his asso7

ciates (Jones, 1979; Rice & Marsh, 1979) on the "coping and adaptation"

of adolescent boys presents a confusing picture. These investigators

'determined that in sctibols where the norms and procedures do not speci-
fically encourage student involvement in plannin and decision making,

adolescents can nonethele s demonstrthe autonom us, self-initiated be-
,

haviors. . Kelly's researc was conduc d In t high schools which were

; general1y-similar in physical facilities campus, composition and

.preparation of faculty, and SE& of students. The two school's differed

markedly, however, in social and influence structures:

-Nhe principal at Wayne [High School] seems to have
a large amount of influence at his school . . . yet

students share someof the decision making. At' ,

/1.
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Thurston.(High School], the school board and the
parents have larger amounts of influence, and the
.students seem to be left out . . . Less consensus
is found among the Thurston staff in terms of their
expectations for students (Rice & Marsh, 1979).

911,

The researchers hypothesized that the environments of Wayne and
Thurston would differentially facilitate "exploratory behavior," a
coping style whiCh resembles what I have called thR expression of auton-omy. Kelly and his colleagues considered explorat(*y behavior to be
"significant for adaptation" because it leads to greater familiaritywith the "social resources" present in the environment and knowledge of
their use (Jones, 1979, p. 152). To test this hypothesis, a dyadic

'probltm-gblving situation wag created to measure exploratory behavior.It was assumed that students, who had attended Wayne High School would
demonstrate more "exploratory behaviorwthan those who had attendedThurston. After coding and analyzing verbatim transcripts of students'
problem-solving discussions, the researchers determined that the re-
sults did not support the hypothesized school effects. Jones commentsabout this counter-intuitive finding:

In deriving the' hypothesis, a case was made for
Wayne being more likely to encourage exploratory
behavior because of the school's clearer norms and
greater flexibility, There is another way of look-
ing at-it, though. It_may be easier tob a social
explorer at Wayne, to t may also be les6 crucial.
For instance, if info On about norms is frtely
available, there is le Wneed tolacquire coping
styles to help attain it. Thurston provides a
rigid but murkey environment. I Norms are not clear.
Students are not as cOmfortable,yith peers or staff.
There is tension and ambiguity. Under these condi:
tiring, a high explorer me get moremileage-out of
his coping style, in_sgle of the lumpslhe may. take.
In sum, the noxious.enVironment of Thurston may ac-
tually provide greater rewards for exploratory be-
havior'a,1 with it develop greater-capabilities for
tchOol prohlem solving (1979, p. 171)'.

-0 ,

One implication to-be drawn from this study is that schopl environ-
ments and the student role -they require may foster the development of.autonomy in different ways. ,A circumscribed student role, which does '

. not formally allow students to participate ,in sdhool governance, may
nonetheless facilitate the development oaf autonomy if students engage- pin "school problem solving" on their own. -Students are thus forced to
discover the limits'of role-appropriate behavior by themselves, and
determine without- formal assistance how to accomplish their own goals
.in a 'noxious" enyironment. As a result, they may become quite adept
at she covert exercise of autonomy.'

% 0
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h e CIJ th,! (iruanilion of the Classroom
Adolescent Development

By social organization of the classroom, I refer to the social and
material arrangements by which teachers and students come together to
complete assignments and accomplish schoolwork. These include the
manner in which the teacher organizes children and materials for instruc-
tion (e.g., individullized programs, small group tasks, whole class seat-
work, whole class recitation, ete.), the nature and similarity of assigned
1,eprning tasks as well as the freedom given students to choose and define
their own tasks, the amount of cooperation and interdependence (if any)
required of students during the completion of assigned tasks, sand the
nature of the classroom reward and accountability systems.

Although little research has been conducted at the secondary level
which focusep on the impact on students of these organizational features

, of classroorS life, a number of provocative studies have been conducted
with slightly younger (and occasionally older) students (e.g., Aronson,
Bridgethan, & Geffner, 1978; Bridgeman, 1977; Bossert, 1979; Covington &
Berry, r9ib; Covington & Omelich, 1979; Deci, Nezlek, & Sheinman, 1981;
Johnson, 1980; Rosenholtz & Rosedholtz, 1981; Simpson, 1981; Weinstein,
1981) : "My strategy in this section is to draw upon-this research for
AeMples of,3theprocesses which have been demonstrated or hypothesized
to occur' in classrooms, and consider these processes in light of the
,four dimensions. of, adolescent develAtment enumerated earlier in this
paper.

In drawing on these' studies, I assume that the social processes ob-
served in the upper elementary grades continue to occur in identically
organized secondary classrooms. An impoetant'difference between the

of elementary and seconder); school, however, 'is the fact that
adolescents attend a series of classes taught by different teachers
secondary school, And m$0.;; have more oppdrtunity to experience varied
types of classroom organizational) arrangements.2' I assume that the
individuil classroom effects reported in the studies cited below may be
dimihished or increased by the aggregation of classroomexperiences
throughout the school day, an assumptilaq,supported in recent research
by sleet; r (1981): .

The first dimension ofS,ado4sdent development eo be ct sidered here /
is.that of cognftive-growth in the socialdomain. In the past 20 years
much activity has centered' around the developMent and.implementatfon of
"specific curricula and procedures designed to facilitate'the development

15

2

4

-a,
,

My colleagues and I at the Far West Laboratory began a Study.' of stlidefi

transition from elementary school to junior high school with ,the same
assumption. Much to our surprise, we found most seventh !graders at
EEe junior high school we studied experienced More varied cldssrodm en-
vironments in the sixth rather than (Q he seventh gra e. ,See Rounds,
Ward, fergendpller, and TikUnoff (1981). I
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of mare4piature levels'of social-cognitive thodght (Mosher, 1979, 1980;'Selman; 1980). Acentral strategy of many of these interventions has
involved the facilitatiOn of individuals` social perspective-taking
ability, by which one is able to take the role of others and see the
world through-their eyes. Social-cognitive intervention programs which
place students in situations where they are encouraged(if not required)
to take tke perspective of others, and then mutually examine and dis-
cuss,differences in- perceptions, presuppositions, and judgments have
been regularly shown to facilitate social-cognitive development (Higgins,1980).

0

Within the classroom, Lt.-is:the "toalttructure" Which determineswith whom students work to complete the task. Johnson identifies three
types of classroom goal structures -. - cooperative, competitive, and indi-vidualistic:

A 'cooperative goal,,structure exists when students
perceive they can; obtain their goal if and only
if the other. students with shom they are Linked ob-
tain their goals. A competitive goal structure
exists when students perceive that they can ob-.
tain their goal if and-'Only. if the other students
with whom they -are linked -fail -to obtain their
goals. An individualistic goal structure- exists
when studeRts perceive that obtaining their gdal_
is unrelated to the goal achievement of other
students (1980, p.,l33).

O

The use of cooperative goal,structures to premoteotask involvement re-
quires students to learn to express their own and understand=others'
perceptions, and reach mutual accommodatioris concerning the courses
of action to be taken. After conducting a major review of the impact
of group processes on student learning, Johnson co.kllides-that the
impact of classroom goal structure'on

social-coiniit've,development isUnequivocal:
-

cooperative learning experiences
. . . promote .

greater cognitive and emotional perspective-taking'
abilities than eithel- competitive or indVidualis-,
tic learning exptriences (1980', p. -0 " °

*
-

\ The second component of adolescent development considered here isidentity form'ation This requires students to make realistic assessments
. of their individualreferences and abilities. Given the nearWUniver-

sal emppasis placed on academic achievement in ,this society, and the ,large amount o'f time students remain in school, a student's conception
of his or her academic ability forms a cornerstone of amore global self-
conception, and may have a major impact on his or her generaliied feelingsof self-worth'(Johnson, 1980; Schmuck, 1978). Within the classroom
students seek and receive a great deal of information about how they aredoing.- Some assessments come directly froM the teacher in the form of
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grades, written comments, arn Casual remarks (Weinstein, 1981). Other

assessments are made by students themselves as they appraise their own''

accomplishments in light of th of other students (Frieze, 480).
Such social comparison processes (Festinger, 1954) thrive within the
typical classroom, as any teacher who has watched students look around_
the room to determine who has finished the assignment will attest. As

Frieze notes, the "school setting is one in which. the desire for social
comparison information is maximized" (1980, p. 61).

For students to be able to compare their own academic attainments
to those of others there must be a common metric of accomplishment. ,As
Bossert (1978), Rosenholtz and Rosenholtz (1981), and Simpson (1981)
have shown, the existence of such a common metric depends'greatly on
how the sotial organization or the classroom orders the instructional
tasks and OTormation available to students.

Important organizational characteristics which influence ,t: he in-

formation available to students about their own and others' levels of

performance include:3

Classroom task differentiation [or] . . . the

number of [academic or social]" dimensions along
which students perform. The higher the task differ -

eniation, the greater the probability that different
Cll. students will excell at different skills, and'the less

likely the tendency to perceive any given student's
performance as consistently good or poor.

Student autonomy . . . the greater the autonomy,

the greater students' opportunities tddimensidnalize
their performances by selecting a variety of different

tasks.

The teagher's grouping and comparative assessment

practipes . . where students are grouped,by ability
or grouped as a whole class to perform similar tasks,
teachers are likely to.engage in comparativeassess-
men'ts . . . [when] students work individually at a .

variety of different tasks, performance is more
likely to be judged by individually referenced stan-'
dards, and performancelineilualities should be far
less noticeable .(Rosenholtz & Rosenholtz, 1981, p. 134;

emphasis added).

The impact of these organiziational features on students' assessment of
their academic ability in reading and consequent perceptions of identity

were shown to be quite direct:

).

3
These organizational characterig.tics resemble the components of the

"activity structures" identified by bossert (1979).

a
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Im-unidimensional instruction, where few choices
in performance iribeopretations are available/and -
where these choices are. highly visible, evaluations
Of individual students by the teacher, classmates,
and self more frequently, disperse into 'nigh and
low'rankings ol ability., In contrast, under multi-
dimensional conditions, where a greater range of
performance information is made available and where
thaEperformance information is less' visible, Atu-
dents and teachers tend toward more similar, raWkings
of average or above average, in readineability 1

(Rosenholtz & Rosenholtz, 1981, p. 139). .

1

'This finding gains additional significance if studentS do not rely
on a.cumulat49 assessment ofthetr own academic ,ability based on years
of, c,lassrocmekperiencg;:but reinterpret "situational cues regarding
abil;ky" when they enter new aassrooms, thus engaging in "mare situation
specific jUdgmepes that'lcat-teen thought" (Simpeen, 1981, 131) . This
suggests'thatIssif-perceptions of ability aresalterable*given the organi,t-
..zab,ioel features of classroom experience: -...As`a consequence,dadolescent
identity,formation may be propelled toward assessments of either selfrworth or self-inadeqUacy depending upon she v4anization?1 features of
the .classrooms students inhabit. In unidimensional secondary classrooms,
students' global self-perceptions of academic ability shoul(F.tenli towarddichOiomization: students either perceive they are 4thart'or dungb.. In
milltidimensional secondary classrooms, students' glObal self perceptions.of academic ability should tend taward'a'medin rarlkin2,of competenceand demonstrate. more .complex and differentiated thought. :

'The goal structure of classroom -teaming tasks is an additional or-I
ganizational factor that has been shown to affect the development of
individuals' senses of self-worth. 'Cooperat-ive goal structures require
students,to work togetherlto complete the assigned. task and lead "indi-
viduals to treat their partners in the same ego-enhancing.manner, they
treat themselves"(Aronson, Bridgeman,- & Geffner, 1970 SuCh treatment
provides implicit and explicit information to students that they are -
worthy individuals who have the-ability to contribute to the completion -

4"$ of classroom tasks. ;These messages, in turn; facilitate the develop-
ment of students' perceptions of self-worth. Field experiments conducted

\wilh fifth and sixth grade students have'demonstrated that a.reiatively .

brief exposure to cooperatively-structured learning experiences can
produce gains in self-esteem when compared withd the self-extees of stu-c
dents engaged in independent learning tasks (Johnson, Johnson, & Scott,-1978) or traditional competitive classroom instruction (Blaney, Stephene
Rosenfeld, Aronson, & Sykes, 1977; Geffner, 1978)." Such gains in self-.

JOhnson, and Scott (1978) employed interdependent learning
tasks for one hour a day for .50 days. Blaney et al. (1977) reofdered
classroom processes for 45 minutes 'a day, 3 days a week offer a 6 week
period; and Geffner's (1978) research was conducted over "an 8 week

iod" (Aronson, Bridgeman,,& Geffner,\1978).,

FO
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esteem should facilitate the development of self- acceptance Mhd self-
confiddnce--two of the signs of positive identity formation.

The social organization of,studentsi classroom experience does not
only affect adolescent identity formation, it can have significant im-
pact on the establishment of adolescent friendships. Johnson (1980) and
Schmuck (1978) argue persuasively that'classrodMs which utilize codpera-
tive goal structures facilitate the formation of mature friendships among
students. Johnson writes:

There is considerable evidence that cooperative exper-
iences, compared with competitive and individualistic
ones, result in more positive interpersonal relation-

ships characterized by mutual liking, positive atti-
tudes toward each other, mutual concern, friendliness,
attentiveness, feelings of obligation to other students,
and a desire to win therespect of other students (1980,
p. 139).

Since- the classroom provides an important arena for peer affiliations,
its impact on adolescent friendghip development may be qUite substantial.
Classrooms which foster the intimacy enhancing characteristics citedN,
above should thus facilitate adolescent growth.

BOssert's (1979) research on the social organization of classrooms
also illuminates the impact of classroom organization on the establish-
ment of student,friendships. Bossert discovered that students formed
akility-homogeneous friendship groups and maintained these groups
tRroughout the year in the classrooms of teachers who relied predomin-
ately on recitation forms of instruction. (Rosenholtz and Rosenholtz
would probably. call these unidimensional classrooms.) In the clas,frooms
of teachers who relied more upon small group and independent assignments
(what Rosenholti and Rosenholtz would probably call multidimensional

4410 classrooms), students forled ability-heterogeneous friendship groups,
and the membership of these groups remained fluid as hobbigs and
common interests shifted. Bossert concludes:-

To the extent that task performances are visible, com-_
parable, and c1arly linked to classroom rewards chil-
dren will choose friends on the basis of academic
-steels (1979, p. 91).

These results articulate well with the findings cited above by Johnson.
So far as classroom instructional systems allow students to compare their
attainment with tRat of others, they encourage social relations Which are
stratified according to the prevailing academic hierarchy. This impedes
the formation of a wide 'range of positive relationships and fosters inter-
personal competition. In contrast, classroom instructional systems
which require students_ to work together, and which do not draw explicit
attention to the successes and failures of individual students wi

9`7
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facilitate the establishment of a broader range of friendships which
demonstrate higher levels 'Of' trust, intimacy, and mutual sharing.

While I have implicitly argued above that multidimetsional,class-rooms which provide for the expression of student autonomy facilitate
the development of a positive identity, the development of,autonomy asa dimension in its own right is equally important. An interesting study
conducted by DeciltNezlek, and Steinman (.1981) examined the impact of
teachers' reward and control styles on students' intrinsic motivationand self-esteem. Deci and his colleagues hypothesized t-hat students
assigned to the classrooms of teachers who were oriented toward con-
trolling their students through the frequent use of teacher-initiated
rewards and sanctions would have lower levels of intrinsic motivation
and self-esteem than those students who found themselves in the class-
rooms of teachers who tried to facilitate student autonomy and the
resolution of classroom issues with minimal teacher direction. Theyconducted their research in 36 third and fourth grade classrooms.
Teachers were asked to complete a questionnaire which deScribed typical
classroom problems ("not preparing lessons, bullying other children,
stealing") aryl which presented different. ways each problem could be re-solved. These resolution scenarios had been constructed to reflect four

' orientations ranging from "highly controlling-- teachers make decisions
about what,is right and utilize highly controlling sanctions to producethe desired behavior" to "highly autonomous--teachers encourage childrento consider the relevant elements of the'situation and to take responsi-
bility"for working Out a solution to the problem"(1981, p. 5)

From the perspective of student development, however, it is not
the-brintation of the teacher which is significant, but the nature of
the classroom experience lived by the student. While Deci and his col-
leagues fcused on the personal orientations of teachers, it must be
assumed th'at these orientations were operationalized in a system of
instruction and management which reflected the teachers' iptentions.One must presume the.classroom'procedures

of the "highly autonomous."
teachers included community meetings or *other ways to resolve classroom
problems, while the "highly controlling" teachers provided no such
mechanisms for the exercise of gtddent-autenemy.5

The results of this study generally 'supported the initial hypothesesof the investigators. They write: -

Within the first six weeks, the children had adapted
to the teacher. Those who were with teachers that
were oriented toward autonomy ,and the,use'of rewards
as-information rather than ,control tended to adapt''
to the situation by operating more with an intrinsic
mode. Once this adaptation was made, ft tended to

3'

Unfortunately Deci and 'his colleagues dii not ob'erve classrooms, sowe remain ignorant of the actual nature of student experience it the" :classrooms' of autonomous and controlling teachers.,
" r r 44 k,

1,
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be stable as long as the situation remained constant
. . . In sum, this study showed a clear relationship
between characteristics of the rewarder and intrinsic
motivation and perceived competence of the rewardee
(1981, pp. 8-9).

.These findings demonstrate that students' classroom experiences can
affect more generalized self-perceptions and behavioral preferences.
If students are'to learn autonomy, they benefit from the opportunity
to practice it. Students' desire and ability to undertake tasks on
their own (an ovgrlapping component of both intrinsic motivation and
autonomy) will be impeded in a classroom environment which does not

.allow for and encourage such self-expression.

Concluding Thoughts

In general, the research cited above suggests that the typical com-
prehensive secondary school has a deleterious effect on adolescent de-
velopment. Schools are too big. Students are too often excluded from
taking an active role in school governance and directing their own edu-
cationtl programs. Classrooms are too often competitive environments

. where recitation remains the predominant mode of'instruction.6 Su

schools can maim A the name of education.

C
Tile research cited above, however, also implies thht schools can

-facilitate adolescent growth. The organizational features of secondary
schools provide powerful levers to facilitate (as well as impede) the
developmental processes. Our task here is to take careful hold of these
conceptual levers, and plot appropriately envisioned manipulation.
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REACTION:t. ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS ABOUT.
SCHOOL: ORGANIZATION AND ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT

Mary,Haywood'Metz.
University of Wisconsin-Madison

Mergendoller has spelled out a clearl conception of adolescentdevelopment and has systematically,relatedit to various elementsof the organizational
character of schools. _I have little quarrel

with thepoints he makes,kbut there are some on which I think itwauld be helpful to expand.
.

...

, t

Adolescent Development
4

As a sociologic I confess myself 4,near layman in under-
standing. the psycholo ical form of adolescentdeVelopment. I willnot comment in detail 11 the model of adolescent development .,presented in Mergen ler's paper other-than to say that it seemsto reflect domi nt thought in the field. That dominant thought,however, gives e, some pause.

4 It seems that a definition of development centered around
identity, autonomy, and cognitive development puts the individualnot only at the center but at the pinnacle of consideration.
am onlyislightly comforted by the. inclusion of relatedness andsocial-CogNitive growth in the model.

Despite,disclaimers to thecontrary, these dimensions of development are described in a waythat suggests that the adolescent grows through such social con-texts rather than growing within them. I do not think` that this,implication is an accident of language. Rather it reflects ane4hasis in the psychological analysis of development, upon theability to separate, to develdp as an isolated 'entity, more than
upon the ability to relate, to co- operate, or-to participate incontinuing social commitments.

1071 1) ;1
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Further, one has to compare this psychological normative model
of development with'th models implicitly favored by arents, the
adultS most intimately concerned with the growth of patticaar
young people. Thete i- scanloy literature, much i need of growth,
which suggests that tid 1e class parents and working glass parents
have quite different vi ions of ide development and ultimate
virtues in theinchildr n (Kohn, 1977; Rubin, 1972, 1976; Joffe,
1977). The virtues whi h these parents seek in their childrdn
and the channel$ in whi h they seek to guiAe their development
are heavily'colored by he adults' own social life experience, an
experience whidh differ -significantly between classes. Working
and.lover class pat-rents who see the schools trying to lead-their
children toward more dle class (and generally more psychologi-
cally normative) patte ns of development often react with anger-
that their children ar both being alienated from their families
and taught lessons whi h will seue them ill in the adult lives
their parents think t m most likely to experience (Joffe, 1977;
Rubin,1972).

There are of co
One can claim with B
these attitudes are
class family by the
these families embr
labor for which th

se numerous ways to evaluate this literature.

wles and Gintis (1976) or Willis (1977) that
irectly or indirectly foisted upon the yorkin)

captains of industry who prdfit by making
de stunted personal4develdpment and alienated
receive inadequate economic rewards. If

thes,e parents pass along to their children a 5attern of individual
development which/makes them similarly embrace such labor, parents
are doing the worIc of the owners of industry for them. 'With or
without a Marxist framework, that' is a position which fia.5.-4.0.;.be

i
'waken seriously./

And indeed without the analysis of economic relationshipls, that
4, is a position thich many psychologists Would take, arguing that
such parents Ind children together experience incomplete personal
development. One can argue that the discipline and collectiVe

fullof to psychological tradition allow a vision df"inh rently
full adoles ent development, even though many social compe ent
adults do rt exemplify it. -I would by no,means dismiss thi,
hypothesis/ But given the,duch more frequent appearance of.'
"successfA" development of this kind-among person$ in mode urban
settings/among the middle class,, and among males, I think ne has
at least to ask whether this model of development may be i part a
social ortrait of the ideal middle class urban male rath than a
,model Yf inherent psychological development.

n fact, it:is pdssible to take the logic of the liTerpture
on t e effects of adult life' experience on.adolescent Oveliopment,
and apply it directly to psychologists as an occupation 1 group .4a
eTh s)logic suggests that th 'experience-a distinctive set of

ditions in their occupa onal lives which lead the to look for J
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characteristics of the developing young which would suit them
to similar occupational (and associated social acid leisui-e) lives.
One can perhaps argue _further that the dominant tradition in
psychology of treating patients as individuals is one (not

4. the only) contributing factor to the emphasis upon deVelopment
as an individualistic enterpriae in which social relationships
are seen as more than as ends..

At The Impact of Secondary Schobls

It seems important to remember that secondary-schools are
nbt the only context in which young people have an ,opportunity to
develop. And since, as Steven Hamilton has pointed out, they are
formal organizations with the official purpose of emphasizing ,

cognitive learning, it.may be that some forms of development should
and can occur outside their walls while they layth,ir emphasis
upon cognitive development. On the'other hand, children spend a
significant proportion of their waking hours in schools and they
do so as total persons, not as walking *bundles of cognitive
potentialities. IV

Mergendoller has done a laudable jOb of drawing out some
of the organizational chaiacteristics of schools which are
relevant to student development. It seems to me, however, that
one might organize them slight1 differently. The concept of
the student role ispri:mary. It 'is'through this role that the
student's experience of schooling is shaped. School size and
classroom, activity structure have their effects by altering that
,role in various ways.

The Impact of School Size

,I can only applaud MergenAller and the authors whom he cites
for their attention to school size'and their satisfactory structural
analysis of its impact. Most of us with experience in schools have

-probably developed an intuitive feel for,the advantages of small
- size, but it needs, this sort of dispassionate and hardheaded
demdnstration..

characteristic's prolde a higper proportion of

Thus small 'schools may be seen help,development because
their structural

leadership positions, greater active participation in extra-
curricular actiyities, and more opportunities for cooperation
aroundda task. Students have a chance to practice autonomy and
develbp friendships around activity., They have more opportunity
to try a variety of activities and in doing so to explore varied
bases for identity.. They have more opportunity also to perceive
the social entity of the schoolpin personal terms and thus to

a
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develop-a sense of intimate social participation and personal
belonging.

But these structural conditions are conditioned 1;37 cultuia).
meanings. Such structural*conditiOns provide'only the opportunity
for cooperation, leadership, and varied constructive activity.

, They may, also provide a context for conflict and competition, for
:rivalry and hostility if the cultural assumptions and Personal

eerelationships of the scLol foster these.. .Av

'1 0

Of eight schools in which I have spent considerable time
in'ethnographic observation over the years (Metz, 1976, 1978:
forthcoming), three had student bodies of approximately' 400 or
less. Two of those had clearly the most supportive relations
between adults and students and among peers as wall.' The third
had the most hostile and abusive relations and had experienced a
full scale racial'conflict on thelplayground.which brought the
police to separate the parties:I

We know from the study of the family that if intimacy can
bring mutual support and caring it can.also bring'resentments that
last a lifetime, violence, anal even homicide. Intimacy in schools
may be no different. Where negative feelings exist and there is
not a concerted effort to overcome them, close personal contact
may exacerbate rather than relieve diem. In a small school it
is more difficult for diverse groups to find their own separate
turfs and develop patterns of peaceful coexistence through dividing
the Spaces and activities,of e school among them (Sullivan,
1979). Small schools with di erse Student bodies, then,kmay be
more likely than large ones to brldte that diversity and learn about
one another's ways, and activelj seek common ground despite
diversity. But they may be more prone to intense conflict than
large schools if they fail to make these bridging efforts.

\

ThelImpact of Structure

In discussing size, Margendoller implicitly suggests the
slyucture of schools as ,a variable which may affect student de op-
lignt. We could also consider additional structural dimensions. For

example, school architecture may encourage small groupings or large
impersonal aggregations, and in doingso, may ease or exacerbate
problems of control and the social arrangements they bring in train
(see below). One can also 'consider the grade level organization of
the school, its curricular structures, and its amount and'kinds of
extracurricular acttvities as dimensions of structure Which will
affect the social life of students' and through that their individual
development. Tracking and classroom activity structures, diamssed
below, are two additional dimensions of structure which are
particularly important.'

0



1 The Impact of Culture

As I have suggested in the case of size, these structural
variables have their effects-in combination with cultural influences.
Some'of these cultural'influences are broughtinto the school by ,

both student and staff participants. Thus the life of two schools
with similar plants and formal structures'will still be likely
to differ if one is in'a solidly working class area and ,the other
in an upper middle class area so'that their student bodies differ.
And--less obviously -.-the lives of two such similar. schools with
similar student bodies are alaitlikely to differ if their faculties
have markedly different cultural assumptions.

Not only` do students and adetlts bring into the schoOrthe
cultural (assumptions of their clads-and ethnic backgrounds, but
they develop subcultures wtthin the school which are only
partially determined by their cultural backgrounds, NewcOcts
among both staff and students are socialiZed to the faculty or
student culture. ,Generally its assumptions are seen as rooted
in the character of schools or schooling even though they may be

quite diffetent from those of other schools not very far away
or very different in social composition (Metz, 1976, 1978, forth-
coming; Nordstrom et al., 1967; Rutter et al., 1979). These
cultural assumptions'igive meaning and definition to such crucial
issues as the nature of adolescence, the nature of adoles6ents
from particular class and ethnic backgrounds, the character of
the learning processand the ends of education. These cultures
then form the, context of ideas.and relationships` within which
individual students' formal and informal roles are shaped. The
activities they may engage in; the relationships they may fAm,
the cognitive opportunities they will be given, the meanings which
will be Infused into all of their schoolflies, and their under-
standings of themselves and their relations with others in various -

role relationships to them are all shaped by these cultural
assumptions..

Not only will the culture of a school be affected by the class,
'ethnic, and religiout background of both students and teachers,
it will also hmeaffected by their homogeneity or heterogeneity.
Under conditions of heterogeneity, each group's perceptions of
other cultural groups will be important anthill strongly influence
the extent to which heterogeneity is 'beliet"Ted to promote or hinder*
development in some desired direction. Here we encounter some
strong and conflicting lay definitions of development and some
unrecognized assumptions among professionals.

A combination of the political structuring of school districts
and real estate practices which separate the residences of class,,
racial, and to a degree religious groups has gone far to segregate
urban and suburban schools along all these dimensions. There is,

ill
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some evidence that many working lass as-well as middle class
parents-prefer to keep their children with "their own kind.". They.
fear that contact with children -of a different background will woo ;

their children to values-1ifferent from their own (Peshkin, 1978;
ROin, 1972). Other Parents embrace the opportunity for their
children to have tontact'with.:children of different backgrounds,
either because they are ambitious for their children to become part
of a different milieu (Kahl,-1911)0 &- because they believe that
contact with diversity isitself developmentally enriching. `

,

While tolerance for diversity and ambiguity is generally
.considered as trait of the developed personality, it is not clear
that all students ,of development woad be proponents of a genuinely
diverse school environment--one in which the values of lower social;(
classesor of miribrit ethnic groups were given as much honor and

space for expreisle lass;those of°4he urban, middle ass whites

who:are generally elved to be more developmentally advanced.
These are not easy issues to resolve when they are faced in
concrete terms--as they must or should be in many urban systems
undergoing racial desegregation and often social class desegrega-
tion as well. Middle class parents, both black and white (Orfield,
1978), have not unanimously shown themselves to value social
diversity as a developmental experience or its acceptance as a
developed characteristic Adp they Caere faced with it in practice.

The increased interest in Swcial classes for the gifted and
talented in recent years also suggeSts a low value on the experiences
to be gained from Social diversity in comparison to those to be
gained from accelerated,or4),enriched.cognitive experience for students
dedicated to middle class academic or aesthetic values

,
whatever

their background. r-

The Impact Of the Student Able

When Mergendoller deals, ith the student role explicitly' he does

so as though it were 4n-single entity, "a" student role. Implicitly
in,dealing with school size and with variations in activity structure,

be recognizes variations in it. At a sufficiently high level, of
generalizatiOn, it is prefectly appropriate to speak of "the"

student role. And at this level, I am once more in fundamental

agreement with Mergendoller. I have elsewhere argued (Metz, 1978)
that there exist distinctive kinds of, organizational arrangements
which are most effective either to contain an actively hostile
student body or to channel a more docile student body so as to
minimize disruptions of"routine a densely populated setting
where order and concentration have fragile structural underpinnings.

Both kinds of distinctive organizaKohal arrangements tend to
,discoilrage students' commitment to active academic learning and

their loyalty toward an autonomous action for the School as a

meaningful social group.

ti
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Thid finding Should probably not be surprising. "Schools-are
more vulnerable to discord tfian'are most formal organizations because'
of\the nature of their work, theit semi-sooialized'population, and
their social density. And f6tMal organizations in modern society
for the most part encourage neither spontaneous activity nor autono-
mous expression.

I an intrigued by Mergeddoller's report of the research' by
Kelly (1979) and Jones (1979) suggesting in essence thai,too reason-
able, open, and fair an organization provides little Challenge to the
exercise of social inventiveness and,autonomy. Perhaps this research
should remind us that that in madern society daily realities require
that the young' learn to operate in the informal as"well as the formal
systems 11)f organizations. They perhaps even need to know how to
"work the system." ...Schools which provide training in learning the
discrepancies between informalband formal systemb and how to pursue
one's own purposes within such a context may;,be'imparting an important
life skill.

There are hints in the literature about such learning in high
.:schools. Swidler (1976) studied a free school with a working class

redominantly minority population, which had a great deal of diffi-
44Eukty.in creating much "formal" organization or impatting much
cognitive knowledge. But she suggests that .this school at least
gave its students a sense of social entitlement which middle class
students are more Akely, ta.bringlromhome, and that it taugh,t,
them how to make insistent demands upon a formal structure and,
_to find alternative avenues when Official doors were closed 61-them.

Future research could profitably investigate the teaching both of
the psychological predispoSition to persist in such situations and of
the social skills for finding one's way* through the back doors and
'little'trodden paths of a bureaucracy. There are scattered sugges-
tions of informal socialization of students in such attitudes and
,skills in'the literature we already'have (e.g., Cusick, 19.73;
'Gordon, 1957). This literature suggests that these skills are
-taught on a highly particularistic basis to only a few students who
-are strongly selected for high statusVithin,the schoOl and, usually
'within the community as well. Other students may instruct them-

-

them-
selves in how to fdllow their own purposes despite organizational
patterns. But for many students, such patterns of learning may lead
to open violation of school' expectations,, and to relative psychologi-
cal immunity to meaningful punishment. 'These patterns have destruc-

t .tive consequences for students' future social chances (Metz, 1978;
- 'Morgan, 1977; Willis, 1977).

This line of thdught should alsa,remind us that the formal
student role by no means exhausts students' behaviors or experiences
in schools. As Coleman (1961) and Cusick (1973) have made abundant-
ly clear, students have a flourishing social life of their own which
is only indirectly shaped by the formal values and activities of.the
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school. Researchers concerned with individual development in schools,
would be well advised to investigate these less formally structured

experiences far more'thoroughly than they have up to not/.

. The Impact of the Social Organlzation,of the Classroom

Mergendoller comments on the important and growing literature
on variations in classroom activity structures. He connects varia-
tions in activity structures to their logical 'correlates in individUal
develdpment. Certainly students spend most of their time in school
in the classroom, so that alterations in activity structure which
alter students' activities and relationships can be expected to have
an=impact 8n their personal development.

Most of this literature so far has emphasized the effects of
activity structures on students' self-concept and their peer rela-
tions, especially the formation of positive feelings or friendships
across differences in achievement level or race. These outcomes are
not in themselves developmental issues, but self-concept is likely to
affect a student's commitment toward cognitive learning and effort in
that direction and thus his or her cognitive development as well as
the formation of his or her'identity. Peer relations will shape
values and meaning systems, and also the capacity to relate'rto others
who are different as -well as similar.

86-

It wound "be a useful supplement to this literature to combine it
with the literature on tracking. By definition tracking places

students in groups segregated by academic performance, so that peer
contact, at least in tracked classes, "is only with persons with similar
achievement. Asfew ethnographic studies haveNviggested that tracking
tends also to create unplanned differences in activity structures and
classroom relationships which may be important determinants of
whatever effects it has.

Two of these studies (Metz, 1978; Morgan, 1977) did not set out
to study tracking as such. One was designed to study effects of
congruence and incongruence in teachers' and students' definitions of
clssroom authority, and the other.to study variations in classrooms
as models for and contexts in which to learn about democratic
participation. Both were brought by observation to conclude that
differences among classes of different tracks were stronger than
differences among schools or among teachers--despite real variation
in those categories as well. Hargreaves (1967) with a more direct

interest in tracking found the same phenomenon.

These studies' findings are fairly consistent in characterizing

differences in the tracks. Higher tracks were given more open-ended
or' divergent kinds of curricular tasks by teachers. They engaged in
more discussion, and students were freer tp take part in defining

th direction of analyM.s of a particular issue in a particular class.

1k
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eStudents participated more actively, cooperatively, and enthusiasti-
cally. Where disciplii;e was applied, it was to distractions from
the academic, task rather than to social behavior as such. Except
for the expectation that students would remain on task with attention
to the academic work, the Apmosphere in the classes was relatively
relaxed. Relations between teacher and student were generally
congenial with minimal tension and conflict.

In the lowertracks, on the other hand, tasks tended to be
closed-ended, convergent ones. Often they involved filling in
correct answers on work sheets. Oral interchdhge was limited.
Students were less involved in the task and Tess willing to partici-
pate. There were more attempts by students to distract others from
the task.

to
was harsher and more peremptory, though'in-

attention to the task which did not distract others might be tolerated.
Relations between teacher and stjlient were more.tense and constrained;
teachers were more directive. There was a higher probability of
overt conflicts among students.

In short, according to these Mee observational studies, the
classroom activity structure, th6,1e as well as the difficulty
of curricular content, and the character of both teacher-student

4 and peer relations varies with track level. These differences
dffect students' adtess to cognitive contentiand presumably their
interest in acaemic content, their identity as engiaged academic
learners, and their sense of autonomy based on classroom expeitence.
Morgan's and Hargreave'sbstudies are particularry persuasive.concerning
the strength of difference brought about by tracking itself. Morgan
found greater differences among trackalthen among schools he had
chosen to be internally homogeneous but to vary from each other.
Hargreaves found that tracking differences increased markedly through
the course of students' experience in English secondary modern
schools where students were working class and were selected through
low achievement on national exams. Thus, though (tracking differences
may sift out social variation even in homogeneous\se "tings, tracking
seems also to have independent effects upon students experience
and their responses. It does not require much of an inferential
leap to suggest that prolonged experience in such different settings
will have effects upon identity, autonomy, and bbth kinds of cpgnitive
growth. It will probably have effect on social'relationships in
more'indirect ways.

Intriguing as they are, these case spedy swalloWs do not make
a summer. We need a good deal more study bf tracked classes as
social settings in order to specify more exactly the ways in which
tracking shapes student experience. We. also need to ask what_part
earlier socialization and aggregated individual characteristics of
the students in these classes play in shang their distinctive
character. In my own study, it was cleAr that the students both
in lower tracks and in highdifracks pushed teachers into Patterns
common to those tracks even when the teachers were reluctant. Students
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texerted,this influence after many years of experience with other
teachers of those tracks, of course. But still one has to ask
about the effects on class activities in tracks of social class
differences in ch'ildrearing, of differences associated with

indiVi4e1 cognitive skills, and of differences which grow out of
the students' adaptive strategies for coping with the social
defin/tion of their track placement and the future it forecasts.

, .

Some, light may be thrown on the relative contributions of these
varied,influences by studying untracked classes. In my most recent
research:I4have studied three magnet middle schools, each of
which is untracked as part of its desegregated character. Two
of the three, a school using Individually Guided Education and
one using open education, alter conventional secondary classroom
activity structures and academic reward structures considerably.
In both contexts there is little common lecture or recitation. In

the IGE school students sit at tables assigned by their skill on
a given task and work on mostly self-administered materials while the"

teacher circulates, working occasionally with small groups and often
with individuals. In the open, education school students generally
compose their own curricula, though there are some common broadly
defined tasks. Teachers approve written statements of goals and
daily activities in progress through that curriculdm, and as in the
IGE school students sit around tables working mostly at self-
administered (though in this case more diverse) tasks while the
teacher circulates.

Though both these schools have significant concentrations of
students who would be in the lowest tracks in a conventional school,
classes do not display the tension, testing, hostility, and tight
behavior control which the scant literature suggests is typical of
classes with such students. It seems important in explaining this
different atmosphere, to point out two characteristics of the
task and reward structures of these schools. First, students do not
have to defend themselves from the embarrassment

/
of publicly

performing in an inadequate way with the humorous or raucous
distractions which will get them sent out of the room before their
turn to read or cipher. Their performance level is not an open
book for others- to read through a track label or public performance.

.Second, the academic reward structure in both schools measures and
evaluates a student against his own past performance rather than
against a group standard. It is possible therefore for the student
who has low skills to receive some fos.21 recognition for effort
and progress even if his objective achievement level remains below
"average. At the IGE school such children theoretically can-make
the honor roll on the baeis of effort, and some average and low
average achievers do.

Teachers' morale and positive sentiments towards these,classe's
are also raised by the combination of lower levels of conflict and
the reward structures which allow teachers asrwell as students to

1 1 G
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document successful outcomes from common effort even,withSiudents'
below grade level. these structures; aided by feeder pstternS which
bring most children into the-school without a read.T.made"group of
friends, also seem to encourage friendship. and posilf.4e.ties of
acquaintance across barriers of race and of achieverOeni'level./'

The third school in the "study provides someconfirming'evidence
on these effects through its contrasting patternS. '1,It -has a student
body with much higher achievement levels--three-fourths perform above
the national average 'on tests--and the students are selected as
"gifted and talented" by elementary teachers, so that they are 1'
generally pleasant and cooperative as well as able. It also has
classroom activity structures which are highly traditional. High
achievers sometimes complain of boredom while low achievers are
generally simply not galled upon after the first months of Ihe sixth
grade. When a substitute calls upon them there is embarrasgMent
all around.

It is at this school 1, despite its "ninety -eight percent e kids"\nic
as described by one teacher, that students are most often sent to
the office for disciplinary referral. It !'s at this school that
students and teachers display the most tense and wary--though only
occasionally actively hostile--relationships. It is at this school
that students speck of being hassled by students of the other race
(in both directions) and that the walls and bathrooms bear racial
.slurs. There are other differences among the schodis besides their
s.lassfoom activity structures, but given the factthat-both adult-
s udent and peer relationships show charadteristics reversed from
those one would expect given students' achievement and social.class,
this study at least suggests far reaching spctal and academic effects
of glasstook activity structure.

r Howeer, lest ,I suggest that we are on the way to discovering
a panacea,\let me mention some of the drawbacks of-the activity
structures at the first two schools. First, a crucial characte?is-
tic-is the self-administered and therefore private character of
tasks. Therefore oral interchange and disdussion.concerning
academic material, are discouraged if not impossible. The sialls '
they teach are not fostered. Second,, )f their privacy protects the
low achievers from their usual embarr ssments, it prevents the
high achievers from getting their usual praise. Privacy may
therefore depress achievement among able but less intrinsically
motivated students. Third, these activity structures seem to
remove some of the barriers to academic effort and enthusiasm among
low achievers, but they do not go the next Step and create effort.
Teachers in both schools complained that some students' lack of
academic effort was their most serious concern. ,Fourth, these class-
room activity structures are more work for teachers than traditional/ ones. They are consequently socially fragile.

1 1 7
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Finally, Elizabeth Cohen (1980) has criticized the studies of
co-operative learning cited by Mergendoller for failing to take
acpount of the previous status definitions existing among children.
She argues that where ,there are obvious status differences--as those
associated with race in AmeriCan children--co-operation will reflect
and re-enforce such hierarchies unless vigorous efforts are made
to create structures to reverse these expectations. Contact among

students will not create equalitarian mutuality unless it is equal
status contact. Schofield and Sagar (Schofield & Sagar, 1979;
Schofield, 1980, forthcoming) have explored these issues in the
naturalistic' setting of a desegregated school.

In conclusion, while Mergendoller has done a good job,...of
laying out the important dimensions of development and their
intersection with important organizational characteristics of
schools, I have attempted to add slightly to his model. I have

suggested that development should be conceptualiz-ed with more .

attention to variations in social expectations for adult competency
and the varied models of adolescent development they 'mply. I

hil
have suggested that the student role is the crucial element of

Whileit has important constancies it also has impor ant variations
school organization impinging upon students' a l development.hdivi

which should be considered. have argued that size'is only one
of several structural charact ristics of schools which can affect
the student role and through, t individual deyelopment. The

effects of these structural c aracteristics are modified by
cultural assumptions which students and staff bring with them
into the school or which they build and elaborate within its walls.
Students',informal roles must be considered along with thtir formal
ones as shapers of their development. Schoors may instruct, students

directly or indirectly in the arts of participating in the informal
system of an organization. Finally I have suggested that a study

of naturally occurring differences among classes of different
tracks may uncover many differences in activity structures. I

agreed with Mergendoller that these activity structures shape J
students' roles and experience and therefore their sense of
identity,AhQ4r opportunities to exercise autonomy, and their
opportunities and enthusiasm for cognitive learning, as well as their
capacity to tuild social relations with similar or with diverse 4

other persons.
44,
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CURRICULA AND PROGRAMS IN SECONDARY
WHICATPOSITIVELY INFLUENCE ADOLESCE TS'

-. -WHERE THERE'S THE WILL, THE 'S

Ralph Mosher
Boston University

11111.0

SCHOOL(
DEVELOPMENT
A WAY

.This paper examines selected secondary school curricula and programs,
which promote development in adolescence. Such efforts assume that devel-
opment should be the major aim Of education. The philosophicalcase'for
velopment as the goal of education has been argued elsewhere (see, for

example, Kohlberg & Mayer, 1979; Sprinthall & Mosher, 1979; Mosher, 1981).
Itgwill not be re- introduced here. But without the prior conviction that
the education Of adolescents should promote their intellectual growth,
character, social commitment, ego and emotional growth, vocational ability,
aesthtic and spiritual development--all of these in a sound body--I believe
it is eAsy to ignore practical evidence that education can contribute sig-
nificantly to the growth of adolescent competencies.

Developmental. curricula also assume thatve have.useful ways of con-
ceptualizingcadolescents' growth. I want to deal briefly with why I find
cognitive developmental theories practical to their education. A response
to criticisms of these theories is included. The body of this paper then
will be devoted to examining evidence on school programs which positively
influence adolescents' development..

I. The Usefulness of eognitiveDevelootmental

Psychology to Education

If one believes, as I do, that the aim of education, is the develop-
ment of children's thinking about right or wrong, nature, number, other
people, themselves, work--overall growth in their general understanding-I4
blueprints of the natural evolution of such thinking are needed. Over the
years of testing cognitive developmentaLpsycholOgy (Piaget, Kohlberg, .

Loevinge, Selman,'.Dupont and so on) in the crucible of the classroom, I
have been impressed by how well these theories predict children's and
adolescents' thinking. They can help the teacher understand~ why children
think' as they do about physical realty, morality, themselves and so on.
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For the teacher, as a result, there are rt as many moralities or as many
emotions as there are children. Human 9tderstdnding and human nature aren't
protean.. Rather, students show signiffcant commonalities in the way their
minds work, in how they understand and why they think as they do. Such

predictability, is a minimum rkquixemnt of any psychologyjor education.
And it permits us to see where children are in their intellectual,growing
up: the characteristic ways they think, the rules they employ, the meaning,
they make of their physical, social, and p7rsonal experiences, the essence
and the limits of those "world' views. In this sense, if IQ is akin to a

horsepower rating of the child's brain, developmental stage is like an
x -ray,. an, abstract of its inner logic, structures, or ways of understanding.

That these psychologies describe human thinking in ways that fit its
day-to-day expression in adolescents shouldn't be surprising. They are,

more or less, empirical. -Their vey4dicality can also tempt one into the'

psychologists' fallacy: assuming that what commonly is, should be pro-

moted by education. For example, most young men tend to emphasize leav-
ing their family of origin, establishing an "identity" and experimenting
occupationally in their late teens and twenties. Somewhat secondarily,

they focus on the establishment of intimate relationships. ,For most women
this order seems to be reversed, with refhtionships primary and identity
and work Secondary (Rabinowitz, 1981). Do we, then, educate for such
apparent sex differences or for androgyny? And why?

Increasingly, also, cognitive developmental psychology is isolating
and describing the growth of a wide range of human competencies: logical,

scientif ing; moral reasoning; self-concept; social understanding;
affecti e development; aesthetic understanding; cognition of work and so f.

on. The xtent to which-people do as they say also is being examined.
Again, the compreherisiveness of what a theory, or group of them, describe
is a benchmark of their usefulness to teachers facing whole adolescents'.
Clearly related is the,increasing attention of the ddvelopmentalists to
those experiences which Promote or inhibit the growth of human competencies:
for example, moral reasoning, social commitment. Such information About

what contributes to or blocks growth has.great potential use to educators,
therapists, or parents.

Further, cognitive developmental psychology offers reasonable research
tools, which are getting better-. No one, to my knowledge, has ever measured
an id or a conscience. Educational psychology, in my opinion, has given

us far too many IQs and SATs. The dev.elopmentalists increasingly offer
ways to measure the degree to which students can think abstractly, under-
stand the function of rules in regulating the academic and social life
in a high school, or conform socially. I know.that developmental measures

have a reliability gap, often are costly to adninister and score. No

more so, incidentally, than the WISC and the Rorschach, which are a
standard part of the testing paraphernalia of every school psychologist.

The practical point of this is an increasing ability to say where an
individualor group of students are in their development and to ascertain
how much growth there is4after particular educational experiences, such
as values education, physics, counseling, women's studies, etc.
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iaevelopmental theories also are melioristic. Or at least theyeen-
f courage the t'dea that "development" is inithe cards. For one thing, cog-

nitive developmentalists take ,a life cycle, progressive, and (more or less)
a wholistic view of human personality. While there are groat qualitative..
differences in the way adults and children understand the same phenomena

the Golden Rule, the constitution, electricity), the child's think-.
ing is' father to the man's. Development isn't all owe by the age of
three. Levinson.,(1978) doesn't believe it is all over by 30. Personality
isn't divided into strange three deckers like the id, ego, and super-ego.
Norris behavior the only reality. That what we understand defines much of
who we are and at least some of what we do is a comfort to those who make
a living teaching adolescents to think.

But the meliorism derives fr9m more than the potential of mind. How,
as well as what, we think is a product of our experience: Enrich the
individual's or the group's experience and we enhance human capacity.
Education is thus an important agency in promoting human thinking and human
development. Or it can be, if it wants to be--it is dynamic and generative.
In origin, I understand developmental psychology to be a§ much European
as American. Yet, it is peculiarly American in its implicit optimisth about
human potential and rising above one's status. It is a psychology of man
ascending.

Also there is in modern cognitive developmental psychblogy what Rest
(1979) has termed "the venerable lineage [Dewey, Piagat, Kohlberg . .

plus "the intellectual heft" of these ideas, and the promise of initiating
something more than a superficial, piecemeal, short-lived fad, Powerful
ideas,,after all, are the only ones worth holding to.P

Viva Za Difference

On the,debit side-of the ledger, the cognitive developmental theories,-,
especially KohAerg's retearch on morality, are said td be sex-biased, race-
biased, and Class-biased. -Obviously, such critic.isms, to the extent that
they are'vlid,-4111-11t serious imp4cations fdr education based on these'
theories. Certainly it would be antithetical to, the whole philosophical
premise of dbelopment as the aim'of-education 'either to judge entire
A&OUps"ofpeople,, women or minority adolescents for example., ,as deficient
IgUnAdevelilEment against majority notms and/or to.remain inactive on their
beta `educationally. Similarly oppressive would be to educate on the
unilateral premisepf "Why can't a woman be more like a man or a black man

,

like a white ?" o

Lois Erikson's work, described in Part II, symbolic of the developmental
educators' deep moral and pedagogical commitment to promoting the aZZ-
around growth of human capacities in every person. That is not, repeat not,
santamount to educating "others" to helmore like Ns," nor is it pushing
children along one track of,growth. Usvelopmental education need not nor.
should not be a narrow "escalator" to a particular form of htimon competence.
So if, fOr example, there is more than one voice of moral judgment, there

4 tLie;
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is nothing inherent in any of the educational programs described in Part II

which would emphasiie one voice to the exclusion of the others. But what

if our current theories of develbpment blind us in one eye to the diversity

of human competence occasioned by gender, race, or social class? Or if

real deficits of human experience and, therefore, capabilities result

from being female, nonwhite, or poor as they clearly do? (Men's competence

is eroded by a male dominated morality as well.) What, then, is the educa

tors' response? 9 C
40 /

To the charges of sex, race, and class bias let me make several replies,.

My first point is philosophical. The aim of the science of psychology is

to find explanations or laws of human functioning that are universal in

their aPplicatign.,My impression is that Piaget, Kohlberg, and Loevinger

are consonant wieh"this aim. They seek theory of human development, not

of black, or male, or Jewish development. Sexism and race bias may have

operated unconsciously in ,sample selection -(Kohlberg's original thesis
sample; Loevingei's initial studies of women's ego development; Levinson's

stages of a man's life; or, for that matter, Mead's classic study of

girls' coming of age in Samoa). But a theory to explain a thousand people

must begin with a single study, even subject. What then becomes crucial

is that _the epistemplogy move toward inclusion, more general assumptions,

not toward exclusion. It follows that there should be a much greater

awareness that excluding certain populations from developmental studies

does constitute a grevious error that must not be allowed to continue.
The vigor of the contemporary critiques of sex and other biases plus on
going research with women and minorities suggest the correction in cogni
tive development theories is already under way. The philosophy of these

the ies, then, if not e present empirical state, is to generate knowl

edge o all humans a e eral universal dharacteristics in their develop
(such as more complex thought or language, caring for others, concern

for society beyond self, and justice).

A second general response to these charges is empirical. 4Dessence
it is a challenge to the critics to come up with a better normative theory.

Or, at least, join the.cognitive developmentalists in refining theirs.

To this point, I have yet to read empirical studies which persuade me
there is not a universal core to human development. First, the matter of

sex differences. A decade ago Kohlberg and Gilligan (1971) published re
search which made no mention of sex differences in moral .development for

adolescents; the developmental stage 'with which my educational effort and

this paper are concerned. Erickson 1979), reviewing the research of Keasey

(1972) and Turiel (1975), found that "preadolescent males and females
do not employ different underlying principles in making moral judgments;"

that at ages 10 and 13 girls are mbre advanced thari boys, whereas at 16

the boys are "ahead" of the girls (p. 405). Erickson also kites the re

search of Haan (1975) and Holstein (1973) with college a; ;J. :Jnd moor,.

women in support of a "same stages but different rate of development" analy
sis. Why a different rate? Looking to qualitative and sexist differences
in the opportunities accorded to girls to participate and'exercise social
responsibilities rather than to sex bias in the theory or test ,for the

p
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explanation of thp erosion of women's competence, Erickson concluded:
"When these faCtors are_equarized between the sexes so are the indices of
moral growth" (p. 405).

We found no sex differences in the moral judgment of students at
Brookline's School-Within-A-School (Di Stefano, 1980). .Berkowitz (1981)
found no sex differences in his studies of moral reasoning among college
undergraduates, nor did Whitely (1982) in his study of freshmen at the
University of California. Rest (1979) reports that in using the Defining
Issues Test to measure moral judgment: "In 20 out of 22 studies there are
no significant sex differences." Thnarey's cross cultural data (1982).
'fAtom four Israeli kibbutz show no sex differences in the moral reasoning
Or.adolescents or those botn in the city and living on the kibbutz.. So,
too, Selman (1980), reporting on his studies ofinterpersonal understanding,
finds "the differences between the male and female samples is insignificant"
(p.

Gilligan's recent (1977) contention that women progressively elaborate
al:C4ndeystanding of interpersonal responsibility rather than rights as
their aqinal moral principle, is based on a small sample: Radcliffe under-
graduates and women seeking abortions. That haidly seems the empirical
base for a definitive tHOOty that women's moral development, in general,
is structurally different. (Indeed, after claiming that men display more
stage 5 thinking than the women, who are predominantly at stage 4, Gilligan
and Murphy (1980) write: "Although these differences by sex,are not sig-
nificantr statistically, we believe they are meaningful." Howevtr rigorous
this is as empiricism, it does not lead as I understand'it to a better
normative theory, unless a morality of love or utility is better than a
morality Of justice. That is hardly a new debate. What it doeslhake for
is persuasive politics.

Let me add thatoevinger encompasses men's and women's ego deyelop-
ment within a unitary theory. And the recent studies of adult women
(Alexander, 1980; Goodman, 1980; Rabinowitz, 1981; Zubrod, 1980) tend to
confirm that the stages of their lives are parallel to those identified
for adult men by Levinson.

.Second, the matter of ethnocentrism and race bias., Kohlberg's early
articles (see, for example, Kohlberg and Gilligan, 1971) cite tables and
discussions which show that there are cross cultural differences in the
rate of moral development., Thus between ages 13 and 16 male adolescents
from Turkey and the Yucatan still show a predominance of stages 1 and (2
moral reasoning, with some emergence of stages 3 and 4. Snaxey (1982)
document21 cross cultural studies that have supported Kohlberg's
hypotHesis that moral development occurs through an invariant sequence
of stagebc. Individuals in those different cultures progress through the
stages at different rates and to different end points: In short, difr
ferences across cultures in the rate at which universal cognitive charac-
teristics develop are to be expected. But the spectrum of cultures
studied is now sufficiently broad (Eskimoes in Alaska to adolescents in
Zambia and Kenya to India and the Bahamas) that the hypothesis of cultural
universality of the stages cannot be rejected.
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Power (1979) found no racial differences in moral reasoning
at the Cambridge Cluster School, when social class was controlled.
So,too, Selman (19$0). "Differences in interpersonal understanding
by race with variation in social class controlled were not found to
be significant" (p;- 188). As for social class differences, those,.
too, can'be overcome by experience.-1 The working-class, city born
youth Snarey studied in Israelle ages 12-14 and 15-17 display
significantly lower stages.of moral reasoning but at ages 18-19
and 20-23 that is no longer the case. Living on the kibbutz, they
catch up.

One .broad conclusion to be drawn is that the empirical price for
reaching to encompass teneraL'universal characteristiGs in human
development is to find cross cultural differences.in rates of
development that are much larger than those found among sub-popula-
tions in the United States. In summary, the psychologist part of me
is simply from Missburi, until better empirical or normative theories
of cognitive, moral, ego or social development come along: for
women, for blacks, for all., At present, they don't exist.

A third rebuttal is educational. When (not if) more valid,
generalizable, empirical theories of human development come along
the educator part of me will be among the first to appropriate
them.' In the acknowledged absence of a co lete theory, we have
used several theories. Loevinger, inciden lly, as frequently as
Kohlberg. Our critics seem strangely sile t if1 that connection.

Indeed, Loevinger is my developmental theory of choice in educatiOnal
research. 'Why? Because her conception of development is the broadest
one (including character, interpresonal style, self, cognitive Style).
Perhaps because its original norm group was women; certainly because
hers is the mosE.empirical of these theories.

- iiut for now; rather than change the cognitive developmental

71

. theories, we have cho,sen'in our educational programs to change/enrich
the experienc \ of addlecents, young women and non-whites included
(Griffin, '19- 1 Mosher, 1981), to promote their competencies apace.
No where, incidentally, have we found women or nonwhites "deficient"
in development:if their social experience and formal education can
be made equivaleht. That seems to me to be the most promising way
to go. An education creating curriculum and pedagogy to overcome

- arrested development is more scientific, I believe, than one which
waits for mote complete theory or which constructs a separate notion
of development:sand therefore a separate education for each student.
I think it is most useful to hold to an ethic and an education for
the promotion of generiq human competencies, Aether cooition,
morality or ego, in all adolescents, meanwhile remaining open to
empirically grounded changes it the ordering theories.

1.2(
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II. Wheiie There's the Will, There's a Way

How may schooling contribute to development? This is the
question that will be addressed in this section. But first weneed to clarify a few points.

Specifically, Whibh Adolescents Are We Talking About?

Understood familiarly, those between 12 and 19, in grades 5through 12q-to date, more middle class than working; more whitethan minority; more suburban than urban. Understood in developmental
terms, few adolesCehti who are entirely "pre-conventional" (whosedevelopment is seriously arrested); a great majority in transition
from Kohlberg's stage two to stage three of moral reasoning,
Loevinger's (1979) "delta" tb 13; concrete to beginning formal
operations--in other words,- solidly at beginning conventional stagesof 'moral and ego development; fewer adolescents at Kohlberg's-stage
four, Loevinger's "conscientious" stage and almost none at "auton-omous" stages of development.

"Development" defined hob)? If "intelligence" is what psycholo-gist's measure as intelligence, then the development promoted in theeducational research to date refers to gains in.pre- to post-scores onKohlberg's Moral Maturity Scale, the Rest Defining Issues Test, theWashington, University Sentxice Completion Test, various Piagetian
measures of concrete and formal operations and so on. Develop'nenttypically has meant statistically significant gains on-several ofthese tests (one-third of a stage/gain, the so-called "Blatt effect,"being common'in moral education programs; somewhat greater gainsof one-half a stage in ego development being typical, with the
promotion of Piagetian cognitive ddlielopment more the exception thanthe rule): Only about }calf the adolescents in the experimental
program'c show such ,development, however, and it is often clearestfor those "naturally" in transition to beginning conventional stages.Of all this, more presently.

Development can als6 mean more than these primary measures capture.For example, we have recently studied the development 13E:group moral
and prosocialinorms in several alternative schools where adolescentshave had extensive opportunities to participate in self-governance,
the school's discipline and ijudicial processes and in creating
school community. One seeming trend is that these schools have Less

-_----, effect on stUdents',individual
moral reasoning than does formalclassroom instruction in moral education but more effect on consensual

agreement as to what rules, rights and practices will actually
prevail in the school. Further there is some indication that students

o who participate in these ways think more deeply about their educationand are more prone to commit, themselves to political and social action
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in their local communities. These indices of development are more
persuasive to parentS and most-educators than are gain scores on

id/
psychological tests. And if it is not,rejected out of hand by an
audience such asth s, there is considerable anecdotal, "clinical"
evidence from teachers, stude \ts and observers that partiCipation
in such programs is associated with greater maturity.

t'
A qualification. In what follows, I am not going to make

an exhaustive review of all of the studies bearing on curriculum and
programs in secondary school that can positively inflpende adoles-
cent development. I doubt I was,askedto do that. What I hope
makes most sense is to analyze some of the curricula and programs I
know best which have promoted growth and to abstract from them their
promise and paradoxes. I suppose I've devoted as much effort,
intellectually And practically, as anyone to the task of creating and '

evaluating education for adolescents' development. -Iithink I knot',
where both the gold and the bodies are buried. I'll try to dig up
tach.. And, fundamentally, I *go-the curricula and programs to be
reviewed as "first-generation" studies: to'be analyzed, dissected,
"mined," for what we may learn from them and as the basis for more
ophisticated second-generation studies.

A brief overview of what is to come is in order. First, I will
describe curricula which have proMoted adolescents' development in
conjunction with the teaching of the existing subject matters. Then
I will examine courses designed to affect adolescents' growth as their
firA order of business. How powerfully the "hidden curriculum" of
the high school (its governance, judicial and social structure)
impinges on the development of its students increasingly has
become clear in our work. What happens when it, too, becomes.a part
of their intentional education will be discussed. Throughout, the
vital influence teachers and parents have,in all of this will be
considered.

A Trojan Horse: The Disciplines and Development

Adolescents' development can be pursued in common cause with the
teacHIng of the subject matters. AlthOugh more discipline or
subject matter than development typically gets taught in school,
there is evidence that school programs that combine subject matter
with development can have positive experimental effects on
adolescents'' cognitive, moral and personal development. Speaking
very pragmatically, I doubt that, at present, a concern for adoles-
cent development will go anywhere imsecondary schools if it
doesn't form a partnership with the subject matter curriculum. The
latter is so entrenched and parent demand for Its stiffening is so
omnipresent that an alliance, hole or unholy, is a sine qua non.
At least two conclusions are possible: forget the whole idea of
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development or learn to walk and chew gum at the same time. My
experience is that many teachers will be interested in the case
for teaching both the disciplines and deyeloPment well. (Ele-,
mentary school teachers, incidentally, put development first,
subject matter second. In the junior high school, it's a dead
heat.) Let's see what results when subject matter is paired with
cognitive and moral development.

First, in'the promotion of Piagetian, formal operations. Renrier
and Lawson (1979) report: "Our research has shownsus that the
level of thought of junior high, school students and college freshmen
can be changed by pr "iding them with i uiry-centered experiences
in science" (T. 353). They believe e principal reason their
research succeeded was that it to ht, rather than assumed,
competence in abstraction.

We accepted that most of the, [the students]
participating in the experiments were concrete
Operational. That put squarely up6n us the
responsibility for providing_gonorete experi-
ences with the objects and ideas of the

discipline...actual involvement with the
materials and ideas of science and being
allowed to find out something for themselves
account for the movement forward.and into
formal thought we found (p. 360).

Renner and Lawson identify the essence of a pedagogy for
teaching formal operations thinking. It includes: isolating il

concepts at the core of the discipline; finding laboratory investiga-
tions which will enable the student to inquire into and develop an

`understanding of the structpre or core concepts of the discipline;
and the assuring that students, using the laboratory as a ,.erve
center, actually do inquire. To that end the teacher asks questions
and presses students for what the data may mean. How much of the
adolescents' formal thinking the teacher actually does for them is
unclear: "He [the teacher] also makes the necessary conceptual
inventions at the proper time [and] decides when discovery can take
place and when the present concept needs to be related to the next
one by exploration" (p. 360). In my understanding, making the
necessary conceptual inventions and discOArery, on the students' parts,
are of th4 essence of emerging formal operations. My sense also is
that the/ trail of abstraction flora eleven pie8es of fruit in a bowl
to the oncept of the number lIcto its numerators may also be con-
structed by adolescents who, in Dulit's terms, are "inspirational"
thinkers. I doubt Renner aneLawson would disagree. They simply
are arguing that if we want adolekents to be competent in scientific,
hypothetical, deductivelthinking, then the physics and science lab
in general, coupled with inquiry teaching, are powerful pedagogical
tools to promote such understanding.

129
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I want to digress for a moment. Broughton (1979) argues that
Piaget and Piagetian educators have confused the kind of mathem9tical-
scientific thinking needed in the counting houses of Zurich or in
Silicone Valley in Palo Alto with the highest form of human intelli-
gence. Rather than being a psychological and developmental truth,
"formal operations" in fact derives from a..qpitalistic historical
milieu and represents at best "a partialiy true construct," at
worst, an alienation and caricature of human reason. Broughton
urges that-we not reduce our cognitive picture of adolescents nor of
their education to idolatry of logic and narrow, scientific,
technological thought. I believe his arguments are crucially
important ones. Nonetheless, anyone who watches the majesty of a
747 lift off against an October sky or who lives as close as I do to
a "high technology alley" cannot but be impressed that this kind of
thinkfhg, ideology aside, is enormously valued and functional in this
society.

Perhaps falling exactly into the trap Broughton warns against, I
suspect that somepf the most interesting and challenging research
at the intersection of developmental psychology and education in the
next decade will be on how, by education, intentionally to promote.
formal operations. My impression is that there is much international.

interest in teaching adolescents to think abstractly. Assisting in s'

ar4(

the construction of rationality seems to me to be i isputably a
central function of education. The disciplines an the developmenta-
lists can find increasing common cause here. And I candidly doubt
formal operations will prove any more intractable to sophisticated ,

developmental education than "nonacademic" adolescent competencies t'

such as morality, ego and so on (see Gallagher and Noppe, 1976;
Keating, 1980).

The disciplines and moral development. .Kohlberg (1980) reports
one of the classic studies to date of the potential of the disciplines
to promote moral Seasoning in adolescents. Thiswas the Stone
Foundation project, which studied the effects of_combining the
discussion of hypothetical moral dilemmas with teaching Fenton's
Carnegie-Mellon social studies curriculum in ninth grade civics
classes. The,experimentalegroup was made up of over 20 high school
social studies teachers, teaching this combined curriculum for one
academic yea. The students' pre-tested and post-tested moral stage
scores were domAred with the scores of students in control classes
in which the same social studies. curriculum was taught but there
were no moral discussions.

The results demonstrated clearly that moral` development can be
promoted in an academic discipline. The control group showed no
upward moral development over the course of the year. In half of
the experimental classes, there was also no change. But in the
other half, "one-quarter to one-half of the students moved signifi-
cantly.toward the next stage during, the academic year/' (Kohlberg,

13
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1980, p. 50). This constituted a replication of the Blatt effect,_
which holds "that one-fourth to one-half the students in one
semester. . .discussion groups will move partially or totalk, to
the next stage up, a change'not fouffd in control groups" (Kohlberg,1980, p. 50).

This study was also useful for/demonstrating the importance of
three elements for promoting mdral development: the curriculum,
the composition and characteristics of the students and classroom,
and the teacher's inst'r'uctional believior.

The essential curriculum element...was
controversial moral dilemmas in areas that
would arouse disagreemenflbetween students
or "cognitive conflict" in choice. The
central element in student or classroom
composition was a mixture of students at
different stages, thus exposing students to
peers at the next stage above their own. The
central element in teacher behavior was an
open but challenging position of Socratic
probing.

The Stone project indicated that each of the
three elements had to be present if any change
were to occur. With regard to curriculum, the
Stone project demonstrated the necessity of jr

troversial dilemmas. In the control
es without dilemmas, no change occurred.
e experimental classes with dilemmas,

re change occurred ,in the classes that

scussed 20 dilemmas than in those that
iscussed only 10.

With legard to student and classroom charac-
teristics, the Stone project comparison of
"change" and "na change" experimental classrooms
indicated one significant difference. The change
classes all had mixtures of students at two and
usually treeree stages; the no-change classes did
not.

With regard to teacher instructional behavior,
the Stone pi(ject indicated the significant
difference between teacher behavior in "change"
and teacher behavior in "no change" classrooms.
All teachers in the classrooms in which students
changed used extensive or Socratic probes of
reasoning: they asked for "why's." Most.of
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the "no change" class teachers did not. This
difference in use of Socratic piobes was the
only item in a 100 tem observation schedule
of teacher behavior that differentiqed the
"change" and "no-c ange" classes at a statis-
tically significant level. Socratic probing,
then, was central to teacher behavior in
cognitive-developmental moral education
(Kohlberg, 1980, pp. 50-51).

The analysis here of the elements making for positive influence
on adolescents' moral development is very straightforward. The
elements include:

r

--subject mattir (in this case social studied; it might equally
be English, Tiology or civics) adapted to include controver-
sial moral dilemmas, and more dilemmas rather than fewer;

--adolescents at different stages of moral reasoning (which
seems most likely to benefit those at lower stages; what
to-do for the relatively few kids'already reasoning at Stage
4 is a puzzle);

--teachers who challenge adolescents' thinking, who ask why.

Couple this with Renner and Lawson's case. for the science lab and
serious student inquiry. None of this sounds very radical. Au

contraire. It describes the classically. sxcellent or "master"
teaching we have all experienced, albeit too infrequently. But

certainly not teaching as telling nor preaching.

I shall return to the important influence teacher characteristics
have both for developmental curricula and adolescent growth later.
Let me add here that the pedagogy Kohlberg describes for promoting
moral reasoning has been extended to other subject matters in the
high school: .for example, English, American literature, the biological
sciences (see Sullivan and Dockstader, 1978; Fenton, 1980; Garrod,
1977). The cumulative data of such studies tend to support average
gains of one-quarter stage in moral reasoning following a semester-
long course. The point is that there seems no hypothetical reason
why similar modest effects on adolescents' moral thinking cannot be
accomplished in virtually all subject matter taught in the high school.

Development in the FastAqu .#
sit

To date, adolescents ' development ap pears to have been furthered

most dramatically in specially designed developmental courses. I

intend to'describe three which I regard as exemplary of a broader

genre. They are Lois Erickson's psychological education for women,

k
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Norman Sprinthall's high schOol curriculum in psychology, Paul
Sullivan's curriculum in moral education.

A curriculum to promote women's deimlopTent. Lois Erickson
received the American Personnel and Guidaifie-Association's 1976
research award for her curriculut to promote women's development,
beautifully subtitled: "From Iphigenia to Antigone." Erickson
(1979) sisw a major issue, the erosion of women's competence,
which begins at least as early as junior high school, and combined
developmental theory and educational practice to explain how this
was happening and how it might be ameliorated.

Field interviewing of girls and women across,
the life span provided the significant experience
of actually viewing the process of women's
development through different ages, stages and
tasks. This praCticum experience was coupled
with seminar sessions to further examine,
reflect upon and integrate the experience on
a personal level...[The seminars] were also used
to reflecron current articles on sexual stereo-
types, languagg and inequality, the equal rights
amendmeAt and selected roles of women portrayed
in literary works. .The attempt was made to
provide a historical as well as a developmental
perspective of women's rights and roles. Play
readings and short stories were selected...
Katherine in The Taming of the Shrew, Laura
in The Glass Menagerie, Elise in Steinbeck's The
Chrysanthemum, Nora in A Doll's House and
finally, the sixteen-year-old Grecian princess,
Sophocles' Antigone, were examined...(pp. 408-
409).

Erickson's evaluation of the effect of this curriculum pn
development was a.forbative one employing severaL criteria, including
the Kohlberg and Loevinger measuKes: She found that the students'
average moral maturity scores,increased from 304 to 346 (approximately thalf a stage) after the one-school-quaiter-course. This is a high
octane version of the Blatt effect. A year later, the average moral
judgment score was 382, which represented greiwth of about 3/4 of
asstage. Thus the average young woman who had tlken the course was IF
then reasoning at Kohlberg's stage 4, which in all of our studies
emerges as a developmental "ceiling" for American adolescents. It
is especially important to note Erickson's comment "that Stage 3
as a stable, adult stage of development for women need not hold"

I

(p. 411).

Ego development was a major goal in Erickson's research. It
was realized: "k significant Shift from &cage 3 (conformist) and

1
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Stage 3-4 (transition from conformist to conscientious) toward
Stage 4 (conlcientious) and Stage 4-5 (transition from conscientious
to autonomous) occurred during the one-quarter curriculum" (p. 411).
Continued development, relative to control classes, was found a year
later. Erickson has since followed her original subjects. She finds
that their ego development continues to progress. What this implies
is that a little bit of education for development may go a long way.

Erickson drew three conclusionl:

First..1.it is possible to promote psychological
growth in a regular school class...Second, it is -

possible for counselors [and teat &s] to link
[curriculum and teaching] to a given theoretical

t position...the concepts of cognitive-developmental
stage theory...Third, women stabilize in personal
growth areas earlier than men...This study {is of]
an intervention mode that-will promote movement
from conventional toward principled morality and
from external toward internal sources of ego in
addlescent females (p. 413).

,Adolescents as counselors. Another example of a Curriculum which
promotes adolescent development is Sprinthall's Psychology of Counseling
course. Indeed, this is where the deliberate effort to educate for
human development had its neo-progressive beginnings in the late 1960's.
We (Mosher & Sprinthall, 1970) began a straightforward, if rather "hip,"
effort to teach high school students in Newton, Massachusetts to counsel.
This was a time when "hotlines," "peer-counseling'," "drug counseling"
were new. Much research is serendipitous. The spore for penicillin
floats through an open window into Fleming's laboratory. We used
several developmental measures as part of a formative evaluation. We

found, to our surprise, that adolescents learning to counsel were
developing in moral reasoning. This was the "Blatt effect" without
either Blatt or fdrmal moral discussion. Only later did we understand
the relationship between systematic training to understand another
person's ideas and feelings (i.e., empathy); taking a "client's"
perspective; trying to help another adolescent's pain and cot,usion or
in the resolution of "real-life" dilemmas (e.g., drug usage, sexual
and interpersonal relationships) and the furtherance of the helper's
own maturity.

Sprinthall (1979) subsequently systematized and elaborated these
early findings. His objectives in thdpsychology courses the Minnesota
group created were two-fold (p. 367):°"(1) to increase the level of
psychological maturity of the pupils and (2) to teach particular-;0
psychological skills." The research setting was a Minneapolis..paIft
high school: 20 percent minority, 60 perdent college-bound.
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The course in counseling began with a personal introduction byeach,student. This was difficult for the adolescents, despite their'intrinsic interest in themselves., It did immediately personalize theclass and the teacher. The adolescents were then taught, as arebeginning counselors, to listen to another person's feelings and ideasand to practice actual responses. "We emphasize the two-stage natureof these learnings, (a) to accurately pick up, hear and identify
content and feelings, and (b) 'to frame a response, 'using your ownwords which communicate to the role-play client that you do accurately
understand the message'" (p. 371). Interestingly, highchoolstudLts, despite their compelling wish,to communicate with peers,and the billions in profits "Ma Bell" makes on their endless telephone
discussions, initially miss both the meaning and the feeling in
communication with others.

The counseling course, after examining non-verbal communication,turned to reading assignments on counseling; to the study of filmsof actual Counseling and to written assigmats. Concurrently, the
adolescents' practice of counseling shifted-from tole playkto the"real life" concerns of the class members:

The range of issues was substantial 'from one student
expressing anger over being falsely accused by a
teacher of stealing a book, another concerned over
the loss of Her, dog, to yet another who had an
overprotective mother and felt suffocated. Students
had the opportunity to both counsel their peers and
be counseled in turn bythese same peers (p. 375).

'Toward the end of the class, emphasis was given to a wider use of the
counseling skills, and precautions in so doing. Audiotapes of
discussions with friends were made. The responsibility that accompaniesthe use of "active listening" and helping others was emphasized.
Clearly, the students were learning directly that adolescents andtheir problems are complex and helping others equally so.

The counseling classes had several positive influences on theadolescents. In the beginning'these students w'eie deaf both to the
content and the emotions associated with what others said to them.At the end of the course the students trained in. counseling scored
higher than practicing therapists in their responses to an actual
ther'apy transcript! This rather unnerving finding was supported by
their responses to videotapes of coached clients. Positive effects
on thein moral and egb development were found jn both experimental
classes. In brief, "the movement was from Kohlberg Stage 3 to 4
andi,oevinger Stage Delta and 3 to 3-4" (p. 378).

Sprinthall an° talks about the essence of teaching psychology
to influence adolescents' developnient:

Y



We found the most effectiVe procedure to be. the .

practidum format usually employed in graduate.
,schocils..:we Wanted to teach...psychological
development. We sought to,avoid-passive, rote-
and impersonal learning. When a teenager knows
he will teach a class of elementary age pupils,_:
or run part of a nursery school program or counsel
'another teenager, the immediate motivation for
learning is high--active responsibility versus
passive observation is one way to describe the
diePerence. A second major component was the
seminar...Each is designed as an intensive
examination of the meaning of the experience for
the teenager as well as a discussion of the
requisite skills (p. 381).

The teaching also introduces genuine disequilibrium: "A fast talking,
advice-giving, dominating teenager hears himself on tape and sees the
adverse reaction upon a fellow teenage 'client.' There is resistance
to such personal glimpses and awkward insights. This is also the
opportunity for imfOrtant learning" (p. 382).

A ground-breaking curriculum in moral education. If"Blatt-(1970)
"launched cognitive-developthental moral education," Paul Sullivan
(1980) may be said to have run its first 4-minute mile. Working at
Newton High School, he created a curriculum for adolesdents which was
significant in many ways. It lasted a year; it incorporated a diverse
set of experiences, from moral discussion to the study of moral
psychology'and.philosophy; and, in particular, it took students across
the bridge from the discussion of hypothetical moral issues to direct
participation in the rule setting, disciplinary-adjudicative processes
of the high school. Further the positive influence the Sullivan course
had on the development of bill its adolescent participants was remarkable.

The course itself was divided into four basic phases. The first
"involi.* the formal discussion of moral issues. Films, novels, plays,
television shows all provided rich sources of moral conflict:..The
objective...was to have students discuss moral dilemmas, examine their
Own reasoning and to interact with other students and the teacher's
thinking" (pp. 166-167). The second phase of the course involved
teaching counseling skills to the adol scents. Sullivan's students
were to need empathy and listening ski ls, when, later, they led
mu al dicussions with younger childre ': Variods aspects of moral
philosophy also were discussed, for example, Kantian theory, hedonism,
and utilitarianism. Not quite advanced placement philosophy, but
serious philosophy certainly.` Phase 4, the practicum, involved the
students in two separate projects. Qne was leading moral discussions
in elementary classrooms in Newton. "The other was the creation of
a Board of Appeals for disciplinary and justice questions within the
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high school" (p. 176). Earlier, Sullivan had raised the issue Of
'how just or unjust Newton High School was. students, initially
pessimistic, became energized to create a Board of Appeals and its ,rationale. They were, successful in getting it constitutedtand
operational.

Sul3/4ivan evaluated his class inocomparison to two control
groups--one in psychology,- another in science. The experimental
group gained an average of almost half a stage on4he Kohlberg
measure, and all students grew in moral reasoning froma low
of 25 points to a high of 72 points. A mean change of almost
a full stage from the_conformisi to conscientious. levels on the
'Loev'nger measure also occurred. The control groups evidenced
only ominal changt in their moral reasoning or ego development
durin the year. !.

Sullivan believes-these effects occurred because the curriculum
provided a forum forthe students to,consider moral issues and
interact with the mote csmplex arguments of other people. His
pedagogical conditions for growth are very close to those. Kohlberg
identified,, earlier in connection with the Stone 'project, with a
notable addition:

4.

Creating a Board of AppealA And being moral
educators wer especially important for the
students' mo 1 and ego development. The
adolescents had the experience of being

'.responsible, respected competent people with
significant social roles, They acted as well
s thought. They became teachers and had to
deal with all the role cliaflict that engendered..:
In creating 'the Board orppeals..at their own
initiative they,, further asserted themselvesas
responsible members of a social institution,
working to revise the rules of the system and
make it more just(p.

And another important confirmgtion. Them that acts, g6 its. "Those
who participated most actively and took part in the-practicum showedMore development on both measures. This was consistently-true for.
,thembers of the experimental group' (p: 187). .

How did it an happen? Sullivan 4 firms the emerging portrait
of some Of the conditiond in high sch 1 urricula which can make
fOr.vositive influence on teenagers' development.

--The firsCilm is development; the designer's eye is firmly
: fixed on the students' development, b th existing and to be.

--The 'teachers and curriculum develope have knowledge of
developmental, psychology,.

1
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- -The course material'g and experiences are selected because
they are likely to produce growth of.one or more adolescent
Competencies. For exatple, developiental psychology suggests
that hearing ideas, one.stage "higher" than his own, experiences,
of social responsibility, participation in school governance
and so onNmay be broadly facilitative of growth. '

4
- -The student is exposed to the reasoning of one stage higher

than his or her own, Which implies having a mix of
developmental stages in the classrooi.

--The teacher uses Socratic probing of "real" content.

--The teaching introduces genuine'disequilibrium.

- -From the teacher there is explicit respect. Teachers expect
high school students to take their subjects dead.seriously4
physics, American history, athletics. Why should they not,
as'Sullivan did, take students' needs to be responsible,
respected and competent people, equally(seriously?

-There is the opportunity for the students to do, to apply what
1.s being learned to one's own life and to agency in the school,

G%'" for example, as a student teacher or a member of a school
judiciary committee. The opportunity for substantial
participation and responsibility seemed to be a key for the'
young women in Erickson's study. Student growth was very
much in proportion to the students' participation in their
immanent social institutions. Seminars required stude ts
reflect on, to make personal meanfng, of what they ier doing,

: - whether interviewing matdre women, counseling peers
teaching children.

I
The case that education canipositively influence adolescent

developmegl7pbuld stop here. Of course, there are major scholarly and
praCtical ¢ioblems generalizing these experitental effects to many
teachers4curriculum areas and diverse groups of adolescents. The
actual consequences of the personal development measured in these_/-
studies to individual.adolesoents or their behavior in school and
out of it are rattily not'well-known.(lasterson, 1980; Travers, 1980).
The next sections turn to some of the many unanswered issues. But
I, at least, belieVe we knv enough to begin to promote critical
adol scent competencies (int1lectual, moral, ego; emotional) if
there is the will to do so. And that is a big "if."

-

dun educational research has also begun to Investigate how the
_.., school and the home can cooperate to promote child and adolescefit
0 development. As noted earlier, I alWays 'have believed diet youth
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development is too important to be left to the school-alone, Indeed,the singly most dramatic effect on children's developmentin our recordbook was that accomplished by Grimes in common cause with parents.
.

Grimes (1974) educated the mothers of fifth and sixth gradersin Piagetian.and Kohlberg theories of moral development and in moraldilemma discussion. She then involved them and their children indiscussing moral dilemmas:
hypothetical ones, those in the novelStpunder, and dileMmas introduced by the children themselves: Her,experimental group involved trained mothers; her control group didnot. Grimes' fifth and sixth grades began at stage 2. All but twochildren:in her experimental class progressed to stage 3 at the endof e intervention, an average gain of over a half stage in moralre soning. Students in the control class made only about half thatpr gress. A third control class in which there was no moral dilemmadi cussion showed no growth in moral' reasoning. Grimes b4lieved the'striking effect was the result of the mothers' conscious participatesin moral discussions with their children--discussions, incidentally,which did not end at the schoor room door. Her pioneering studywas'a classic illustration of "giving away" to parents whatever

specialized knowledge the educator has of childrens' development andhow to promote it% That seems one viable way for school's to. empowerparents.

Stanley (1980) and Azrait (1980) extended Grimes' initiative toeducational programs for parents which had, as part of their
promoting the moral development of junior high school and adolescentti students. I will concentrate here on Stanley't research since.itwas with high school adolescents and their families: Stanley'(1980) describes her assumptions and purposes:

If a child perceives his family as being fair, andif conflicts involving members of the family are
resolved equitably, he will have experienced signifi-
cant role-taking opportunities and discussion of the
right, wrong or fair thing to 4o. Further, these
experiences shou\ ld stimulate the moral development of
the child. No one has yet attempted to teach families
methods of inductive discipline and problem solving with
the purpose of evaluating the consevences for the
moral development of the children. This study did that:The purpose was twofold: to investigate whether a course
that taught families democratic methods of resolving
conflicts and establishing rules would affect the moral
atmosphere of the family itself; to investigate whethersuch acourse would stimulate the moral reasoning of the
adolescent participants (p. 343).

The course was taught in high school in a working class community
in Massachusetts. Participants were volunteer ninth and tenth gradestudents and their parents; only families in which all members agreed
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to participate were act'epted, The families were then divided into
three'groups: A (experimental) with ten-parents and seven addlescents,
all of whom participated in the course; B,1 composed, of twelve parents

adolescents,six adoleents, with the parents on participating in the course;
and C, a control group.: The famili4s were predominantly lower middle
class with the` occupations of the p ts ranging from skilled labor
to nonmanagerial white collar jobs.

The course met for two and a half hours a week for ten weeks. Its
contents werg'influence& by two models of parent education: "Adler's
concept of the family meeting and Gordon's problem solving method
were, in particular, seen as potentially effective ways of helping
families develop and J.iye by more just rules and agreements. . .

Both are based on democratic>procedures for resolving family conflicts"'
(Stanley, 1980, p. 344). .

course had four elements iii its. curriculum. (a) Communication
skills: "discussion of how famitr members talked with one another,
particularly about~ rules and conflicts; and the teaching and practicing
of the skills of empathic listening, and of confrontation" (p. 344),.
(b) The family-Meeting, as '.a way of,Oromoting more democracy in the
family and providingparticipatitih,'particularly for adolescents. The
family meeting served as a foruM for coiununication, information sharing,
planning family events, and making-decisions about family,matters
such as use 'of the'car. It also served-as a forum for "dealing with
recurring problems and conflicts away from the .heat of the moment. It

would be a move toward' participatory democracy in which each individual
has a full and equal role. We,explained that thete would be leis need
for punishment because.PeOple aremore likely to carry out jointly made
decisions 347). (c) A,democratic approach to conflict resolution
based on the work of Gordon (1970) which in essence entails defining
the problem, brainst5rming soltitions; evaluating them, deciding on a
solution by c nsensus, establishing procedures (whO will do what and
when) and a f
in how to han

llow up (how:well does the solution work?). (d) Training ,

le conflicting values'in theTamily.

Stanley vaivated three effects of the course: ,the parents'
attitudes toward Earn* decision making and child raising, the actual
.processnof decision waking in families, and the effect of the codrse
on adolescents"-morarlevelopment. he found, first, that parents in
both of the classes (with and without their adolescent children present)
significantly increaseCtheir egalitarian attitudes toward family
decision making. Interestingly enough, only those parents whose sons
and daughters were not taking the course with them became significantly.
less authoritarian on the Parental Attitude Research IrtstrUment.'

Second, sAikund that "families in Both groups substantially improved
their eff veness An democratic decision making . . . INn analysis

of the tape recordings of the family meetings led to the,same conclusion"
353).- There was a significant decrease in the number'of authorita-

tive statements made.by parents participating with their children.
A

:
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Further, these parents did significantly more reflecting and summarizingof what others said. Third, she,found a significant gain in levels
of moral reasoning by adolescents in' kroup A (participated with their
parents) but not group B (only parents participated). In a follow-up
assessment a year later, "the'moral reasoning scores of Group A
continued to rise while Group B showed no significant change" (Stanley,
1978, p. 353).

Stanley believes that teaching the family meeting and the Gordon
model-for conflict resolution were the curriculum omponents most
crucial to the changes she found. She says many rent education
programs rely primarily on.lectures and discussion . By contrast the
Supervised practice for parentsand adolescents in communication skills,
family meetings and conflict resolution was vital, in her view, to
the participants' growth. Fuithei, if one's aim is to affect the
behavior of parents and the deveropment/Of their adolescents, include
them both in the educational program. Oil and water can mix. If theaim is to change parent attitudes, leave the teonagers home.'"Signifi-
cantly, also, families which learn together continue both to meet and
to grow. In group A all but one adolescent showed further gains

.

in measured moral reasoning a year later. All of these familieg
were holding meetings at the time of the follow-up, only a third of the
_gip B families were doing so. Stanley acknowledges the facts of
voluntarism, nonrandomization and the working,class background of the
-famiries in her study as limits on its generalizability. Savage

' (1980) has recently confirmed Grimes' findings with working class,
minority parents in San Diego, although their childrens' moral develop-
ment, while significant,. was less dramatic.

Nonetheless, G imes', Stanley's and Azrak's studies suggest that
It is possible for t school to cooperate directly.with parents, with
substantial positiye effects on the development of children and0, adolescents. Paeents and the'family itself may be changed positively by
school=initiated educational programs. The philosophy of developmental
education has always been to involve parents as active partners in
such programs aimed at child and' adolescent growth. That many of our

U efforts to do so through the school's adult education courses were
met with went apathy is a sobering fact. Stanley, Azrak and Savage
suggest there are ways effectively to reach parents and families. They

o require will, serious effort and constructive out-reach by qualified
school rsonnel. Where development is concerned, nothing comes easy.

The .Teachers As a Source of EffeCt on Adolescents' Development:
.Pygmalions in the Classroom

Chris Argyris and Josieph Reimer have been very blunt in saying that
one of the mistakes the Bo ton -based development41 educators have made
is to overlook, or seriously underestimate, the important effects of
teacher characteristics on students' development. Kohlberg (1980)
believed the Stone research established that gains in students' moral
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reasoning were independent of the personality qualities of the
teachers, "such as being at the highest, or principled, stage
themselves" (p. 51).

I have commented elsewhere (Mosher, 1978) on how adolescents and
their teachers at Brookline's School-Within-A-School understood and
Created self-government, a disciplinary code adjudication processes
and school.community very consistent with-111e broad moral, social and
relational premises of Kohlberg's Stage 3 andLoevingef's conformist
stage of ego development. How all this got "in the 0" at both the
Cambridge Cluster School and in Brookline of those of us who aspired
to create "democratic" or "just" high schools has been the subject
of some recent looks back in ahuish by Kohlberg and me (Kohlberg,
1980; Mosher, 1980). The fact is that, at least at S.W.S., I aid not
give sufficient attention to the teacher education requisite to
operating a "democratic" high school, despite the relative care
given earlier in Brookline to training teachers in the psychology,
curriculum design and pedagogy necessary to implement a curricular
program in moral education (Sperber & Miron, 1980; Zabierek,
1980).

But what if the teachers' stage(s) of development do have Some-
thing (or much) to do with hsw they understand adolescents, their
growth, the-contributions education may make to it, the practice of
school governance or of how just a high school is? Harvey, Schroeder
and Hunt's research (1974) has supported the thesis that teachers at
higher stages of development function in more complex ways in the
classroom, are mart empathic, respond positively to individual differ-.
ences in children and employ a wide variety of teaching methods.
Walter and StiVers (1977) found a clear relation between Eriksbnian
stage of identity formation and teaching performance with a large
sample of student teachers. If these findings hold, then education to
promote teachers' development may have genuinely permanent effects on
the highischool and its students. New curricula cdme'and go, as do',
educational priorities: "special" education, bilingual education,
education far the gifted, moral education and so on. Teachers, however,
increasingly are staying. enhancing their development could be the
tide,that lifts all boats.

The Minneapolis group of developmental educators, under Sprinthall's
leadership, have taken these premises about teachers and their effects
on adolescent development very seriously. Apparently there is life
after 25 in the teacher's lounge. This group is finding that it is
possible by sophisticated in-service education to promote teachers'
moral and conceptual development (as measured by the Hunt Conceptual
Level Test) but not their ego development. Further there is carryover
to their teaching behavior, 'as Allured by the 'Flanders Interactional
system (0ja and Sprinhall, 1978). The "smoking pistol" link of all
this to actual student development has yet to be closed empirically.
That cries out to be done.
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In summary, it is very hard to believe that ado3escents! develop-ment is.teacher proof. As to how what is in teachers' heads; hearts,and consciences passes to kids, much needs to be known. But pass itmost certainly does. Oja and Sprinthall (1978) say:

The concept of cognitive structural change, the process
through which humans move from the less complex to themore complex in a variety of developmental domains,re ins a compelling framework for our works The classicdiction in education states, "As is the teacher, so isthe school." Perhaps in the future we'can say, '.As
the teacher becomeS, so the schools grow" (p. 132).

And, I may add gratuitiously, so too, the adolescents.

The high School Per Se and Its Effects on Adolescent Devedpment

What institutional processes, other than'the curriculum, instructionand the teachers, affect adolescents and their growth/learning in theschool? So far, we have examined exemplary curricula, teaching and,to a lesser degree, teacher and student characteristics which promote ,student'growth but whichi4ave the "structure" of the school littlechanged. What if we examine what Sarason (1971) calls the constitutionof the school (i.e., who makes school policies; who decides on academicpolicy and standards; disciOlind, sanctions and so on); or the school's"pride" in certain programs and students as over against others (what
students participate in'what activities, etc.)? The point is that,once confronted, the educator cannot bac-= ind to the powerful potential)effects (by no means all positive) theiti- school as Opolitical,
bureaucratic, social, judicial, valuing institution has on adolescent'
development. ,They learn from this "hidden curriculum" that they have,or don't have, rights, a voice, worth; that they are individuals orI.D. numbers; that they belong--as outstanding studdnts, athletes,
cheerleadtrs--or that they don't--they're greasers, animals, "Pointkids" (Irish Catholics) and so on. Political, social class,moral
education thus goes on pervasively in the high school's everydayoperations. Its effects may be magnified because it is so covert;

then, can't rest its case at the classroom door. Yet, ifone is t oubled by the impact of this tacit curriculum, try r(4onal-izing it. More particularly, try positively toipromote adolescents'development on a social and institutional level.

As a developmentalist one does so on the general Piagetian premisethat the adolescent's reasoning and action matches the structure of
44/ his particular social world. . He thinks, and probably does, as thosearound him do. Cognitive operations develop in response to, and inorder to adaptan individual to,yher environment. Rationalize thesocial environment in certain ways and they become part of'the

understanding of adolescents. Reimer (1977), for example, in hisstudies of a kibbutz high school in Israel, showed how the predominantly
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social world of,sthe kibbutz called forth the construction of higher
stage moral reasoning to adapt the individual to that environment.
So the psychology apparently "works." The educational issue then
becomes how, and how much to restructure the adolescent /high school
society.

Democratic School Re0:earch

On this issue of restructuring the adStescent society in high
school I have some scars to share. Notr'only are they disfiguring to my
image as an omniscient, successful developmental educator, there are
still'some painful adhesifns. Kohlberg and I both aimed too high.
His gdal was "a school in which justice is a living matter" (1980,
p. 305),I'And I followed Dewey (1950) in believing a "democratic
high school';,was the educational institution most likely to nurture
adolescent development.. That's a heady goal, and philosophic
justification for adolescent development rough democratic schooling.p

2

Both visions - -a just high school a aIdemocra4c high school- -were

beYOnd their immediate authors in some degree. Certainly, they were
beyond the initial comprehension of the teachers, and the adolescents
whose lot in Brookline and Cambridge it was to translate them into
practfCe. 'the students did not rush tos.embrace changes fiVtheir society.
For my part in an alternative high school of 100 adolescents,
predominantly white and middle class, I swam against the ttrong
undertow of "students an faculty who credte qualitatively different
democratic schools or just communities depending on the predominant
stage of the students' moral and ego development" (Mosher, 1978, p. 106).
And I surmise Kohlberg's experiences in Cambridge with 75 racially mixed
adolescents in the Cluster School were not greatly different.

Our efforts to translate these Constitutional, social and moral
principles into the understanding and actions of several hundred
3ablescents are described extensively elsewhere (Mosher, 1980).
I will make no attempt to review the details of these programs here.
Let me simply abstract that the adolescents in both sdhools were given
many opportunities to participate in their governance and policy-
making, in creating rules and adjudicating one another when they broke
them, in building the school as an adolescent community. In the Cluster

School special emphasis was given to community address to the every
day moral issues facing its members: stealing, drug usage, racism and

so on. In Brookline's School-Within-A-School, political and social
participation, more than moral discussion were nurtured.

Both Kohlberg and I adjusted our sighs over time. He came tp
advocacy/education for Stage 4 '(Kohlberg, 980):

The [Kibbutz] adults, as parents, and especially as
teachers, however, practicejn indoctrinative moral

1 4



O . education of t he young based on example as well as
preachIng...only a minority of adults reach the f
or sixth stage of principledness or of philosoph

. morality. Apt like Plato's Republic, all its adu t
cit. ens are active in though and deed:on behalf of ...-
fou h stage conceptions of the common good. Even
the children from disadvantaged and troubled back-

k --grbunds'who go 'to the kibbutz high school eventually
attain and practice fourth-stage good citizenship
as kibbutz members. 1-1 working with alternative
teacher advocates, our practice evolved into something
closer, to the theory of the Republic, of Durkheim,
of the kibbutz than of the Socratic theory (p. 56).

In Brookline, my pdsition was that (Mosher, 19807,

we needed education (of which democratic sthaols
might be the most sophisticated form) to stimulate
the all-around development of students. School
democracy seemed a possible way of organizing
education to accomplish multiple developmental
effects. Its provisions folptudent participation
in,school governance, in creating the sehool's

-programs, and its sense of community meant a
'hidden curriculum' mole likely to promote general
growth than did,,traditional education. Or, at least,
that seemed a\promising possibility (p. 28).

lt Reimer and Power (1980) point to another problem facing developmental
educators who try to create social and school structures to pace adoles-
cent growth. Put bluntly, they say/we don't- know how to translate ourvisions so that adolescents

or teachers may comprehend and behave
accordingly. There is overrelianCron normative discourse and exhorta-
tions as to what should be. Meanwhile, too little practical inquiryis given as to how to achieve goals to which all seem to be agreeing

4r (e.g., integration, redpeed drug usage, and so on).

What .t.Triluence iid these two schools have on their students' develop-ment? First, the effect on individual moral development was less at
both -Cluster and S.W.S. than in the classroom courses described earlier.gains in Cambridge averaged 15 moral maturity points per year, with no
control data reported (Power, 1979). S.W.S. students regresse from
beginning to end. Community norms did emerge in both schoo . Forexample, at Cluster there

was progressively less stealingz grid cuttin"
of classes. But the students' commitment to social and -facialintegra-
tion and "cooling" drug use declined.

Travers' (1980) questionnaire data from S.W.S. suggest other, more
positive, effects.



In summary, the S.W.S studdialts think more

critically about school than any other group at
BrooklineHigh., They Piave a high degree of
intrinsic motivation to learn...hey recognize
IneciudlitY gf edUcational opportunity around
them; they seek more influence in decision making
about their curriculum, disciplinary rules, grading...
In .411 of these attitudes toward school they are
significantly different from the average student
at Brookline High.

Second, S.W.S. students are moderately more
critical of government and the politiqf system
than are'other students at Brookline High.
Comparatively speaking, they are already thinking'
citizens. Third,...S.W.S. students participate
to a degree unusual for Brookline High School
students in political and social action in the'
community. At the political level that tends to
translate to support far, local candidates for city
government...there is no general'political action
at the state or federal level.

The forms of social,action by S.W.S. students
vary: from environmental issues such as save the whales
Co antinuclear and antidraft protests, to Zionism.
InCredibly enough, most of the political and social
participation in the whole high school (circa
2,300 students) comes from S.W.S. (100 students).
Membership in S.W.S. is much more likely to Predict
participation than are the student's academic track
or socioeconomic status. In 1970, these factors,
in order, predicted a student's-degree of participa-
tion. On the other hand, there is no evidence that

students are affecting other [students]...
tblgo and do likewise (p. 295).

So what have I learned, in general, abOut creating alternative
schools that incorporate direct learning of ideas and behavior considered
desirable for adolescents? A-number of hard earned premises. First,
it seems to me essential to be very clearabout why one is creating
such institutional experiences. Are we interested in promoting
adolescents' all-around growth or...their academic development, cognition
(and of what?), political skills, moral thought and action, educational
ideology and so on? What institutional experiences--existing or "new"- -
may lead to what teenage competencies?' In the case of the "first
generation" studies of just and democratic high schools, Kohlberg and
I had to invent the idea (in my case, reinvent Dewey), work out the
school' practices and concurrently settle on a research design. Speak-
ing for myself only, if one is not s where be is going it is a
little difficult to know if, or in w at condition, he has gott there.
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So all the HII-d thinking possible in advance about what a program for
aesthetic, or vocational or social-moral development will be, in prac-
tice, is essential. Don't expect the program to "fall together" once
you get out'in'the school. In these-collaborative ventures teachers,
by nature, do, and adolescents aren't educational philosophers at first.
.So who is there to say, directly, that the)Emperor has no clothes,
especially if he is a Harvard, a Minnesota, a Wisconsin, a Boston
University, professor? "School demoCracy," "political and social educa-
tion icw the community" are heady ideas. It is easy to be stampeded by
them. The point I am reiterating is Reimer and Clirk's caveat that the
developmental educator is seriously hoist in realizing such-aims by
the fact hat he has so little pragmatic

x (or personal) knowledge of
dhow a community of adolescents can be-just, integrated, caring self-,

governing, artistic or what have you. If nothing else, a decade of
applied developmental education with adolescents may have provided some
prototypes.

Second, the teachers with whom we collaborate need to understand
the essential ideas and whatever pertinent schooll,practices have been
evolved to nurture student governance, aesthetic development or what-
ever seems an obvious truism. The only time we forgot to honor it was
in the breach. The best and t,rightest of teachers can help greatly
in these constructions ifAncluded; they can also run the ship
-aground.

p

Thus, I think the educator going my way should expect to devote
an inordinate amount and quality of time to consultation-education with
teachers; to "teaching" dipocracy by sitting in "town-meetings" or
planning for them with the student agenda committee, and to advocacy,
especially if that means doing with teachers and adolescents what one
espouses. I would even add broken ribs in a "touch" football game
at 1 A.M. on a school retreat as part of the hidden costs of "inquiry"
into "the designing of new programs of action that will be sufficiently
complex to allow us and our students to live and grOw together in
democratic community" (Reimer & Power, 1980, p. 320). A serious
commitment to teachers' development as the means to furthering their
students' growth should be the all encompassing research effort of at
least one investigative group amongst us.

Further, adolescents will be adolescents. Both developmental
psychology, as reviewed earlier, And close encounters with them in
touch football have driven this home. Their personal, moral, social
world isn't ours, but the joint in the schoolyard, the nonchalance
about a "crucial" town meeting come inseparably with their turf. They
will, in short, partly understand and partly corrupt both the dreams
and the program or school structures (e.g.,."a school in which justice
is a living matter") we try to create with them. In addition to our
advocady,_20rSonal representation and inquiry in building toward such
new adolescent societies, they need our love when they fall short.

What I also have\,learned is the wisdom of'meeting adolescents in
their zone of next development in whatever competencies we jointly seek.

14
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Stage 5 is beyond all but a handful. Stage 4 is difficult enough
for them to try to understand, let alone be. Decalage where they
are has much to be said for it. Of course, to complicate things
further, adolescents will be in several stages of development at
once. But personal growth happens in small, progressive steps, as I
have seen it. Adolescent development does not take quantum leaps, even
when we try very hard to make it'do so. Piagetians can relax about the
American's obsession with accelerating development. They may try
but they can't. What is feasible by education is to help adolescents
actualize their next stage of personal competence, to avoid getting
stuck. That is what we need to get. firmly fixed in their minds and
ours.

We also need a realistic sense of school size and time for a
successful developmental program. I suspect systematic efforts
invil+ying units or "houses" of 250 students and 8-10 teachers may be
optimum in human scale. Further, the period of intervention in
altered organizational-social arrangements needs/to be much longer
than the one-semester typical in subject matter or curriculum inter-
ventions. The Russians consistently advance 7 year plans and fail.
My view is that one would want to do applied study of institutional/
school arrangements to promote political, cognitive, moral, aesthetic,
emotional development br what have you over a period of at least
5 years.

That brings me to the complex matter of research on'"systematic"
developmental education. My priority, asloalready noted, would be to
get the central ideas and practices (for example, the pswhology of,
-emotional development and education to promote it) straight first.
For that reason, I opposed moral development research at S.W.S. as
premature. I didn't know where, or if, it fit as a dependent variable.
Hard thinking about the adolescent competencies to be promoted and
careful educational development, coupled in due course wi h formative
evaluation, merits all the initial energy. Tithe .for suumatiya,
longitudinal research when there is a logically and educationally
coherent program in place. I also believe the-research to date argues
that it is imperative to employ multiple developmental (and other)
measures in evaluating the effects of such programs.

One very pepsonal point may be permitted about the critical need
to widen the lens through which we look for and measure development
as a result of systemic education. Perhaps you can imagine the
chagrin I felt when, after four years of intensive involvement with
S.W.S., I learned that someone else's numbers said the students' moral
reasoning regressed during'our intervention there. It helped (a
little) to believe that, "somehow, pre and post scores had been confused,
or that thee-students simply hadn't,taken the post-testing seriously,

-

or that moral development never had been our raison d "etre, that Travers'
data (1980), DiStefano's data (100) and the evidence that group
moral norms had developed around community and self-governance were
counter-indications and so on. Gallows humor aside, the finding of
no growth on a central adolescent competence is still painful to admit.

.av
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Putting all the developmental bets on one adolescent competence ora single measure can result in some very black hours for the educator.
And searching analyses, of whether he's totally off track.

Conclusion

This paper has argued that education can contribute significantly'
to adolescents' development -in particular their ability to think
abstractly, their moral reasoning, their understanding of-themselves,their'social maturity. Other competencies have also been taught,
for example, citizenship,

communication,, child care skills and so on.Enhancing individual maturity can be done through the subject Matter
curriculum of the high school when certain kinds of teaching prevail;through special courses in counseling, womens' studies which have
development as a first aim; through the students'. participation in the
governance and adjudication of their classrooms or school; by
staff education which aims to promote the teachers' own personal and
professional development; by the education of parents and families.
From a beginning with curricula and teaching to enhance student growth,
the applied research is now moving to how classrooms and the highschooktas a whole may be altered in the direction of contributing
more to adolescent development.

And the evidence is that adolescents do develop as a result of these'
varied curricular and school experiences. Grmith occurs slowly and
progressively in about h4lf the students who participate. Certainlythere are weaknesses in the interventions and the research which
qualify some of the development which is found (and suggest Why
development does not occur). Despite these acknowledged weaknesses,the consistent pattern in the findings is one of hard-won adolescent
development.. The conclusion is that modest enhancement of a wide
array of adolescent competencies is realizable by changes in the
curriculum, teaching and school organization which are zthin the
practical reach of many American high schools. If there is the will,
there are the ways. And we have only begun to-plumb the potential ofcurricula; teaching, teachers and school organization to contribute
to the all around growth of our adolescents.
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REACTION: 'CONTEXT AND BROADER .;

CONCEPTIONS OF DEVELOPMENT

. c.

LeBaron C. Moseby, Jr.
University of Texas at Austin

ti

I approach the task of,reacting to Mosherq paper as a researcher 0
and'educator concerned with the, plight of minority youngsters in America.
My concern is heightened when I consider the appalling statistics on
youngsters out of school and youngsters excluded from school (Children's
Defense Fund, 1975). The majority of these youngsters are from minority
ethnic groups. It is difficult to speak of development as an aim of
education when a Aursory examination reveals that most of the reasons
these youngsters are excludA from schools are minor in importance. We
can only Ask what the aims of schooling are when youngsters, who are
socially and culturally different are not served at All by many schools.
Development seems hardly to be the issue. Despite what we might wish,
the context of American social and political life seems a greater
determinant of what is learned and who learns. The need to attend to
this 'dimehsion.of education is paramount.

Ralph-Mosher admits to problems in developmental theory and its
application in dealing with the plight of the poor and minoiities:
Early on, Mosher qualifies his claims for success by noting that the.
various Cdrricula devised to protttote dAvelOpment'in adolescents seem
to wofk best wit4 mainstrea0 yaungsters. He gives no explanation of
why this should be so. Yet, he suggests that black youngsters who seem
to fit the mainstream profile do profit frOM his programs. On mo§t of
the currentAevelopmental scales; females, non-white, and poor youngsters
seem to score less than their white male counterparts. Ove might expeCt
that youngsters who score lowest on these scales ought to be the -ones
who would profit most from these programa: Why these programs seem
targeted'to only one segment of the-population.raises questions regarding
the theory; its application, and the youngsters. -Is the problem the
theory, the Application, pr the youngsters? I think it:can be reasonably
argued that there are problems with the theory and the application with
respect to the particular youngsters. First,, let ustonsider the
theoretical issues.
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Problems in Theories of Development

4

If Carol Gilligan's work in this volume on women their moral develop-
ment has any relevance for educators and theorists, then we must ask
similar questions regarding minorityyoungsters who also fail to score
high on Kohlberg's Moral Development Scale. In the early seventies, I
raised similar questions regarding Erikson's model of adolescent develop-
ment for minorities and women (Moseby, 1971). While Gilligan questions'
the consistent sex bias in developmental theories, I raised questions
of ethnocentrism. Today, I would add questions of class bias as well.
Developmental theories based on mainstream middle class notions of life
reveal a basic problem in formulating theories of adolescence.

Theorists working on adDlescent development have attempted to
emulate their colleagues in child development in seeking to find univer-
sal, invariant sequences or stages of development. In doing so, they
have made their local adolescent phenomena a normative standard. This
may work for tracing stages of early child development, but it does not
work when attempting to trace universal stages of adolescent develop-
ment. The difficulty with any adolescent developmental theory is the
impossibility of ignoring context and culture. The stages of early
child and infant development are relatively independent of social in-
fluence for at least two reasons. First; development at this time is
closely tied to biological development and is thus species specific.
Second,,early language development precludes the substantial impact of
culture and society. By contrast, adolescence is a preeminently social
time and the youngster's developing powers of locomotion in space and in
thought ,cause constant collisions with the elements of social reality.
Thus, adolescent development must be examined in its cultural context.
Puberty and increased powers of cognition may prove to be the only uni-
'versa]. marker of this period of life.. One is tempted to add increased
economic Independence, but this is rely the case for .many American
mainstream adolescents.

1

see'
The key distinction which seems -to give rise to charges of bias--

whether' of sex; race, or clss--is the interpretation of the differences
as def4-4-'s (sae Baratz & Baratz, 1970). Mosher cl.iims that no differ-
&Ices in scoring appear on the developmental scales when social exper-
iences and formal education are the same. 'However, this,is the heart of
the matter--growing up poor, black, or female means a difference in
social lexperience and formal education. The question.is whether these
discrepant scores represeftt'deficits on unidimensional scale, or
'Whether these discrepancies 'reflect qudlitatively different experiences
of development, Gilligan's data suggest that there are possible addi-
tional dimensions of development that merit more study.' While no one
questions the value of increasing complexity of thought and improvixjg
interpersonal skills and their attehdant.cogpitive and ego functions,
the notion that apparent discrepancies are due to arrested development
seems.too simplistic.
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Let me give an example. In their classic study, Lesser and Stodolsky
(1967) looked at intelligence--not in the usual unidimensional sense like
IN., but rather as a set of intellectual skills. They found ethnic
and socif class difference's in the-patterning of the_distribution of
scores on these skills. While Jewish youngsters were high on verbal,
they were lower on spatial skills. Chinese youngsters were lower on
verbal yet higher on spatial skills. If.only.one scale had been employed,
the full range of abilities would have been lost and one group or the
other would have been labeled as deficient. No doubt instruction would
have made up this deficit. The problem, however, is that the range of
skills and abilities being considered would have.j>een limited and would
have.maSed important differences. 'Developmentalists appear to be making
a siltilar,error. Since most of the developmental scales and notions have
been defined on the basis of studies of a segment of the population, to
impose curricular measures and programs based on these studies is to make
some males and their social and educative experiences the norm. The
optimal curriculum should be addressing all dimensions of development
and providing opportunities for maximal growth for all youngsters.

,

Because df the many variations on adult-social and occupational -

roles and the variation_in the order of presentation of these demands
upon the adolescent, we must be wary of suggesting a universal and invar-
iant sequence of development during this period. Indeed, we must begin
to incorporate these variations within our knowledge and not make the
reductionist error of overlooking the content for tbp structure. Both
are important, an we must seek to explore the implication of each on
individual development. This is by no means an easy task;

Take the example of Erikson (1968) who proposes a stage of develop-
ment concerned with identity formation followed by a stage concerned with
intimacy vs. social isolation. While Erickson's stage development is
patently contradicted by H. S. Sullivan's (1953) notions, some theorists,
including Kenniston (1963), have argued that the prevailing tendency of
young adults in the 1960s to postpone marital commitments suggested that
a new stage should be added called youth. In other words, a change in
the social context suggested that a change should be made in the sequence
and content of Ovelopmental stages posed by Erikson. Similarly, the
search for developmental patterns that fit Erikson's stage theory is
generally a ailure in non-Western societies which posit a different
social scheddle of vents. Discrete rites of passage and different
marital schemes seem to deny the relevance of Erikson's stage theOry to
the non-Western world.

To go to the extreme of cataloging developmental tasks and equating
them with developmental stages is not' what is being argued here. A list
of age-typical deVelopmentar tasks such as sexual intimacy and marriage,
vocational identity and achievement, parenthood, acceptance of life's
completion and conclusion are matters of content, not ford, as Kohlberg.
(1970) has pointed our. Thge need not be irreversible nor'invariant in
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-sequence and unfortuniCe-i7are all too easily presented as norms of
development. Yet, thercontent of experiences must affect the forms-
of development and be considered.

If Gilligan's subjects take the themes of responsibility and caring
and elaborate them in sophisticated ways, this must be viewed as commen-
surate with Kohlberg's subjects who take the theme of rights and justice

Awmand elaborate upon them in similarly sophisticated ways. If developmen-
talists consider the formal characteristics of both types of statements,
they will find similar stages with differing content. In fact, they will
find individuals elaborating both themes and possibly others as Gilligan
show6 itiMartin.Luther King's pronouncements.

Som will say that opening consideration to the content, form, and
context f adolescent and adult development will open the flood gates to
cultural elativity,,ind reduce science to the study of individual cases.
This see an unjustified fear. Rejection of clear exceptions to the
rule leads to no science at all. Examining these exceptions is not

jApeningrst door to'relativism.

However, if the assignment of stages is Content dependent, as it
appears at present to be, then the result will be that whole groups of
individuals whose experiences force them to focus on another set of
themes will be deemed deficient. For poor minority youngsters, the
themes are different by virtue of not only cultural differences, but
a the fact tha4 their relative place in society poses a different set
of questions to be answered. For one, minority children face the exis-
tential dilemma of trying to find an identity in a society which is
fundamentally hostile to their very existence and advancement. While
we know little about the specifics of development under these circum-
stances, it seems obvious that minority youngsters who come to value
themselves must radically critique the identities society offers them
in much the same way females must question traditional role assignments
for them: Not all do, but if the roles ultimately adopted involve any
notions of self-determination, then sich youngsters must consider some
range of alternativei mainstfeam adolescents rarely encounter, Without
forcing a choice, school muse encourage conscious examination of one's
place in society. The power of Lois Etikson's (1979) work is, in large
part, a function of its attempt to help women understand what beirig,a
woman means in a.context. The notion of examination and explorations

''-uf-atlpical options needs to be incorporated into developmental theory.

4

In summary, present day theories simply ignore the variations of
development present in our awn culture, failing to expand upon the
proble of different ethics and different notions of adulthood. In

regards application, there are additional problems.

1
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Problems in Appli&ation

For many poor, minority youngsters'the problems encountered inschool stem more from cultural and class conflicts than from impoverish-ment of their environments. As Labov (1972) has pointed out,-languagedevelopment is hardly stifled in any environment. We can assume thedifficulties many poor and minority
youngsters experience in readingand other academic tasks are a,function of cultural and class conflictsrather than deficient intellectual ability or impoverished experience athome. It is accurate to say that formal educative experiences for theseyoungsters will be less than desirable, since the schools fail to moti-vate and teach these youngsters. It may be appealing to suggest thatthe differences and deficiencies shown in developmental scales aredue to lack of academic skills and learning.

However, Gilligan's work,with a relatively well educated sample, still reveals that other themesare not tapped in existing theory. Developmentalists' lack of consis-tent results with minorities and poor youngsters is more likely a re-sult of schooling's general failure to engage these youngsters so thatinterventions aimed at development may have some impact. This suggestsa need for pervasive 'restructuring of schooling, and this seems to havebeen done in Mosher's "just school" concept.

Most of the programs proposed by Mosher and others are either addi-tions to present curriculum in the form of courses, or additions thatencompass without significant change the existing curriculum in theschools. Even the "just school" program finds most of the studentsmost of the day going on with schooling as usual. Just as Kalberg(1972) found that prisoner moral development cou1,4, not take place withinthe traditional life of prison, so Mosher has recognizedAn the "justschool" notion that moral development cannot take place in isolation
within a school whose other programs undermine and contradict the verynotions he is trying to nurture. EVen moremattention to context mustbe given besides examining the governance sTructures, although this isno mean achievement in itself.

What is needed is a pedagogy of development which will encompassnot just special programs but the school as a whole. In fact, this maybe necessary for political reasons since it is difficult to imagine --either the public, or teachers embracing the notion of the "lust school"with Ifs implication that things are less than just at ,present. Indeed,we know little of what the implications of Piaget's theories are for theteaching of grammar or fractions. Clearly, inquiry mc4es seem related,but how do we order and structure the curriculum as well as teach it?

--There are definite implications for teacher training, especiallywhen one notes that for most pfbs.pective teachers, Piaget is coveredin educational psychology with little discussion of Piaget in methodscourses.. Every teacher has seen the large number of books purportingto explain Piaget to teachers; but few will find directions for day-to-day teaching. Vnless developmental notions impact more on the entirecurriculum, not just special courses or school governance, it is notreasonable to expect a single course or special program to have mucheffect.
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Perhaps an easy way of killing two birds would be to have better
descriptions ofwhat Mosher's teachers actually do that differentiates
them from others.- The study of teaching has moved from propositional
dicta to empirically verified practice employing more and more actual,
classroom observations. Mosher mentions that his teachers, in many
cases, simply do what good teachers have been doing for years. The
question is,_what.do good teachers do? Presently, we have few answers
to that question . It would help to both define a pedagogy of develop-
ment as well as validate Mosher's programs if we had clearer data as
to what his teachers are actually doing with_ youngsters.

c--

While we are suggesting an expansion of devel-opmental theory to
include the context of adolescence and suggesting [hat school programs
deal with the context provided by the total school curriculum, it seems
obvious that we need to look at the school- also in its larger context.
In particular, the family influences seem to have an important bearing
on the fate of most children. We need to examine the family's values,
child rearing notions, and perspectives on schooling. This seemsipar-
ticularly relevant to the education of minority youngsters. Tensions
between,the school and family need to be lessened and the strengths
of both reassessed.

In summary, the journey charted by Mosher is just a beginning. It

has been at exceptionally good beginning. The challenge is to continue
to expand our notions of development and our treatment of the various
contexts of application. Developmental theory need not exclude major
segments of the world's youth population. It can and must look at the
variations on development across race, social class, and sex. Develop-
mental theory can and should suggest ways to promote the content and
structure of development in the schools. To do this, a pedagogy of
development--one that is not blind to the range of variation in human
development--is a necessity.
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SECONDARY SCHOOLS, SOCIALIZATION, AND
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT DURING ADOLESCENCE

John P. Hill2

Virginia Commonwealth University

/

r

The purpose.of this paper is to suggest ari agenda for the study of
the effects of secondary schools on social development during addles-...

cence. The paper begins with a discussion of some suggested policy
initiatives from the early 1970's (Brown et al., 1973; Coleman et al.,
1974; Martin, 1974). Next, an heuristic model for adolescent develop-
ment is presented. The model is-a framework for ordering and under-
standing the phenomena of adolescent social development. The discussion
of the policy reports and the literature, reviewed in light of the model,
'leads to the research agenda proposed in the final section of the paper.

Suggested Policy Initiatives of the Early Z970's

Assumptions Underlying Policy Initiatives

As the first sputnik and concern about the Silent Generation resulted
in a reassessment of secondary schools in the late 1950's and early 1960's,,...

1
This essay is a lightly reworked and edited version of a position

paper by the same title prepared for the National'Institute of Education
of the United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare in June,
1978. I am indebted to Father Flanagan's Boys Home Incorporated for
assistance in preparation of this paper through budgetary allocation
to the Research Program on Social Relatlems id Early Adolescence of the
Boys Town Center for the Study of Youth Development.
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so did the turmoil in the nation's collegeS and universities a decade
later. Three commission reports were issued,(Brown et al., 1973;
Coleman et al., 1974; Martin, 1974), each of which contained similar
kinds of general recommendations and specific proposals for reform.
Several interrelated assumptions that bear upon social development
underlie the suggested policy initiatives. These assumptions focus
upon some presumed consequences, of the onset of nearly universal
secondary education. It is argued that universal secondabr education
is acCompaniedeby an increased segregation of adolescents, from adults.
The implication is drawn that the peer group has gained it its power
to socialize at the expense of the family and sometimes to the detriment
of the effectiveness of secondary schools. Peet4effects on behavior
and development are assumed to be negative with respect to mainstream
social values. Age segregation and increases in size and consequent
bureaucratization of the secondary school are viewed as increasing
alienation from the mainstream cultural tradition, (e.g., a presumed
decline in the work ethic), increasing intragenerational hostility
(e.g., the generation gap), and decreasing the capacity of young people
to assume adult roles (e.g., inhibiting the development of autonomy).
With the exception of the departure point--the advent of mass scholar-
ization--every one of these premises has been called into question
(e.g., Dreeban, 1974; Heyneman, 1976; Hill & Monks, 1977; and Timpane
et al., 1975).

Segregation and peer influence. While the industrial revolution has
been accompanied by a decrease in the spheres in which families can
effectively-socialize their young--namely in many of those concepts and
skills directly r ired in Much productive work outside the home- -
there is little evide ce that the family has lost its socializing power
in a variety of impo ant realms or that significant decreases in that
power have occurred ince, say, 1960. Parents, remain the most important
influence upon occypational and educational aspirations (Kandel &
Lesser, 1972). Although the plans of best friends are important, other
peers have limited independent influence on future aspirations
(Spenner & Feathe n, in press). Peer influence is likely to be

greater in matter 'of consumptikand taste (Brittain, 1968). *(And,
with the aid of ss-marketing strategies, youth fads often become the
fashions to whiCh adults aspire.)

The ghettoization of American communities (and, therefore, to a
considerable extent, schools) at every social class level is common
in urban areas. Where schools are more mixed, the bases for friend-
ship, clique, and crowd formation are likely to ensure that young people

.interact outside the classroom mainly with young people who have been
socialiled similarly, who have similar sociodemographic characteristics
and who engage in similar activities (Hartup, 1970; Kandel, 1978).
Within the classrdom-, if thp students are from comfortable working-
class and middle-class backgroundsthe values and the norms they
encounter in teachers and principals are, by and large, likely to be
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congruent with those of their parents. Local contr&1 of schoollpolicies
may further encourage such similarities. Therefore, isolation from
parent values does not necessarily follow from the fact that yo411g
people are in schools for several hours each day for an increasingly
longer period. Social sence data from well before and after ,'the
late 1960's support the Anclusion that:

In critical areas, interactions-with peers support,
express and specify for the peer context the values
of parents and other adults; and the adolescent sub-
culture is coordinated with, and in fact is a
particular expression of, the culture of the
larger society (Kandel & Lesser, 1972, p. 168).

Alienation. There is no existing evidence for a secular trend of -

alienation from society among the adolescent pOpulation. Even during
the time the suggested policy initiatives were b&ing advanced, there
was no evidence for a decline in\0e work ethic, for example
(Yankelovich, 1969). Similarly, there was and is no evidence for an
increasing intrafamilial "generation" gap. The youth activist
leaders of the late 1960's more often acted 4 concordance with their
parent's values than in opposition to them (Flacks, 1971). Adolescents
and their parents in survey studies all over the world continued to
report that the period is a relatively Pacific one (Hill & Steinberg,
in press; Kandel & Lesser, 1972; Rodriguez, 1975). The "action" was

between Blacks. and Whites, classes, and between conserva-
tives and liberals. The adultipf opposing factions saw others' young
as heading for perdition and attributed division in society as a whole
to the rebelliousness of the young (Kandel & Lesser, 1972).'

The transition to adulthood. Decreases in the capacity to assume
adult roles are highlighted in both the Martin and the Coleman formula-.

tions and these are attributed to the ineffectiveness of secondary
schools. In relation to social development, schools are said to
encourage passivity which in turn inhibits job performance. Sad to say,
there seem to be no social science data bearing on this isle. It
cannot be concluded that secondary schools are any more rigid than they
ever were, or more authoritarian than families, or more stultifying
than many workplaces. Attributing ineffectiveness in the teaching of
autonomy to the schools probably both idealizes the degree of autonomy
characteristic of most adult work-roles and underplays the value plated
upon external conformity to authority by a substantial proportion of the .

parent population] (Kandel & Lesser, 1972; Kohn, 1977).

The most thorough of the critiques of the policy reports concludes
that:
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On the whole the reports' recommendations flow more
discernibly from qualitative judgments about the

,state of the world than from the social science
evidence addressed (Timpane et al., 1975, p. 18).

The,argument is not so much that assumptions about the transition to
adulthood misrepresent the data as it is that the data do not exist.
CiVen the persistence with whiff the same themes were chosen by
thoughtful social critics from the 1950's through the 1970's, there is
good reason to consider these themes as sources of inspiration for
research. Indeed, in respect to social development, the reports may be
better read for their research suggestions than as research-informed
policy alternatives.

Suggested Policy Initiatives
4

Timpane et al. (1975) usefully categorize the policy suggestions
4*- from the reports into four groups: dispersion of educational efforts

from the secondary school into the community and the marketplace;
individualization and diversification of instruction; curricular change;
and greater participation of students and families in secondary school
governance. These proposals stem from the concern that secondary
schools may not provide exposure to the world of work sufficient to
ensure a reasonable basis for vocational decision-making. At the
most general level, the concern is that schools do not educate for
choice-making in much of any realm in ,a pluralistic society because
they do not permit "real" choice-making and the consequences that
follow: "At the core of the modern effort to reassess adolescence,
is...the extent to which we permit entry into the institutions of
society for young people for purposes of their socialization" (Hill &
Monks, 1977, p. 2). Education for decision-making in a diverse society
would. appear to require exposure to diversity and the kind of environ-
ment that permits honest choice without disastrous consequences, but
with consequences nonetheless.

The theoretical bases for these kinds of assertions in relation
to adolescent development are clear. There is Piaget's argument that
it is the transition to adult roles that instigates the transition
into a new stage of thought, formal operations, characterized among
other things by the capacity to take a variety of perspectives into
accognt,in solving a problem and to do so systematically, treating
what is given as one of a number of possible instances and reasoning
on the basis of absent instances as well. But Piaget is not very-
specific about which aspects of the adult roles moderate the.transi-
tion--responsibility and commitment, complexity,,or diversity of
environmental demands (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958). Coser (1975)

has argued that it is diversity of 'expectations directed toward a
given role occupant that creates the capacity for autonomous thinking
and/ decision-making. From her point of view; one comes to consider
oneself to be autonomous and develops the capacity to think
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autonomously--relatively free of a given stimulus contest- -only if

EV
upon them in relation to varied expectations impinging'upon the same

aced. in the situation A having to make decisions and having to actA,

I,
situation. . ..

, ,
$

.4
There is little empirical information available about the a0elop-.

ment of mature decision-making during
adolescence, one element of,'which

must be the capacity to'take multiple perspectives on a given issue r
simultaneously. Howevel-,'"it seems that principled moral reasoning
(which presupposes' the ability to reason on the basis of multiple
poS'sihilities) does not emerge until after college entry or entry

labor force (Kohlberg, 1973). It is necessary for both basic40 research and policy research totSibdy the effects of experiencing
a diversity of ,role expectationS,and

taking responsibili0 for self,
things, and others on the development of formal thinking with the social
domain. Programs designb'd to'implement the suggested poii'cy initiative
may provide a useful arena for such research provided that they
aqually.expose young,people to work and other community, roles that are
characterized by responsibility, diversity of expectuions, and the.
like.

"
Conclusions

Given hindsight Acne absence of evidence for the assumptions
underlying recent policy initiatives, it is fairlto assert that
historical fluctuations, were mistaken fOr scula trendSOld thatiOhe
experience of minorities in one age cohort was vestry altrgeneralited
in recent policy reports (Hill & Monks, 1977). As Timpane et al.
(1975) point nut, there isa pervasive' theme in. the reportS.of the
danger disaffected youth pose to society, a sense of danger that
five to ten years later iSno longer so. apparent. On the other hand,
the absence of social science evidence for'fieny of the claims made da
does not render them matters of lesser concern. The critiques of mn""
earlier period generated by the dangers of a Silent Generatk,n Mocus
largely.on thA same issues, namely unNersal secondary educlAion and
the)subsequentsize, bureaucratiz§tion, and patterns of authority in
secondary schools. Friedenberg (1967) was perhaps the most lively
and trenchant of these critics:

- ,

The young must not be comPelledato submit to year after
year of.)education that denatIces them.. The schools must
not be compelled:rto accammodate the hordes of youngsters
unqualified by earlier experience to participate in itp
specialized educationfunctians, and permit them to
disrupt those functions for which they are unqualified
and in which they see no value. The young must not be
worn into-submissi:on dur'fng their most vulnerable and
crucial years of growth, to the ignoble view of life
that dominatas the schools.. They must not,be constrained
to relinquish the precise and significant image of

4-
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,

a.)!

themselves, that day only be develops when personal
experience is privately explored under'!conditions

.of trust' and intimacy" (pp. 2 20).

=

Every high school student c th9pfore be virtually
certain that he will expprience successive defeat at
the lands of teachers with minds of really crushing
banality. The paradigm, perhaps, is Charlie BroWn

. impOtght tefore the invincible ignorance of Lucy
(p. 181).

In, addition to the authority-autonomy Oeme,there is in Friedenberg'S
work a more sensitive recognition of the diversity of the adolescent
-population than is manifest `in the reports at hand. The 'Joint is not

only that,we have universal secondary education but that this has
required the school's to deal with,many students not well-matched,
either motivationally or cognitively, .to schools' traditional priorities

4 and ways of doing things.

The reports, deny the pluralismof o society in other ways as

well. They p -sent a single, male'versi n of adulthood and work.

And this vets is highly.romanticized: it assumes degrees of
autonomy and c ice-malting in jobs that'pro4abry do not exist for

very many in the populatiop It also assumea.that authoritarian
classrooms, are not good ,for the transition to adulthood. But if

adulthood,on the whole means work (as the reports imply) then
authoritariAn school practites may not be_a bad match to the conditioqs
of employment for the maj. rity'of American's.

1-4--*!.-1
The reports lso fail to c6nsider preparation for adult roles in

the family.f6r both males and females.^ Perhaps this is because of .

the assumption that the action in sccialization.has switched from,
parents to peers, an invalid assumption as it turns out: (Here the

evidence does exist:) . . p

o
. .

to Finally, in these reports the experiences of college:age '

activists were generalited downward to secondary school students and_
their "rebelliousness" assumed, Policy attention ties and 'continues
to be given to older adolescents, thus:ignoring the fact that,many.'',.
of the live-issues of social development for adolescents.begin earlker-._--

at the time of pubertyt,at the time of transition to secondary school,',

at the time of changesin cognitive performance and probably in abIll,ty
In view of these conclusions about tecet policy initiatives,, in thk,.

next section I will present a heuristit-iodel for adolescentdeveVR,L,.,
went that provides a more expanded; yet complementary, context f6r ,'.
generating a research agenda. .

A A Heuristicteodel of Adolescent Development :

,

4

Six issues have captured the attention of developmental 014oriats

an rese*chers in rs,latiOn to psychosocial development during

16
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adolescence. These issues -- attachment, autonomy, sexuality, intimacy,
achieirement,nd identity--;do not encompass the total domain of
adolescent behavior. Instead, the labels refer to clusters of
variabls'in which major

'changes, transformations in'T
social behavior, have been hypothesized to occur during the second
decade Of life. Singly or in combination; the six issues labelled
and defined in Table 1have been presented as critical or core
"tasks" or "problems" of adolescent development. Certain resolutions
of the tasks have been proposed to be healthy and normal.

4
The origin of most theories of,adolescent social development

lies in clinical. practice and clinal research, mainly with upper-
middle-class neurotic -males and lower-class-delinquent males. A
good case can be made that the occtirrence, the form, land the actual
resolution:of the tasks vary considerably by gender, by social class,and by culture. The six issues are included in the model not
because thgy are deMonstrated realities of adolescent social develop-
ment but because they represent the areas where the theoretically- ,
guided research action has been, is now,'and is likely t continue
to be

HypotheSized llanges ire Paychosocial Behavior During Adolescence
4,

I.

A:tachment and autonomy. Although the process is'ill-understood,
few would quarrel-with the proposition that the second decad3oClife
brings' with it some modification of the Passionate attachmen of
children to tffeir parents. 'Indeed, from one theoretical perspdctive
(A. Freud, 1958), the vicissitudes of these attachments at tb%
beginning of the puberal cycle of growth and the awkardness or the
immature ego's attempts to-..Control them constitute the impetus for
personality development"during adolescence. A certain degree of ,

storm and stress and rebelliousness are supposed normal-corollaries
of modifications attachment. Psychoanalytic theory and its softer

. derivatives continue to play a central role in practitioners' con-
ceptions of the adolescent period. In particular there is a wide-
spread belief in the corollaries. Nevertheless, no attempts have been
made to<study transformations in6attachment during adolescence (despite
the popularity of the problem for students in infancy). It does
likely that modifications in attachment vary as a function of the
strength of attachment.during infancy and childhood (Mead, 1928), and
on the other erid of adolescence,4La function of what the given adult
society views as appropriate behaVlbr between grown children and their
adult parents (Hill & Steinberg, in press). It is useful to distin-
guish this relatilk and resultant emotional autonomy from behavioral
autonomy--by which I mean something like self- initiated activity ghd
confidence in. it. We do nqt know how these two are interrelated
empirically but it seems possible from existing evidence th t,behavioral
autonomy, sponsored and supported by peers, may provide the ecurity
that makes a transformation in emotioriai attachment to parent
possible (Douvarr & Adelson, 1966).

16,f
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Table 1

Psychosocial Issuessin

Adolescent Development

Issue Hypothesized Adolescent Changes

Attachment

AutonOty

'Sexuality

In,timacy

Transforming childhood social bonds to parents
to bonds acceptable between parents and their

adult children.

Extending self-initiated activity and confi-
dence in it to wider behavioral xealms.

Transforming gender roles to incorporate sex-

ual activity with others.

Transforming acquaintanceships into friend-
ships; deepening and Broadening capacities
for self-disclosure, affective perspective-
taking, altruism.

Achievement Focusing industry and ambition Into channels
hat are more realistic than before and haiie

rmanent consequences.
"1Z2

Identity
(-

Tr nsforming).mages of self to accommodate
pr wary and4ecctdary change and coordinating,
images to attain/a self=theory that'incor-

. porates uniqueness and continuity through

time.

4

1%.

ea

13.
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Sexuality and intimacy. Although we have little information about
the course that initiation into sexual activity takes, it is evident
that for "ajority of young persons, gender roles are transformed
during adolescence to incorporate sexual activity with others. The
relation of this transformation in gender roles to the development
of the capacity for deep emotional relationships with others--often
called intimacy--has been the object of much speculation and little
study (e.g., Erikson, 1963; Sullivan, 1953). On the basis of current
evidence, based largely upon samples subject to traditional sex-role
socialization, it seems likely that girls bring a capacity for
intimacy to heterosexual relationship in late adolescence that boys do
not ( Douv'an & Adelson, 1966). It has been argued that the reciprocal
contribution brought by boys to serious courtship is greater experi-
ence, albeit private, with body-centered sexuality (Reiss, 1967). In
any case, the developmental course of sexuality and intimacy during
adolescence is not well understood.

Aci:ievement. During the second decade of life, for males anyway,
achievement ambitions seem to become more realistic (Douvan &'Adelson,
1966). That is, they better reflect not only increased knowledge of
one's own attributes but an increasingly greater understaiging of
occupational systems, and the match between the two, as well (Borow,
1966). Additionally, for both sexes, choices made come to have
increasingly constraining consequences. For example, given current
institutional practices, the girl who opts out of the math and science
sequence in high school may close doors that never again reopen
(Conger,' 1977).

Identity. Of all "grand theories" of the adolescent era, in
recent years, Eriksonts.(1968) notions about identity probably have
received the most attention from clinicians and practitioners. And
this attention persists despite the absence of good evidence that the
theory is useful as a means of understanding anyone'other than upper-
middle-class neurotic males: In relation to the model, I would 0
characterize the identity problentas two-fold. First there is the
busi9ess of transforming images of self to accommodate bodily changes
and changes in social expectations, and second, there is the problem
of coordinating these images to attain a self-theory that incorporates
uniqueness and continuity through time.

None of the six psychosocial issues that have been identified
are issues only during- adolescence. Each of them has a history and
a future in the life cycle. 'What is of interest for the understanding
of adolescence is not identity but changes in identity, not autonomy
but changes in autonomy, not intimacy but changes in intimacy, And
we lack empirical; especially longitudinal, studies of those changes.
Thus we do not know how often the theorized, idealized, or other
,fesolutions of these issues occur'during adolescence, and inlithat
nooks and crannies of the population. One is tempted tot speculate
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that they hold in some 'insitances only for boys (as in the formulations

;

of intimacy), and only so e of the time for upper=middle-class adoles-

cents (although they are he patient-subjects upon whom most of the

formulations are based),/and rarely for nonmiddle-class young people.

Not only do we lack an undetstanding of the developmental course of

the clus'tersof Variables that define each issue, we also lack a clear

understanding of the determinants of those changes. A
ig

The Primary Changes of Adolescence

Despite the attention that the changes described in Table 1 have

received, I argue that they are secondary to some more fundamental

changes whose course and effects we need to study if we are to under-

stand adolescent social development. These changes are threefold:

biological, psychological, and social.

.

Biological change. The biological changes take place with the

onset of the puberal cycle of growth, and include the growth spurt and

the advent of reproductive capacity. These changes are v,irtually uni-

versal despite normal, multi-year variations in their onset, duration,

and termination (Tanner, 1962). Theoretically, it is pubertal change

that plays the major instigatory role in the change in autonomy-
strivingaccording to the Freuds (A. Freud, 1958); it is pubertal
chanO that plays a major instigatbry role in precipitating the iden-
tjty crisis according,to Erik (190). Childhood imaged of self are

no longer adaptive in the fa th& reconstitution of phe organism.

Empirically, Steinberg (1977)(has,shown that changes in-Patietns of

parent -child relations are "ssociated with entry into the puberal
cycler The biological changes are said to be primary, then, because
they seem to occur earlier in time than changes in identity, autonomy,

and the like, and also because the form they take is more universal
than is the form of changes in, say, sexuality or achievement.

Cognitive change. Owing to our relative ignorance, I am le.ss safe

in asserting that a qualitative change in reasoning ability should be

given a similar primary status. But I will do so because I think the

possibility should be seriously entertained. Supporting evidence con-

firms the general contours of Piaget's argument that during-the second
decade of life, a major. change in reasoning occurs--a change while
makes it possible to reason bn the basis of possibilities rather than
being restricted to what is concretely given (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958).

Among other things, this means a new capability to reason on the basi,)

of ideals and principles (both forms of unobservable postibility) whIch

is denied the younger child. At present our tasks for assessing formal
aerations'-- Piaget's name for this new kind of reasoningdo not permit

us to draw very satisfying conclusions about its universality (Neimark,

1 ;` u
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1975). But even if formal"bperations turn out to be only a develop-
mental possibility for everyone during the second decade rather than a
developmental reality in all social contexts, they are a primary in-
fluence in relation torthe psychosocial issues discussed previously.
It seems that the identity formation process described by Erikson is
impossible without formal operations in the social realm (Erikson,
196&; Hill & Paimciist, 1977). The capability for mature intimacy as
desvibed by Sullivan (1953) and Erikson (1963) would likewise seem to
require formal operations. And so would th6 endpoints of stage models
for mature vocational choice (Borow, 1976), moral autonomy (Kohlberg,
1973), and value autonomy (Douvan & Adelson, 1966).

"range in social definition. The third change that I call pri-
mary is that kind of change which occurs when a.given society is in
agreement in assigning a definite status to those who are in or near
the second decade of life. What' is crucial here is that there be uni-
versal agreement in the Society about expectations for the behavior of
the persons in the age group: what 'their responsibilities are, what
their privileges are, what their rights are. Social ctitics point out
that, where adolescence is problematical in pur society, it may be
because we lack such consensus. Where it does occur, it is a po.tent
force in settling identi,e, defining autonomy, specifying sexuality,
and the like (Eisenstadt, 1956).

A
40!.'

Adolescent Social Participation

These primary changes do not exert their effects on autonomy,
attachment, intimacy, achievement, or sexual behavior in a sociocultural
vacuum. Puberty, cognitive change, and J new ejatus associated with age
affect psychosocial development through the responses of significant
-others in the 'social systems of which the adolescent is a part--that is,
through social participations in school, family, peer, and for some,
work contexts. How family members, peers. school personnel, and work
associates interpret and respond to the primary changes and exemplify
adult behavior determines, in large part, the pace and form of the

t
secondary changes- hose transformations in psycho ocial developmlent
which have been di cussed above. How sexual matu ation (primary change)affects the developmeneof selcual behavior (secondary change), for example,
depends upon .1-low significant others interpret and react to the obServablesigns that sexual maturation is taking place. [The term significant
)t)-ier was coined by Harry Stack Sullivan (1940 and refers to the nation
that in pluralistic societip different people influence different as-
pects of the conception of SW and other Objects of cognition. Socialinfluence is segmented: An individual's models and role-definers are
not necessarily reflective of some generalized'other (Mead, 1934).]
The form, content, and timing of the psychosocial changes may be ex-
pected to differ #s.1%.function of subsocietal (stratificational, ethnic,

1 71
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regional) values and norms as these influence the reactions of signifi-

cant others to the primary changes.

1p sum, intraindividual change and universal change in social defi-

nition are posited to play a major role in accounting for transforma-

tions in social development from childhood to, and through, adolescence.

But their influence is moderated by the responses of significant others

and these responses, in turn, are shaped by the embeddedness of the

adolescent and the significant others in family, school, peer, and

work contexts. What.do we know about effects of social participation

in each of these contexts? Obviously there is neither space nor place

here either to detail all of those aspects of family, school, peer, and

work contexts that impinge on adolescent social development or the varia-

tions in them. Accordingly, the discussion to follow is.highly sdlective

and many of the items in it were chosen owing to their implications for

policy discussions.

Parent-child relations in the family during adolescence
have,been studied--largely in relation to the development of autonomy
(e4.,Strodtbeck, 1958; Kandel & Lesser, 1969; Elder, 1968)--but the
time-series data needed to describe transformations in parent-child
relations during the adolescent period simply do not exist. Retrospec-

tive reports of parents suggest greater intrafamilial conflict at 12

and 13 as opposed to later in,adolegcence (Offer, 1969). Steinberg

(1977), demonstrated changes in parent-child relations as a function of

entry into the puberal cycle. Beyond these two efforts, however, we

have little data bearing upon the interrelations between the primary

changes, changes in parent-child interaction, and their consequences

for psychosocial development.

AlthoNgh the data are not longitudinal, there are some Iindings
related to autonomy in adolescence that will be highlighted here. The

first has to do -with the issue of social class and autonomy. In an
interrelated series ofiebudies Kohn (1977) has demonstrated that:

Each of the three conditions that make for ocCupa-
tional self-direction--the absence of close super-
vision; doing ccoplex work with data or with people,
and not working with things; and working at complexly
organized tasks--is significantly related td.fathers'
valuation of self-direction for their children (p. 161).

Middle-class parents have a higher valuation of self-direction and work-
ing-class parents of conformity to external authority. Middle-class

parents, given these values, are more likely to, base disciplipe upon
their interpretation of children's intent and working -class Parents are

more likely to punish on the baSis of the direct and immediate conse-

quences of children's actions. This difference is,important in relation
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to parental and student evaluations of--and perhaps even the effective-
ness of--disciplinary practices and programs designed to foster self-
direction in secondary schools. [It might be noted that "lack of dis-
cipline" is, highest on the list of problems of schools as perceived ---
by the public (Gallup, 1975).]

A second, related point about the development of autonomy can be
made. In a recent review of the literature on the relation between
parenting practices and autonomy, Hill and Steinberg (in pr'ess) con-
cluded that authoritarian parenting practices are consistently related
to low autonomy in study after study regardless of how autonomy s con-
ceptualized or measured. Thus whether investigators study subjective
feelings of autonomy (Kandel & Lesser, 1969), "chameleonism" in response
to peer, teacher, or adult pressure (Devereux, 1970), or operationalize
their variables in other,ways, authoritarian practices are negatively
correlated with autonomy. Unfortunately, the study remains to be done
that examines Kohn's arguments and variables and the kinds of behavioral
outcomes in adolescents referred to here within the same design.

A third, related point is that extreme parenting styles during
adolescence--excessive strictness or permissivenessare associated with
poor intrafamilial relations and slavish peer conformity. Storm and
stress in the fabily is more oftei a'function of extreme parenting
styles than a solely intrapsychic matter. As Lipsitz (1977) has con-
cluded: ,"It is the family . . . that in such cases often pushes the-
adolescent out; the peer group alone cannot pull him or her out" (p.
164).

Peers. As has been noted, the initiators of recent Oolicy sugges-
tions assume an increasing negative role for peers in the socialization
process. The perspective that peers play a'constructive and even in-
dispensable role in socialization has little currency. This is the
case despite the fact that poor peer relations during adolescence is,
one of the best, if not the best, predictor of concurrent and subsequent'
social and psychological pathology of all kinds (Roff, 1963; Roff,
Sells, & Golden, 1972).

Most theorists of the adolescent period have Maimed that peer
relations in.adolescence are indispenSable to normal development. No
matter how democratic parenting practices are, authority in the family
tilts toward parents. 'Until late adolescence, they have the power and
they are bigger. Therefore, moral autonomy, Piaget (193. claims,
cannot be learned in the family. The acquisition of democratic norms,
norms of equality and equity, require transactions with equals. Other-
wise rules never lose the reality with which children imbue them.
Only through day-to-day interactions with peers do rules come to be con-
strued as conventions. It follows that the modulation of sexual and
aggressive impulses is unlikely to be learned in the family:

1"I
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Effective aggressive socialization requires a certain

number of equalitarian experiences--that is, semi-

aggressive and aggressive encounters which are some-
times successful and sometimes not. only in rough
and tumble interactions with peers are such oppor-

tunities maximized (Harlow, 1969).

Similarly, Hartup (1977) asks, "What chance, after all, does the child

have in either a fist fight or a shouting match with a fully mature

adult?" (p. 174). He points out that

The experimentation necessary to the establishment of
adult sexual behavior is no more compatible with the
parent-child relationship than the experimentation
necessary to the socialization of aggression (p. 174).

In, addition, the peer group may Provide the models and the support

necessary for transforming parent-child attachments at adolescence.

Steinberg (1977) argues that increases in adoletcenE boys' interpersonal

assertiveness in family relations at puberty may result from the importa-

tion into the family of assertiveness reinforced by the peer group at

puberty. The family, then, is,called upon to respond to and shape

further change. And Douvan and Adelson_(1966) have argued, ilPgeneral,

that a certain degree of behavioral autonomy learned and reinforced in

peer groups may provide the security,that makes increasing emotional

separation from parents possible.

Those behaviors associated with the notion of intimacy are likely

to be first practiced with peers as well. The degree of sharing of -

private experience, or self-disclosure, implied in the notion of in-

timacy more probably is first learned with same-sex peers than with

parents (Douvan & Adefson, 1966; Sullivan, 1958). PAnd the peer grouP

has been held.to provide necessary support for the resolution of the

identity crisis (Erikson, 1968). It provides an audience for trial

identitiet. Its badges, symbols, and fads provide the protection of

a ready facade when who and what one 'is may not be clear at all.

Schools. Not much is known about how familial respontiveness to

the prilltary changes produces secondary changes in psychosocial develop-

ment. There is a more substantial theoretical and. empirical basis for

peer influences (even though the bulk of the information could not be

reviewed above). In relation to schools, very little is known about the

impacts of student roles on psychosocial development before during, and

after the puberal cycle. We do not have information on the impacts of
various schooling arrangements upon attitudes toward school and educa-

tion and upon performance on standardized achievement tests and labora-

tory learning tasks. What we lack is information about the impacts of

1!4
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such arrangements on changes in adolescent social behavior. There is
not a body of research on how-ralioug instructional arrangements,or
curricular contents influence the course of development of autonomy,
sexuality, identity, or other outcotes,

In considering these issues, it is useful to distinguish between"
changes due to schooling arrangements that are effected through student
roles and those that are effected through peer roles. Organized curricu-
lar and co-curricular activities generate and maintain many (if not most)
occasions for "unsponsored" social relations among young people. School-
ing arrangements thus may affect social development, intentionally or
unintentionally, through planned channels that involve the adolescent
acting as student or through unplanned channels that involve the
student acting as friend, clique member, and the like". Thus, it is
quite possiVle that planned variations in schooling affect the develop-
ment of autonomy, for example, because they involve teaching and learning
arrangements that facilitate individual initiative and responsibility or
because they generabe, promote, and maintain spontaneous associations
among peers that persist, in patterned wags, outside the teaching/
learning situation. ("Student" and "peer" effects may, of course; be
additiye or interactive.) From the point of view of an educator evaluat-
ing tracking arrangements,' for example, would appear to be important
whether or not any effects obtained are due to eduCational practice or
related peer associations, if only to discard, modify, or retain the
practice in question.

In fact the latter exampleas beyond the state of the art. As
Bossert (1978) has pointed out,, the typical strategy in dealing with
schooling effects has been to consider the school as a "black box":

Much of the research on school structures has
not specified variables that adequately represent 0,4

the settings in which learning actually occurs.
A related problem pertains to the lack of speci-
fication of processes bit which structural proper-
ties attain their effec s.. Mechanisms that link
environmental characteristics to specific out-
comes are rarely examined.

. . . These problems derive from the lack of pene-
tration into the school. The schooling environment,
whether it is the classroom curriculum track, or
entire school usually is treated'as a °black box"
. . . (p. 1).

Bossert has suggested one promising remedy for this problem, namely
to study the actual activities that take place in instructional situa-
tions. He suggests that what is important for social (and cognitive)

c

a
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development in the student role is what goes on in the classrooms.
Whether a school is "open," "alternative," or "traditional" or whether
a middle school makes a difference is ultimately a matter of what happens

in leaching and learning situations. He proposes that theqe be studied

directly.

Alternatively, to study the impact of schooling arrangements upon
social development through peer relations, it may be useful to examine

the patterns of social relations generated by particular structural
arrangements in schools. For example, tracking may exercise effects on

social development, as Rosenbaum (1975) proposes, because "track place-

ments become the new basis for formal and informal interaction; neigh-

borhood friendships dissolve and track-based friendships supplant them"

(p. 160). From this perspective, comparing effects of tracking vs.
nontracking on social development implies the study of the extra-
classroom peer associations that tracking and its alternatives generate
and, in turn, examining the effects of these associations upon social
development. In presenting research recommendations, I shall elaborate
more on both of these approaches to demystifying the black box. In the

absence of systematic inquiry about the effects of secondary schools
on changes in social behavior during adolescence, the literature to be

reviewed here will focus upon consequences for social behavior of school
size, school context, classroom climate and school organization.

Studies of school size have, for the most part, focused upon effects
on participation in extracurricular activities. Students in small schools

participate in the same number, but'in a'wider variety of, extracurricular
settings than do large school students. A larger proportion of students

in the small schools occupy leadership positions and they hold these
positions in a wider variety of activities than do students in,a large
school (Barker & Gump, 1964). These findings have been confirmed in a

number of related studies (Barad, 1969; Kleinert, 1969; Scholl, 1970;
Thomas, 1954; Wicker, 1969; and Willems, 1967). Willems identifie

"sense of obligation to participate" as a mediating social-psychological
variable between size and participation. Small school,students had

a greater sense of obligation, in generaf; however, marginal students in

the small schools had as much a sense of obligation as did regular stu-
dents while marginal students in the larger school were "outside the
system." While intriguing, this finding is difficult to evaluate in the
absence of longitudinal data since it is not clear whether integration
into the social systems follows from or precipitates marginality.

The studies on size also have been limited in scope. There is not

a body of wollAthat takes the impact of size one step further to trace
its impacts dR development. Only two studies of this sort were 'located.
Thomas (1954) found that student participation in extracurricular ac-
tivities bore the strongest relation to dropping-out of any of the ten
variables he examined. Again, in the absence of longitudinal data, it
is extraordinarily difficult to disentangle cause,from effect. Dropping-

out and lack of participation may be related through a third variable.

10
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Similarly, Grabe (1975) found that participation in extracurricular
activities positively correlated with a measure of self-concept (and
particularly in juniors and seniors in smaller schools). However,
ice again, the direction of causality here is difficult to pin down:

is positive self-concept a basis for participation or the result of

Wharf are the consequences of lack of participation? For some
students'in urban areas, the consequences may be minimal owing to the
presence of meighborhood or recreation-oriented reference groups. For
others, lack of participation--if it betokens social isolation (which
is not necessarily the case)--may be disastrous. At present, by and
large, we assume that participation is positive and lack of participa-
tiN is negative.

Effects of school composition on, educational and occupational
1Lspirations have received considerable study, perhaps more than any
other single domain of research having to do with secondary schools
and socialization. For a time, it was concluded that the majority
social class in a given school pitted average aspirations in its favor:
that is, working-class students in a predominantly middle-class sch8o1
were thought to have higher aspirations than if they were in a pre-
dominantly working class school and vice versa. However, more recent
studies suggest that when an appropriate analytical model is employed,
such effects are insignificant. Instead, individual level variables
(most importantly, encouragement of one's parents and plans of one's
peers) carry the strongest influence. There is no strong evidence
either for the significance of other context effects, including
neighborhood status, ability composition, neighborhood racial composi-
tion, or forced and voluntary busing. These conclusions come from
Spenner and Featherman's (in press) recent review of this literature:
"It is fair to conclude that a sociologically significant effect of
schools'per se on achievement aspirations has yet to,be demonstrated,
apart from any effects of individual-level characteristics."
While context effects do not impact strongly upondichievement ambitions,
this is not to say that contextual effects do not exist for other
aspects of psychosocial development during adolescence. However, the
search for such effects does not seem to have begun.

A growing body of research on classroom climate is based upon the
Classroom Environment Scale (CES) developed by Moos and Trickett (1974):

The Classroom Environment Scale (CES) assesses the
social climates of junior high and high-school class-
rooms. It focuses on the measurement and description
of teacher-student and student-student relation hips

1 and on the type ofyorganizational structure of a
classroom. . . . The basic assumption is that the
consensus of individuals when characterizing their
environment constitutes a measure of environmental

0
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climate and that this climate exerts a directional
influence on behavior (p. 1).

Students respond to a set of items which are arrayed into nine
sub-scales:cinvolvement, affiliation, teacher support, task orienta-
tion, competition, order and organization, rule clarity, teacher'

control, and innovation. Differences are reported among subject-

matter classes: e.g., ". . . Rule Clarity and Teacher Control are

most important in Business and Technical and least important in English

and Social Studies cletes" (p. 5). CES profiles have been found to

correlate with student satisfaction with classrooms (greater satisfac-

tion with greater involvement, innovation, clarity of rules); and with

mood (more anger when there, is little support and.low order and organi-
zation; Tricket & Moos, 1974); students' perceptions of how much is

learned (more with clarity, involvement, order and organization, sup-
port, and competition; Tricket & Moos, 1974); and absenteeism (more

with low involvement, teacher support, and innovation; Moos &

Jrickett,' 1974). However, on the personality and sociometric vari-
ables examined so far (Machiavellianism, self-reported sociometric
influence, and sociometric influence as perceived by classmate-0 cor-

relations with CES sub-scales are low: "These results are consistent

with other findings which indicate that individual personality and
background characteristics generally show only very low correlations,

with perceptions of the social environment (see Moos,, 1974a and 1974b,
Chapter 3)" (MooS & Trickett, 1974, p. 17).

The effects of school organization on social development are be-
ginning to receive some attention. Most of the research has focused

upon.the transition-to junior high school and upon the controversy be-
tween proponents of middle and junior highschools. The latter research

has been reviewed by Gatewood (1971) and Schoo (1970, 1973). The great

bulk of it demonstrates no difference in a variety of educational prac-
tices between mid 41e and junior high schools. In nearly two dozen

studies cited by atewood (1971), for example, no differences were
found in curriculum, in teacher classrsot behavior, in academic pro-
gress, student load, or co-curricular activities:

Al

ImpleMentation of the middle-school concept, either
by middle-schools or junior high schools, exists
more in ideal than in reality. In fact, midi&
schools have been established for reasons more ad-
ministrative thaneducational (Gatewood, 1971, p. 273).

Apparently junIBThigh schools are just as clost -to the middle-school
concept in'practice as are middle schools. And both remain in practice'

a substantial distance from the conceptual basis for their founding:

to recognize; programmaticalty major individual differences in biological

maturation and concomitant social maturation within their student'bodies.

4
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CV
Very few o4 the j.unior high school and middle school studies go

beyond the cOmparison of educationalepracticis,to measure and to com-a
,

com-
pare social gevelopmental outcomes. 'Spice+ is reasonable to argue:

..
th4t effects on social development may have nothing to do with educa-
tional practices but, instead, with tle school-relateionetworOof
peer associations,- studies of social developmental outcomes might well
show differences. .

......./*

. ,

.

Shovlin (1967)'Compared,some effects On' social, behavior of being
a sixth grader irk an elementary school with beinga sixth grader in a
middle school. fAterest in dating and the opposite sex was far greater
for girls and somewhat greater for boys in the-middle-school environment

4 o than in the elementary-school environment. Mildly opposition41 behavior
(liking scfiool less, arguing with parents about how time is spent,
let4..ing study go to be with friends; not confidingin parents) was
higher for boys than girls in both environments but was more likely
to be reported for both bffys alyi girls in the middle school, 'While
elementary sixth-grade bays and girls did not differ much in their

aboutabout "pot belonging," this couernslios greater for girls in
the middle school. Perhaps the most illieresting effect was that on
self-esteem: _ in the elementery_school, boys felt much better about

4

themselves tnan_did girls while inthe middle school the difference
\was in the opposite direction. Middle-schbol.girls felt,slightly betteit

about themselves than did girls in elementary environments while boys
in middle schools liked themselves.quite A bit less than chose in
elementary environments.

.

r.". .

This set of findings seems to follow frog the fact that more of
the sixth-grade girls th n boys are in thejAral cycle. Therefore,

-4k,.....

in the middle school'w ch contains older bays and girls, Q'y are more
subject to role expectations responsive to their maturity.. sixth-

et grade boys are less mature than the,majority Of their peers in the
,.. . middle.aschobl and.t.he most physically mature of the males in the

44 elementafcschOol. In a'society where prestige and status are correlated
with size and athletic ability, this 'counts for:a lot, and ore; sees its
'effects in a much lower self-concept for middle-school boys than for -' ,

'elementary-school boys. (It is also Of interest to note that the genr
differentiation in performance ise mathematics and science geherally
associated with early adolescence also shows up in this study in rela-
tion to sci ce. Boys and girls performed about dee same in science
-in eleMertar, school. However, jgirls' per\orMance in science in the
middle'sc 1

owas substantially lower. The middle school apparently-
.eace4erates gender-related phenomena associated with achievement as
much is-it does with, social behavior.) 1

-.-
,

.k Not al Studies have_ reported betw en middleschobl
'rand junior high school'expArienoeS.Jo students at

,,

the same grade
level. gChoo (1970), fOr. example, fob d no differences between N.
'seventh- and eighth-gradexP experiences in three different school .,

V
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contexts (5-8, 6-8, 7-9) in: perston 1 self-concept,.school self-concept,

matters concerned with dating, be ging, independence, concentration

on vocation or satisfaction with cX.irriculum, teacherA, peers, or

' school in general. Only social self-concept was affected by,organiia-

tion, with the traditional junior higlifschool having the most positive

effect. However, in this study most f the variables aid vary signi-

,
flcantly. with school size.and'since analyses of Organizational dif-
ferences did not take size into account, the data are difficult to

/
interpret.

Schoo did find differences between the entry level grade in each

of the. schools. By and large the differences favored the fifth graders.

Sclip concludes that the differences occur because fifth- to eighth-

grade schools do a better job with entry level students (presumably

because they are more oriented to elementary thaalipto secondary educational

ptkict#es). This conclusion ignores. the confounding of entry into

s4ath and seventh grades in the other two school forms and, entry into

the puberal cycle for many students. 'Their "poorer adjustment" may be

attributed to puberty as well as to school transition (or, more likely,

to both). Indeed, the work of Simmons, Blyth, and colleagues (see

.below) has suggested that kransition to a new school is especially

likely to be difficult when it is accompanied Yry the onset of puberty.

.Results,from a longitudinal program of research comparing the

impacts of moving from sixth to seventh grade in a K-8 school,versus

making the transition when the seventh grade is in a junior high (6.-3-3-

plan) are now' beginning to be reported (Blyth, Simmons, .6,,,Bush,,in.".

press),' In the sixth grade, the students in the'two contexts differed

in the following wayse

1. K-8 students dated more, were victimized more, and preferred

to be with.theitclose friends more than did, K-6 students.

2. K-6 students were more likely to be academically-oriented

and seemed to have internelized-Pgreater sense of respor ility than

the'K18 students.

And there were changes as the sixth-graders moved into the seventh

grade in,the two contexts (the information here refers tO change scbres):

---,

1. K18 students became more positive about thgmseives, felt less ,

',anonymous, and participated in more activities.
1.1 A

v .

.'

,
.

'* 2. Seventh graders goingftto junior high school felt less ,posi vett

about themselves, decreased their participation, and fell moreanonymous

i their environment. - .

,43

k,

.,

3., Junior -high seventh graders were much more likely, to experience

an act of victim zati* than were their counterparts in,K-8 sch
I\

ols.

e.

e.

18o: 4P;41
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As the authors, point out, causal attributions are difficult in
light of the larger school size of junior highs, their older age range,
and th dppartmental Classroom organization'employed:

Future analyses will attempt to further identify the
causes and consequences of these differences in
socialization experiences and their implications for 4
yodth. Several important questions need to \be answered.
Are'these effects long-lasting or simply temporary
phenomena which will disapt.ear and perhaps even
strengthen the youth's ability to cope with transi-
tions? Are there subgroups of individuals who are
particularly vulnerable to such changes and which.,
may be helped by an awareness of theproblems that
they are likely to fAce? (Blyth et al., in press).

These'studies have been described-at length because they illustrate
that school' organization at this macro-structural level does appear to
have impacts upon social development that may be to_ understand
in terms of deCTSiOns-about structure -and--and firog-raM:

important_

o0
What can be said by way of summary about research on secondary

school effects in relation to the model for social development?

--While differential biological maturation provides
. the rationale for the advent of piddle schools and,
to some extent, junior hig1414schools, there is no
research that actually.examines the experience of
various maturity groups in the student role and\ there
appear to be no'reported instances of research bn pro-
grams that attempt to individualize instruction as a

o 'function of biological or.social maturity:

--Secondary kchools have9not paildtiuch attentidh to
what is known about cognitive development during
adolescence in the design of programs that deal
with the social doain (e.g., social studies, see
Peal, 1977).

/

--Except for the scraps of information that may be
gleaned from one or*two studies, we have no syste-
matic information about the relation between
secondary schools and transformations in attach-
ments to parents and the development of autonomy.

--How the student role impacts on the development of

:1::Yart:Msp:5:11a=ug irratre:ttin:Iplri:dgerTsoodtO

40im ve sensitivity to others, an through sex al
education programs, to influence sexual develo ent,

log

1/0

p.
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-.-Although ,we,know a great deal, comparatively--; about
the sources of achievement aspirations, we do.not

understand much of anything about the school's con-
tribution'to creating them. Studies of tracking

may provide some leads Were. There are, few studies

documenting the process of achievement/ability dif-
ferentiation in early adolescence which directs women
out of math and science (although this may operate
through the peer rather than the student role).

a

--While school-related determinants 1.1 self-esteem are
studied from time to time, there has been no syste-
matic research examining the effRcts ofhe student
role on identity development. Are there ways that

things are done in schools that impact upon identity
development? If there are very few affirmed ways of
making it in a given school, if there are few real ,

options, if there are few opportunities for explore- .

tion, there should be effects on self-conceptions
and not only on self-esteem; yet these have not been

explored.

Res rch that is available on schools and socialization is fragz

mented.an not programmatic; does not lore a very wide array of

outcome variables; is not oriented change in behavior during adoles-

cence (that is, to development treats, the school as a black box; and

is sparse.. From the exists literature, it is not at all clear what

socialization is occurring when the adolewent occupies student as

,opposed to peer roles. In light of the Oijesent research a reasonable

and provocative question is whether there are important impacts of;

schools on social development that are not mediated through peer.

associational networks.

Work. While by the end of the high school yearsa majority of .

adolescents have had work experience, next to nothing is known about

the effectt of work on social development (Social Research Gr94,7 1973)-
3

Such studes as there are of this issue do not penoir causal inferences.

Thus; when there is the suggestion thet work (versus non- work), is asso-

ciated with greater self-esteem, it'simpossible to disentangle cause'

from effect in the present handful of studies.
A

Research oil the impacts of work on social development requires

the dimensionalization of the work Iperience. Whin the iMpLication

may be drawn from the Coleman report, for example, that work'Tosters

the development of autonomy, initiative, and responsibility, it seems

' unlikely that this will occur under conditions o close, niggling super-

vision. In addition to nature of the superVision provided, Gr(;(41-

° berger and Steinberg (19 suggest the examination ofother dimensions

which one might expgct to be differentially correlated with social
41.

1-

a

.,

, -

3
Sin the initial preparation of this pa'per....:0 important'exception to

....

this 4entlization has emerged in the program of research on work directed
by dieenb ger and Steinberg (see for example Steinberg, G-g'enberger, Vaux,

. ,

and Ruggiero; k961.).
...
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-developmental outcomes: the degree to Whit1'f' sociaf'interaction occurs
(on the job and the degree to which jobs require initiative, responsi-
bility, and contact with adults.

Conclusions

A heuristic model of development during adolescence has been pre-
sented as a means of highlighting major issues and institutions of the
period. The presentation of the model is intended to focus attention
on issues by and large igpoted'in rec'e'nt policy initiative with their
focus on the "transition to adulthood." In such formulations, adult-
hood has come to be defined almost solely in terms of work and adoles-
cence as a matter of job preparation. Socialization for family and
other social roles has been largely ignored. And by their emphasis on
transition, recent policy reports deemphasWthe lengthening period
of adolegcence and.the changes that take place within the period.
Accordingly, early adolescence is slighted. The model- calla atten-
tion to the adaptations families, peer groups, and schools do, might,
or should deice in early adolescence" which may, in Tact, exercise,con-
siderable influedceupon the course of later adolescence and the
"transition'to-adulthood."

' Finally, explic'ation 4of the el'has permitted some attention
to be given to the state of our basic knowledge about social develop -_,

Merit during adolescencdt Two conclusAns fallow from this brief review.
(See Hill, 197 and Hill & Monks, 1977 for lengthier treatments.)
First, research on the psychosocial issues of adolescent development
is extraordinarily limited and policy makers and practitioners do not

,

\

have anywhere near the revou
iYce

base in basic research that is avail -.
-'able in the early childhood area (especially in relation to the family
and the school). Second,.available res arch shares With recent policy
efforts the deficiency of being based l:a gely.upon studies of-pales,
and middle-class males at that.' Th se considerations are refaected in

i. the recommendations for research which follow.4 *

'earch Recommend4tions
r4 .

. Two contexts have be n provided for 'considering recomtendatpns
for a research agenda: th first, a.consid.ratiop of the policy
initiatives suggegted in three reports fOlo ing hard upon the turmoil
of the later 1960's and early 1970's, and the second, a heuristic model

.,

. 4,fx)socialdevelopment during adolescence designee to focus attention
some of theenduring problems of social development. Each of the

4'
The "heurigqc model" for the study,pfadoleicent development

presented hee has been further develeped and published in a format
suitable.forstudents-and practitioners by the Centa*for Early Adoles-

.
cen,ce Of the bniversity'of North Carolina. Sec Hill (1980).

\
.

1. .
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contexts taken separately and the interpny between them have served
to generate two kinds of research recommegdations on secondary schools,

recommendations

and social delielopment. The first of the ,two sets of
recommendations is a research agenda of Substantive issues that, in
my judgment, should have priority in this area. The second of the two
sets of recommendations deals with some of 'the attributes that might
characterize the recommended research or any other research'dealing
with secondary schools, socialization, and social development.

A Pesearch Agenda

In order to study the effects of secondary schools on soqaliza-
don and social development, we must begin to develop more sophisticated
concepts and measurements of school environments and these must be case
in developmentally-coordinate terms. For this reason first priority is
placed in these recommendations upon the problem of'describing secondary
schools as environments for developmetit.

1. Studies of schools as environments for socialodevelopmwt, ougIlt
be )iqorcul? pursved. Until variablesGdescr.iptive of schoo,1 environ-

ments are conceptualized and measured in ways that permit linkages to
developmental events, studies of secondarftschools and socialization
are likely to be sterile and u ewarding for policymakers, practitioners,
and scientists concerned with a le ent develOpment. At present, labels

,tracking, middle school, alternative school) often take the
place df carefully conceptualized set'of measurements that might better
inform us of adolescents' school. experiences.

Two leads ought to be pursued in this regard. One is a research
agenda proposed by BosSert (1978) who argues for the study of activities
in schools: .

al

An activity structures model.. . focuses attention,
on.factors wh h shape social interaction within's
setting and ort the social context in Which inter-
personal assessmentsand influence occur. 'The
structure of activities frames social reinforcement.
It influences who interacts with whom, the nature
of the interaction,' and the meaning of behavior and
communications. Activity structures affect moral
socialization by defining'the opportunitiesfor and
nature of interpersonal influence and reference,
group comparisons (p. 35)

Independence, autonomy, and'sglf-direction may have
their antecedents in, patterns 61 interaction that

'arise from certain structures of activities. Dreeban
(1969), for example,. noted that self - sufficiency is

C,
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reinforced in activities that involve individual
rather than group work. Learning to, work alone
necessitates breaking.patterns of dependency which
cancdevelop from cooperative tasks (like most of
those experienCed in the family). Any division of

:labor within an activity precludes reward structures
that.are clearly based on individual performance,
thus limiting social reinforcement for independent
work. . . Students in classrooms that relied
heavily, on group recitation and seatwork--tasks
which entail high levels of teacher control -- showed
little self-directed behavior when confronted with
new, fairly undefined activity settings. When
learning to. work alone', these students were depen-
dent on their teachers for specification of proper
work procedures.. By contrast children from
classes that 'employed numerous?individual and small

,

group projects in which they were encouraged to
choose and organize their own tasks learned to

- *begin new- activities on their own without waiting
for detailed instructions (sometimes to the dismay
of'their teachers). Participation in different
activity structures, therefore, may reinforce distinc-'
tive patterns of interpersonal relations and, hence,
engender different normative orientation (pp. 41-42).

I have quoted -at length from Bossert to illuminate the meaning
of etbdying activity in schools. Bosset suggests that we focus uRon
activity structures and.given his preliminary results, this, does. seem
to be one of the more promi$ing ways of describing school environments.
It is not educational planners' labeis that should constitute our
independent variables; it is what goes On in schools. In relation to
the more common% employed independent variables, we then should be
asking: Does tr Cking change the activities engaged in teaching and
learning situations? How? How do the characteristic activities.asso-
ciated with given kinds of tracking influence social development? How,
do middle schoolis differ from junior high schools,, f at all, in terms'
of the activitiethat are'typicallY generated? Do-these differences
in activities relate to the development of ini4ative and responsibil-
ity? Passivity? Do "hodses" or !'schools within schools" differ in
Xelatiolp to typical activities? Are the differences related to some g
social developmental outcome of interest? . , '

.

` A second lead in relation to secondary sch ol environments is to
considet thetpatterns of social relations genera by.particular
structural arrangements. In comp4ring Junior high hools withmiddle-
schobls, !forsexample, it is iMplicitly assumed that e effects pre,

4
mekdia.ted by changes in patterns of socialrelations-- this partic af
calpie redubtions in cross-age interaction--yet the pa terns of socia .

. ,

4
1
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relations are never measured. We have already cited,Rosenbaum's (1975)
observation that tracking generates a basis for peer associ*ions that
may replace neighborhood associations.' From this pdint of view a

school structure is said to attain its effects on social development'
through the patterns of social relations itlgenerates.

Various dispersion programs and other structural arrangeMents
are advocated because, they are presumed to expand or restrict the

range of adolescent social relations and because such expansion or

restriction, in turn, is anticipated to facilitate adolescent social
developMent (e.g., "stop them from growing up so fast;" "expose young
people to a greater variety of occupational-models"). That we need-

to look at empirically is not the label but the social enfironment

that is actually implemented, Does the work apprenticeship program in-

crease cross-age interaction with diverse people? Does putting the

ninth graders back into the high school decrease the upward cross-age
interaction of'the seventh and eighth grader?- Does cross-social-class
interaction increase when a School.does away with tracking?, And if any

of these patterns of social relations do occur, what are their effects

on social developteatT-

These two apprbaohes.are not incompatible. The emphasison
activities calls attention to the potential ddtermination of social
development through the student role, and the emphasis on patterns of
social relations callswattentio

42i
he determination of social develop-'

ment through the peer role. Bot c arse, may occur in relation to
the same or different development j( out omes as a function of change or

variation-in school practice. The general point is that, at-present, in
mosc.studiesof school effects, the independent variables are sufficiently
distal from the dependent variables as to render :understanding.of the

processes or mechanisms involved impossible..

2. Studies of the'effects of teaching and learning situations fn

seccndary schools upon the devetopment.ol'autonoiT ought to .receive,

.realer attention in view of the,.presistent concern of social criticsi,

policy analysts, and social sckatists With this issue and in light

theabsence,of information about it. Such research will 'require more

1

careful conceptualization oqdhat is meant by'autonomy than- yet appears

in very many places in the litterature. ,
.

Douvin and Adelson (1966) have distiriguiShedbetweeh emotional, be-
.

.

.
.

hayioral, moral, and value autonomy and their disdussion of the issues

in olved provides fruitful leads. Discussions of the sub'ect'in the

re nt policy reports foes most upon behavioral autonomy with a '

seeming emphasis upon "self-starting" ih,task indevendentl

carrying thrgugh a tas to completion withdut close onitoring, weighing
,

several altelanatives i coming toy one's own edeCision as opposed to Send-
,

ing to the desires of those in'the immediatetsocial enviropment.
*

s

. , .
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. In reviewing the empirical literature on the development of- auton-
omy during adolescence, Hill and Steinberg (in preparation) suggest
that most' extant conceptions of autonomy cluster on two dimensions:
proactive- reactive and dynamic-behavioral. That is, autonomy has been
regarded by researchers as a Matter of (negative) responsiveness to the
initiatives of others--as a reactive phenomenon--and as a matter of
actively defining and dealing with a situation--as a proactive phe-
nomenon. Like most social-behavior domains in psychology, the term
has origins in both behavioral (e.g., social learning tleory) and
:-..;;ncz,ri.? (e.g., psychoanalytic) camps. Crossing these two dimensions
highlights differences between some of the common conceptual and opera-
tional definitions of autonomy, as is revealed in the tabulation below:

Initiative
Responsibility

-Assertiveflees

/BEHAVIORAL

PROACTIVE

Agency

Internal Locus of Control
Field TEndependence

Non-Conformity
Non-Compliance
Resistance to Persuasion

REACTIVE

Defiance

Rebelliousness

DYNgMIC

In the four-fold tabulation that results from crossing the two dimensions
we have inserted some of the common names for concepts and operations
called autonomy in the literature,, It is by no means certain that measure-ments taken an theksame sample from all four cells would be highly in-
intercorrelated. Indeed.it is more likely that they would not be CHill
Steinberg, in press); autonomy is probably no usefully regarded as a

trait. The table issptesent here because sugge ted policy initiatives
and the discussions of ocial critics often ap-ar to assume such
intercorrelations and be ause corre1ates relI ng to teaching and
.learning roles may vary rote the ki s of ou mes suggested in each
cell (although, interestingly enough, have said in relation to
parenting practices--no matter how autonomy is defined, authoritarian
socialt4ation.patterns in adolescence seem to be negatively correlated
with,it).

1S,'
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4

On the side of independent (in this case, secondary school) vari-

.
ables, activity structures vi la Bossert) and disciplinary practices

would appear to be the most likely dandidates for study. What activity

structures encourage autonomy, particularly.of the proactive behavioral

kinds? Does this autonomy generalize to other situations in school?

Outside fchool? Work? What patterns of discipline in schools and
classrooms foster what kinds of autonomy? In what settings? How are

the relations between 'discipline and autonomy Moderated by social class,
typical parental practices, teacher and adminis'trator attitudes, and

the like?

'In studies of this sort, it will be important to consider effects
of different kinds of activity structures and discipline upon males

females, young people of divei-se social and ethnic. backgrounds,
and young people of diverse experiences prior to adolescence. It

.would be most useful if_progrgins of research on these issues included
thoge based upon "natural" variations and planned variations (experi-
ments) in secondary school activities.

, .

ti

3. ,Studies which test the effects on'soc:ial development of cur-
ri.?-,,,lar and instructional approaches specifically designed to deal 41,

.:Y: s.-:,-e 'way or ways with the biological heterogeneity of early

.....-ic7-escentpopulations ought to be funded.. GiVen that neither the
middle school nor the junicik high school apparently deals very

effectively with t'he heter neity of.development'in the po Nation .

iiit serves during early ad ence, and given that changes in what .c

grades are housed in a building do not appear to change progfams,'it
seems appropriate to encourage research on experimental programs.
These might be of a wide variety of sorts. Early- and late-maturing

boys and girls appear,to be at some-tisk depending upon the schoo
setting'and pr grams that might be targeted fot them. On th4othe

hand, to avoid tigmatizatio4 and to make the prbgrams'more attrac
tive, programs might be Made-generally available. Program contents

ight include Individual counselling; group counselling designed to
dial with "beginning dating"; expandilig competitive opportunities
for boys at every. age and ability level cat present, school-wide

9
representatibn is often-restricted to single, school -wide teams-of'
nint4-graders; there is no reason why a number pf teams from each
grade level and a variety of ability levels could not represent given
schools); grouping students by Maturational level for some classes
and activities; and expanding options, alternatives, and opportuni-
ties for exploration of disciplines,'vocations, avocations; and .

leisure-time activities. Research on such programs ought not only
to look fair developmental outcomes but also to monitor impacts upon,
patterns.of social relations, especiallf cross-age interaction.

.c.,
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4. Studies which examine the effects upon social development
of curricular and instructional approaches specifically designed to
deal in'some way or ways with changes in social-cognitive ability
luring adolescence ought to be funded. The plea here is not for
"training studies" designed to demonstrate or to accelerate the ac-
quisition of social- cognitive skills. Rather it is for exploring
the adaptation oeinstructional strategies and curricula--particularly
in human development, social studies, home economics, health education,
creative writing, drama, and the like--to capitalize on a:lolescents'
emergent abilities to see other people and to make inferences about
them in reference to an implicit personality theory; to make multiple
perspectives on people and social events; and to apply 'principles to
social situations in making judgments (Hill & Palmquist 1978). Re-
search on such programs ought to explore social developmental outcomes
of interest (recall that the outcomes of adolescent development as
described by our most influential theorists seem to require sophisti-
cated social cognition skills for their resolution). The activity
structures that may mediate the outcomes ought also to be identified
and studied.

d'

*V: 5. -,Conol., authority, and discipline.in secondary schools
-.;.--ecii4,7ore research, especially since these have emerged as issues
in a variety of .contexts. Discipline in schools often-ranks highest
on the list of_public concerns about schools in the Gallup polls:
Autkoritarianisiits-in schools has been a persistent concernof their
critics. Control over' youngsters, -particularly junior high school
students, is often'advocated on the baSis of a natural rebellious-
ness which needs to be. curbed- if effective education is to take place.
Working-class and middl's7class parents differ in their views as to
conformity to internal standards and conformity to.external authority.
Many upper-middle clalstparents view many suburban schools as dis-
astrous for the delielopkent oflheir young because their repression,

\inhibiv self - actualization. Many-lower-class parents view many
\urban schools as.disastrous.fdi the development of their young be-
,cause their lack of order inhibile aNevemect and, upward mobility.
Given his welter of concerns, itmouad,apkear,that' we could profit 0,
froth some research on the social psychplogy of control, aithoriti,
and discipline in the schools.

- . I

.-- The conclusions of the recent reports on violene.in' the schools,
(National Institute Of Education, 1978) are of interest in relation
to this set of issues. Violence is less likely wheie pin:6ipals
are firm in enforcing rules and the amount of.dontrol, where students
perceive.the'control to be fair, and where student's feel that they iv

, have some control over their lives. Similarly vandalism is less
.likely if ,there is firm and fair ruleenforcement and if.,teaChers ,ec
are not authoritarian and hostile. _There are_ correlates but--

0
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4'.

as in the family .(see above)-,-problematic behaiiior is 'less likely if

disciplinary practices are neither atbitrarily strict nor indul

permissive.

,These findings barely scratch the surfaca,.houever. We need to

underand the interrelations among community, school pe .onnel, and

young people''s,attitudes toward discipline in the schools, in urban

and suburban settings of varying social class composition. ow

- nothing about effects of school,discipline and rule enforcement on
.aspects of'soCjal development other than aggression:, What of the

development of moral judgments, of role-taking, of understanding
social conventions? Are there any persistent effects on development

of school disciplinary praCtices? How are these mediated by peer

associational networks? The publiaviews discipline in the schools

as a problem. ,How is the problem defined in communities of varying

characteristics? Are disciplinary practices in schools,keyed at all

'to the primary changes (e.g., do,older students get more explanations?)

and, if so, to what effect? On what aspects of social development?

,

RecoMmended Attributeb

It is mypurpose here to suggest some attribtites by which pro-
.

posed research.on the effects orsecondaryoschooling on social develop-

ment might usefully be.evaluated. While the recommendations may at
first glance secm obvious, the design features to which they refer

are more conspicuously absent than present in the existing literature

on the effects of educational variation's atiOny age level.
.

1. Research on the effects ofinterventions or variations in

school prograft.(e.g., dispersion) on socica. development ought to

rieasure the extent to bihich the interventio;wac7tually is implemented

rather than assuming that the progra4, as t)erbally described, actuaZZy

occurred. This recommendation has several sources. In evaluations

of Head Start and similar programs, for example, it has been common-
-place to compare children with and without Head StarteXperience.\
Such research is only minimally-informative given the' -wide range of

localyariations iniyhat actually- happens to children in,programs
f *

* 0 bearing the same Head Start label. Only when the in4p'endent vari7

ables that together constitute the intervention-4r some of them-

can be specified, measured and their individual and conjoint effects

on development studied, can we.begin to understand how and why the
,intervention achieves its effectiveness.1 Studies of the sort recom-

mended here--whether intended to be "basic" or "applied " - =can contrib-.

ute to the store of basic knowledge and provide data for program im-

provement that the more usual studies cannot.

19
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2. Research on the effe of interventions or variations ought
to measure the developmental outcome the program is supposed to'pro-.
duce rather than assuming thnt the outcome follows from participation 1-
in the program as 'labelled or described. Athletic programs, recrea-
tional programs, sex education efforts, and parenting education are
traditionally justified, supported, or proposed` on the basis that
they change attitudes, develop self-confidence, self-understanding"or
misunderstanding, promote self-esteem and greater social responsibil-
ity, or teach cooperation, team work, and self-discipline, Research'
demonstrating the impact of such programs on behavioral change in
'adolescence is, however, relatively rare and, when completed, rarely,
finds itsicy into the archival literature.

3. Short-term longitudinal strategies are required to understand
-

:'hat the causal linkages are in studying secondary schools,
tion, and social development. We have seen how the few existing
studies of the effects of school and work could have been muckim-
proved had they been longitudinal in nature. Studies which SYffiultan-
eously trdck the implementation of a planned'or unplanned variation
in school wgrams and social development over time give the greatest
promise Of-understanding impacts of secondary school on social devel-
opment beause the possibility of detecting what is causal is far
greater when the events in question can be ordered over time. Finally,
there is no substitute fOr longitudinal data when one wishes to speak
of influences on development and to take development, meaning changes
in behavior over time, seriously.

A

4. Research on the effects of interventions or variations ought
to be framed in terms .'of its potential costs aa well as benefits.
Research on interventikis which is done to make go-no go decisions'
(as opposed to research framed for the purpose of,better understanding
an educational process in relation to its outcomes) is especi ly

.

\ likely to focus on the putative advantages of the effort alone. 1 Cer-
tain kivOs of school organization, for examplei are favorably con-
sidered because they restrict the interaction of younger adolescents

\- with older adolescentse.s., the middle school). Research might
,therefore be proposed to determine whether or not c oss age inter-
action a-nd problematic behavior are reduced, Assuming that this is

,

What happens, it may also 4.e. the case that restrictiig interaction with
older adolescents merely postpones the learning necessary for modulat-
ing the behavior in question and perhaps even postpones it to a period
when h4 environmental demands to engage in the proscribed behavior
are sufficiently great-that learning is more difficult. kmilar-re-
search based on the notion that slightly older peer models'have only

1
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,negative effectsthcommon assumption df school personnel, in
my experience- -ought also to'consider that older peers might also
model hard work, better-control of aggressive }impulses, soOlal graces,
and the like.

5. -Research on the effects of interventions or variations
,ught to consider differential effects by gender, gpcialWass, and

background.. The recommendations of the Coleman Report appear
to have been directed at white,"middle-classmales.% It has been'

.argued that its recommendations, and those of the other regorte,'if
implemented might actually increase'inequities Timpane et al.,
1975): There is the possibility, for-example, that dispersion pro-
grams* ioggendqd for,the deprived may actually be used by the advantaged;
there'ig,the possibility that other-programs intended for gederaluse

"''are in factthecti'anisin for pushing tromblemakeis and malcostrents.
. .

out-of tW40o(51s. P1311cy-related research ought certainly td-recog-
nize and tor-be responsibe to the heteroieneity.:,Of the population 'y

'46eing served by secondary-schools. lapbably s'Ciar clagsaand gender'
sbiaes.in the classic formulations of thk period have 4a1-

ready bee; noted in the discuasionof the secondary (psychosocial)
changes of adolescence above..; And since these concepts dominate

-thinking about adolescent development, they arejikgly'.to influence
. the basic formulations, the design, and the Anilyseg of research

programs and ptojects as well. '

\
'6. Researc on the effects of interventions or variations. are

:,%ely to be ,-Io.. uveful. to the extent that they are ",.onjoint" in,
r4ztz.tre--that is. to the extent,that they consider more than one con-.
text for develo meat within the same design. For,exaMPle, studies
of'the effects f school discipline practices on the development of
autonomy might well include investigation of family disciplinary"
practices with n the same design. Doing so permitssa superior assess-
ment of the i ortance of any school effects. And, more importantly,
it permits the detection of effects that'arise precisely from the-
conjoint impa t of the twoN settings ther than from one alone. For

example, it s not unlikely that the adolescent's judgment of the
fairness and legitimacy of school discipline is strongly'fnfluenced
by what is t e common disciplinary practice in the home.

)
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RESEARCH IN THE 1980 ON SECONDARY
EDUCATION: A REVIEW AND A PROJECTION

,Christine E. Sleeter
University of Wisconsin Madison

What are secondary schools for? WIT,t do they actually do? These
are not new questions in the history of the American,schooling system,
and studies and projects.ln the past have been designed to address
them. As public education has expanded to include virtually all of,
America's young people, answers to these questions have changed and
have grown increasingly complex. Therefore, it is not surprising that
these questions are again being raised and addressed in the early'1980s._
Will this research activity produce anything that advances our under-
.standing of the secondary school, or will it simply be a rehashing of
questions.examined through the use of well worn methods? What direc-
tions should research during the rest of the eighties take?

This report reviews sixteen studies that represent the major re-
search efforts taking place in the early eighties on secondary education
in the United States. Two criteria were used in selecting studies to ,
review. First, they were large-scale studies, examining several schools';"
and second, they addressed secondary schooling in a fairly coMpreensive
manner--they did not just address one or two sp'e'cific problems or pro-.

grams. Some of the studies were near completion at the time of this
-writing, but some were just getting underway. This review was based on
examinations of research proposals, data collection instruments and
protocols, preliminary drafts of papers, technical reports, and tele-
phone interviews with study directors. ,

The first section of this paper will summarize very briefly the
purpose and methodology.of each study.1 The body of this paper will /

1
Each study is' described in some detail in a lengthier, version of

this paper. It can be obtained for $8.50 from the Center DoCument Ser-
vice, Wisconsin Center f\pr Education Research, 1025 West Yolineon SCreet,c
MadiSonpvWI 53706.
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then critique these studies, reviewing contributions they will make as
a group, suggesting omissions or weaknesses in them, and making recom-

mendations for future research on secondary education.

li Overview ,of Sixteen Current Studies

Three central purposes have guided these sixteen studies: 1) to

examine what schools actually do, and how and why they do it; 2) to

examine how policies br other planned change efforts are actually trans-
lated into action in secondary schools; and 3) .to provide an agenda

for sChool improvement or school reform. t

Four studies were designed primarily to examine what schools

actually do: "High Sdhool and Beyond" (HSB)2,.John.Goodlad's "A Study
of Schooling" (SS), Mary Metz's study of magnet schools (MM), and
Gerald Grant's study Of five high schools (GG). "High School and

Beyond" was destgped to provide information about the 9ducational and
occupational plans and activities of students as they $roceed through
secondary school and on into adult roles, students' achievement levels
and post high school careers, secondary schooling, and various factors
that might influence students' achievement and subsequent careers. HSB

is a longitudinal survey study; 36 seniors and 36 sophomores in each of

1015 high schools constitute the sample. Data so far have been collected

through a set of.questionnaires administered to each school, sample
students, sibling twins of sample students, and teachers)of sample

students. Data are being analyzed using a variety of statistical pro-
Ty cedures.b4 "A Study of Schooling" (SS) was designed to examine what

several."average" schools appear to be doing and why, and to simulate
further study of what goes on in schools. Explicitly rejecting looking,

at school effects, SS is exploring relationships among variables inter-

nal to the daily life of schools. The sample consists of 38'public
schools, in thirteen "triples" (a triple includes a senior high, a junior

high or middl school, and an elementary school in the same feeder

system). Da a were collected thrdugh questionnaires administered to
staff membe s, students and community members; time sampled coded ob-
servations of classrooms; and structuret interviews with staff members.
Data are being analyzed using descriptive statistical procedures. Mary

14etz's study of magnet schools MM) was designed to examine the unique

characters of specific school , analyzing ways'in which magnet charac-

teristics blend in specific school settings to create unique wholes,
and identifying sources of thOrchools' characters. It was also

2
The acronym in parentheses w4, be used tkiroughout this paper to

refer to each_study. Since some are popularly known by their titles,

and others by their sponsors or principle investigators, these acronyms
allow references here to be both short and consistent. An index that

includes principal investigators of each study, with their addresses

and telephone numbers, follows the conclusion of this paper.
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designed to study the effects of school environments on schools. Thrle
magnet schools in a large city were studied intensively for one semOter
each, using Participant obserVation research methods. Gerald Grant's
study (GG) was designed to examine how different school.climat4 are
created in different schools. Grant intensively studied'five secondary
schools that had-very different climates from one another, also using
participant observation research methods.

One of the sixteen^4tudies--ttle Huron Institupe's study of Exper-

)I

ien.ce,Based Career Education (HI -was designed pr arily to examine how
policies are actually translated into action in se ndary schools. HI
focused as much on the change process in schools as on EBCE itself,
since close inspection revealed that different schools were using'dif-.
ferent EBCE models, many models were still in-the process of being
developed, and schools tended to adapt EBCE to suit their own loc.il.
needs. Over a foUr year period, 35 local programs and 17 other state-
level programs were studied through, site visitations and telephone
interviews.-

Eleven of the sixteen studies areldesigned to set an agenda for
school improvement or school reform. Three are addressing school im-
provement by identifying and describing existing effective schools.
These include Joan Lipsitz's study of successful schools fOr early
adolescents (JL), a study of effective schools for disadvantaged stu-
dents (CVS), and the "Urban Education Studies" direCted by Francis S.
Chase (UES). Lipsitz used-ter study (JL) to develop a conceptual
framework that distinguishes effective from successful schools, and
then studied four middle schools that met her definition of success.
She spent a total of seven days in each school, forming impressions
about the schools' 'Successes and reasons for their success. CVS was
conducted jointly by-NTS Research Corporation and the Bay Area Research
Group for the purpose of improving urban schools for students of low- .

income families. Ten effective comprehensive alad ten effective urban
vocational high schools nationwide were sejected by nomination. Each
was visited Mor five days in order to find out what these schools were
doing that made them tore effective than other urban schools. "The
Urban Education Studies" (UES) was designed to identify, describe and
provide support for strategies that seem to contribute to the revitali-
zation of urban schools and school systems. Over a four year, period,
research teams of about twelve members made site visits to sixteen
school districts that had identified effective programs or strategies
they were using. Observation, interview and documentary data were col-
lected onhow those programs or strategies work, and what their effects
seem to be.
'a i t

fThe other eight studies are addressing school improvement, by pro-
viding an agenda for reform that goes beyOnd what schools are already
doing. These eight include the Carnegie Foundation's "A Study of the
American High School" (CF), "A Study of High Schools" chaired by
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Theodore Sizer (TS), "Project on Alternatives in Education" directed by

Mary Anne Raywid and-Herbert Walberg (PAE), "Wisconsin Program for the

Renewal and Improvement of Secondary Education" directed by Herbert
Klausmeier (WRISE), "An Education of _Value" sponsored by the National

Academy of Education (EV),
of'Paidiea Program" directed by Mortimer Adler

of the Institute for Philosophical Research (PP)-,-"Project-EQuality"

sponsored by the College Board (TCB), and "Redefining General. Education"

sponsored by the Association for Supervision and CurriculumDeveldpment

(RGE).

"A Study of the American High Sbhool" (CF), "A Study of High '

Schools" (TS), and the Project on Alternatives in Education" (PAE) will
conduct fairly extensive literature reviews and collect new data on
schools in a variety of ways,,aS well as offer reform ropdsals. CF

proposes to examine the total high school agenda, th sequence of educa-

tion in which the high school exists, and the history of hid! school re-

form efforts. It will conduct qualitative studies of fifteen high .

schools, site visitations to about 100 exemplary schools, and a national
survey regarding school goals. Its reform plan will address classroom-

level matters such as instruction and evaluatton of students,'school--
level matters such as school goals and climates, and school district-
level matters such as transitions into and out of high school. "A Study

of High Schools (TS) proposes to examine the recent history of America's
experience with the high school, particularly as it relates to conflict-
ing claims about the purposes and premises of the high school, and to
our knowledge of adolescent learning. TS has two main lines of inquiry--

, historical analysis, and field studies of fourteen -high schools--both

of-which will focus primarily on the teacher-student-Curriculum triangle,
the forging of school climates of agreement and consensus, and common
skills and concepts for all students within a pluralistic society. Its

reform plan will be targeted toward improving intellectual development
for all students, partly by making use of what we know about adolescent
learning and partly by building more consensus at the school leve,1 about
the purposes of schooling. The Project on Alternatives in Education (PAE)

was designed to identify and examine different practices and environ.- .

ments that effectively serve different students'in relation to differ-

ent educational values. This project has a number of components for
gathering data, including a national survey of alternative schools, in-
tensive surveys of 100 alternative schools, case studies of 30 alterna-
tives, and a study of 20 schools districts that are using alternatives,

as a renftal strategy. PAE's reform plan will recommend using alterna-

tives as a vehicle for reform, and malting schools more effective for-
and responsive to students whose values, goals and interests and
approaches to learning differ. 4

A fourth study in which new data are being collected is Herbert
Klausmeier's "Wisconsin Project for the Renewal and Improvement of

Secondary Education" (WRISE). WRISE proposes that student achievement
in basic skills and other S"teas can be improved by providing an educa-

tional program appropriate toeach individual. student. WRISE is con-

ducting cooperative research in five secondary schools (two middle,
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one junior high and two senior high), and deV,eloping, evalUating and
disSeminating materials to aid local school staffs in starting their
own school improvement plans., The purpose of the cooperative research
is to assess relationship's-between

featares,pt schools' improvement
.plans, which are directed toward providing education programs appro-
priate toeach individual student, and gains in student achievement and
other outcomes such as attendance.

The remaining foUr studies are not collecting new data. he, are
drawing primarily on literature review, thought and practitione input
for the designirig of their reform proposals. The purpose of "An Educa-
tion of Value" (EV) is to help educators and members of the public to
examine and reach some consensas about their expectations of schools.
This will be done by analyzing values underlying conflicting demands
place0 on schools, analyzing the social context in which education in
its broadest sense takes place, and recommending a Secondary-level
curriculum of subject matter essential for all students.in this countiry.
The t'aidiea Program.(PP) is a reform proposal for grades K-12, that

presulted from a series of task force meetings directea by'Mortimer
Adler over a two year period. I.t,is aimed at the curriculum and in-
structional process, and recommends a.rather.specific curriculum for
ail students. Project Equality (TCB) was designed to engage secondary
sEhools and colleges cooperatively in improving the quality of secondary_
education while simultaneously extending equal opportunity for a college
education. Based on three series of conferences, TCB has produced two
sets of recommendations for college-bound students;. asset of "Basic
Academic Competencies" and a "Basic Academic Curriculum." Additional
planned activities 11^further develop and implement these redommenda-
tions. Finally, "Re fining General Education" (RGE) proposes to re-
conceptualize require -general education for high school graduates who-
will be living in twenty -first century, and to redesign and pilot
local high scho progrAms. Seventeen participating schools will assess,
redesign and i element their general education programs, and teams from
these schools ill periodically meet as a network to share ideas and
receive help.

What New Insights Will be Gained?
Ar

Taken as a whole, the sixteen studies included in this review
promise new insights and new information in several areas, including
school processes, school diversity, effective. secondary schools, and
particular kinds of schools. They also promise a fresh look at'other
more familiar topics, including order and discipline, contexts of
schooling, and transitions out of high school. In addition, they will
offer Several reform proposals.

.203
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School Processes

Several studies will provide detailed portraits f specific things
inside the`secondary school. In an effort to ascer in exactly what is
being studied, data'collection instruments and pr ocols of three
studies were examined (CF, HSB, SS), reports of results offive studies
w e read (CVS, GG, HI, MM, UES), proposals were examined for two for
whic rotocols or reports of results have not bee completed (PAE, TS),
and the director of one was 'interviewed in detail (JL). Because at the
time of this writing some studies were just getting underway and others
were in the midst of being conducted, the following assessment is some-
what tentative.

Taken together, these studies will provide a quite comprehensive
picture of what various school participants in many different schools
see as the goals of the school, and how much consensus there is within
schools over goals. We will learn, for example, what teachers,
students and parents in different schools see as the mission of their
school. There wil.Lalso be many examinations of school climates: (we
will learn what kinds ofclimates various schools have, and what
factors support their climates. These examinations however may not ,
complement each other well, since different indicators of climates are
being used in different studies. These indicators include acildemi
emphasis, evidence Opschool,pride, orderliness, degree of consengrs
about purpose's, and the "feeling tone" of the school as experienced by
teachers and students. Researchers will need to define clearly what
they mean by climate when discussing results that dissimilar
-constructs in different studies will not inadvertently be compared.

4

There is quite a bit of attention to decision makiw4,-en4.the locus
(If authority in,schools. For example, several studies are examining
processes and particrialits.iri goal setting Tor the school, rule making,
curriculum' decision making, and principal selection. In most studies,

4 the principal's leadership style is being studied, including his or her
perceptions of the principal's role, actions within the school, super-
vision of instruction, visibility and influence within the schools and
how he or she is perceived by others.

Teachers are occupying the attention ormost researchers, but
there is not a great deal of overlap in how teachers are being studied.
The teacher-related variable'most commonly being examined is. teacher
perceptions and expectations of their, students, There.is also
attention in at least three studies each to the amount and kind of
cooperation among teachers and the amount of autonomy teachers have;
'teacher morale, rewards and frustrations; and teachers' perceptiOns of
their own roles, In addition, teacher-student relations are being
exampled in several studies, both by watching teachers and students
interact, and by asking' themabout their perceptions of this

it
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CUrriculum and instructipn is being examined in most studies, but
again, most curriculum-related variables are common to few studies. At

.' least four studies are giving close attention to the kind of teaching
strategies used in clattrooms, and the amount of classroom time spent
on instruction., SeverSl outer variables are receiving attention in at

'..least three, studies-each: how teachers and students communicate in the
context of instruction, how teachers evaluate and give feedback to
students,:uld how Much -and what'kind'of homewatk students are given,
ExtracurricUlar 4 ia 'Ftivities are being examined in several studies to

,find out which students participate,inwhich activities.
students are being looked at in most studies; howeyer,s'there is veA,
little overlap in the student-related variablgs. The most common

..:,student- related variables include how much TV students watchand how it
,influences them, and students' personal. goals and aspiratigns...,

Most of the studies that are looking insideschoopgre4
examining a host of other variables, many of which do nasiq4f4 wIth.
those in other studies. This is not a bad thing:t researaiW are cur-
rently.in the process of discovering,whatis most signifiqaneabout the
-internal process'es of schools, and as different reseirci4ertake..
studies in' different schools, with different goals an0144$4Win
mind,.weican expect that new variables will be suggestiked-ahi,gxpIVred
'that More researchers may want.to,iritestigatia pin th'e

These studies are not -only collecting date,on VarialqW they are
also making attempts to discover relationships amongvartablestf-',
ferent methods are being used to4do this. For those' thgt
lecting a large amount' of qualitative data (CF, GG,401,,PAE,,TS),.
relationships among variables are being postulated on thebgsi0 61.
reports of Causality in interviews, 'obserVation of.related events,'apd-
analytic induction. Statistical analyses are also being used-.: 4'
discover relationshi2s among variables in studies that collected,'
"quantifiable data (On, PAE, SS). Toyhat extent results of these,
-'analyses will be complementary is impossible to assess at the time of
this writing, since most of the studies gre.still in progress.

---

School Diversity

A more complex and diversified picture of secondary schools will
be presented than we haye had before. Past research on secondary
schooling has tended tolump schools together, discussing either the
"typical" high school, ar broad categories of Schools such as the rural
school or the urban school, that are supposedly more alike than dif-
ferent. The researchers whose studies are revlewed,here have uniformly
rejected the assumption that schools are more alike than they are dif-
ferentfor several reasons. First, Rutter's (1979) finding of distinct
differences in learning climates among schools has orientedpany re-
searchers toward-trying to find out why'some'schools have bgtter learn-.
ing climates than others. Second, different outcomes of similar
policies in different schools (such as school desegregation) have
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suggested that differences among schools are strong enough to influence'

41. a variety Of school outcomes, and that'effbect.ive policy implementation

needs to be based on an understanding of how and why schools differ.
-"' And third, different interest groups (e.g., nonwhitt'S-YwOrking class)

whose.scheOls tended to be glassed over.in much previous work on
hooling in the mainstream of American life and treated as special

cases, have persuaded researchers not to leave them out affirmative

action has been taken seriously in resent sample selection procedures.

' Researchers who conducted the studies reviewed heredeliberately
and .consistently selected schools to Study, tiat maximize diversity.
Typically, stratification factors for sample7s4lection have included
racial colfosition, enrollment, geographic location, socioeconomic .

status, and urban /suburban /rural location. Data collected in different

schools have not. been indiscriminantly aggregated. As a'result, we
should learn much about how and why schools differ, especially.as it
relates to stratification factors. By the same' token., we will also

learn wl'at different schools actually have in common. There may well

be as little diversity as depiotedLin the past, but phose differences
that exist will be highlighted and brought into 'focus.

Effective Secondary Schools

A number of descriptions of effective secondary schools..-will
result from these studies as will discussions that make explicit
different criteria for judging'school,effectiveness (CF, CVS, JL,

PAE, UES, and WRISE). What constitutes effectiveness at the secondary

level, and what an effective secondary school looks like is a
relatively new area of investigation. Probably the main value of these

studies will be their offering of different definitions.o,f
effectiveness and their directingmpur attention toward school successes
so that we might more intelligently improve secondary schooling.

Clearly,.any designation of a school as "effective" requires a
value judgment defining what makes.a school experience "good." The

same criteria for effectiveness are not being used in every'study.
Achievement in basic skills was the main criterion used in two'studies
(UES, WRISE), and an important one in others (CE, JL). CVS focuses

more on preconditions to achievement, such as success with wipich a

school holds its students and maintains order. CF, CVS and PAE so

consider students', post high school occilpational Access in their
definitions of effectiveness. JL expands on traditional definitions of
effectiveness, drawing attention to the importance of meeting a variety

of early adolescent developmental needs. HI draws upon and discusses
local definitions of effectiveness, which vary somewhat. Finally, PAE
argues that different value structures produ6e different definitions of

effectiveness, and that nod one value structure should be used to judge

all schools. Discussions such, as these about what constitutes 'school

effectiveness are valuable. There is no clear consensus about.what.
makes a school good, and consensus should not be assumed. Rather,
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different poiAs of viewtshould be articulated so that open, debate can
occur more readily.

Descriptions of effective secondary' schools represent a refreshing/
departure from much past research that has either focused ort the
"average" school, or -directed our attention toward our most unsuc,ces$-
ful schools. These descriptions will be helpful in at least three
ways: they wilI4demonstrate that "good" schools exist, even in inner'
city areas that have's repeation for being uniformly bad; they will
show clearly the variety ttlatAxcellence takes and demonstrate that
there is no one model schodi; and they will give, some idea how good
schools came about and what particular factors are most supportive of
successful programs. This doestnot mean that'past and current research
on average pr below average s:choolstis misdirected. It is not. But we
also,need to understand what "ools,considered effective actually do,
and howand why they do it.

.M
Specific Kinds of Schbols

Specific kinds of schools that have not been studied much in the
past have attracted the attention of some researchers whose studies are
%viewed here. In particular, alternative schools will be studied very
comprehensively by the Project on Alternatives in Education,and were
also included as a*special stratum in "High School and Beyond." Pri-
vate schools are being included. along with their public counterparts in
several studies (GG, HSB, TS). Id addition, some attention is being
directed toward magnet. schools (MM) and toward middle schools (JL, MM).
While there is clearly more room for study of these and other kinds of
schools, this, research promises-to broaden our knowledge about these
kinds of schools.

Order and Discipline

A major focus In several studies is order and discipline (CF, CVS,
GG, 113W, TS). This topic has been examined before; however, the state
of order in frigh schools today is a concern to many. peeiple. For
example, ,the Gallup Poll has provided an index of that concern, havine'-7
found distiptIne to be the number one school concern of the public Nr
several years (e.g., r977, 1978, 1979).

Taken together, these studies will tell us quite a bit aboUt order
in today's secondary schools. We will have researchers' assessments f
the general orderliness of about two dozen secondary schools that.
differ in terms of student population, enrollment size, urban /subur-
ban /rural location, and the kind of school (e.g., public/private). We
will know what rules and regulations exist in many secondary schools,

"and to what extent schools enforce these rules: Who handles disci-
pline, and how it is handled will be reported by a few of-the studies,
and various ways in which classroom order is maintained or lost will

9
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- also-be discussed. In addition,Iseveral_studies (e.g., GG, HSB), are
exploring relationships between order, and student achievement and

,morale; and between order and the basis-of authority in schools.

.P 1
c

f:ohtext of Schdoi-ing

Different contexts of schooling are being studied; however, con-
text is being-deqned in a variety of ways, so results and discussions
will not necessarilyAbe complementary. Several studies are examining
the community pr parent context of schools, focusing largely on their
expectations and evaluations of their local.schools, and parental fi-
nancial resources for their children's further education (e.g., GG,
HSB, MR; SS).

Possibilities for breaking clown the barrier between schools and
the community contexare.Theing discussed in three studies (HI, UES,
WRISE). The school district organizational context is receiving some,
attention in most studies, although the amount and foci's of that atten-
tion is varied. For.example, while JL and CVS included interviews with
central office administrators as one source of data about the panic-
dlar schools they studied, MM, PAE and UES are examining in depth the
school district as an organizational and political context for indivi-

. dual schools, focusing onithe reciprocal influence between individual
schools and school programshnd the district organization.

The levels, of, schooling in which the high school is situated are
being examined in some detail (CF, SS); and there is some look at the
high school in relationShip to student employment and students' future
careers (CF, HSB, WRISE). In addition, the federal context of public
schooling is being examined to find oft' ways in which federal-policies
affect local schools (GG, HI). Finally, several studies (especially
CF, EV, PAX, TS) are examiKng the social context of schooling as an
institution'incontemporary society, exploring how social values and

__changes in the social structure are influencing schools.

Taken together, these studies will provide many insights into dif-
ferent contexts of schools. However, this optimism needs to be tem-
pered-by three caveats: First, as mentioned earlier, most studies that
bxatnine the context,of.schooling tend to focus on one or two dimensions
of its context, such as the community or the school district, rather
than comprehensively analyzing many ,dimensions of the context of
schools. Second,'there is, relatively little attention here to the
structural context of unequal social relationships in society, and the
reciRrocal impact of structural inequality and schooling on each other..
And third, most studieocus ttie bulk of their attention on the indi-
vidual school with its context occupying a secondary position, and some
such-as HSB pay relatively little attention-to Its context.

2
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Transitions but of Secondary School-

Another topic that is-not new, but that is of particular interest
today concerns transitions Out of high school., Earlier studies docu-
mented a'strong relationship; between a student's family' background and
his or her occupational path after high school, suggesting that schools
have little impact on where students go in ,later life (e.g.., Coleman,
1966; Jencks, 1972); Following on the heels of this tesearch. were
studies that examined .what'goes on inside schools, whiCh began to show
ways in which schools actively channel students toward different
futures based on factors such as family background (e.g., Rist, 1970;
Rosenbaum, 1976): Four studies reviewed here will add new data and
discus0.ons about transitions to college and work (cF, HSB, CVS, PAE).
They will provide information about influences on students' plans,
barriers (especiany financial barriers) students encounter as they try
to achieve their plans, and the differential roles of different pri-
vate,,public alternative, public comprehensive, public vocational
schools in preparing students for their futures. ,Only one of these
studies will be longitudinal (HSB); and its data will rely on student
responses to questionnaire items. However, this information should
broaden our understanding of school-related and nonschbo'l-related
gaCtors that, infltience students as they leave school foi:verious des-
tiriations.

'

.112111

Reform Plans '

Eight of the sixteen studies reviewed here will offer proposals
for reforming secondary schooling: There is quite a bit of overlap in
the purposes toward which they will be targeted. All of the reform
proposals will be,eoncerned with maximizing cognitive learning for all
students. Several are coupling this with other purposes, such as pre-
paring students specifically for college (CF, TCB), preparing students
to function in the world of the fiupure (EV, RGE), or preparing students
for later work and. citizenship roles (CF, EV. PP). Some reform pro-

, posals are directed toward developing students'. human potential in n
cognitive as well as cognitive areas; others are directed almost who
toward cognitive growth. Six will aim toward building grater social
consensus about the purposes, contents and practices of schools (CF,
EV, PP,' RGE, TCB, TS), and one will recommend prov4ding a range of
options in purposes and practices to give different segments of the
public a choice over the kind of'school!ing they prefer (PAE).

What will these proposals recommend be c'anged? There will be a
diversity of recommendations: Mogt or all will address organizational
structures in schools to varying degrees (WRISE focuses heavily on this
area),, and some will also address organizational structures in school
districts (C1, EV, PAg). 'For the most part, these recommendations will
aim toward increasing organizational flexibility, improving communica-

- tion, widening arenas for decision- making and participation, and sup-
porting curricular or instructional recommendations. Five reform
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proposals will center a large portion of their recommendations, around
the curriculum (CF, EV, PP, RGE, TCB), and most others will at least
address the curriculum. These proposals will be reslionding,to a

concern that curricula have become too diversified, and that educators

e
r have last sight of a clear definition of what is most worth knowing.

1 At least five will specifica ly address instructional processes (CF,
PP, FAE, TS, WRISE)," arguing that the process of instruction'in most
secondary schools does not make use of What we know about hoW

adolescents learn. As a whole, these eight proposals will offer a
range of different ideas from which educators may draw in attempting to

reform secondary schooling, and will stimulate discussion about school'
reform. Perhaps this latter effect will be the greatest result of

these reform proposals.
i

Pylpojectins and Suggestions for the Future

While the studies reviewed here make some excellent contributions,
as a body they have .seve:ral shortcomings. First, ey strongly repre-
sent some perspectives on schooling, while they unde repr sent others.
In addition, they leave some important questions ands e student

. populations relatively unexamined. The comments that follow are not
directed toward shortcomings of any single study, since no single study

can do all things. Rather, they are directed towards holes or weak-
nesses that remain after the studies taken together have been examined.
These are areas that should receive attention ofisthose planning and
sponsoring research on secondary education during the remainder of the
eighties.

aualizg of Education and Human Diversity

_-//
Quality of education and student ersity are two themes that are

addressed'in most of the studies w here. All'of the reform pro-
posals are trying to upgrade the quality of schooling for all. Most

also specifically acknowledge the fact that students differ from one
another in a number of ways and that. students who are members of some
social groups historically have not received a quality education. But,

'these studies make different assumptions about diversity and about
quality education, assumptions that need to be critically evaluated.

Most of the proposed curricula are consensus-oriented. They are

founded on a concern that too many student's are learning too little in
school, and trace this problem to the proliferation of'programs and
courses in schools over the last two decades. In attempting to upgrade

thQ quality of education and to restore order to schooling, their
authors advocate forging consensus about what schools should teach with
an eye tb identifying and institutionalizing worthwhile areas of know-
ledge. The studies review here 'that advocate consensus over the

c lum deal with h diversity in one of two ways.
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The first way, represented by PP, is to assume that all people are
much more alike than different, and to suggest that, since we all live
in the same society, a1,1 should be taught the same knowledge and
skills. Extreme skill deficiencies may need special remediation, and
differences in learning rates should be accommodated, but all students
should be required,to'learn the same curriculum, that curriculum being
carefully designed to represent the highest quality of thought and to
promote the development of the most valued human traits, skills and
talents.

A modified version of this position prOceeds on the same assump-
tions, but argues that there should be a greater amount of. variation in
what is taught. On what basis should that variation be made? In the'
past, secondary school curricula were varied largely on the basis of
students' probable futures; college-bound students got one kind of
education and other students got something different. Several studies
today such as EV are questioning the ethics and the practical need of
doing this. Differences in l'ocal background, interest and learning
style are being suggested as more appropriate bases on which to vary
the secondary school curriculum (e.g., EV, RGE, TS). This line of
thinking argues that all students should be taught a similar curriculum
that has been carefully designed to include what is most worth knowing,4 but that this curriculum should be adapted to local communities and
individual students.

1

1'
These dre few voices represented in the studies reviewed here that

do not tat Ce a consensus- oriented position. But there are some re-
searchers who vigorously reject this orientation, and their voices need
to be attended to. Thete researchers argue that there is no value-.free
or interest-free consensus. In complex societies, in fact, "consensus"
rarely exists. What passes for consensus usually represents the impo-
sition of one- group's perspectives on others. Canflict is more normal
than consensus, and schools should respect the integrity of different

.viewpoints, values and experiences rather than imposing consensus. The
,Jroblem of quality in schooling has less to do with a proliferation of
courses and programs than with the quality of teachers, and the nar-
rowness of criteria we use to judge quality. Those subscribing to a
conflict orientation differ over the extent to which they see conflict-
ing values and perspectives as rooted in indiyiduals and small groups,
or as rooted in larger social groups.

One yiewpoint, represinted-here by PAE, argues that individuals
and small groups (e.g., the family, theiitighborhaod) have a right to
define, on the basis of their own values, what to learn and how to
learn it. Public school systems should offer the public a choice among
a range of alternatives. These alternatives should be of the highest
quality, but should not all represent the same version of what counts
as Tiality. Citizens should have a choice over what constitutes a
quality education, and rotely what should-be included in that educa-
tion. Having choice among alternative courses, programs and schools
allows the individual and his or her family to assume control ovtr
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their own education,, based on their own sense of what is important and
..
what is not. The absence of choice thwarts the development of one's

= personhood and.one's own sense of life meaning. In giving '-the public

`free choice over different kinds of quality education, both diversity
and quality are respected.
, .

. .

', A'second viewpoint argues that quality education and human
diversity cannot be considered_apart from the structural inequality
that characterizes this Society. By structural inequality, it is meant

that' access to the nation's resources (power, prestige and wealth) is
unequally distributed on the basis of social group membership, in-
cluding race, sex, social class, language, religion, and handicap.
Difference§ among people in this society result from a variety of
factors, including the positions of groups in the social structure,
cultural-inheritance, and individual experiences and personal back-

ground. This.orientation has implications for schooling. First, it

suggests that there are two kinds of)nOwledge: knowledge thathas
capital because it provides access to'scrcial.institutions such as
college, and knowledge that has intrinsi:' e. All students need to

learn the knowledge that has capital, suW reading; but' tradi:
citru

tradi-

tionally it has overrepresented the experiences of white middle class
males. In order to make capital knowledge more accessible to all as
well as more reflective of a diverse society, it, needs to be redefined
to include the experiences of more groups. In addition, all people

view some knowledge which may not necessarily have capital value. as
intrinsically worthwhile, on the basis of individual interest of
cultural background, and curricula should include it. Second, students

need to learn to restructure our institutions to make our society more
equitable. Thus, social .problems and social activism skills need to be

taught, especially to those who are members of oppressed groups.
Third, all Americans need to learn to ,espect.and live with diversity;

therefore, all curricula should embody pluralism.
,

t
.,,

This author believes that this latter orientation is the most just
because it explicitly addresses quality and equality in the context of
those human characteristics we as a nation have had the most difficulty
dealing with equitably. Also, by preparing students to bring about

social change related to social inequality, this orientation adds a
dimension that is missing in most reform Rroposals. Most essentialist

proposals argue that the better educated citizens are (i.e., the better
they have been taught the recommended curriculum), the better able they
are to improve society._ This assumption may be valid, depending on
what "improve" means. For examOievolf "improve" means that technology
will continue to be developed and citizens will learn to use it more
efficiently, this ass,umption may be very correct. But, if "improve"

mean's reducing racism, sexism and poverty, it may not be correct at

all. Are we to believe that those who possess the greatest share of
the nation's wealth, power and status will share their privileges with
those who do' not just because everyone is "better educated?" Or,

doesn't history suggest that. the privileged will only become more
sophisticated in their attempts to maintain their privileges, and the
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qualifications for jobs will escalate while the sodidi..,aistribution of
jobs will change little? .

In short, let us not rally behind what seem toe prevailing view-
points without giving serious consideration to others thus far under-
represented in the reform proposals of the 1980's ..Rather, before
getting caught up in defining what' knowledge and skills should comprise
a curriculum for all students, we need toilisteito those who are
critical of social consensus and of the social structure that, exists.
Researchers and educators who hold alternative philosophical orienta-
tions toward education, such as those described here, should funded
and supported in their efforts to articulate alternative aimi of
schooling at the secondary level.

Group Membership cif Study DireCtoi4s,

A second way in which the Viewpoints represented in these studies
have been limited concerns the group membership of those directing the
studies. The great majority of the studies were directed by whites.
Of the sixteen, two were directed by blacks and one was co-directed by
a black. None was .directed by a Hispanic, Asian or Native finerican.
Although some studies included nonwhites in secondary roles (e.g.., on
advisory panels or as staff members) it appears most that whites still
have the major responsibility for conceptualizing the problems to be
studied and for drawing conclusions and interpretations. When we
consider the fact that most of the Studies are examining student popu-
lations of all colors, and addressing,their discussions toward all of
American's students, this underrepresentation of nonwhites betomes even
more of a concern. Historically, interpretations.of nonwhites in

-,studies of schools that were directed by whites haVe often been
raCiAlly biased. For example, it is unlikely that many nonwhites would
have advanced theories revolving around genetic deficiency or cultural
deprivation, based on stoliiies of themselves. It is unclear at this
point how racial bias will be'manifest in current studies of secondary .

education; but it may wel, be evident, for example, in failures to
recommend that curricula draw from tIg experiences of all racial groups
rather 'than mainly the Anglo-American experience, or in the relegation
of-attention to nonwhites to "ethnic studies" or "cross-cultural under-
standing' topics, which tend to'encourage educators to leave the rest
of the curriculum as is in terms of its Anglo bias.

'women were,not as underrepresented as nonwhites: about one third
of the positions of leadership in the studies reviewed were occupied by
women. This active role for women needs continued support.

,An additional group membership difference that is often not ques-
tioned today concerns the direction of studies by researchers who
represent universities, professional organiZations or research institu-
tions. While practitioners (teac'ers, school administrators, central
office administrators} were incluted in advisory positions in some
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studies reviewed here, members of these groups did not'direct any of
the studies. A century ago, this fact would have aIkcredited results
and conclusions of studies in the eyes of many practitioners (see Krug,
1964); we cannot be certain that much of the same sort of credibility
problem does not exist today. We may speculate that the curricula that
result from projects such as ASCD and PAE, developed and tried out by
practitioners, will be viewed With more interest by those in the public
schools than proposals which may be of excellent quality but had their
birth in universities or research institutions While we may be accus-
tomed to thinking that only professional researchers have the training
to direct' research, it is difficult for this writer to believe that
there are no superintendents or curriculum coordinators, for example,,
practicing in schools and school districts, who are unable to conceptu-
alize and direct studies and reform proposals.

.

Development as an Aim of Secondary Education

Several studies address development as an al of education (CF,
GG, JL, PP, TS). These studies take a somewhat clectic approach to
defining "development," drawing from several quit different defini-
tions. To some, development essentially means gr,wing through a

pattern of changes observed in the typical life cycle. To others, it
means learning to perform certain skills, or growing to become a
certain kind of person who will fit into alspecific kind of society.
To still others, it means growing through sequential stages that do not
necessarily correspond with. chronological age, tdward a biologically or
psychologically (rather than socially) determined end. Finally, some
educaEore use' "development" as an alternative.metaphor for_growth or
learning, and do not define it at all beyond that. If development is
an aim of education in studies reviewed here, what does that, mean?

CF and TS are conducting literature reviews od various conceptions
of adolescent development for the purpose of suggesting practical ways
in which research findings can be'and are being incorporated into
secondary schooling. JL has elsewhere published a literature review on
early akitilescent development (Lipsitz,1977). She describes early
adolescent development as a natural stage in the life cycle that is'

w 4
shaped by both biological and cultural determinants; during this stage
the individual must confront.several tasks; including the establishment
of a separate identity that has its own continuity, integration of self
With one's own generation, and formation of a set of personal values.
Cognitive and'biological changes transform the individual during this

..stage, but growth spuits vary widely among-individuals. Her-study (JL)
discusses ways in which four middle schools facilitate development so
defined. It appears that GG is not forwarding any particular.defini-
ition of development, but implicitly assumes that moral or character
development occurs when one is instilled with a set of moral standards
at an early age, and is later given the freedom to choose thOse or some
other set of standards. FinallY, PP views development as growth and.
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learning, and sees some skills and knowledge as fundamental to lifelong
development.

There is also disagreement about what aspects of a person schools
should be concerned,with developing. Two studies (CC, TS) maintain
that schools should develop the intellect and the personal character,
with TS focusing more on intellectual development and CC on character
development. PP advaates developing a range of human potentials, and
:focuses mainly on cognitive development. JL advo9ates school foster-
ing the development of the whole person, including social; cognitive,..
and emotional dimensions, and at this point CF has not taken a definite
position what should be developed in schdol.

Thus, while there is some interest in develdpment as an aim of
education, there is no clear agreement about what "development" means,
or about what human dimensions schools should develop. In thinking
through what "development" means, we need to be very clear about the
extent to which we see development as socially determined, and the
extenetto which we see it as biologically and psychologically deter-
mined. Seeing development as socially determined assumes that society
defines certain skills, attitudes and knowledge people need, and that
one "develops" as one learns those skills, attitudes and knowledge.'
For example, if a society values a.51ertain set of personal traits more
than other traits, a child who had.4suired those traits might be seen
as better, developed than a child who4tad not. On the other hand, if
development isbdefined as biologically and psychologically determined,
the sequence and end of development would be much the same for all
people,gregardless-of their society. This is perhaps a more difficult
defini ;ion to examine empirically, since the yardstick we use to define
=a developed person is still a product of human social thought rather
than natural decree. For example, when we define advanced intellectual
development, our definitions are partially shaped by our own values; .
.labels do not spring fOrth from the heads of intellectually developed
persons, proclaiming these persons to have reached the highest stage of
intellectual development. Thus, what is meant by development need's to
be' clearly articulated, including the extent to which development (or
our definitions of it) is socially determined, and the extent to whiCh
it is biologically or psychologically determined.

I

Off- us Sites for Formal Education

Many''qf the studies included in this review tend to take for
-granted, thatthe school building is the main place where adolescents
should receive their formal education. While there is some attention
to off-campus sites for schooling (e.g., EV, HI, PAE, UES, WRISE) by
and 16ge reform plans ten to focus more on reforming what goes on
inside the school building, than on conceptualizing,formal education as
it could occur in a variety of sites.

2 1 5
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Recent research suggests that experience in "real world" settings"
dealing with real problems, combined with reflectioniin a school-type
setting is most conducive to growth (e.g., Hedin, 1979). Why the "real
world"? Several features distringuish it from classrooms. First, real

problems tend to be taken more seriously by students than hypothetical
problems commonly used in classrooms. Sec9nd, resources outside the,_
school are more varied and often-more realistic than those that can be
brought into classrooms. For example, a wilderness area includes tany
more plants, animals and insects in their natural habitats that demon-
strate a natural ecological system, than an .artificial system that can
be brought into a classroom. In addition, outside the classroom
students can learn to interact with a variety°Of people, while in it
tfiey interact largely with their own age-mates. Third, In "real world"
settings, studedts can assume responsibilities 'and roles that may be
difficult to engineer in a classroom; but that can provide a richer
learning opportunity. Eloir example, working as a helper in a nursing
home can stimulate thought, compassion, and independent action that
classroom assignments only minimally stimulate. Furthermore, in this
role a student could learn to systematically examine and analyze human
behavior or the human aging process, rather than reading about it
witho experiencing how conclusions in books were reached. Fourth,

peopl in the community can benefit from student action outside the
scho-1. For example, elderly residents of the nursing home would
likely benefit as much as the students by Shaving young people around to

C share their` thoughts and feelings with.

Perhaps this tendenc4 to focus on formal education in the school .
reflects/ah acceptance of the "reality" that education programs based
outside the school are often notconsidered real options at the local
level, and when tried, as HI showed, run ,into some very real problems.
Given the current era of financial retrenchment, it may seem more
practical to concentrate on using ag well as we canwhat we already
have, rather than. dreaming up new contexts for education. But, future

research should not assume that the school is the only possible context
simply because it already exists. We need to explore and implement
alternative sites for,formaleducatdon, and examine ways in which they
can enrich the process of schooling. Out-of-school sites, when they
were tried and discarded, may have failed because we were used to

making them work, not because they are inherently impractical.

A related area for thinking concerns the fact that the large
numbers of high school students (slightly more than 50%) have part-time

. jobs (Lewin-Epstein, 1981). What are these students learning on the
lobs, and how dOesthis relate to school learning? Can schools build
on students' employment experiences, or do the two tend to conflict in
purposes and processes? HSB has established the extent d ure of

youth employment,and it will be discussed to some extent by C , TS;
an(IJRISE. But otherwise, work-related contexts for learning Seem tb
be overlooked.
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Neglected Student Populations and Questions Involving Students

Students are the main clients in schooling. Yet, students are.often not the focus of research on schooling. 'While the studiesreviewed here have not overlooked students, they show a tendency to
overlook two groups of students--early adolescents and special educa-tion students. In addition, they, tend to focus on different sets of
student-related variableS, leaving some important queqtions about
students inadequately examined.

In11977, Joan Lipsitz wrote.a book ent tied Growing up Forgotten,which discussed researchers' neglect of earl dolescents. iResearchershave tended to focus on the elementary or the high school years,
neglecting the junior high or middle school years of schooling. Thismay result from confusion over whether early adolescents are elementary'or secondary schOol students. Not having a clear home in either level,they have floated in between, forgotten.--Looking over the studiesreviewed here, it seems that this age group still tends to be for-
gotten. Attention given to early adolescents in three studies only:JL, MM, and SS. All others have directed their attention' toward the,high school. Assuming that the research reviewed here is representa-tive of that being done in the nation at large during the early 1980's,we can conclude that we will know and be thinking much more about whatgoes on or should go on in-high schools than in middle or junior highschools. Two recommendations for the future should strengthen atten-tion to this age group. First, researchers whOse interest centersaround the high school should channel some energy toward understanding
and thinking about where high school students come from. Second, thosewhose primary interest lies with this age level should join together asan advocate group for securing support. for and building interest inattention directed specifically toward early adolescents.

Another group that appears to have been forgotten are studentswith special needs. While student populations were consistently
stratified and discussed in terms of race, sex, social class,
urban/suburban/rural lOcation, and in some cases ability, neither in
descriptions of subjects for study, nor in discussions of the general
content of forthcoming reform proposals in thirteen of these sixteenstudies were special education students specifically mentioned. (Theywere mentioned in two studies, one in a positiv,F sense and one in anegative sense. UES looked at and discussed effective mainstreamingprograms in secondary schools; and PP specified that its reform pro-posal was for all but the "feeble minded.") It is too easy, unfor-
tunately, for "regular" educators to forget,that secondary schools arepopulated in part by students who have extra difficulties with readipg,who have severe emotional problems, who lack the ability for muchacademic learning or who have exceptionally high abilities, and stu-dents with other physical, sensory and mental difficulties. Too often,it is assumed that special educators will "take care" of these stu-dents, so they usually get left out f mainstream discussions ofschooling: Reform proposals in the fluture should explicitly take into
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account the varied talents, capabilities, strength4, weaknesSes and
learning styles of all students including' those who are most extreme.

In addition to neglecting early adolescents and special qucation
students, these studies'are.uncoordinated in the student-reliNd vari-
ables they examined. Earlier,it was pointed out that TV watching and
student goals constitute the two student-related variables most com-7.'
monly examined in these studies. A number of additional variables are
being examined in two to three studies each: students' feelings about
being in school, what students do in their leisure time, students'
14elts on race, their general character, their self-concept, and their
perceptions of specific' peer,characteristics. There are several

3s. additional variables that related directly to improving the secondary
school and that could'bear more intense and coordinated Study.

First, how do students go about setting their own goals and how do
they learn how to prepare themselves to attain their goals? There is a
tendency to take students' articulated goals and aspirations at face
value, rather than wondering how and why they arrived at those goals
and what.alternatives they considered and rejected. There is also a
tendency to assume students will kn6w what they should be doing to
reach their goals (e.g., how to prepare for college) when it may be .

that they are most knowledgeable about how to achieve only certain
kinds of, futures, such as the occupational and educational status of
their parents. Qualitative longitudinal studies of students, their
goals and their goal-related activities could be particularly insight-
ful%

7.

A second area concerns student core values. There is a tendency
to despair over the superficial, hedonislic or selfish values the young
today are believed to develop,_ rather than looking for the'positiVe in
their beliefs and values. What do students toddy believe and value
tha't'schools can build upon? Student cultures may house values that
adults would want ta see cultivated if those values were recognized and
attended to. For example, students, in a desegregated school were found
to have very Positive attitudes about racial differences and.racial
Mixing; but their teachers were so busy concentrating on their low
'average scores,,in basic skills, that they failed to see these students

,Ae_ as potential fdture leaders in reforming this society's race relations
jGrant, Sleeter and Boyle, 1982).

The Curriculum:

Part of what
they teach. We a
mented, and that t
tives. How do we
would appear that s
what schools actual
to which content is

t Actually Gets Taught

secondary schools today'are,criticized for is what
e told, for example, that curricula have been frag-
ugh courses have been replaced with soft alterna-
now this and what does-it-mean? At-first glance, it
veral of the studies included here will inform us
y teach, so that we will be able to see the extent
fragmented, tough, or soft. For example, SS states
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attention in several of the ttudies, as noted ear . Takenetogether,
these studies will offer a fairly comprehensive picture econdary
school principals- -what -they do and how they see their work--a of how
secondary school teachers actually teach, and how they see their' stu
dents and their work. We will have a less comprehensive picture of
several. other important staff-related variables. ,

0 4 I

First,-although principals are'being studied in detail, adminis-
trative teams in schools (administrative,assistants, vice principals)
do not appear to be. This may give us a distorted picture of the power
and influence ofethe principals, particularly in large schools that are
led-by administrative teams. Second, a number of teacher2related
variables that are being 'examined in only one or two studies each may
be worth further study. Spetifically, the personal backgrounds ana,
pmfessional development of secondary teachers are being examined in
two studies (CF, SS), and the political beliefs of, teachers and admin-
istrators in one (SS). Future research could examine questions such

Whatkinds of people in the last few years have been entering
teaching and administration at the junior and seni*.high levels? Wha't
backgrounds do they represent andwhat biases are they'bringing into
the classroom? Given the entry of women and nonwhites into a greater
variety of occupations, and the publiazed militancy of the teaching
profession, studies'a few years ago may no longer adequately answer
0ese questions for today. The staff cultUre In schools is being
examined in at least one study (MM), illuminating how teachers interact
on a daily basis in such a way `that particular norms and practiceS)are
supported. Are staff cultures similar in most secondaryischools? Do
thgt staff cultures in publicischools differ from those in private
schools? How doestaff cultures facilitate or impede reform efforts?.
Such questions would be productive topics for further research on
secondary schooling.

- Qualitative and4uantitative *Research Methodologies

Only two of the studieerev.iewed here (HSB, SS) afe using quanti-
tative research almost exclusively._ The nest are using either a

,.,mixture of qualitative and quantitative research, or almost exclusively
qualitative research. Why are most using qualitative research, and how

7- 7- appfgpriately are,they using it?

-

One wouldfuse quantitative research because it makes possible
precise anal 'rses of data on specific va ables and relationships am'ng
variables, analyses involving large s e sizes, and it can permit
generalization from a sample to a larger population. In order to 40.
accomplish these purposes, the independent and dependent variables

lb-believed most relevant for study, are specified before condudting, the
study so thtt quantifiable data can be collected in a uniform Wthion
across research sites. But, sine findings of quantitative research 'on
schooling have often been inconclusive, its usefulvas has been ques-
tioned on several grounds. Firq, many believe thaf we do not know)
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well enough which variables are most important-and how to operationaaly
j

define all of them before entering the research site. Second, we can-

not be sure that all respondents take seriously impersonal question-.
naires and tests. Third, by aggregating data, quantitative studies
often average out important within-group differences that maybe very
important to the study. And fourth, questionnaires and tests do not

capture subtle nuances of meaning and mood.
$

Qualitative research methods an offer an appealing alternative tam

all four of these difficulties, which may account for its current popu-

larity. But notall approaches to qualitative research are useful for
the same purpose. For example, a long-term intense study in which a
variety cATechods are used is well suited to identifying a complexity
of variables, possible relationships Among variables, diverse meanings
and sentiments of respondents, and subtle patterns that may be very
important to understanding unique situations. On the other hand,
short-term (i.e., a few days to a few weeks) studies tend to be best
suited for generating research questions, collecting interview and
observation data about specific variables, and forming subjective
impressions about schools.

.
.

Since qualitative research has been used much less in the past
than quantitative research, the preponderance of qualitative studies
here probably reflects a genuine interest in addressing purposes suited
to qualitative methods more than it reflects a rejection of the value
of quantitative research methods. But, there appears to have been a
strong tendency to opt for short-term field studies in lieu of intense,

L...----)

ong-term studi,.54T)cipis leads one to wonder to what extent short-term
ather than long-term approaches end up being used because they are

less expensive than long-term, intense studies. Shorter studies are

indeed cheaper, but not necessarily more cost-effective. For example,

the information produced by TS and CF can enrich and illustrate themes
and questions the studies laid out in advance, and can suggest ques-
tions for future research; bust these field studies are not intense
enough to permit unexpected hypotheses or variables to be identified
and explored in depth.

What about quantitative research? Is there a place for it in

research on secondary education? This writer believes that there is.
But quantitative researchers need to be aware th4t they have a moral
obligation which is sometimes transgressed. Since the American 'public
tends to reverse "hard science," research findings based on it tend to
be believed and taken at face value. This means the researcher needs
to be very carefurnot to suggest findings'based on vestionable logic,
questionable application of statistical procedures, or on variables of
questionable validity. For example, the hypothetical statistical

experiment performed in Public and Private Schoolg (HSB) that "found"
that financial assistance to private schools would benefit lower class
and minority students more than it would benefit middle white class
students has been criticized as being based on faulty logic (e.g.,
McPartland, 1981). Yet, because it was based on data from a large

p
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study performed by qualified scientists, it could well influence real,
policy decisions. -

In short, we have at our disposal a variety of research methods, 9
each best suited to certain kinds of purposes, and each with its limi-
tations. Some_methods are more expensive than others; some seem to be
enjoying more popularity today-than others. When designing or deciding ,

whether to fund, a study, neither expense nor popularity should,be of
primary concern. What should be of concern is the worth of the gun,'
pose, the appropriateness of the method to the purpose, the responsi-
bility with which the method will be used, and the likely uses to which
the results might be put.

Conclusion

During the first part of the eighties, money for educational
research has been spent in such a way that we will learn more about
syeal specific kinds of things. We will learn about different role
grAjist.perceptions of school goals, climates in different secondary
schools, order and discipline, decision-making and authority in
schools, secondary Wool principals, teacher perceptions of their work
and of students, teaching strategies and use of classroom time, student
TV watching, student, goals, student participatidn in extracurricular,
activities, and transitions out of secondary school. Ways in which
secondary schools differ will be highlighted and public andiprivate
schools. will be compared. We will learn about programs in a number of
secondary schools that are considered to be effective (especially urban
schools), and about criteria these schools use to define the effec-
tiveness. We will also begin to learn more about different contexts of
schooling. In addition, we will have several proposals for school
reform to consider.

Where should attention and funding go during the remOnder of the
decade? An equitable part of it should go to studies directed by non-
whites and practitioners, and should continue to go to studies directed
by women. In addition, some of it should go to research directors whd
hold philosophical orientations toward human diversity and schooling
that diverge from the points of view represented in the majority of the
reform proposals that. will be produced by studies reviewed her. Ignor-
ing or failing to undexstand the relationship between schooling and the
social structure can lead to attempts to reform schools based on lenity
assumptions about how schools operate, or tacit acceptance of social
relationships many Americans are attempting to change.

\There should be stu4ies.of early adolescents, studies that spec-
ifically include special education students as part of the general.
population of secondary students, and more in-depth attention to the
goals and values of secondary school students. The content of the
secondary schoollcurriculum should be investigated--not just what
courses'are tight, but what actually gets taught in those courses.
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"as a rationale for their study that "improving schools requires knowing
what is'happening in an0 around therP (Goodlad, Sirotnik and Overman,
1979); and CF's proposal states that "we will focus /on education, on
teachers, students, the classroom, and curriculum" (p. 14). However,
closer inspection. reveals that the studies reviewed here will tell us.
little about whattschools actually'teach.

One method being used towsess the content of the curriculum is
the examination of course 'titles (e.g., CF, HSB, SS). But"what does a
course title actually. tell? For example, what is included in the con-
tent of "Sophomore English"? We can take guesses, but without having
observed the sophimore English clagses, we really do not know.

.

In several studies, observations are being made ion classrooms.
But, unless available proposals and protocols for these studies are
misleading, their attention will center around processes more than
content of learning.=-For example, SS is carefully documenting teaching
strategies, grouping patterns and interaction patterns in classrooms--
but:the content of teaching and interaction is not documented at all.
CF is focusing on teaching strategies; teacher-student relationships
and evaluation processes in classrooms--but the main attention given to
what is taught is through examining course titles and materials; rather
than through documenting "curriculum-in-use" in classrooms. Alas, we

f
till may not know.what gets taught in Sophomore English. .Does it-make.

sense, then, to proclaj.m curricula as incoherent, or to maintain t at
"gut" courses have been replaced by "fluffy" ones, if we do not k ow
what is actually being-taught in any of those courses?

After we know what gets taught, then we can debate its merit, And

debate it we should,'but our debates need to make explicit what makes
some knowledge more worthwhile than other knowledge: For example, if,

geometry is deemed, more worthwhile than driver's education, what makes
it sp? Is,phystcs mere important than physical education, or can good
arguments be advanced for valuing knowledge of physical education more
highly thanphysiCs?reIn short, we need to know what schools actually
teach (and the studies reviewed here may do little to advance our
knowledge of this), and we need to define explicitly and debate openly
what makes some knowledge more worthwhile than other knowledge.

-A slightly different aspect of the curriculum that will sti14,need
more attention is extracurricular activities. Several studies will be
reporting which Students participate in whichAactivities (e.g., CF,
HSB), but it appears that we will know little about what goes on in
these varfous ctivities. If extracurricular activities are going to
enter into our debates on schooling, we need to know more about what
students do and learn in them. MO

Staffs in SecOndary Schools

Teachers and principals in secondary schools are a focus of

2 2
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More attention should also go to formal ealition.outside the school

probably have not learned to use adequately. In addition, secondary

of those.entering teaching and administration today, and staff cultures

purposes for and approaches to qualitative studies,before they are

purpose should not be.

buildings, since alternative sites fot learning hive potential we

in secondary schpois. 4inally, a careful look should be, taken at thew

school staffs today'need more. study, including attention to admini-
strators other than the principals, the backgrounds, biases and beliefs

funded--il^intense and long-term study is what is really needed, it
should be funded; short qualitative studies that do not serve a useful
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Studies and FincilTal Investigators

(CF) A Study of the AmericaA High School

Ernest L. Boyer, Paul Houts
Carnegie Foundation for the

Advancement of Teaching
1785 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

(202) 797-3650

(CVS) Effective Comprehensive and Vocational Urban High Schools

tO

.Gene Royster 4

NTS Research Corporation
2634 Chapel Hill Bqulavard
Durham, North Caroling '27707
(800) 334-0077

Alan Weisberg
gay Areg Research Group
385 Sherman Avenue, Suite 3
Palo Alto, California 94306

(414) 326-1067

(EV) An Education of Value

Stephen Bailey, Judith McLaughlin,
Bruce McPherson

National Academy of Education
405 Gutman
#6 Appian Way
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
(617) 495-5380

(GG) The Education-of Character

Gerald Grant
Syracuse University
305 Comstock Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13210
(315) A23-3343
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(HI) Experience Based Career Education

Eleanor Farrar
Huron Institute
123. Mt. Auburn ,

Cambridge, Massachusett's 02138
(617) 491-5450

(HSB) High Sjhool and Beyond

Pan Calloway
National ()Pinion Research Ce er
6010 South Ellis
Chicago, Illinois 606
(312) 753-1506/1517

(JL) Successful Learning Environments fbr Early Adolescents

Joan Lipsitz
Center for Early Adolescence
Suite 223
Carr Mill Mall
Cairboro, North Carolina 27510
(919) 966-1148

04V) Magnet Schools

Mary Haywood Metz
'208 Education Building
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Madison, Wi4consin 53706
(608) 264-6863

(PIE) Project on AlteAatives in Education

Mary Anne Raywid
Hofstra University
Hempstead, New York
(516) 271-0661

11550

Herbert J. Walberg

University of Illinois at Chicago Circle
Box 4348

Chicago, Illinois 60690
(312) 996-489t
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(PP) Paidiea Program

Mortimer J. Adler
Institute for Philosophical Research
101 East Ontario Steet
Chicago, Illinois 60611
(312) 337-4102

(RGE) Redefining General Education

Gordon Cawelii
Association for Supervision and

Curriculum Development
225 North Washington Street
Alexandria, Virigina 22314
(703) 549-9110

(SS) A Study of Schooling

John Goodlad
(or Kenneth Sirotnik, Research Director)
Institute for Development of

///
. Educational Activities

Laboratory in School and Community Education
University of California, Los Angeles
Los Angeles, California 90024
(213) 825-5608

(TCB) Project Equality'

Adri,enne Bailey

The College Board
888 Seventh Avenue
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INTERPRETIVE SUMM1RY OF THE CONFERENCE

Fred M. Newmann
University of Wisconsin

I cannot offer a comprehensive account of the manuscripts and
conference dialogue.' Rather than restrict my observations to contribu-
tions of perions assigned to the four main topics, I have tried to

.synthesize material from all prgsentations, reactions, group discussions,
and written reports. I have attempted to integrate many strands, but
this commentary should be viewed as only a personal report of what one
participant learned.*

1. Development as, the Aim of Education

All papers, reactions and discussions confronted the problem: what
criteria for human development ought to serve as educational aims? Many
dimensions of growth were considered: concrete to abstract thought,
preconventional-to podt-Conventional moral reasoning, ego development
from impulsive to conscientious, and enhancing such qualities as identity,
relatedness, avtonamy, and the,increasing ability of a person to under-.

stand and act upon the environment. The group reporting on this topic
presented twenty-one facets of development as educational aims, under
the categories of relationship to self, to others, and to ideas. Partici-
pants disagreed oh the significance of specific criteria see Hogan's
critique of the concrete-abstract distinction or Metz's critique of the
focus on the individual),butthe multitude of conceptions, far'from'
being viewed as a chaotic disarray in need ,of more consensus, often was
'considered a strength.

.......Trequently we were advised not t4worship at the altar of any one
conception of developmeit. Holding too narrow a view of develvpme4i can
result in elitist ideology that in effect denies dignity to large. ups

.

*Thanks to Alan Lockwood, Mary.Metz, Christine Sleeter, and Gary Wehlage
for helpful reactions to this summary.
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of people who may not conform to the dainant paradigm. For example,
defining development solely in terms of the abstract verbal skills
necessary for college admission'or, as Gilligan writes, only in terms of
a morality of rights (as opposed to one of care) can unjustifiably brand
many students as poorly developed. To resist a narrow conception, to
search for a multi-dimensional aim is critical, but in doing so, we must
confront 'some issues that were not sufficiently considered during the
conference.

First there is the problem of defining development so broadly that
it encompasses any change in an individual that might be considered
positive. If development is synonymous with growth in the full range of
himan competencies and sensibilities, it loses distinctive meaning, be-
coming an unnecessary concept. We may desire students to learn such
things as the rules of punctuation, how to change a tire, the - importance
of the Constit4tion, ways of expressing sympathy.to others, the necessity
of coming to work-on time., butteach of these reasonable educational aims
might be accomplished without affecting the development of a student, if
we are mindful of the way development has been most userul in psychological
literature from Dewey to the present.

If the idea of development is to be helpful it should refer only to
those changes in people that represent increased capacities to perceive
relationships among multiple phenomena, to function successfully in novel
situations, to become bonded or committed simultaneously to different
levels of social organization, to integrate mind and body in complex ways.
In short, development represents the integration of experience into in-

asingly complex patterns which themselves enhance pdssibilities for
further integration. A definition of developriient must be broad enough to
include the many dimensions of experience in which this can occur (e.g.,
logical thought, interpersonal sensitivity, physical activity), but
specific enough to permit differentiation between developmental and non-
developmental goals.

Distinguishing between developmental and nondevelopmental goals can
be difficult. Teaching students to reaso \about the social consequences
of personal action, to explain the implications of the first law of
thermodynamics, to play soccer, or to draw a floor plan may all require
high (and indistinguishable) degreeg of integration, making it difficult
to select-some goals as the most, others as the least, developmental.

,Furthermore, the significance of the challenges required by any given
goal depends in part on a student's unique personal history. Consider
the objective, "learning to come to work on time." One student may have
to learn to tell time,, to perceive the relationship between mapped bus
routes and his destination in the real world, to anticipate how long it
takes to complete personal chores and walk to the bus stop, to calculate
how much to spend on lunchoo he can afford the fare. Another studerir
may have so much experfenca traveling to work that the objective has
been mastered to

1

pointoint af routine, presenting no further opportunities
for integration. For one student, the learning of complicated material
in nuclear physics may be less challenging than learning how to dance or

2 .2.1.
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how to relate to people in .adifferent culture. Another student may have
mastered impressive skills in social interaction and leadership, with no
apparent growth in mathematical development. Thus, generalizations which
might be made about tunny adolescents (e.g:, getting to work on time should
be "easy," or taking responsibility for student gOvernance "difficult,")
must often be qualified.

Such problems do not invalidate the need to distinguish between
developmental and nondevelopmental goals. It may be difficult to dif-
ferentiate among some goals, but sound distinctions can be made between
large classe,. All of the goals mentioned ahlle would usually require
moreintegratiop,of complex experience than such goals as teaching
students the rules of the school, teaching the symbols of the periodic
table, or increasing aerobic conditioning. "Nondevelopmental" aims may
haves legitimate place in schooling, even as a means or tools for develop-
mental processes, but to the extent that these become ends of instruction,
they fail to signify development. The distinction remains useful in
reminding us not to allow preoccupation with the "basics" to displace
classroom activities calling for direct integration of complex experience.

As we embrace'ea multi-dimensional, broad concept of development that
retains a distinctive emphasis upon integration and reorganization of
multiple aspects of experience, we must select more specific criteria
for assessing the degree to which development j.s evident. Some criteria
that have been proposed raise the possibility that developmental theories
themselyes reflect, bias based on race, sex or social class, a concern
evident in several conference papers and discussions. Research has shown
that some qualities (or at least the tasks administered to measure them)
are more freduently'ful(illed in some groups than oth4rs (e.g., males vs.
females, blacks vs. whites, lower vs. upper socioeconomic status). While
evidence on group differences can be challenged in a number of ways, we
must take seriously the possibility that important differences do exist
on some dimensions; for example, women frequently scoring lower than men
on Kolhberg's scale of moral development or Piaget's Scale of abstract
thought, but women scoring higher than men on a dimension of moral
thought discussed by Gilligan as carri4g or iiiman relatedness. Depending
upon the dimenion chosen (e.g., moral reasoning, physical coordination,
ego identity) or upon different constructs within such dimensions, we
might find different rates of growth among sexes, races, nationalities,
social classes. Conference participants frequently stressed the dangers
of developmental, imperialism and elitism, insisting that dimensions of
development ln which dominant groups seem to excel should not be used as
exclusive criteria for judging the development of all people. How should
the existence of diversity among groupPon -developmental criteria be
retarded?

One alternative is simply to endorse the dominant characteristics of,.
each group as defining its special developmental mission. One would
deliberately try to,avoid imposing developmental standards ascendant
in othej groups, for example, by enhancing women's interpersonal orients-
tion to issues without trying to stimulate their concern for individual

2'I 4
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rights as abstract principles. This approach rather than searching for
criteria that might be applied to all people,'emphasizes unique was in
which different zrouks inteuate experience, and then ,attempts to rein-
force those group-based 'qualities. It appropriately, resist's imposing
outside ideologies of development which thems'elvestcan deriy people a
sense of dignity, but it runs the risk of imposing.its own parochial
standards that can become self - fulfilling prophecies and can within groupp,
stilrdPscriminate between the highly .and lowly developed people. Further- 4"
more, from a societal or world perspective, it ca lead to cultural and
educational relativism which makes common educational.policy across
groups almost impossible. For these reasons, group differences must be
honored, but should"not be reified into exclusive standards for develop-

', ment for group member's. q

Another approach to group differences is to tryto incorporate them
.

into heme applied universally to people in all groups. Thedretically
this can be done without-imperialistic imposition of a dominant-group's

main dimensions, providing the scheme is guided by the following assump-

4 dons: 1) Different cultures, subcUleures and other human groupings
perceive, feel and beha'e in the world according ,to different dimensions Ia
or leader's of development, but all have in common the integration of
expe ience with increasing complexity. 2) All humans have ithin them
some otential for growth along all the dimensions that r discovered.
3) All dimensions of development should be respected as rt of pursuit
14 all humans, unless it can be shOWn that this violates huts d ty

(e.g.., when persons elkage in complex forms of reasoning and s

organization in orderiqo exploit or to do violence to othdrsYr. Applied
to Gilligan's work, these assumptions-suggest that a sense of both inter-
personal connectedness and transcendent individual rights may be necessary'
fora highlylcieveloped sense of morality. Any given woman, or man may
reflect high or low development on either criterion, but ide,411y one
wouid aim toward a high manifest on of both. 9.

This approach leaves several" problems unresolve d, for assuming a,
large set of legitimate developmental dimensions, it gives no guidance
on, which ones to culy.l.fate. Scarcity of time and resources demand that
some dithensions be,seleceed over:otherssnot all Can be pursued. With
each .iadividual differing in his/her capacities on specific dimensions,
should we aim toward depth and cultivate areas of-greatest talent, or
breadth to enhance diversity within-the individual? Special probler4
Will also be posed when some dim4nsions seem to conflict with one
another (e.g., right briin vs'. left brain fundtions). In a given
cultural setting, _certain dimensio sill be more adaptive than others,
in the sense of being more highly a ded and considered necessary for
normal functioning id the society ( , the emphasis on abstratt verbal
stills in modern culture vs. physic skills in traditional culture).
Individuals whose personality, temperament, or abilities fail to conform
to dominant forms (e.g., persons in capitalist cultures who resist

N,Adeveloping the assertiveness and independe ce required to.rise to the
\top in modern institutions) maly experience stress, dissonance, alienation.
Whether to promote only the most cultural y dominant forks of development,

7t
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at the price of generating personal stress, calls for further value
judgments in selecting,developmental aims. Finally, some aspects of
development may not be susceptible to planned professional intervention;others may be influenced, but would occur fOr most people without inter,-vention, as an inevitable part of maturation. To use resources prudently,.

.we shouldrestric4 intervention to those dimensions where'growth is both
possible,through intervention andOlikely to occur without it. Unfor-tunately, research has not informed us very conclusively as to which
domains of development are eligible under these standards.

4

These problems in applying our conception of development illustrate
significant issues in moving from "is" (describing the course of develop-ment ) to "ought" (prescribing developmental criteria as aims of education),
and in coping with imperfect conditions :of social life. Disputes over ,selection and priorities among different dimensions of development willhave to be settled on criteria somewhat external,to developmental theoriesthemselves, because the theories usually address neither -the prescriptive
philosophical issues nor the imperfect conditions of social life such asscarcity of. resources. The necessity of some level of adaptation to
dominant community norms, the political-economic power of specific con-
stituencies, the unique histories of individuals, schools and communities,and controversial philosophic frameworks are all likely to influence
debate. .0ne conference group suggested that rather than enter the thicketof arvAent as to 49w to promote development,

educators should take, the
position that schools avoid inhibiting development. Even this position,
however, requires a sense of priorities; we must decide which dimensions
can be inhibited more than others. Dulit's response began to address
this question by arguing that development of particular qualiti of themind should serve as the highest priority for all students. He recognized
the-possible interpretation of this as an elitist position, pu at least

..0coslfronted the issue of priorities head on.Pm;

.

$ .

' 2. School in Relation to other Environments for Development

Just as ach of the four topics required Consideration of the defini-

/
...

'tion of development itself so did they each beckon for articulation o

4
4

0 ?
the kinds oenvironments which promote development. All groups com
mented-upon critenla that would*reflect,an environment's potential for
influencing developments Even. without conference agreement on educational, "
aims, the papers and discussions reflected widespread belief that develop,went is most likely to occur in environments that provide the following:

, _, Variety.' Persons need contact with people different from them-, selves (e.g.., in age, sex, cultural background,
values) and novelexp fences. Dealing with diverse people'and'unfamiliar experiences canmak emands on the individual to accommodate and to assimilate beyond-pre oust states of cognitice affect, and behavior.

b. Excellence. Persons need cAtact with models of excellence
at illustrate constructive forms of integiation at high levels of

J
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complexity. Whether one is involved in the writing of poetry, the com-
position of music, the conduct of scientific experiments, ethical
reasoning, engineering design, or planning strategies in basketball,

development is more likely to proceed when students have contact with

, persons who have reached higher levels than they.

c. Challenge. To promote development an environment must call

forth active effort by the individual: physidal,'mental, emotional

'exertion, rather than passive absorbtionof'stimuli. Striving for

models of excellence and coping with conflict often provoke such activity.

The challenge mustbe perceived as rglevant or meaningful to the person

involved. If one is required to engage in activities that are totally
amiliar, or are perceived to have low value and status, one is un-

ikely to internalize the fruits of whatever effort may have been exerted.

Finally, one must perceive reasonable possibilities of success, but also

some risk of failure; absolute certainty of success will reduce personal

investment and inhibit internalizatioh of developmental benefits.

d. Responsibility. Two main ideas are implied by.the consistent
emphasis from research on experiential education in which students are

placed in responsible roles. First, student activities should have real

impact on people's lives. Outward Bound programs dramatize the physical

consequences of one's actions. Experiences in caring kighlight effects

on the health, psychological well-being, or the education of persons.

Activities at work can afifect other peoples' housing conditions, food,
transportation, or recreational opportunities. Second, students should

function in a sufficiently autonomous role, or have the opportunity to

excerise sufficient judgkent, so that effects of their actions can

reasonably be attributed to the students themselves,-rather, than to pre-
determined bureaucratic procedures or simply following orders from a

superior. Ideally, environments will confront students with, continuously

expanding circles of responsibility--from self, to interpersonal relations,

to collective aggregates such as religious groups, municipalities, the

human species.

There may be other ways of summarizing criteria for developmentally
productive environment's, but these seem to represent most of the ideas
mentioned in Hamilton's paper, various reactions and group discussions..

The criteria should not be seen as necessary and sufficient conditions

for development. Their use may be qualified by examination of the

>situations in which they are applied. A racially and culturally diverse
school offers more opportunity for development than a homogenous one,

all else being equal. However, a particular cul urally diverse school
t310.may be so torn with conflict that its students a i ,staff cannot learn

academic material. A racially and culturally hompgenous,school that
offered opportunities for excellence and challenge might promote more

development. Within a given school, an impressive faculty in academic
subjects may offer developmental challenges to those students whose
families value that sort of work, but students from families where

creative manual and physical: work has the highest status may find few

opportunities to encounter meaningful challenge.

2'
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We hoped that the conference would clarify similarities and dif-
ferences 'among family, school, peer group, and workplace environments,
or at least propose research that-miOt advance. knowledge this question.
Hamilton attacked the p-roblem by suggesting that school offered .a uniqus
coutributiqn-in- in-teaching of formaltirowledge, its socialization to '
bureaucracy, its transmission of,..jaomm, culture, and its coalescence of
peer group life.- I found in much f the conversation,., however, a con-
spicuous lack of'attehtion to the ialApsychological properties of other
environments. One reason for this y have been a belief by many partici-
pants (supported by other commentators on socialization in America) that
nonschool environmentS are remarkably similar -in their failure to provide
developmeiltally rewarding experience for most students most of the time.
If we are struck by the paucity of-developmental conditions in schools,
families, peer groups; and workplaces, then,it makeslittle sense to make
fine distinctions abut their'relative potential, or to propose research
on that question. Instead, the task of recommending that such environments
provide certain experiences would seem more urgent, and this is the sort
of dicussion that ensued.

t is unlikely that any single environment would meet all of the
criteria proposed--variety, excellence, challenge, and responsibility.
The point is not necessarily to .huild a single ideal developmental envi7
ronment, but to' enable adolescpnts to become engaged in environments that
represent these qualities. At schoolothey may have some opportunity to
encounter excellence, but little opportunity for responsibility. For
some students, the family prOvides critical opportunities to exercise
responsibility, but little variety and only low levels of challenge. The
nationaltemphasiS on career education with widespread effort to increase
students' involvement,in work invites careful analysis of work settings.
Hamilton cites resesEch-documenting the low developmental potential of
most jobs,$but other conference participants reported substantial testi-
mony by-'adolescents that Work Is more meaningful to them than school.

Discussion of the4elative developmental power of different environ-
ments raise the issue of the extent of the ,school's responsibility for,
the total d velopment of'thefiatudent.' Some would limit the school's task .

to fiteracy (language and numbers) and mastery of knowledge and skills
required fo ethployment and-conventional citizenship. Some would extend
schooling to includfa broader concern for excellence of the mind, but
would stop short oyevelopment in.interpersonal relations or Social

Thnte who advocatt limiting the school's responsibility
point to the school's 'feeble influence in many areas; they raise moral
reservations dealing with privacy or cultural imperialism, of they warn
of the-enormous conceptual and managerial problems in taking broad
tesponSibility for person's growth. Nevertheless, even advocates of
limits face the difficult problem of where to draw the line. Those who
construe the school's role in the 'broadest possible terms face somewhat
differe oblems. Recognizing practical limitations as well as the
possible- thical dangers of school acting as a total 41stitution for
studentS' development, they need to decide how to balanCe two general
courses'of action: building experiences that maximize developmental

A
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potential within the school, or using the school as a broker to place
students in diverge institutions that represent qualities the school may

,have trouble creating.
4

i ' - , .

,.

3. Organizational Features of'School

Students seem to be affecied in significant ways not only by the
explicit aims and content of instructional and extracurricular activities,
but also by structures in which they occur. Apparently, organizational
processes lead people to adopt a passive or assertive role, to attribute
success-or failure to self or to system, to view conflict 'as constructive
or destructive, to value white collar over blue collar work. While such

claims have become commonplace in the literature, neither empirical work
nor analytic writing has assessed the effects of spetific organizational
features on particular forms of ado;ascent development. This is probably

..`because our preoccupation with obvi6us, glaring problems (staff competence,
student discipline, curriculum content, low achievement) and conventional
professional solutions (in-service training!_ vigorous enrorcement of rules,
revising standard curriculum to update it) deflects attention from the
subtleties that developmental aims and organizational dynamics introduce.

In exploring this new territory the conference relied largely on
logical analysis and-synthesis of literature on schools as organizations.
This involved the challenge that all topics shared--selecting categories
or criteria for development--as well as a new problem: deciding what

particular orgariizational features ought to be,examined. Although Mergen-

doller emphasized issues such as school size, student role, and social
organization of the classroom, problems such as local context, equity of
access, and grouping practices also received much attention.

. As Metz pointed out in her discussion-of rergendolleris paper, any
given organizationl characteristic may have different effects in different
schools, depending upon context. Small size may facilitate warmer, more
trusting relationships, sere opportunities for active participation in a
variety of the school's activities. But small schools can also be run
in ways that deny students active participation, that breed hostility
'and distrust among community members. Similarly, schools with homogeneous
or, heterogeneous grouping, with loose versus tight coordination among
teachers, with departmentalized or interdisciplinary teaching teams, may
twee harmful or beneficial effects, depending upon context.

Does the significance of specific contexts preclude generalizations
about the effect of particular organizational features? I think not.
We can make assumptions about optimal conditions on some variables and
then ask, what organizational features would be desired? In considering
school size, for example, assume a staff-committed to developmental aims
as defined here, and la school with a reasonably diverse student body in
terms of race and socioeconomic status. Under such conditions, would we
prefer a small (500-1000) or a large (1500-4000) secondary school? Knotal-

edge about communication, bonding, and participation suggests that a JO'
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small school has more potential for enhancing development. The most
likely reason for a large school would focus on career choice:'
a small school might not offer enough variety in coursework and vocational
specialties to appeal to all the interests and career goals of its students.
We may quarrel about the relative importance to development of the oppor-
tunity to pursue specific interests and careers in a large impersonal
setting versus the opportunity for a more general, cothmon education in a
small, personally responsive setting, 1..p Nais becomes an issue in the
definition of developmental priorities, not a problem in assessing effects
of organizational features. The large school can provide a wider variety
of career specialties, but the small school offers a greater proportion of
its students the opportunity to integrate diverse experiences among me4bersof the school. Similar reasoning, holding certain optimal variables con-stant, can be applied to organizational features such ap governance
structure, methods of grouping students, relations of accountability witchthe school.

Participants' concerns for equity guided much discussion on organi-
zational features, often, however, without drawing a clear connection
between these concerns and developmental aims. In calling'-attention to
ways in which high quality service

or fair treatmeneis denied to minority,
low-income, handicapped, or gifted students, participants cited Inappro-
priate labeling and tracking, lack of relevant curriculum, insensitive
counseling, lack of opportunity for input into school policy. These
matters deggrve urgent attention, but we should not assume that efforts
to redress discrimination will entail organizational changes, nor will
they guarantee the promotion of-student development. Suppose that a
school hired more women and minority guidance counselors, offered aspecial course minority students to prepare for college board exams,
and increased the availability of athletic facilities for women and handi-
capped students. Each represents an attempt to equalize access to school
services, butpnone would necessarily affect such organizational aspects
of the school as its governance structure, Kelationships among depart-
ments, pr student-teacher roles in the instriictional,progre. Furthermore,it is conceivable that the guidance counselors, the teacher of the college
board course, and those who manage the use of athletic facilities, if notcommitted 05 developmental aims, may fail to involve students in activities
characterized by variety, excellence, challenge; responsibility. However
desirable it is to work toward equal, access to school services, changes
of this sort should be viewed as necessary for developmental opportunities,
but not sufficient to realize them.

The conference group on organizational features selected the grouping
of students as the most significant organizational issue to be explored.
As a helping profession, education may be unique in the extent to which
it offtrs services to clients organized into groups (compare the highly

i
individualized form of service

i

ivery in medicine, social welfare, law,.or counseling). Criticism of th ailure to individualize edu6ation,
along with disputes on tracking, mainstreaming, racial integration, or
vouchers indicate the widespread concern with grouping practices. Dis-
cussions of grouping often neglect developmental aims, focusing instead

228
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on such issues as school achievement, equity of access, efficiency of
school management, students !. and parents' rights td'-choice, or cultural
pluralism. Hamilton, Metz, Margendoller and Masher show, however, that
the research literature permits some well-founded Commentary on the
relationship between grouping and development.

Disputes on grouping seem to operate on at least two levels. First
is the quelrion of authority: to what extent should students be grouped
according Ek the choices of students and theirPailIft-S3-as opposed to
triteria (sul-h-as'diagnostic testing, demographic ddtarestablished by
professionals? Second is the question of optimal instructional com-
position: what degree of homogeneity or heterOgeneity on any given
characteristic is most appropriate for particular developmental aims?
Literature existl on each issue, but here we focus mostly on the second.

Developmentalists generally endorse heterogeneous grouping in classes
and in schools, but also suggest limits-to the degree of heterogeneity in
any given group. Stage theories of Kohlberg, Piaget,' offLoevinger postu-
late a dynamic_of growth which requires people functioning at lower stages,
to encounter people at higher stages. The encounter demonstrates inade-
quacies of lower stage processes and the benefits of higher stages, thu
inducing movement in persons functioning at lower stages. Even theori
of development not tied to vertical stage progressions, such as

Bronfenbrenner'a (1979), emphasize the necessity of encountering people
of different values, roles, competencies, personalities; they are needed
to provide resources for increased differentiation and integration of
experience. .

On the other hand, encounters among extremely divergent people can
inhibit development. People several stages "below" others cannot under-

,

stand higher stage thinking sufficiently to incorporate it; peoplin-
capable of understanding a foreign languSge will have great difficulty
assimilating aspects of an unfamiliar culture. Persons must have a
sufficiently clear and stable social identity, often obtained through
interaction and identification with people of cammon'experience, in
order to risk themselves to seriously entertain divergent peFspectivas.

The finding that minority students seem to perform'better in schools
that contain a critical mass of minority students, rather than a very
small minority or an overwhelming majority, supports the need for a
degree of'"homogeneity" as a resource with Which to handle divergent
experience (Hawley et al, 1981). Such findings tend to-be explained by
students' reactions to people similar to and different from themselves,
but we should also consider teachers' reactions to different concentra-
tions of low achieving minority students. If this group is sufficiently
small (e.g., 5%), they terld to be ignored. If it is too large (e.g., 85%),
teacher expectations for all can drop to'rock bottom. If the proportion
falls in the middle range (e4., 20%-50%), distinct minority needs became
apparent, but they can be addessed*in terms of high expectations fort
achievement customarily applied to upper middle class white students.

2 .1
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Discussions of grouping reflect two broad kinds of developmental
aims: building technical competencieg in subject matter (e.g., reading,
math, or electronics), an4 developing social competence (e.g., role
taking, critical thinking, taking responsibility for one's-actions).
The dominant belief about developing technical competence entrusts the
teacher with the main responsibility for providing stimuli appropriately: divergent, Wm the student's current level of performance.-igith this
conception of teaching, one that denies' students responsibility for
assisting one another's development in most school subjects, it is not

° stSrprising that teachers concerned mainly\with technical competence prefer
students grouped homogeneously by ability.

In contrast, many avee that the pursuit of social development re-
quirds students -to encouiter peers from different backgrounds through
heterogeneous grouping on social-demographic dimensions of race, sex,
socioeconomic status or ethnicity. While the teacher remains a critical
learning r4iource for social development, it is generally recognized that
student diversity adds.potent material to be processed and integrated.
According to this reasoning, the aims of technical competence in school/subjects and generaltsqcial development might be accomplished simultaneouslyin classes grouped reasonably

homogeneouslyikby stud6nt ability in the sub-
ject, but heterogeneously by social characteristics.

For several reasons, this prescription offers no panacea to the
grouping problem. Because of residential segregation, economic inequality,and strong associations between school achievement and socioeconomic status,
classes grouped homogeneously by ability are often also socially homogeneous,4
which inhibits social development. Yet the use of homogeneous ability group-ing, even for the purpose of developing technical competence, must be
qualified. A case can be made that diversity in student ability, within
a workable range, can elevate student mastery more than restricted homoge-nous classes. A critical mass of high ability students can motivate
those of lesser competence and can, through peer teaching, boost both
their own achievement and.those of classmates. If homogeneous' ability
grouping is interpreted to include a significant, though workable, rangeof student competence, in many schools this might also increase social
heterogeneity in classrooms and possibly stimulate development in both'
the technical and social senses. A finely-tuned manipulation of students,based on ability and social

characteristics, however, is both practicallydifficult and potentially dangerous.

The more attention given to precise methods of grouping, whether
aimed toward more homogeneity or heterogeneity (on ability, aspiration,
or social characteristics), the more we risk dangers of inapprOpriate
classification. Trying to match students with teachers and with one
another to represent the optimal range of divergence on several dimen-
sions can escalate the labeling process, with increased risks of elitism,
self-fulfilling prophecies, treating people as abstract categories ratherthan as unique persons. More sensitive attention to grouping must pro-
ceed with extreme caution.
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Constituent input into the governance of schools was also con-
sidered I-critical organizational feature, not only for its potential

contribution'to student development, but as a social entitlement or

democratic right. Considerable commentary exists on the desirability of

:power sharing amo4 parents, students, teachers, and administrators, and
some data exists on the developmenW.effect.of student participation in

governance. Generally, howeVef,we-know very'littre about the social-

demographic conditions that lead to high Or low degrees of power sharing
and tne effect of various forms of power sharing on adolescent develop-
ment. Research on these issues was proposed.

4. Program,Effects on Development

'the final topic examined deliberate attempts to affect student
development through special high school curricula and prbgrams. We in-

tended to review the types and magnitude of effects observed, and to

inquire into explanations for such findings: Mosher's paper highlighted

several specific programs that showed student gains in moral reasoning,
ego development, and other criteria such as formal operational thought

or social activism. Discussion about Mosher's paper questioned con-
ceptions of development that dominate intervention studies (especially
those of Piaget, Kohlberg, Loevinikr) with much attention to the problem.

of restricted point of view (the exclusion of,the perspectives of women,
minorities, marginal students; or the exclusion of broader frameworks
for. construing development). Since these issues have been addressed
throughout the volume and in my own previous comments, I wish tb empha-
size here the probl'm of reaching generalizations about program effects.
Even with Mosher's review, we lack a comprehensive synthesis that aggre-
gates the multitude of studies to answer the question "Under what
conditions do certain kinds of programs produce certain farms of develop-
ment?"

Kning that a diverse sit of programs can influence development,
what is known about the relative impact of various ingredients across
different programs, such as intake characteristics of students, teacher .

characteristics, specific program activities (e.g., judging moral dilemmas
faced by other? versus resolving actual dilemmas faced by oneself)?

r -ieUntisearch Jbegins,to clarify specific aspects of programs that seem
to exert impact, we have no general principles on which to design local

programs, but must instead simply copy or imitate programs that seem to

have been successful. Would the most successful programs; for example,
be distinguished from conventional school experience by c iteria men-
tioned in the above discussion on environments (variety challenge,

responsibility, excellence)? Would conclusions on s issues d end

upon the dimension of development to be pursued (e moral, i ter

personal, cognitive), or would al)l dimensions share common antecedents
(e.g., active attempts by the student to resolve conflict)?

For several reasons, we lack generalizable knowledge on the re-
lationship between 'specific interventions and development but, as
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Moseby observes, first we should recognize the failure of deyelopmentai
theory itself to Specify in theoretical terms why certain forms of treat-
ment or intervention are to be preferred_over others. Theory does offer
a few,pcstulates: that organisms behave to maintain equilibrium; that
perception of dissonance,' conflict, contadiction, discrepancy, threatens
equilibrium, and also triggers efforts CO restore it through integration

'of the new experience; and that such inregration can often be achieved
only througt adoption of new structures of thought and feeling. But
beyond this, developmental theory gives few cldes about how to facilitate ,

developmentAn people, anal, this is widel7 ackdowledged by developmentalists
as prominent as Erikson, Piaget, Kohlberg or Loevinger. The absence of
theoretically derived treatments leads to count ess prescriptions based on
common sense, logic, intuition. If determining which treatments seemi
most effective is largely an empirical issue uninformed by theory, we
have little reason to believe that any treatments generally should be
more effective than others. Thus, why worry about the relative value of
different approaches- -try anything you wish, and if it works, count your
blessings and stick with it. Such a state of affairs does not stimulate
systematic research.

4

A second problem is that most of the data on program effects comes
from evaluation studies whose main objective is to assess the gross
effects of particular programs in comparison to control groups,orather
than to understand the impact of 'specific independent variables across
programs, Mosher did refer to some investigators' opinions on the impor-
tance of having teachers knowledgeable about development and being at
high stages themselves, with specific developmental goals for students,
voluntary assignment of students, and at, least a year!s time in the
program. Such views may be reasonable, but they have-not been tested on
a large scale, and they don't arise from. developmental theory. Under-
standably they originate from investigators with experience in particular
programs, rather than from large studies of several programs. To advance-
knowledge on program impact, research must shift from specific program
evdluation to designg that seek generalizations across programs.

1We mi the kind of research just requested in part because it is
tremendously complicated to conduct. It calls for designs that allow
analysis of a variety of combinations of students, teachers, aims, inter-
ventions. To illustrate research that could illuminate the relationship
between programs and student outcomes, consider the path diagram below.

.

-

Within each cell I have included dimensioni on which the general
variable might be.assessed (realizing that the dimensions themselves may
represent independent variables rather than indices of'a general cell
variable). We are not concerned here with how various attributes are to
be measured, but merely with identifying those that seem important. The
cells are not taxonomically clean or independent; they are intended to
highlight distinctions that need to be tested. For example,, perhaps the
student behaviors of production, anaAysis, and introspection can occur
in all programs, and perhaps they cOntribute more to development than

'..-)
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Students' Development

moral, ego, Jsocial
cogfitive, specialized

1 -competence

Activity Structure

cooperative-competitive-
individualistic

degree of student
;responsibility

power-sharing

Student Behavior

receive v produce
analytic'v practical
acquire v integrate

introspection

Program Thrust Teacher Behavior

moral dilemmas, peer
counseling, community
service, governance,
conventional school

subjects

truth-giver v socratic
personal v impersonal styl

supportive v judgmental

Student Social
Characteristics

Students' Developmental
Level at Entry

on each dimension in cell 8

Teachers' Developmental

Diversity
in Develop mental
Level on each
dimension in

cell 8

Level

on each dimension in cell 8

Diversity
between Teacher and
.Students on each

dimension in
cell 8

Path Diagram of Variables Affectyg StUdent Development
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student or teacher entry characteristics or any partibdlar program type.

Cell 8 represents the dependent variable or ultimate student outcome
and indicates the many dimensions on which this might be evaluated. In-dependent variables are represented in all the Aher cells. Cells 1, 2,and 3 each include both a status measure and a measure of diversity among
people in a group. Cells 4 and 6 highlight the importance of specific
student and,

':
teacher behaviors that may be common to several programsCell 5 represents the general theme, topic or approach of a program with-

out implying any specific student and teacher behaviors within it. Cell.7 includes general qualities, of activities that may be present or absent
in all programs, and which may affect student behavior but not necessarily
account for all of it.

The diagram proposes ways in which several variables affect develop-
mentrsometimes directly and sometimes through their effects on oneanother. Ideally, conceptualizations like these would lead to research
that clarifies each variable's relative significance. Efforts to con-
vince educators to adopt programs often imply that program type or thrustis the most critical vehicle for stimulating development ("schools need
new programs in moral education, community service, or career develop-ment"), but is it conceivable that most of the variance in student'
development can be accounted for by influences unrelated to program typesuch as students' social and developmental characteristics, student and
teacher behavior and activity structure.

4

The diagram invites speculat on about multivariate causation. It
.hypothesizes, for example, that tudents' developmental level at entryaffects future development through several routes: by influencing
developient directly; by influencing student behavior which in turn
affects development either directly or through its influence on teacher
behavior; by influencing teacher behavior which in turn affects develop-
ment either directly or through its influence on student behavior.

e

Translating the diagram into an actual study is complicated by thefact that many of the cells listed here represent several different
variables. To puruse path analysis statistically, we must representeach variable discretely, and this could call for different diagrams foreach of the final dimensions of development. From a'practical stand-
point, we are noelikely to find a large enough population of educational
programs that include sufficient variance on variables suggested to apply
statistical path analysis or other multivariate models. Because of dif-ficulties in finding appropriate samples, and because of the lack of
guidance from developmental theory in suggesting hypotheses about inter-vention and outcomes, some might suggest that we abandon the effort to,learn in more detail how the "black box" of education programs affectsstudent devdlopment.

ttIAs Dulit observed, we may need paradigms for thinking about in-
fluences on development other than those offered by quantitative science:One alternative is to search for programs or environments which seem to

24 4
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have exceptionally powerful positive impact on student development, as
judged by competent observers, without necessarily measuring many of the
subtle variables discussed here. If, according to participant and
observer testimony, powerful environments or treatments can be found, they
could be studied with some intensity, perhaps in a case study format that
examines how variables in our path diagram appear to function in the
exceptional programs. A holistic examination of individual contexts in
which development is occurring may help to illuminate why it does, es-
pecially if we look for Commonalties among the successful, programs as
Conrad and-Hedin (1981) did in comparing experiential learning environ-
ments.with conventional school.

I find two general reasons to continue to press toward A more com-
plicated understanding of developmental dynamics. The first deals with
means, the practical problem of accomplishing ends more efficiently.
Successful developmental programs may expend unncessary effort, because
they have not identified the variables most critical to their success.
Perhaps much of student growth'is due to a "halo effect" of participating
in programs acknowledged to take special interest in students.. Perhaps
in any subject of instruction a certain form of teacher-student dialogue,
in -concert with the right developmental mix of students, can accomplish
as much development for students as the introduction of special curriculum
and materials, new administrative arrangements, extensive training and
community relations exercises. Perhaps, as members of one group strongly
suggested, teacher characteristics and behavior contribute more to develop-
ment than anything else. Analyses that attempt to separate critical from
t iangential program features could improve program efficiency.

A second reason for detailed internal analysis relates to ends, and
is illustrated by situations in which observers find outstanding program
;features but disappointing results in student outcomes. Wehlage and
others (1980) observed this in programs that inspired much commitment,
effort and'imaginative curriculum for marginal students, but did not seem
to reduce student alienation. Mosher encountered it.when students' exper-
iences in direct gOvernment enhanced moral reasoning scores less than did
classroom discussion of moral issues. Findings of this sort help to
-stimulate reformulation of ends. They could lead, as in the above examples,
to revisions of concepts of alienation used as dependent variables, or to
making a distinction between highly developed political thought versus
high level moral thought.

Imagine a multivariate analysis indicating that social diversity
among students has virtually no general effect on development, or t at
it affects different sexes, classes, races differently. Such find ngs
may leadus to drop social diversity as a general prescription for in-
creasing development, but may teach us to ground an endorsement of social
diversity in other values, for example, the need to cope peacefully with
people different from oneself, regardless of one's development level. The

conference's persiStent concern with general prescriptions to facilitate devel-
opment would seem to be enchanted by research that looks closely at attributes

2415
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unique to specific programs, attributes on which programs can be compared,
and the relationship of these to a variety of developmental ends.

Conclusion
C

The conference neither aimed toward, nor produced, scholarly con-
sensus or clear guidelines for schools. We had hoped to outline a coherent'
research agenda, but found the task beyond our reach in two and a-half days.
We 4id achieve two important accomplishments: the preparation of per-
ceptive and scholarly initial statements on four critical issuep which
have received inadequate attention in scholarship on both adolgecence
and schooling, and the initiation of intensive dialogue among diverse
investigators competent to approach these issues. We hope this publi-
cation will carry the work of conference participants to other scholars
and practitioners with similar concerns.

1 As the publication goes to preis, education in the U.S. faces-.-finan-
cfal and ideological assaults that make it difficult for secondary schools
to concentrate on developmental aims and difficult for researchers-to study.
links between adolescence and schooling. The conference's lack of closure
on the problems before us should not be interpreted, as a lack of commit-
ment to the responsibility of sch ols to serve developmental aims, nor as
grounds for decreasing the research ort. My own interpretation of
participants' reactions is that most c e away with invigorated commit-
rent to both causes. We invite readers to share the challenge.

Bronfenbrenner,
nature and
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Pauline Boss

Department of Fan
University of Minnesota

cial! Science

My major work has been in the area of family stress due to loss and
separation, esptrially father absence in military, corporate '
executive and divorced families. Research has been with disaster
samples (families of Missing-in-Action as well as Iranian Hostage
families) as Well as, normatively stressed families (divorce, job
related,absdit0,: More recentlf,, the theoretical work ha's been
expanded to include developmental stresses of loss across the life
span.

r c.

'Published major family journals in U.S. and abroad, on
a editorial boargs\of most, chair of Research and Theory Section of

Aational Council on Family Relations.

Catherine Chilman'
school of Social Wel
University of Wiscons

are

'n -Milwaukee

r
A (

As Professor in he School of Social Welf&,.at the University of
Wisconsin-Milwau e, 'I teach Family Developthen, Public Pol/Cies
and Families, and esearch in Child and Family'Development, I
recently completed -'a book on contract witkehe National Institute
of Child and Human Development: Adolescent Sexuality in aChanging
America Society: Social and Psycdlogical Perspectives. I am now
writinglk graduate-lel/gl text book on the topic. ,other books in-
clude: Growing Up-Podr,,YourChild: -12, Moving into Adolescence,
The ,Childopental Health Crisi$ au or). ,I have been a-consultant,
to N.I.E., b.E.O., NIMH, NIC,$! EW-:ACVE4 the .White House COnference ,on Youth, The American Ac., fly of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, .,

,the Arch of Dimes, i.ny universities and colleges; during the
1960,'s was Chief of Parent Education for the U.S. Children's Bureau.

cr

Dan Conrad

Center fOr Youth Development
and Regeaich
University o Minnesota

I botb tea h adolescents^in 'the Hopkins Public. Schools and teach
"and do research about adolescence at the Center for Youth Development
end plearch of the University of. Minnesota. Currently4I am also
involved in forming an arts-centered secondary school in conjunction
with the Children's Theatre Company and School 'fin Minneapolis.
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James Cosse
Cbnsultant for Youth Services
Scarsdale, New York

I am interesting in identifAng, deVelopingr,aed offering those

skills,, and experiences which enhance the normal ego development of

adolescents. I consult with coMmunities and school districts about

matters pertaining to adolescent development. I teach students and

educators; I supervise the work of mental health professionals, and

I have a private practice. I have two current special interests

which I am persuing with a passion: One is the development of

curricula and the training of teachers to teach such curricula'

which enhance ego development; 'the other is the'dse of language to

.influence or modify behavior:

Everett Dulit
Department of Psychiatry
Albert Einstein College of

gir

Dr. Dulit is a psychiatrist,whose.main academic in*erests have been

4.n the study of (and teaching 'about)' normal and pathological

development in/adolescence, with a special interest in cognitive

development (especially "a la Piaget"), a fairly extensive exper7

ience in school consultation in the high school setting, a long-

standing interest in the special topic of clinicYrwork with the

gifted adolescent, and with a career increasing., shifting away.

from academic psychiatry into proportionately. increasing concen-

tracion on his longstanding absorption in the daily work of active

psychotherapy with troubled adolescents and their families.

Robert,D. Enright
Educational Psychology
University of Wisconsin-Madisbn

Robert D. Enright received his P.D. in 1976 from the University

of Minnesota. His degree was in Developmental Education through..

the DepartMent of,pucational Psychology.. 'Since that time hi has

been a professor at-the University of New Orleans and the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin-Madisfi) Mr., Enright!s priMary interest areas

b are in social cognitive education programs and .the development of

psycheftetrically'soun0 instrumehts in the area'of social cognition.

He has develORed a model4of qoasSroom-intervention biped on Sprin-

ideps in whichlactuarclassroom social dil0Nas realer

than'Cypothetical stor1-61'-Zecame the basis°of ihterventiort: gis

scale development ha's'focused on adolescent egocentrism and

distributive justice development.'
4,

Herbert 'Exum
Counselihg and Guidance
University of Wisconsin-Madison

" Herbert Exum is a 1977 graduate of the department of Educational

PsychOlOgy at the University of Minnesota. ,His ihitial research'

cdntered on facilitating ego developmentin adolescent and young

adult women. His primary interests now center' onlacllitating

,psychological maturity through currieul
44and8

yoUng adult and
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adolescent populations. His work is primarly an extension of .

the Rrinciples of,ddliberate psychological educatidn in the way
of printhall. He is primarily concerned with culturally diverse
populations.

Eleanor Farrar
Huron Institute

*
Eleanor Farrar is Senior Research Associate at The Huron Institute
in Cambridge,'Ikassachusetts. For, thepast several'-years she has
been conducting research on'various aspects.of public secondary

,echitation, most recently completing a four-year NIE-funded study of
work-ekperience prograis and how they are used by students, teachers,
and schools, "The Walls Within; Work, Experience and School Reform."
At the present she is one of the principal investigators of A Study
Of 'High Schools, a.foundatiort-,funded public and private study
sponsored by the NASSP and NAIS and chaired by Theodore Sizer.

Carol Gilligan

Harvard Graduate School of Education

Carol Gilligan is Associate Professor of Education at the Harvard
Graduate School of 'Education where she is a member of The Labor-,
atory of Human Development.' A developmental psychologist, she has
conducted research on moral and ego deyelopment, focusing on .

women's conceptions of self and morality, 'development from adles-
scent to adulthood, and<people's.thinking about real dilethmas of
moral confliCt and,choice. She is currently completing a research
project entitled, Contribution of Women's ThoUght to Moral Devel-
opment Theory and Research, suppOrted by the National Institute of
Education. Her forthcoming book, In a Different Voice: ,Essays'on
Psychological Theory and Women'a Development; will be published by

(HArYard University Press.

Stephen F. Hamilton
**Department or Human Development

and Family Studies
Cornell University

Stephen F. Hamilton recAved his M.A.T. and Ed.D. from4the Harvard
Graduate School of Education. He has been a high school teacher
and is currently Assistant Professor in the Department of &man'
Development and Family Studies, Cornell University. He is engaged
in research and development on experiential learning programs for
youth and school effectiveness.

Robert Hogan
Department of Psychology
Johns Hopkins University

Dr. Robert Hogan is Professor of Psychology and Social Relations at
The Johns. Hopkins UniVersity. He is principally interested in
personality theory, personality measurement, and moral development.
He has written a nuthber of papers on adolescent achievement, both.
educational and praCtical.
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Wayne Jennings
St. Paul Central High School

I am curretntly principal of Central High School in St. Paul and
have been Principal at a junAlii high and'an open school in St.
Paul., I,have2been a teacher, avchool board member, and founded
twoalternative schools. I Have strong interest in youth develop-

ment anclin the best methods of 'arranging lea i.ng. I consider

'myself a,eonsumer of"education research.' ye x

Herbert M. Kliebard
Department of Curriculum and Instruction,
Univeristy of.Wisconsiw-Madison

I1Herbert M. Kliebard is a professor of Curriculum affilInstruttion

- and Educational Policy Studies; His research interests lie-in
,curriculum theory, classroom behavior, history of curriculumand
American secondary education. He is co-author df The Langurge

of the Classroolp_and has edited Religion and Education in America:
A Documentary History as well as Curriculum and Evalilation. Professor

Kliebard was awarded a grant by the .Center for Dewey Studies to
undertake research involving the development of John Dewey's
curriculum theory, and he has recently published articles on that
subject in CurAiculum Inquiry and The Journal of Curriculum Theorizing.
His current research concerns the dropout problem in Wisconsin high

,
.

schools:.

Gisela Konopka
University of Minnesota

Ate

Gisela Konopka, D.S.W., is Professor Emeritus, University of Min- -

- nesota. she is originator, dev'eloper, and former director of the
Center for Youth Development and Research, at*the UniVersity of

- Minnesota,. and author of,pumerous books and articles-translated

into eleven languages. 5he'has specialized in,,education, psychology,

.
philosophy, history, social work, corrections, mental health,-and

administration. he'has held.several Fulbright scholarships and
has taught all over the nation and in foreign counteles.

Joan Lipsitz
Center for Early Adolescence

Joan Lipsitz is Director of the Center for Early Adolescence. Her

major work interests are expanding the definition of effectiveness
to be useful to' intermediate, middle aivl junior high schools;
identifying effective after-school programs for young Adolescents and

ncreas'ing awareness about the paucity of research in young adolescents.

Her work experience includes NIE research associate; conilltant to

Ford Fouddation, program 'associate at the Learning Instittite of North

Carolina and former secondary school teacher.
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Alan Lockwood

Department of Curriculum and Phstruction
University of Wisconsin-Madison
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I am a professor of Curriculum and Instruction at the University of
Wisconsin and my major interest is curriculum development in values
education. Among my recent'wtlitings,is a review of research on the
effectiveness of Values Clarification and Moral Development interventions.

John R. Mergendoller
Far West Lab

I am currently Project Director for the Ecological Perspectives
yrojeet at the Far West Laboratory. My professional interests
encompass cognitive (and social-cognitive) development, the
phenomenology of moral experience, and the institutional and
educational socialization of children.

Mary Haywood Metz
'W*isconsin Center for Education Research
University of Wisconsin-Madison

I am a sociologist who studies classroom relationships and the
organizational character of schools and school districts. j'am
currently doing ethnographic research on urban magnet schools and
their relations with the wider school system and community.

Renee Marie Montoya
Chicano Education Project

.

Renee Marie Montoya is a staff person with the Chicano Education
. Project. She has worked for the past five years to help parents
and other policy makers become effective advo6ates for equal
access to education fat chicano youngsters. She presently is the
Coordinator of, the Cent,er fol.-, Hispanic Sch6o1 Board Members, an
activity with the Chicano EduCation Project.

Don Moore
Designs for Change

My major interest in analyzingthe or6nizational and political
dynamics in the educational system that create inequitable programs
.ant services for minority, ]ow- income, and handfcapppd 'student-, aod
in devising and carrying out strategies to,eliminhte these inequities.
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Caron C. Moseby, Jr.
Research and Development Center

for Teacher Education
University, of Texas at Austin

LeBaron Moseby is currently a Director o the.Social Ecology of an

'Urban School prOject at the Research and Development Center for
Teacher Education. Dr. Moseby has been active in Teacher Education
for the past 9 years with primary research interests in ethnicity
and adolescence. His present research,deals with problems of
school discipline with Special concern for the problems of minority
overrepresentation.

Ralph Mosher
=' Bostoli'Univrsity

Ralph Mosher holds an Ed.D. from Harvard and is professor of
education and Coordinator of .irogramS in Counseling at Boston

University. His most recent books include Adolescents' Development
and Education and Moral Xducation': A First Generation of Research

and Development.

Fred M. Newmann
Department of Curriculum and Instruction
University of Wisconsin-Madison

For several years, through different strategies,- I have been
attacking a broad question: In what ways can institutions, ,

especially schools, in a modern culture be shaped so as to 'enhande

"community?" This problem has led to research and development of
social studies curriculum, to planning an alternative school,.t'o
sordies on such topics as alienation in secondary schools, theories
of democratic citizenship, human diversity as a problem for schooling
and social policy.

I

Vito Peronne
Center fo'r Teaching and Learning.

Universit,4 of North Dakota

a

I have taught-lt all levels, pre- school through graduate education.
r have been deeply involved witil issues of teacher education--

.teacking,lbearuing and development--over the past 19 years.

Throughout my years at the university, I have'remained active in
schobls and communities. I am an'advocatelor parent participation

- in schools, curriculai diversity, active learning, use of community
resources and educational evaluation that supports high quality
teaching and learning.
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Christine Sleeter
Wisconsin Center for Education Research
University of Wisconsin-Madison

In addition to working at the Wisconsin Center for Education
Research, I am currently a lecturer in the University of Wisconsin
Department of Curriculum and Instruction, 'teaching introduction to
elementary education. I taught high school for four years in
Seattle and have been working = -recently with two colleagues on an
ethonographic study of a multiracial, mainstreamed junior high. On
the liasis of that study we are writing a book about schooling in
pluralistic contexts.

Norman A. Sprinthall
University of Minnesota

Currently I'm in the Counseling and Student Personnel Psychology
Program at Minnesota. One of my major theoretical and research
interests has been to broaden the scope of the secondary school

curriculum to include psychological maturity as a major and co-
equaleducational objective. The work originated at Harvard with
.Ralph Mosher. The most recent desCription can be found in
"Psychology for secondary schools: The saber tooth curriculum
revisited?", American Psychologist, 1980, 35(4), 336-347. I'm
currently writing a` textbook along with Andrew Collins which
attempts to synthesize the variety of developmental domains during
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